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APPENDICES 

20/11/07: Obama address to high school students re drug past 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhxL3dMAYlU&feature=related  

01/18/08: Original You Tube Video: Obama’s Limo Sex & Drugs  

(transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 

Hi.  My name is Larry Sinclair.  I’m making this video and posting it on youtube because of an 
incident involving myself and Senator Barack Obama between November 3

rd
 and November 

8
th
 1999 in the Chicago, Illinois area.  The mainstream media and Obama himself has done 

greatly to prevent this story from becoming public. 
 
During those time periods in 1999, I met Obama at an upscale lounge in Chicago, Illinois.  
After having a few drinks, Obama and I left in my limo, began to drink.  Mr. Obama acquired 
powdered cocaine for my use, crack cocaine for his use.  I performed oral sex on Senator 
Obama who at the time was a State Representative for the State of Illinois. 
 
Mr. Obama knows these allegations to be true and I am challenging Mr. Obama to come 
forth, be honest, stop claiming that his drug use is limited to his teenage years.  In 1999 you 
weren’t a teenager.  In 1999 you were a State Representative of the people of the State of 
Illinois.  In 1999 I performed oral sex on you in the back of my limo as well as in my hotel 
room in Gurnee, Illinois two days later. 

 
If you challenge the authenticity of this allegation, I challenge you to take a polygraph test as I 
will submit to as well.  These allegations are true and need to be told to the public.  Let the 
public decide whether Mr. Obama is being forthright and honest. 
Thank you. 

01/23/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 
[Sound from initial YouTube Video played] 
 
‘I first decided to approach Obama’s camp in September…I had sent the Obama campaign 
several emails to their campaign website addressing the issue…I was ignored’. 
 
‘I was working with a reporter who I cannot identify who was doing some research on the 
case…to verify some facts and then their editor got cold feet and decided to hold off, they 
were like ‘who is going to do it first’. Nobody wants to be first out the gate.’ 
 
‘I brought it out on YouTube as a last resort.  When I referred to a limo I was referring to a 
limo that I had hired out of the Chicago area, which is 5 star limosene service…I was in the 
Chicago area for the graduation of my godson from the Great Lakes Naval Training Centre.’ 
 
‘I had no idea he was involved in politics.  I was been introduced to Senator Obama by my 
limo driver who I had had on an earlier occasion.  I was introduced to Mr Obama when I got 
out of the limo, by the driver, apparently they were friends (deviates the conversation, 
purpose of meeting – not sex, but) to meet someone that I could actually sit down and have a 
conversation with.  The limo driver, from what I understand, had called him and told him to 
meet us there.  Because like I said, when we got there and he opened the door, that was 
when the limo driver had introduced Obama to me.  You know, we went in, we had drinks, 
you know, it was a casual conversation.  I had told him why I was in the Chicago area, what I 
was doing there.  There was some conversations about what I did for a living, which were not 
so legal at the time.  You know, I have to be honest about myself as well…Waiting on credit 
card statements from Citigroup so that when I do give the clubs name I give the correct 
name…and Citigroup has confirmed that they can get them for us, it’s just going to take them 
a little bit of time.’ 



 
‘Well, I had told the driver the incident before when I had hired the company to take me out 
with my godson, that I was going to spend another night out, that I wanted to meet people 
around Chicago.  I wanted to know something about Chicago...I had never been in the 
Chicago area until my Godson’s graduation…The way I understood it from my conversation 
with the driver was that he was introducing me to a friend of his, he was not introducing me to 
someone of power, he was introducing me to a personal friend of his.  The conversations 
were very light and casual…he never identified himself as a state senator or representative in 
any way.  He did acknowledge that he was in the legal field and worked in public service, 
which is fine for me because you know, when I am out and about, I have friends in Texas that 
I have taken out in limos regularly.  I spent the summer of 2000, for a month and a half, with 
first class limosene service out in little beach meeting people…I just like to meet people and 
talk casually, I don’t like to know a lot about them and get involved in anything that can come 
back and people are saying well why did you take so long.  Well to be honest with you I 
moved to Mexico a couple of years later [2002?].  I’ve only been back in the US since 
February 2006.’ 
 
‘not in any way [short of money in recent adulthood]…The part about it to me, all my life my 
gut has been a judge of character for me.  I felt so comfortable talking around him, so 
comfortable that I revealed some things about myself that could put me away for quite a bit of 
time.  But you know, it was just like the flow of conversation and the comfort level there and 
that is why I’ve told people when they say ‘well, how did the drug issue come up’.  I mean I 
had to feel that comfortable because I’m the one that brought the drug issue up, not him’.   
 
‘Senator Obama and I had been talking, you know, just chit chatting, you know basically 
about pretty much nothing.  I made it very clear at the time that I enjoyed enjoying myself, I 
didn’t have a problem with spending money.  I had made the comment to him after I felt 
comfortable with him that I could use a couple of lines to wake up.  I had been extremely tired, 
I had only flown in after being on the road for four days prior to flying into Chicago and he had 
made the comment to me if I was referring to coke and I told him I was and Senator Obama 
said he could get it for me.  At that time, he made a phone call, after the phone call we got in 
the limo.  Senator Obama was the one that instructed the limo driver where we were going.  
I’m going to say maybe at the most, after approximately 30 minutes of driving we stop, Mr 
Obama tells me he’ll be right back, in less than 5 minutes he is back in the car.   
 
I was speaking to the driver, the privacy window was down at that time and like I said, that 
was when I was made very clear at the time that the driver was in fact a personal friend 
because the driver knew from the previous engagement that I had with him that I wanted to 
get something to wake up from…He gets back in the car, he hands me the packet, I had a CD 
case from a CD I had put in the limo with me.  I take the CD case, I pour some out on the CD 
case and make three lines on it.  I kneel down into the floorboard of the limo and rest the CD 
case on Senator Obama’s left leg and with a rolled up dollar bill I do a line…I make the 
approach on Senator Obama with a sexual gesture, by rubbing up his leg into his crotch 
area… 
 
I have been gay all of my life.  I had a violent temper when I was a very young kid, I guess 
today they call it ADDT or whatever.  A doctor, when I was 7 years old, told my parents that I 
was gay.  I was very bright as a kid, I knew I was gay, I was never in the closet and that 
brought a lot of heat, you know you have to fight off people in the south in those days, but you 
know, I’ve never been married, I’ve never had kids, I have always been openly gay from a 
very young age of childhood... 
 
Senator Obama starts to become excited, he starts running his fingers through my hair, I’m 
doing another line and while I am doing another line his pants are unzipped by him, not by 
me…It progresses from there.  In the course of performing a sex act, Senator Obama actually 
asks for my lighter so when I get up to give him my lighter it is at that time that I see the other 
packet, of crack cocaine and the glass cylinder that he is putting it in.  I had no idea that he 
had it, I didn’t even know that he used it.  He did ask me if I wanted to smoke any and I told 
him that no, I did not smoke anything other than cigarettes at that point.    I had years earlier 
developed a severe case of pneumonia, I had not since then.   



You know, so things went on, while he is smoking I am performing the sex act, when all is 
said and done, you know, it is a relatively good evening…We were not parked, we were 
driving around the entire time.  Oh no, we were driving the whole time, because when the sex 
act ended, the clothes were back on, I had a drink in my hand, he had a drink in his hand.  I 
even stood up through the moon roof of the limo and lost my baseball cap that had been 
given to me by a friend, that if I had lost it would have killed me, so I had the driver actually 
pull over and I got out of the limo and ran down the freeway to pick up the hat.  So the night 
ended pretty much like any normal night would…we had a few more drinks, we both decided 
to call it an evening…in the limo, well not a full bar, I carry absolut everywhere I go.  Anytime I 
am in a limo I have to have Absolut or Grey Goose.  There was a bottle of Crown Royal and 
Chivas Regal as well. 
 
‘Well, we sat talking at the bar for maybe an hour, hour and a half, the limo I would say 
another two hours, maybe 3 ½ 4 hours.  At the end of the evening we decided to call it an 
evening.  At that time the driver told me it would be easier for him to go ahead and drop me 
off at the hotel and that he could take Barrack back to his car.  So I said fine, I had no 
problem with it, they were friends, they knew each other…three [when JR asks number of 
times saw Obama engage in crack cocaine in the limo].’ 
 
‘I never had any intentions of coming forward with any allegations of gay sex against Barrack 
Obama, but in order for them to understand how I knew and how I saw him doing the crack, it 
had to come out.  I couldn’t just say oh by the way we are here and I saw him smoke…there’s 
not doubt in my mind that he knew what he was doing…You know, I am not going to put 
myself in the position that I would say ‘yes, he was a daily user’ because I won’t do that, I will 
say that he definitely knew how to put a crack rock into a glass cylinder.   
 
It was the next day or the day after he had showed up at my hotel room. It actually really 
shocked me because I hear a knock on my hotel room door and I go to open it and to my 
surprise is standing Mr Barrack Obama.  I invited him in…I actually tried to get the folio from 
the hotel and they delete their records I guess they say every two years or so, but Choice 
International Hotels do still have the folio records of the stay because of my membership in 
their frequent guest program and they have provided those… 
 
It was in the early evening, I can’t give you an exact hour…he brought another packet, which I 
still had some from the first packet he had brought for me…but I had put down a line and he 
had pulled out another packet with the crack and he had pulled out the glass cylinder again.  
He started smoking, I had done two lines, at this time this sexual episode was initiated by him 
not by me – I guess it is what most people would call a quickie and it was less than 2 hours, 1 
hour to hour and a half from the time he showed up till the time he left.  He told me he had a 
good time and that he hoped I would come and see him next time I came back to Chicago 
and I told him I would like that… 
 
When I did become aware that he was involved in state politics it wasn’t that much of an issue 
with me, I have seen politicians from the local level to the US Government level that have 
been involved in some freaky things.  Actually, when I saw the speech from the 2004 
Democratic Convention…well I said, well there goes another one, I mean my god you’re 
talking about someone who still remembers the Jennerette story, the Gary Hart, I mean 
there’s been many it’s not something that is so unique that it would stop you and make you 
think…at least I got one notch on my belt…but I didn’t look at it that way, I didn’t care… 
 
Anybody I have already spoken to…they got my past out of my mouth before they ever pulled 
it up from a background check.  So I have nothing to hide.  I know what I have done in my 
lifetime, anything I have done that I am guilty of I’ve always said so.  I’ve never hidden behind 
any excuses for any of my actions…I’m a human being who did some stupid things when I 
was younger just like most people did, maybe I did em just a little longer but the simple fact of 
the matter is that I have put my entire background on the line on this, so I mean there is no 
turning back because if I do then it’s just going to let these people feed off and say oh this 
person is an idiot, he’s out for attention, I don’t need this kind of attention… 
 



not at all [re Obama dropping out of the race] I think what Mr Obama needs to do is simply 
come out and say you know…maybe I misspoke when I said I hadn’t used drugs…since a 
certain period in my life…I think what he has to do is be completely honest and I think unless 
he does that then it is always going to be standing over his head regardless of winning or 
losing.  
 
[JR - Concerned about impact on family?] I’m extremely concerned, in fact one comment was 
made the other day on YouTube referring to his wife and I had made the reply that I have 
gone out of my way to keep this from ever coming out to this point and that I would speak with 
her privately but I would not address any issues that anybody put forth on her behalf in public 
– I just won’t do that.   
 
[JR: not interested in offering this story for money you are offering it free here, is that an 
accurate assessment?] ‘I have not been paid, nor have I asked anyone to pay for anything 
other than I was asked if I would provide a photograph of what I looked like at that time on 
that trip in Chicago and if I would provide a photograph or allow a photograph to be taken of 
my appearance now and I told them that I would but that the photographs would have to be 
paid for. 
 
[JR: are you scared?] Am I scared in the sense that someone is going to turn up at my door 
and try and cut my throat – no…[more concerned with being recognized in public and 
publically attacked].   

02/05/08: Obama’s Sex & Drug Party pt2  

(transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 
Uhkay..here we go.  I’ve tried to make this video three times and I’ve tried to upload it three 
times and unfortunately every time it’s too long sooooo I need to start paying attention to the 
timer of the video camera.  Uhkay.  
 
As you know, my name is Larry Sinclair.  I’m hoping you can see me a little better.  If not, I’ll 
try to move towards the light in either direction.   How’s that?  All right now.  This is to address 
the issues that you guys raised.   
 
Number one.  There has been no payment.  I haven’t asked for any payment.  I have no 
connection with Ron Paul, with John McCain, with Mike Hukabee, with Mitt Romney, with 
Hillary Clinton or with anyone else for that matter.  Uhkay.  The statements I’ve made against 
Barack Obama are true.  I have spent the last week (aah) opening up every aspect of my life 
to a Chicago reporter who is by the way still working on the story.  You guys are the ones who 
said no one should do it and print it and put it out there unless they can verify it and then 
when I tell you they are working on it and verifying it, you guys you know what make 
comments like Oh yeah right.  Give him time.  Trust me.  Well actually I don’t care whether 
you trust me or not but I’m gonna tell you this.  On Monday February 4

th
 I made a call and left 

a voice message for David Axelrod, who is the Senior Media Advisor for the Barack Obama 
campaign, who is also Senior Partner in AKP Message and Media in Chicago and New York 
and on that voice message I let him know he needs to contact me immediately.  He needs to 
make public the Obama campaign investigation into me and their attempts to tie me to 
another campaign.  That’s number one. 
 
Number two. I have retained counsel to take federal civil action against David Axelrod and the 
Obama campaign and personally against Barack Obama if it turns out he was aware of David 
Axelrod’s actions. 
 
Number three.  For those of you who claim there was no graduation at the navy training 
facility at Great Lakes Illinois in November 1999, contact the facility. The graduation was 
February, oh excuse me, November 5

th
 of 1999. 

 
Number four.  Do not slander me.  Do not threaten me.  I will have youtube served with 
federal papers with a court order and a warrant to turn over all user records for every single 



one of you that have made a threat against me on youtube.  Uhkay.  I’m not gonna play with 
you.  You’re gonna find out.  I’m gonna fight back.   
 
Next in line.  I have no intentions of backing down, of walking away or going away, regardless 
of who gets the nomination.  If Barack gets it, so be it, but I will be there every day, every step 
of the way until he acknowledges his own actions.  If you have a problem with that, tough 
crap.  Uhkay.  Now, what I’m going to do.  It’s say threeee.  Yeah, I’m looking at the timer on 
the camera because I’ve been uploading all night and it keeps being rejected because it’s too 
big.   
 
Now, if anyone has questions, you see me. You hear me.  I’m not hiding from nobody or 
nothin’, but all of these comments and all of these claims that you guys are making…..You 
know what?  Kiss my ass because you don’t scare me.  No one can do anything to me.  
Barack Obama will not attempt to take any action against me because he’ll ex expose 
himself.  Uhkay I’m gonna stop this one and download it and I’m gonna start another one. 

02/05/08: Obama’s Sex & Drug Party pt3 

(transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 
Okey Dokey.  Here we go for number two.  Number two.  Let me continue where I was going 
with this.  You know you people claim to be intelligent.  You claim to be uh reasonable, 
objective and yet you get on there and you act like a bunch of kids name calling.  You know 
um you tell me to put everything out there.  I have but if you think I’m gonna go on youtube 
and you guys social security number, drivers license, give you that stuff, you’re crazy because 
none of you would do it, alright. 
 
Second, I need you to make, I need to make something very clear to you, alright.  I don’t care 
what you say about my appearance.  Number 1, what you were looking at in the video you 
couldn’t even see.  Number two, all of your statements about me being toothless or hillbilly 
and uneducated are so far off the mark that you guys are going to make yourselves look like 
complete idiots.  Now I’ve spent the last week with a reporter and like I said I’ve gone over 
everything.  I have turned over my financial records, my e-mail records, my phone records, 
cell phone, home phone, medical records, insurance records, hotel stays for the last year so 
um get over yourselves.  I have nothing to hide.  Uhkay, my entire life has been put out there.  
My entire history is with the people whose job it is to actually investigate these things and 
report on them.  So give ‘em the time.  Let ‘em do it.  Uhkay. 
 
But on the same token, I’m gonna let you understand something.  I’m not gonna sit here and 
let you threaten me and let you make completely false claims about me.  And if you think I 
am, you got another thing coming.  That’s just not for you.  That’s for Mr. Axelrod.  That is for 
Mr. Obama.  That’s for anyone connected with them, alright.  Now I have traced some of 
these threats back to individuals that are indeed connected with Senator Obama’s campaign 
and uh Mr. Axelrod himself and they will be dealt with.  So all of these things you people are 
telling me about suing me you know, whatever.  Sue me.  What you do need to understand is 
that all of these threats about the FBI, the Secret Service or (..sounds like just Senator…can’t 
make out the word) saying someone is coming after me.  Stop and think and listen to what 
you are saying, uhkay.  You guys are making no sense.  Number 1, I have violated no federal, 
state or municipal laws whatsoever.  Number 2, as a United States citizen, I have a right to 
confront any public official with any information that I may have concerning that official and his 
conduct to (garbled word) that is true.  And if you have a problem with that then everything 
you’re arguing for goes against the very grain of this country and what you’re claiming that 
you’re striving for in supporting Mr. Obama.  I’m not telling you who to vote for.  Personally 
speaking, I think that’s an individual decision each person has to make of their own accord.   
 
Now perhaps you do support Obama and he does make it to the Oval Office and in his first 
year you know um he’s busted gettin’ head or smoking crack in the White House.  You know 
then you got what you deserve.  Right?  Simple as that.  Please understand I’m not going 
anywhere.  I’m standing my ground, okay.  I’m showing you my face.  Let me move over..up 
just a little closer so you can see me.  See?  I hope so.  That light’s a little fuzzy.  See I have 
teeth.  Look, full set and no they don’t come out.  You people are so quick to say you know 



something and you don’t know a damn thing.  All right.  The simple fact is I gave Obama head 
twice and he smokes crack cocaine as recently as 1999, and yes, he neds to be confronted 
with that and I will continue to push this until he is, uhkay.   
 
But now, change the song real quick, might as well give you something decent to listen to, 
something decent to listen to for a couple of minutes.  I really don’t want to go over this, you 
know, might as well.  I cannot work this control worth a damn.  Let’s go to number 7 because 
number 7 very much says exactly what I am to Obama.  Start over, because I’m runnin’ out of 
time. 
 

02/05/08: Obama’s Sex & Drug Party pt4 

(transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 
Okay.  Final one.  The interview with the Right Perspective, okay.  I’m sorry I need to move 
my pillows.  The interview with the Right Perspective was in fact cancelled by me because I 
have some health issues this past week and had to go to the doctor and I actually couldn’t 
talk so if anyone wants to go on youtube and claim that the Right Perspective cancelled I got 
news for you.  The Right Perspective will be do the interview this Friday, 10:30 pm Eastern 
time and I will be on there.  And let’s see what else I just want to clarify all these things that 
you guys are throwing out there just so you understand somethin’.  Everything I said about 
Obama in 1999 is true.  And you say, “Well what’s the difference?”  Well, first of all, I didn’t 
need to come out back in 99, 2000 or even when he ran for Senator of Illinois.  Number 1, it 
didn’t matter to me.  You know, he was in the State of Illinois in 2004 and uh I was in Mexico, 
uhkay.  So it didn’t make any difference to me.  I’m not a resident of Illinois.  I don’t care but I 
am a U.S. citizen and I do care about people making allegations and claims to be for change 
and to be transparent and to be honest when they are just as crooked and when they do 
everything they accuse everybody else of doing.  So I guess that’s life in this country, huh?  
Anyway, have a great life, have a great day.  Be careful who you threaten because you will 
find out I’m not the one to play with.  I will come after anybody that makes one threat to me on 
youtube or anywhere else and I will strongly suggest that you watch your allegations against 
me.  You want to talk about me slandering people?  I will go after each and every one of you 
and believe me I have all the time in the world to do it and that, my friends, is the end of this 
conversation. 

02/08/08: The Right Perspective Interview with Larry Sinclair 

(transcription courtesy of Heidi) 
 
It’s The Right Perspective with John from Staten Island and Frank from Queens. 
 
[Almost first 30 minutes edited – political stuff]  
 
29:36 Frank: We’re going to have our guest.  Sorry to our callers.  Please call us back after 
11:00, after the guest. [edit more apologies to callers]  We’re gonna have Larry Sinclair at 
10:30.  Anyone can call us back after the guest at 11:00, or to speak to the guest at 718-761-
9996. 
 
31:55 Frank: Well our guest now is Larry Sinclair and days before the Democrat [sic] Party 
election in South Carolina, a video appeared on You Tube from a man making claims that 
could destroy the political career of the fastest rising star in politics today, Senator Barack 
Obama.  For those who have not seen the video yet, here is the audio from it: 
 

Hi, my name is Larry Sinclair.  I’m making this video and posting it on You Tube 
because of an incident involving myself and Senator Barack Obama, between 
November 3rd and November 8th, 1999 in the Chicago, Illinois area.  The 
mainstream media and Obama himself has [sic] done GREATLY to prevent this story 
from becoming public. During those time periods in 1999, I met Obama at an upscale 
lounge in Chicago, Illinois.  After having a few drinks, Obama and I left in my limo, 
began to drink.  Mr Obama acquired powdered cocaine for my use, crack cocaine for 
his use.  I performed oral sex on Senator Obama, who at the time was a State 



Representative for the State of Illinois.  Mr. Obama knows these allegations to be 
true.  I’m challenging Mr. Obama to come forth, be honest, stop claiming that his drug 
use is limited to his teenage years.  1999 [sic] you weren’t a teenager.  1999 [sic] you 
were a State Representative for the people of the State of Illinois. 1999 [sic] I 
performed oral sex on you in the back of my limo as well as in my hotel room, in 
Gurnee, Illinois two days later.  If you challenge this…the authenticity of this 
allegation, I challenge you to take a polygraph test, as I will submit to as well.  These 
allegations are true and NEED to be told to the public.  Let the public decide whether 
Mr. Obama is being forthright and honest.  Thank you. 

 
33:58 Frank: Alright, let’s now go to our guest, Larry Sinclair.  Welcome to The Right 
Perspective, Sir. 
 
34:05 LWS: Hello and thank you.  Actually that’s the first time I really listened to that all the 
way through. 
 
34:11 Frank: Hmm.  Wow.  These incidents occurred back in 1999 when Obama was a State 
Representative back then and won his senatorial seat in 2002.  What made you decide to 
come forward now with these allegations? 
 
34:28 LWS: Actually, it’s funny.  Everybody keeps saying, “now”.  I’ve been trying to get this 
out since last fall and, umm, You Tube was pretty much a last resort because it’s, all of the 
sudden it’s just like anything that you have on Barack Obama is umm …it’s untouchable – it’s 
like it’s forbidden.  It’s like, you can come out with anything on any other candidate but the 
you know, but the golden child and it will be reported and the candidate or the person will be 
torn apart.  I mean, people aren’t even asking this man, in fact I’ve got reporters from 
Chicago, from New York that [sic] are telling me they can’t even get their people to open up to 
ask the questions.  David Axelrod is doing an excellent job of keeping them from even getting 
close enough to ask him the questions.  But, it’s not just now.  I mean, it should’ve come out 
back last fall when I first reported it, umm, to NBC [corrects self] MSNBC.  Now they ignored 
it, then I found…then I understood why because one of their co-anchors on Morning Joe is 
actually a family member of the people running his campaign and I don’t know, it’s just that 
everything that was coming up in South Carolina, and before South Carolina, all the name-
calling…it’s like, people need to know the truth about all the candidates.  Why not him? 
 
35:57 Frank: So that’s what took you so long to make them public?  That, umm, you 
couldn’t… 
 
36:01 LWS: Well, I mean, to be honest with you, I had heard of, I know of You Tube,  I don’t 
dabble in videos, umm, You Tube was something that was foreign to me, it was something 
that I did not use, and umm, I didn’t really want to come out on You Tube like that because I 
didn’t think it was the right way to do it.  And I tried every possible way, ah, to come out with it.  
After You Tube, umm, you know, umm, I was interviewed by the Chicago Tribune, a reporter 
from their, umm, paper from the last week, just this past week, you know, everybody’s verified 
every bit of information I’ve provided as far as the hotel receipts and umm, people are 
accusing me of lying, saying there was no graduation in November when, in fact, the 
graduation I was referring to was held on November 5

th
.  Umm, I’m being accused of trying to 

slander the man.  I mean, if anything, I’m the one being slandered.  I’m the one being 
attacked.  I’m the one that’s being called all these names, receiving these threats through You 
Tube email and the funny thing is, is to this day, nobody has put the question before this man, 
other than a couple of reporters from newspapers, directing it to Axelrod and Axelrod saying 
that they’re investigating me, trying to tie me to another campaign so they can lock up the 
nomination.  I mean, this is strange.  For this to be America and for these news organizations 
to say that they’re responsible for reporting the news.  This is probably the strangest thing I’ve 
ever seen in my lifetime. 
 
37:43 Frank: Well, you know, I’ve discussed this with my co-host, John of Staten Island, and 
the producer, the news guy and the fact is, look, you’re being Monica-canized (ref to Monica 
Lewinsky of the Clinton scandal).  I mean, look at what they did with the women of Bill Clinton.  
Look at how they discredited them.  Look at how they went after them to say that they were 



lying.  When they have someone who they feel is going to represent the political ideology of 
the media, which I call “The Ministry of Lies” because you really can’t believe anything that 
comes out of it anymore, they’re going to do that.  They’re going to do to you what they did to 
Kathleen Willey, uhh… 
 
38:21 John: There’s a lot at stake. 
 
38:22 Frank: Sure, Judith Exner who had an affair with Kennedy, she even had an...they even 
have her signature coming in to visit him in the White House.  That woman was vilified, 
ignored to this day.  They do not accept the late Judith Exner’s story, that she was a lover of 
John F. Kennedy, among many others; Mary Myers, so this is what’s happening to you.  The 
fix is in with this guy and that’s why they’re ignoring you, I guess. 
 
38:48 LWS: Well, no, I…I…I totally…I totally agree with you.  Someone made a comment on 
the You Tube thing today, saying that, you know, when Bill Clinton had his affairs, it wasn’t 
important, I corrected them.  You know, it’s amazing, yes, they took, and, and put these 
women through hell, but they also put Bill Clinton through hell, but they’re not even willing to 
do that to Obama.  They’re not even willing to post the question and this is what’s scaring me, 
because I’ve got the DNC’s official Web site smearing me, calling me a smear operative for 
the Republicans when, in fact, I’m a registered member of the DNC! 
 
39:28 Frank: [chuckles] Oh my goodness.  So have any media outlets picked up on your 
story? 
 
39:33 LWS: Sir, I have given interviews to The New York Times, The New York Post, The 
Chicago Tribune, umm, I have sent everything to CNN, FOX News, MSNBC.  Uh, I give the 
Chicago Tribune credit, even though they have endorsed Obama, they actually put the effort 
[sic], and put one of their uhh, senior writers to meet with me all of last week.  They asked 
some very tough questions, they even told me, you know, they were honest and direct with 
me, in saying, well we want, we’re asking you to provide this information because we want to 
see if you need money for medical bills or this or that.  I mean, I have disclosed my bank 
statements, my health insurance, my medical records.  I mean, I have disclosed things that I 
don’t even give to my own mother.  I mean, I’ve given my medical diagnosis to a newspaper, 
that my own mother has asked to see and I have not let her see it simply because we have a 
difference of opinion in treating certain ailments and illnesses.  I have been accused of being 
everything in the book.  I have not taken one penny from anyone, not asked anyone for one 
penny.  If I was trying to make money, or …or smear someone, I think The National Enquirer 
probably would have been a better way to go. 
 
40:55 Frank: Ahh, yea…yes, definitely. Umm, well do you think the media has aversions 
toward attacking Barack Obama? 
 
41:02 LWS: I’ll be honest with you, I think they do and ah, what’s amazing me is even FOX 
News, which is normally the…the network that claims to be “fair and balanced” and I think 
it’s…the right is afraid and doesn’t want to confront Obama because they hate Clinton so bad 
and, don’t get me wrong – let me make it very clear, I am not a supporter or a volunteer or a 
staffer for any candidate.  Regardless, um, I mean, not Ron Paul, not John McCain, not 
Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, none of them, okay?  This has nothing to do with any political 
affiliation.  But when I file a complaint with the Democratic National Committee, against the 
Obama campaign for the intimidation, for the telling reporters [sic] that they are conducting 
private, undercover investigations into me to try to connect me with another campaign so they 
can lock up the nomination.  And then to have the DNC send me emails, asking me for 
money, then when I call Howard Dean’s office to tell him, unless they take the smears off of 
their DNC dot org Web site, they’re smearing me.  Next week, I will have the DNC and the 
Barack Obama Campaign and David Axelrod in Federal Court.  I mean, I’m not going to go 
away.  These people have attacked me, they have…they have said vicious things that are 
untrue about me, they’ve got people, that [sic] are constantly trying to take my words and twist 
them around to fit their specific ideas or… or their specific, umm…arguments [inaud] saying 
that I’m a liar, that I’m just trying to smear this man.  To be honest with you, I probably would 
have supported him if he had of [sic] came out last fall, when he was confronted with this and 



just come out and said, “You know what?  I misspoke, I made a mistake.  I was wrong in…in 
the timeframe when I stopped using drugs”.  But I’m willing to say right now, I don’t believe he 
has stopped.  And that’s the issue here!  Everybody’s trying to put it on the sex thing.  It’s not 
the sex.  I mean, you know what?  Everybody and their mother has [sic] their own lifestyles.  
It’s the drug issue I think everybody needs to understand and understand that just because he 
admitted to using in his early years does not preclude him from being confronted with issues 
as recent as 1999, and having to answer to them before you put him the in the White House 
to where he could push that button. 
 
43:41 Frank: Do you think it… 
 
43:42 LWS: This is…this is somebody who’s talking about sitting down with Iran, having 
dinner with them. 
 
43:47 Frank: Yes, you know, I don’t like his politics.  I find that his politics are “Blame America 
first” and, ah…I’m really frightened… 
 
43:58 LWS: But can I ask,  
 
43:59 Frank: Yes… 
 
44:00 LWS: Can I ask you a question?  
 
44:01 Frank: Yes. 
 
44:02 LWS: You’re saying you don’t like his politics.  I’m still trying to figure out what his 
politics are.   
 
44:06 John: Well, keep ‘em guessing. 
 
44:07 Frank: Yea.  Now, but I read something you wrote in the Times, ah, New York Times a 
couple of months ago.  It was basically, go to every third-world nation and grovel…grovel and 
beg for forgiveness.  I really couldn’t give a damn about his grandfather in Nigeria.  Nigeria is 
a dictatorship.  It’s a country that’s split along religious lines, and basically this is a man, if he 
got into the White House, he’d go and grovel and appease every enemy of the United States 
because, basically, that’s what he seems to be saying.  Do you think his race played a role in 
this cover-up?  That they, they don’t, umm… that’s why they don’t want… 
 
44:45 LWS: Oh there is absolutely no doubt in MY mind that his campaign and Howard Dean 
and the so-called “New Old Establishment” that Barack is saying, “We need to change.  We 
need to get rid of the old Washington and bring in a new one.” And yet, he’s standing next to 
the oldest Washington establishment, Ted Kennedy, that lives today, ya know, and accusing 
Clinton and everybody else of playing the “race card” .  I’ve been called a racist and the funny 
thing is, everybody that knows me will tell you I’m the furthest thing from a racist that you 
could ever meet in your life.  And it is a race thing.  Everybody is trying to put this on race and 
it’s NOT.  What is it with America today that we say we need new leadership and everybody’s 
getting energized in this election year and yet nobody’s asking the hard questions?  
Everybody’s going with the fluff.  I mean, look, Hillary Clinton says something and all of the 
sudden, she’s attacking.  Ron Paul says something and all of the sudden, he’s smearing, 
okay?  Um, John McCain, Mike Huckabee, Mitt Romney, you know, anybody that says 
anything that’s directed toward the record of Barack Obama, Barack Obama’s past, or 
somebody like me, who is willing to put their life on the line to defend, I am telling the truth 
and I am going to stand by it and I am not going away.  Whether he gets the nomination or 
not, I am gonna keep pushing until somebody confronts him and he has no choice, but to 
ANSWER.   
 
46:25 John: Well, I want to congratulate you.  Did you ever think of contacting anyone at FOX 
News? 
 
46:30 Frank: Yea, he did. 



 
46:32 LWS: I’ve contacted…I’ve even sent them copies of videos from You Tube.  I have 
called Studio B.  I have sent every one of their shows: Fox and Friends, America’s News 
Room, um…everything.  Nobody…the funny thing is, The New York Post if the first paper I 
contacted, and don’t get me wrong, the reporter, that was actually put in touch with me, 
wanted to move with this story, however, The Post is … is doing the same thing as the Times.  
Although the Times is actually helping to smear me at this point because their reporter got 
upset that I had agreed to cooperate with the Tribune, as opposed to giving him the 
information over the phone. 
 
47:19 John: How ‘bout Air America?  You know, a lot of those lefties over at Air America 
might be Hillary supporters and be glad to give you a shot at bringing this out? 
 
47:27 LWS: But the funny thing is, I’m trying to prevent from going in any direction that 
anyone would be able to say, “Oh, you know, you’re just trying to smear this one to help this 
one” because I’m not.  I would like nothing more than for somebody… You know, the funny 
thing is, all it does, it takes one.  Any newspaper that has interviewed me has spoken with 
me, that has asked for information, that has gone through all my records, has said the same 
thing.  Everybody’s sitting back waiting to see who’s gonna be first.  And I want to know what 
David Axelrod and Barack Obama and Mr. Plouffe, Axelrod, from from AKP Message and 
Media, has so strong against the American media that they can actually spin this and keep 
this out. 
 
48:21 John: Now you know what this… 
 
48:22 LWS: I’ve got, listen, I have the limo driver.  Everybody keeps telling me on You Tube, 
“Put your information out here.  Let us investigate it.”  I’m not that stupid.  Are you kidding 
me?  Everybody on You Tube is trying to kill me…you know…um threaten me…I don’t mean 
“kill me” literally.  I mean, they’re trying to slaughter me online and my character.  I’ve got 
news for ‘em.  They can’t do that.  I’ve been completely honest about everything about me, 
but I’m not gonna put in on You Tube for a bunch of, you know, Internet warriors to sit there 
and play with and twist around. 
 
48:54 Frank: Well, I’d like to ask you, umm, we have a listener, ah, George the Athiest.  He 
asked, “Did Mr. Sinclair have any help in making the video?  Was it entirely self-produced, 
self camera taped?  Any significance in the logistics of this production?” 
 
49:14 LWS:  You wanna know the help that I had with this?  I live in a high-rise apartment 
complex.  It has a community computer room, library.  When everyone says it was a hotel 
room, it wasn’t.  Ah, I actually went down to that room with one of my neighbors, who had a 
Fuji Finepix digital camera that we…I had her keep the camera on me because I really didn’t 
know what I was doing.  Everyone says I was reading cue cards.  I wasn’t reading anything.  
You know, they say, “Well, listen to his voice.”  My voice is … the right side of my mouth on 
my face doesn’t work.  I had a gland from lanoma removed on December 22

nd
, um, 27

th
, 

excuse of, of last year.  When I speak, when I get excited, or I try to speak in my normal tone, 
at normal speed, the right side of my face doesn’t move, doesn’t work, and my mouth 
construes [sic], and I start to stutter or lisp and I hate it, but there’s nothing I can do about it 
until this heals, okay?  There was no assistance whatsoever, other than my neighbor, you 
know, putting the camera on the tripod, pointing it at me, and me trying to be as precise and 
as brief, because I wasn’t that familiar with You Tube, as far as them saying what size the 
video had to be.  I mean, I have made a new one, which is 15 minutes long, that I cannot 
seem to fix…split to meet You Tube requirements and I got frustrated the other night, so I 
turned around and just set my camera up in my living room and started making short ones 
and posting them, which I don’t like the way they came out, but I have to answer these 
allegations and I have to let people know: Don’t threaten me; don’t slander me; don’t tell me 
that I can be sued for slander.  If you’re gonna come after me, I mean, I’m gonna go after you. 
 
51:13 Frank: Uhh.. 
 
51:14 LWS: [inaud] 



 
51:14 Frank: I’m sorry.  Go ahead. 
 
51:15 LWS: No…no…no, go ahead, because I’m sorry… 
 
51:18 John: No, I’ll have to give you credit.  I’m glad you’re determined and sticking … you’re 
standing your ground… 
 
51:23 Frank: Have you contacted Matt Drudge? 
 
51:26 LWS: Who? 
 
51:27 Frank: Matt Drudge, of The Drudge Report. 
 
51:28 LWS: I don’t even know who he is. 
 
51:30 Frank: You know who…he exposed Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky. 
 
51:35 LWS: No, and see that’s what I’m saying.  I haven’t…I don’t know who…I…I…I put my 
confidence in these reporters. 
 
51:42 Frank: Yea 
 
51:43 LWS: And I tried to let you know…to do it the way they say it needs to be done, you 
know, without losing credibility and it’s…it’s just gotten to the point recently, with the…the 
attempts at intimidation, the threats, you know, the comments I by David Axelrod [sic] to the 
reporters that have gotten me to the point to where I’m just ready…just like I told them, I’ve 
retained counsel to go after the campaign and David Axelrod.  And I am going after them for 
their threats and for their claims that they are conducting an undercover investigation into me 
and my family because he does not have that right. 
 
52:21 John: Lar…lemme just say this, Frank.  Umm, Larry, Matt Drudge is the biggest name 
on the Internet as far as news reporting goes, has been for ten years.  He’s got his own Web 
site.  He does all these, like, independent stories, you know, news breaking stories.  He’s a 
specialist in it.  He has a radio show on WABC for a while, he just ended it because he 
wanted to continue on his Web site because he wanted to concentrate on that.  He’s been on 
every major talk show.  He had a show on television as well.  Go to Matt Drudge dot com and 
find the contact link and I’ll guarantee you, he’ll get the story out.  He’s independent. 
 
53:02 Frank: Like The Right Perspective. 
 
53:04 John: Yes. 
 
53:05 Frank: Let me ask you. So you fear for your safety…you’ve had death threats?  Have 
there been any overt acts of violence against you? 
 
53:13 LWS: I have had an alarming number of threats sent through the You Tube email.  
Umm, I don’t fear for my safety as far as someone walking up to me on the street and 
attacking me because if they did, I’m gonna knock their ass out.  (chuckles), You know, Sir?  
That’s just me.  I don’t fear that at this point.  I am becoming very uncomfortable for my family 
because my family has nothing to do with this.  I had to sit down with them to tell them what I 
was doing before I did it because I know that people will try to, you know, find out who your 
family is or this and that.  I mean, my family understands that I am telling the truth.  They 
understand that I am doing what I believe needs to be done, but you know, it’s just gotten 
ridiculous with the threats that are coming through the You Tube email and they’re so 
obviously connected to the Obama campaign that it’s not funny. 
 
54:13 Frank: Well, your…your…this interview will be up on our Web site and our program is 
listened to internationally, so ah, the entire world will know your story.  Please give us, if you 
can, a quick run through of your fateful encounter with Barack Obama. 



 
54:30 LWS: You know, I…I’m gonna do something I haven’t done and I haven’t done it 
because I fear that by giving a specific date, people are going to have the opportunity to try to, 
you know, cover their behinds. 
 
54:43 Frank: Right. 
 
54:44 LWS: And people are saying that they don’t believe this because I’m only giving a span 
of time within that week, okay?  Barack Obama and I met [coughs], oh, excuse me, on 
November 6

th
 of 1999, alright?  Barack Obama knows everything I’ve said is true.  The limo 

driver is willing to come forward, but only if it actually gets out there, because he is a personal 
friend of Barack Obama’s and he is scared to death if he comes out before it gets out there, 
Obama and Axelrod can shut him up.  And those are his concerns and I understand them.  
You know, and I’m getting ridiculed.  I met Obama on November 6

th
 of 1999 and I was 

introduced to him by the driver, okay?  He…I did not meet him on the street, as these people 
are claiming, alright?  He was outside the limousine when the driver opened the door and 
introduced me to him.  Now where he was before that, I can only assume he was inside the 
lounge, alright?  We talked.  I had asked him…I had made the comment about I could really 
use a line or two to wake up.  Like, I said, he asked me if I was referring to coke…[clears 
throat, raspy voice] excuse my voice, I’ve been ill this week. 
 
56:00 Frank: Sure, that’s alright.  Take your time.  [Larry hacking in the background] 
 
56:03 LWS: [continues] Umm, you know, he asked me if I was referring to coke, I told him I 
was, he makes a phone call, he says he can get it for me, I gave him the two hundred and 
fifty dollars to get it.  Ah, I need to make sure that’s clear because people are accusing me of 
performing oral sex on Obama for drugs.  I didn’t need to perform oral sex on Obama for 
drugs.  I was making two hundred, three hundred thousand dollars a month moving drugs 
from Colorado to South Carolina when I met this man.  And that’s what I’m saying.  I’ve put 
my entire history out there. 
 
56:38 Frank: Right. 
 
56:39 LWS: Okay?  You know, he gets the dope.  I didn’t even know that he purchased 
anything for himself until I happen to see him pulling out another baggie out of his pocket. 
 
56:53 Frank: Oh. 
 
56:54 LWS: As far as I knew at that time, I thought he was just buying for me, okay?  So that 
was a total surprise to me.  I’m giving him head, he’s smoking crack, he shows up at the hotel 
room and I said, the next day or two days later, I’m gonna say it was the next day, I can’t be 
specific, because at that time, I wasn’t sleeping well anyway, alright?  But this is something 
that Obama knows to be true.  I mean, people, they were there for the same graduation of the 
same person, has [sic] already spoken to reporters, has told reporters flat out, “Yea, Larry told 
me the next day, before we left at breakfast that he got lucky last night.”   I mean, you know, 
the driver will come forward, but he’s not going to put him and his family on the line for 
something that the media is constantly shoving underneath the carpet, and I don’t blame him. 
 
57:51 Frank: Hmm, right, right.  So you had…you sold him cocaine? 
 
57:57 LWS: No, I didn’t sell him… I had him buy it for me. 
 
58:02 Frank: Oh, for you. 
 
58:03 LWS: For me.  Like I said, I did not know he purchased it for him until he pulled out the 
packet of crack cocaine in the limo. 
 
58:13 John: So he was…he was able to supply it.  You bought it. 
 
58:16 Frank: So how did you know… 



 
58:17 LWS: Exactly. 
 
58:19 Frank: You bought it from Barack Obama? 
 
58:20 LWS: No, I gave him the money… 
 
58:22 Frank: Oh, th…hold it right there.  Please hold it right there.  We’re going to end this 
hour of The Right Perspective and continue.  Just go to www dot talkstreamlive dot com to 
pick up the link to The Right Perspective and we’ll continue this exclusive interview with Larry 
Sinclair.  [edit talk about suicide bombers and Hirohito] 
 
59:57 Frank: Don’t kiss off The Right Perspective.  We have an extremely interesting and  
exclusive interview with Larry Sinclair.  Let me get this straight.  How did you know Barack 
Obama? 
 
01:00:15 LWS: I was introduced to Barack Obama by the limo driver for Five Star Limousine 
Service. 
 
01:00:19 Frank: How did you get to know the limousine driver? 
 
01:00:22 LWS: I did not know Barack until that night when I was introduced to him. 
 
01:00:27 Frank: OK…OK, why did the limousine driver introduce you to him? 
 
01:00:30 LWS: He, uh…I…why? 
 
01:00:32 Frank: Yea. 
 
01:00:33 LWS: Because I had actually spoken…I had had this limousine service prior to that 
night, during this trip to Chicago.  I had told him that I was looking to go out.  I was looking to 
see Chicago with someone who actually knew it.  The driver introduced me to Barack.  I did 
not specifically ask to be introduced to Barack.  Umm, at the time when I was introduced to 
him, you know, everybody says, “Well you should have known.  You had to have known.”  I 
had no idea that he was in the Illinois State Senate.  It really didn’t make any difference to me 
one way or the other, okay?  During our conversation, we were all having drinks before we left 
the bar… 
 
01:01:16 Frank: Wait.  In other words…in other words, you wanted the limo driver to set you 
up with a date? 
 
01:01:21 LWS: No, it wasn’t a date.  That’s what I’m trying to say.  Everybody’s twisting it that 
way and I’m not saying you’re twisting it, I’m saying, that’s the way everybody else has been 
putting this out.  It was not an introduction for sex of any kind.  It was an introduction because 
someone that [sic] that lives in Chicago, that knew Chicago, that knew how to have a good 
time, that didn’t have a problem spending money because I was there spending money, 
okay?  The sex thing with Barack Obama took place just out of the blue.  You know, it wasn’t 
anything that I had planned.  It just happened under the circumstances after having drinks, 
after getting high, after being alone in the limo driving around Chicago, it’s just something that 
happened, alright? 
 
01:02:13 Frank: So you just wanted someone to hang out with that would show you…so that 
you could discuss what Chicago was like.  Is that what you’re saying? 
 
01:02:20 LWS: Ex..exactly.  (Frank: Like a friend.) Because I was traveling constantly 
anyway.  It was the first time I got to Chicago to really enjoy it. 
 
01:02:31 Frank: So you were driving around with him, you had drinks in the limo? 
 



01:02:34 LWS: Well we had actually had drinks in the bar first for about an hour, an hour and 
a half.  During the conversation, I had made the comment to him that I could really use a 
couple of lines to wake up because I was tired.  I was…I had said it that way because most 
people, if they know what you’re talking about, which he did, you know, they would say, “Are 
you referring to coke?”  Other people, if they didn’t know what you were talking about, they’d 
look at you and say, “What are you talking about?”, okay?  So, it just so happened, that he 
looked at me and asked if I was referring to coke and I told him I was.  He made a phone call, 
while we were in the bar and he told me that he could get it for me.  About five minutes later, 
we leave in the limo.  I gave him two hundred and fifty dollars in the limo.  He had already told 
the driver where we were going.  I had no idea.  We drive for approximately thirty minutes or 
so, the limo stops, Obama tells me he’ll be right back, he gets out, within five minutes he’s 
back in the limo.  I’m doing a line off of a CD case off of his left knee, you know?  I start 
making an advance at him.  Then all of the sudden when I see him pull out the other bag, he 
asked to borrow my lighter, that’s when I knew that he was smoking crack. 
 
01:03:55 Frank: Oh. 
 
01:03:56 John: Well then, the first question you gotta ask here is, how was he able to get it so 
easily and so fast? 
 
01:04:01 Frank: Yea. 
 
01:04:02 John: And is he still involved in that kind of thing. 
 
01:04:06 LWS: And see that that’s the whole reason.  You just hit my entire purpose for 
bringing this out and everybody else seems to be missing it.  Everybody else is accusing me 
of trying to smear him with gay sex.  I don’t care about the sex.  I had to bring the sex out 
because if I come out and said “Hey, Barack Obama smoked crack cocaine.” What’s the first 
question somebody will ask me, “Well, how do you know?”  Well, because I was in the back of 
a limo giving him head while was doing it.  Then they’d call me a liar because I didn’t bring out 
the sex part to begin with. 
 
01:04:39 John: I want to know why, you know, is he still involved with these people he was 
able to get drugs from?  And why didn’t somebody know this before?  And how come he 
hasn’t been called on the carpet about that?  Why are all the questions being directed toward 
you and not toward him? 
 
01:04:54 LWS: Because the gentleman is from Chicago. He is … his campaign is being ran 
[sic] by David Axelrod’s company, who is raking in millions of dollars for doing this.  He’s from 
Chicago.  He is, you know, let’s face it, people talk about New York being, you know, corrupt 
and …and mob ties or whatever.  Chicago has got to be the most corrupt city politically of any 
in this country.  And I don’t care, you know, people can tell me, “Oh, he did this, when he 
graduated Harvard, he did all this in the community.” You know, that man did not buy that 
mansion that he lives in Hyde Park, Illinois by doing good for the people who were suffering. 
 
01:05:41 John: Yea, well look, Chicago’s got the Daley reputation, Mayor Daley, Al Capone 
going way back. 
 
01:05:47 Frank: So, you were in the limousine with him and, umm, he was smoking crack 
cocaine.  You were snorting coke and then what, your “gaydar” went off with him?  I mean, 
you’re attracted to him or he was attracted to you? (Larry chuckling in background when 
attraction questions are being asked.) 
 
01:06:05 LWS: (laughing) I like the reference to the “gaydar” and don’t worry, it’s not 
offensive.  I’m probably the first gay person that anybody ever meets that the minute I meet 
someone, I always tell them I’m a crazy faggot.  Ah, no, actually, the funny thing was, is I 
started rubbing on his leg while I was doing a line off of the CD tray that I was holding and he 
was holding on his left knee.  Umm, it was just, you know, most guys…most people will 
understand this.  If you approach someone, and you start touching someone or start rubbing 
someone, and you’re violating someone’s space, then the normal reaction is, either they push 



your hand away and say, “Hey, I’m not like that” or they knock you…they punch you in your 
face. (Frank: Right.) Okay? (Frank: Sure.) You know, when you’re rubbing on someone’s leg 
and someone’s crotch and they’re not moving your hand, and they’re not saying, “No”, and 
they’re not punching you in your face, then you know that you have an opportunity there.  
When they become aroused, you know that you’ve hit the spot.  And that’s how that took 
place, and like I said, even on the Jeff Rense show, everybody, you know, throwing this thing 
on me saying he’s gay.  I have never said that this man is gay.  I can say, from personal 
experiences that he is definitely bisexual. 
 
01:07:32 Frank: So in other words, he’s what … he’s what they call in the negro community, I 
believe, “the down low”. 
 
01:07:36 LWS: Well, he’s what … and it’s not just in the black community that they call it, 
because, you know, I was living in Mexico for years and… and everybody…every 
neighborhood calls it the same thing, regardless of where they’re from.  You know, you’re 
right, “you’re on the DL” and this man was definitely on “the DL”.  You know, I’ve tried to be as 
considerate, and as respectful about this whole thing because I do understand that he has 
young children.  I’ve tried to leave his wife out of this as much as possible, but you know, as 
far as I’m concerned, Michelle is just as much a part of this cover up as Barack and David 
Axelrod are at this point because it’s out there, they have acknowledged that they know it’s 
out there and yet they refuse to respond to it. 
 
01:08:26 John: That was my next question.  I wonder what she thinks of this?  Or is she going 
to be the typical, power-crazed, devoted wife like Hillary and just ignore this because she 
thinks her husband might be President of the United States? 
 
01:08:41 LWS: You know, it’s funny you said that because I told the Tribune reporter last 
week the exact same thing, that those were my feelings about Michelle’s position with this, 
because someone had said…I had heard someone say, ah, not too long ago that if it was not 
Barack running now, that eventually it would have been Michelle.  Now she is a strong 
woman.  She is a very intelligent woman and an educated woman and I tend to agree with 
what you just said.  Hillary…you know, people have accused Hillary of staying with Bill during 
the infidelity because she had her sights set on the White House. (John: Of course.)  Okay? 
And, and I’m willing to put the same question out to Michelle Obama at this point.  Are you 
helping your husband keep this from becoming public and backing him up because you, as 
well, have your eyes set on the White House eventually?  
 
01:09:39 Frank: Now one of our listeners wants to know, can you elaborate on who David 
Axelrod is? 
 
01:09:44 LWS: David Axelrod is a Senior Media Advisor for the Obama campaign.  David 
Axelrod is the senior partner in…uhh… it’s called “AKP Message and Media” out of Chicago 
and they have an office in New York.  David Axelrod actually worked apparently on Hillary 
Clinton’s senate campaign at one time. (John: I thought that name sounded familiar.)  Yah, he 
and his partner, umm…I can’t remember his first name, his last name is Plouffe, Ploufee is 
the, the campaign manager for the Barack Obama campaign.  They are the ones…they are 
the Chicago machine that is running the Barack Obama campaign.  They are the ones that’s 
[sic] deciding what is getting asked of Obama and what can not be asked of him.  David 
Axelrod is the one that [sic] specifically told the newspaper reporter from Chicago that they 
were aware of the You Tube video.  David Axelrod claims that the video is a vicious pack of 
lies and he has stated to this reporter that they are conducting an investigation into me and 
that their intent and purpose is to connect me or tie me in some way with another candidate.  
And they’re hoping like hell they can do it with the Clinton campaign, so that they can lock up 
the nomination. 
 
01:11:18 Frank: So you won’t…sorry go ahead. 
 
01:11:20 LWS: No, you okay. 
 
01:11:21 Frank: Okay, you’re not going to contact the Hillary campaign.   



 
01:11:23 LWS: I …I mean, I don’t want to contact the Clinton campaign simply because of the 
fact that if I do, you know, people are gonna turn around and say, “Oh, see?  Hillary’s got 
something to do with it.”  This did not come from Hillary.  This did not come from Ron Paul.  
This did not come from John McCain.  This did not come from the Republican Party.  This 
came from Larry Sinclair, from a personal, up front experience that I had with Barack Obama 
and people need to understand.  They need to stop threatening me and trying to scare me 
because all they’re doing is making me angry.  And when they make me angry, I fight back.  
And, I apologize for the tone of my voice on your program, but it’s like I told the news guy, I 
am mad.  I am mad as hell and they pissed me off, at the point where they have pissed me 
off, I’ve made it clear that I’m not going away.  I’ll do whatever it takes. 
 
01:12:23 Frank: Did…did Obama reciprocate when you made advances toward him.  Did he 
show a..ah…did he do anything towards you?  Has he had sex with… 
 
01:12:36 LWS: No.  No, he did not perform oral sex on me. 
 
01:12:29 Frank: Oh, okay.  Now, what proof do you have beside what you claim?  Do you 
have any physical proof.  For example, could you describe Obama’s genitalia the 
way…uh…umm, what’s his name…Michael Jackson’s was by that kid that he had sex with?  
Can you say, “Well, it’s this length”…is he circumcised…is he uncircumcised? 
 
01:13:03 LWS: Please…let me…let me answer that in…in…in this way.  Yes I can and in fact, 
I told a reporter this afternoon, that I was getting sick of the comments on … on the You Tube 
where people are saying, “Well, you don’t even look like you could open your mouth wide 
enough to handle something that big.”  And I told the reporter, “The funny thing is, he aint as 
big as people are thinking he is.” (Frank: laughs)  
 
01:13:28 John: Now that could be a campaign song, “Yes, I can.  Yes, we can.” 
 
01:13:33 Frank: But I mean, are they any… 
 
01:13:35 LWS: You know what I’ve always said?  (Frank: What?) I have a good friend of 
mine, umm…who is African American and I used to always tease him.  I used to always tell 
him, “You know, you’re the first black man I ever knew that [sic] had a white boy’s dick.” 
(Hosts laugh) 
 
01:13:49 Frank: Well, so…I mean, are there any birthmarks?  Are there any, umm…umm 
 
01:13:56 LWS: As far as that information, I really don’t want to put that out on the radio right 
now. (John: Okay.) 
 
01:14:01 Frank: But, in other words, you would be able to say, ah, like they did with Bill 
Clinton, they had, he has Peyrones Syndrome. You could be able to say, that he was 
circums… 
 
01:14:11 LWS: Oh, I would be willing…I would be willing to say that I could give you the size 
of…of …of…of his genitals, you know, maybe within a half inch and I could definitely tell you if 
he was cut, uncut.  Umm, I was asked if I noticed any birthmarks and I told them flat out, “You 
know what? I’m not gonna lie and say ‘yes, I did’, simply because we were drunk, I was, you 
know, in the back of a limo where it was dark”, but yea, I can do enough to where if he drops 
his pants, I’m gonna be proven right. 
 
01:14:42 Frank: Now, do you have any history of mental illness?  So is there any history of 
mental illness in your family?  I don’t want you to take offense at that.  I just want to, ahh, you 
know… 
 
01:14:52 LWS: Oh no, that’s … that’s fine because everybody’s asked those questions, you 
know?  And no, I mean, in my adult life, no.  When I was a kid, yea, I had a few problems, 
okay? (Frank: Right.) But, as an adult, no.  Do I have a perfectly clean record as an adult?  



No.  You know?  And that’s the thing, I put my information out to the reporters that [sic] have 
shown up, you know?  Everything.  I’ve told everyone about my past record, about the fact 
that I was actually selling volumes of drugs at the time when I met this man.  Right?  That 
information was confirmed by an old, family, neighbor friend when I was a kid that [sic] is still 
upset with me to this day because they feels that I was selling way too much stuff to her 
brother and they were claiming that, I mean, I was the reason he got hooked on something, 
which is the case.  But, I’ve been completely honest about me. 
 
01:15:50 Frank: Now… 
 
01:15:52 LWS: I can not come out and say this about Obama if I’m trying to hide this about 
myself. 
 
01:15:56 Frank: Lemme ask you, if these allegations you’re making wind up to be proven true, 
Obama’s career is likely over.  Not only will he lose the presidential nomination, he’ll not 
become the vice presidential nominee and, most likely, he’ll lose his senate seat.  How would 
you feel about this man’s life literally being ruined like this? 
 
01:16:21 LWS: But see, I disagree with that analogy.  I don’t think his career would be ruined.  
In fact, with the way he’s managed to spin everything else, I think, you know, probably his 
biggest mistake was not coming out and addressing it when I first brought it to him last fall.  
But if you’re asking me do I believe that this comes out and I know it will be proven true, 
okay?  As far as I’m concerned, there’s no “if it is proven”, it will be proven true.  The thing is, 
is he’s not going to get thrown out of the senate because what he did and the time he did it, 
he wasn’t in the US Senate. So legally and ethically, the senate has no right to boot him out.  
Will he win reelection in Illinois?  Oh, most definitely.   They are convinced that this man is 
their savior, you know?  I’m just sad to have seen so many people get fooled by a bunch of 
smoke and mirrors, you know, and no substance, and then when somebody brings the truth 
out about it, you know, either you’re racist or you’re tied to a smear campaign.  And I’m 
neither one. 
 
01:17:28 John: Well, you’d better watch is ‘cause this guy, this guy David Axelrod, he’s gonna 
say, ah, you drag a dollar bill through a high-rise apartment and you never know what you’re 
gonna find. 
 
01:17:39 Frank: Right.  The way they did with Monica. 
 
01:17:42 LWS: See?  The funny thing with David Axelrod is he’s making a lot of claims to 
reporters, but he doesn’t have the balls to answer one email.  I have emailed that man’s 
office.  In fact, I called his office yesterday and was hung up on by a gentleman, but the name 
of Claude, because I had insisted upon them giving Axelrod the message to call me and ask 
me to my face what it is he wants to know about me, rather than using campaign funds, and 
the guise of a presidential campaign, to conduct an illegal investigation into my past. 
 
01:18:18 Frank: Now in all the time you were in the limo, John from Connecticut wants to 
know, did Barack provide any other information to you that would prove that you knew him 
personally? 
 
01:18:32 LWS: But see, I didn’t know him personally until I was introduced to him that night. 
 
01:18:38 Frank: Yea, but he wants to know what…what information could you prove that you 
knew him that night?  I mean, what information would do that?  Any other information? 
 
01:18:48 LWS: The question…the answer to that question is the only thing I can do to prove 
that I met him that night is for one, mainstream media outlets to put this story out there and I’ll 
have the limo driver who has known the man for a lot longer. 
 
01:19:01 Frank: How do you feel about these allegations affecting Obama’s family? 
 



01:19:06 LWS: I feel bad about it, but you know what?  What can I do?  I’ve done everything 
in my power to give him the opportunity to come out and just simply say, “Hey, you know 
what?  I misspoke.  You know, the timeframe for when I stopped using drugs… or, you know, 
yea, I did some recreational after that timeframe.”  I’ve given him every opportunity to come 
out and make that statement and never be exposed for nothing [sic].  So, if anybody wants to 
blame anybody on how it affects his family, they need to blame him, not me. 
 
01:19:44 John: Well, you see, you’ve got two things going against you.  Number one, you’ve 
got … you’ve got a biased media and, you know, they’re gonna protect Obama right off the 
bat.  And you’ve also got a lot of people who don’t want to touch this story because they’re 
afraid of being called racists, you know?  This is a first, legitimate black candidate for 
president and everyone’s umm…ah…the race card thing will come right out, ah, the first 
thing.  You know, you’re gonna be accused of being a racist, that you just don’t like this black 
man, or you don’t want to see a black man president. 
 
01:20:17 LWS: But…but …but show me the black man.  Show me the black man.  Everybody 
says he’s the first viable black candidate.  Excuse me!  Do you want to talk about the first 
viable black candidate?  Let’s go back to Jesse Jackson, because he was a black man.  
Barack Obama is not black and if anybody is playing the race card, and being racist, it is a 
man who has built his career off of creamy white caucasians all the way (John: Yea, we all 
know that.) …all the way up to this point. 
 
01:20:51 John: We all know that but (LWS: Huh?) Jackson was considered a bit of a radical, 
you know.  This guy is considered more mainstream, you know what I mean? So… 
 
01:21:01 LWS: Right, because he knows how to play on both sides of the aisle (Frank: Yea.).  
Because he knows how to line his hands [sic] and you know, this is the thing.  Nobody is 
bringing out Barack Obama.  If we’re gonna talk about the man, let’s talk about the man.  You 
know, you can go back…I can pull back pictures from my past, people are saying, “Why 
would he do anything with your old ass?”  The funny thing is, is Barack Obama is a little more 
than one month older than me…I’m actually younger than him.   
 
01:21:31 Frank: How can you 100% sure that the man you allegedly had this encounter with 
is, in fact, Obama?  I mean, did he show you proof?  What solid proof do you have that you 
could definitely say that this is Barack Obama? 
 
01:21:46 LWS: Well, I think when the limo driver comes out that will be clear and Obama will 
not deny it.  Barack Obama was introduced to me as “Barack Obama”.  Barack Obama 
himself told me what his name was.  He also told me that he was in public service.  He did not 
say he was in politics, but he did say he was in public service.  He did say that he was in the 
legal field.  You know, there’s…everybody’s saying, “Well, are you sure this isn’t mistaken 
identity?”  Trust me, it’s not mistaken identity and I have never met two men that [sic] will 
have the same ears as that man’s got. 
 
01:22:24 Frank: (laughing) Now, Monica Lewinsky was wearing a beret.  Ah, in your video 
you wear a baseball cap.  Is there a coincidence or some type of symbolism in all this? 
 
01:22:35 LWS: No, actually, I put the base…actually it’s a [inaud] baseball cap because I’m a 
big soccer fan.  Um, I put the cap on basically because I didn’t know how this was going to 
turn out.  I didn’t know what reaction it was going to bring, but a reporter friend of mine had 
actually told me, you know, “You might know not want to make your face completely visible at 
the…” excuse me, I’m gagging here, “You might not want to make your face completely 
visible because you don’t know what kind of loons are out there.”  And it’s probably smart that 
they told me to do that.  However, when people started saying I was hiding behind the 
baseball cap, I put out new videos that completely show my face because they’re accusing 
me of hiding behind something and I don’t want people to think I’m hiding, you know? (Frank: 
Right.)  But that was…that was the reason for the baseball cap pure and simple. 
 



01:23:38 Frank: Now…um…oh yea…are you concerned that your posting these allegations 
on You Tube will cause a crack down on the site with videos and comments being more 
heavily monitored and deleted? 
 
01:23:51 LWS: Well, first of all, the comments that are being deleted are on my You Tube 
videos, I’m doing and I’m doing after giving them warnings…I told everyone, they’re entitled to 
make their comments as long as one: they’re clean; two:  they are not racist in nature, in other 
words, I don’t want umm…people using the “n word” and at the same token, I don’t want 
people using “cracker” and all that crap because this is not a “sticks and stones” type 
situation, you know.  It’s an allegation that’s serious, it needs to be taken seriously and if they 
want to play like little kids in a schoolyard brawl, then I’ve made it clear that I will disable the 
comments and I will delete them.  As far as a crackdown on You Tube, it’s probably going to 
come, because I’ve made it clear that I will ask counsel to get a warrant and a court order, 
ordering You Tube to provide the user records for those who have sent personal threats of 
bodily injury over their email system. 
 
01:24:55 Frank: So outside of the limo driver, that is the only person that would be proof that 
you were with Barack Obama.  Now what if he’s bought or forced into silence, then what? 
 
01:25:08 LWS: But see, he’s not going to be because he has insisted that I have not been 
able to reveal who he is or how to get in touch with him until such time as this does come out.  
And I do know, excuse me, I do know, that the Tribune reporter just recently returned to 
Washington because he could not even tie this guy down. 
 
01:25:34 John: Uh…umm (LWS: I’ve been…) Let me just ask him a question, Frank.  (Frank: 
Sure.)  Um, Larry, when somebody, when they ask you, “Listen, why are you even bringing 
this out in the first place?”  Um, what do you tell them, when they ask you, “Why are you even 
bothering to bring this out?”  I mean, do you have something personal against Barack Obama 
or are you just concerned about having a person like this in the White House or you think the 
American people should know this before they go out and vote for him? What do you tell 
people? 
 
01:26:02 LWS: I tell people the same thing I’ve told them on You Tube.  This is nothing 
personal.  I…to be honest with you…I was actually, you know, inspired by Barack Obama as 
well until I saw a young person last fall, and saw Obama make a statement to this person that 
you know, hey, “I’ve admitted to what I’ve done in the past, but I didn’t…I haven’t done it since 
my teens” and I’m going, okay, here’s a person who is coming across to the American people 
saying, “Trust me with your lives.  I’m honest.  I’m transparent.  I’m everything that nobody 
else in Washington can say they are.”  When you do that, then you need to live up to that.  
That’s why I brought this out.  You know what?  People are voting for a man because they’re 
inspired by the way he speaks and that’s good, but only if the person speaking is telling you 
the truth, you know?  He’s accused everybody, his campaign has accused every candidate on 
both sides of the aisle of not being forthright, not being honest, of having problems with facts 
and telling the truth.  If he’s going to make, you know…that’s why I brought this out.  If he’s 
not telling the truth, why can’t he be held to the same standards? 
 
01:27:28 Frank: Yea, but Uncle Warren noticed something.  You said the limo guy is a good 
friend of Obama.  So Obama knows who the limo driver is. 
 
01:27:35 LWS: You know, I would be willing to bet you he’s trying his damnedest right now to 
remember exactly which friend is his. 
 
01:27:45 Frank: Well, if he wants to find out, he could go, he has the resources to find out 
who it is.  I mean, he could go back (LWS: And why di…)  he could go back to that date and 
find out who it is. 
 
01:27:56 LWS: And why do you think I have been pushing so hard, since I was informed of 
them conducting the investigation into me to get this out before that happened.  But I’ll be 
honest with you, I don’t think Obama will find him.  Not this fast. 
 



01:28:14 Frank: Obama came to your hotel the next day for round two, is that correct? 
 
01:28:20 LWS: He showed up at my hotel room unannounced and unexpected. 
 
01:28:23 Frank: And what happened then? 
 
01:28:26 LWS: Actually, it’s like I told Jeff Rense.  That was pretty much what you would 
consider a quickie.  He shows up, he brings more coke, he asks me…he offers it to me, I told 
him I still had some from the night before.  You know, he shows up specifically for sex.  It was 
nothing more, it was nothing less.  It was a quick blow job and he was out of there. 
 
01:28:50 Frank: Well, now let’s see, so we have oral sex, coke, limo.  Isn’t that just a CFR 
perk? 
 
01:28:58 LWS: I don’t understand what CFR… 
 
01:29:00 Frank: Council on Foreign Relations.  And my producer [inaud] that.  
 
01:29:04 LWS: [laughing]  Well, I guess it wasn’t a perk for him because I was the one paying 
the bill. 
 
01:29:11 Frank: Well, Larry, we want to thank you for coming on The Right Perspective.  We 
appreciate you staying with us so long.  We hope you’ll stay in touch and we’re going to follow 
this story very closely.  We’re one of the …out of the 1200 shows on talkstream live, we came 
in number 16 so your interview will be heard and it will be archived on our site for anyone who 
wants to see it.  Thank you very much, Larry Sinclair, for coming on The Right Perspective. 
 
01:29:40 LWS: Thank you. 
 
01:29:41 Frank: Thank you.  Goodnight.  

02/16/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html  
 
From: Lawrence Sinclair [mailto:lws022737@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2008 11:05 AM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: Polygraph Offer  
 
I stated on your web site that I would agree to your offer with conditions. You can accept them 
or not it is your choice. 
 
1. You must publicly acknowledge any relationship you have or had with David Axelrod or 
Barack Obama, if any, including friendships. 
 
2. I pick the polygraph examiner and it must be shown they have no connections with any 
candidate of either party. 
 
3. Airfare and transportation to and from the airport to hotel and your office is paid by 
Whitehouse.com in advance as are hotel arrangements and whitehouse.com pays for security 
to insure my safety due to the threats being level against me even from your web sites. 
 
4. Payment of the Ten Thousand dollars ($10,000.00) must be made at the time of arrival at 
your offices not upon completion of the exam because their are no assurance that you will 
pay at the end of exam. 
 
5. I am allowed to have an independent report with me at and during the polygraph exam 
through its entirity as witness. 
 
6. My arrival date and time is not to be made public at any time and if it is, you will agree to 



pay the Ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) in default for placing my life in danger. 
 
If you agree then I will notify you of the flight information for you to take care of the payment of 
such.  
************************************ 
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Sat 2/16/08 11:10 AM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
We will post the following sentence on the website including a copy of our offer to you with all 
the address and email information blocked out. “We are not affiliated in any way with any of 
the candidates or any of the parties. I have never met or communicated with David Axelrod or 
Barack Obama. Obviously since I never have met either of them I do not have friendship with 
either of them”.  
 
We are trying to get Jack Trimarco which is who was your first choice anyway. If we cannot 
get him we will agree to get another world renowned expert which is mutually agreeable to 
both us.  
 
Airfare and Transportation will be paid for but we will make the arrangements and pay for the 
services directly with the Airlines, Ground Transportation and Hotels. We can provide security 
during the test and when we pick you up in a Limo. All other times are not feasible. We might 
just do the test at your apartment as long as we are the only ones recording or videotaping 
the event that way there are no travel of security issues.  
 
We will pay you the $10,000 when you arrive at the office or where you are to take the test at 
the scheduled time as you want but if you do not complete the test we would want the money 
back. As you know off reading the information on Mr. Trimarco’s site, a good polygraph test 
and prep takes about 4-5 hours.  
 
You can bring an independent reporter/witness at their expense .We will be the only ones to 
record or videotape the event.  
 
We will not make your time and date for your test public anytime before or during the test or 
we will pay you the $10,000. We cannot be responsible if someone else not on the 
Whitehouse.com staff including somebody on your side leaks or posts the information. It is 
not in our interest to leak any of the information prior or during the event.  
 
Thanks  
Dan Parisi  
President  
************************************ 
RE: Polygraph Offer   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Sat 2/16/08 11:32 AM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
We are good to go. I will get the arrangements over to you early in the week. Can you put on 
your You Tube account that we have come to an agreement and I will do the same on 
Whitehouse.com. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
WHiteHouse.com Inc.  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2008 12:25 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Polygraph Offer  
 



This is acceptable to me. The test is to be done in New York. I am having enough problems at 
my apartment since the posting of my address and phone number on the web. I perfer to get 
this done as quickly as possible. The name of travel documents needs to be Lawrence (not 
Larry) Sinclair as that is how it appears on my passport and ID. 
 
I assure you there is no one on my side to leak anything.  

02/17/08: Cao and Larry Sinclair Interview 

(transcription courtesy of susan elise) 
 
Intro  
Cao introduces her broadcast partner Kender (Can not quite make out the name he is 
referred to as “Helper” throughout the transcription) and Larry; Explains her broadcasting 
system problems. 
 
Give a brief overview of Larry’s claims and the media black out regarding this story. States 
that Larry has been a victim of death threats. She explains the Whitehouse.com 10,000 offer 
for the polygraph test. 
 
Larry: Uh huh? Oh gee it’s about time I thought I was out in the middle of no man’s land 
 
Cao continues her introduction and un-mutes her show participants 
 
Cao more background on the story, plays Larry’s YouTube clip 
 
Larry: Do we have to play that? 
 
Cao wants to know what motivated Larry to make the YouTube clip, what made Larry feel like 
he had to come out and tell what happened between him and Obama. 
 
Larry: (laughs) More like desperation to be honest with you. It was funny. I mean, 
everybody’s accusing me of having motives and this and that. And my motives are simple, 
you know. Obama has repeatedly made claims that other candidates whether it be on the 
Democratic side or the Republican side have a problem with the truth. I contacted Senator 
Obama’s campaign as early as September of last year, giving Mr. Obama the opportunity to 
correct his statement regarding his drug use. At no time was he asked to come out and 
confirm any sexual relations whatsoever, because as far as I was concerned the sexual thing 
was not an issue. And it really should not have been. Obama’s campaign decided to ignore it, 
figuring that, you know it’s easier to ignore me, that I would go away. When the fight became 
you know more prevalent on national television, that you know he was accusing everyone 
else of not having a grasp of the truth you know. Uh, I had been to the Chicago Tribune, I had 
been to the New York Post, I had been to the New York Times. I had emailed every single 
cable news network, no one wanted to touch this thing.  Um, you know I’m still in touch with 
the Post and the Tribune. It was just matter that you know, it came to desperation and you 
know and in a conversation with a reporter you know I made, proposed the question that 
“Well what do you think of YouTube?” Because you hear all this stuff about YouTube, you see 
it on tv all the time.  It probably wasn’t my best choice seeing how people are criticizing my 
ability to make videos. (Laughs) 
 
Cao compliments Larry on making the video, saying it was very well done. 
 
Larry: I mean, you know, I’m accused of reading cue cards. Which did not happen, and my 
neighbor who actually helped me make the short video you know, knows that is not case. My 
choices of words probably weren’t that great in the fact that I was trying to just simply make 
the statement “Hey this is what happened, you’re lying come clean and get it behind you” 
 
Cao interrupts states Larry’s speech pattern is very measured and deliberate and he chooses 
his words very carefully 
 



Larry: And the problem with that too is everyone is saying well you know, he’s ignorant he’s 
lisping. I had surgery to remove a gland in my right neck, on the right side of my neck, as 
recently as the 27

th
 of December. And the right side of my mouth and my jaw and my face 

does not move the way it did prior to the surgery. And it does cause me a slight lisp and it 
causes me difficulty. Especially if I start to speak rapidly and it’s bugging the heck out of me 
and yet people are making all of these claims and these attacks and I’m just, you know. Stick 
to the fact, the fact of the matter is, is that he lied about the extent his drug use, that’s the 
whole issue here.  
 
Any sexual conduct which I stand behind the claims, and people say then why did you bring it 
up? Because I can’t come out and tell someone Hey Obama lied about his drug use. Well 
how do you know? Because he did it with me. Well when?  Then I come out later with the sex 
part and they go “oh well you’re lying, you’re adding to it.” It was either come out with the 
whole story at one time or don’t come out with it at all. 
 
Cao: Comments on Larry giving up being a private citizen because he came out with his 
allegations and now he’s being stalked by people on the internet. 
 
Larry: But even after YouTube I was still a private citizen it wasn’t until, you know 
SmokingGun.com who apparently has chosen to say that my allegations are completely 
unsubstantiated, which is not true, seems to be in the mold of Murray, you know who is going 
out and making…. 
 
Cao comments Murry is at SeerMurry.com 
 
Larry: So he’s going out and you know, making allegations and claims that he is presenting 
as being factual when in fact they have been proven not to be factual, but he continues to 
post them under multiple screen names on YouTube on every other website that I’ve  seen 
these posts ,you know he’s making allegations that he had discredited this or that and then 
he’s making those claims under anonymous screen names and then promoting his blog and 
then going back to yours….I mean it’s getting ridiculous  
 
Cao remarks that yes it’s getting ridiculous and for lack of a better word that it has turned into 
a pissing match 
 
Larry: And I’m not going to get into that pissing match  
Cao asks for the chronological line of events, asking Larry about emailing Axelrod back in 
Sept of 2007 
 
Larry: I emailed Axelrod’s office because I could not get an email address directly to him with 
campaign and I had no intention… 
 
Cao remarks on who Axelrod is to the campaign saying yes he is “the guy” for Obama 
campaign 
 
Larry: He is the senior media advisor and his partner Mr. Plouffe is apparently Mr. Obama’s 
campaign manager  
 
Cao gives a quick background on Axelrod’s political history  
 
Larry: Oh yeah and he was a political writer for the Chicago Tribune 
 
Cao comments on Axelrod’s connections and his authority with the media, and wonders if the 
media is reporting back to him with various potential damaging stories 
 
Larry: You know I’m not gonna say that these individuals, that the reports themselves are, 
Because the reporter from the Chicago Tribune actually convinced me overwhelming that he 
really is looking at the story and he is not looking, you know, I told him I said you know I’m 
getting the feeling that you’re working for the Axelrod-Obama camp and he responded in a 
way that made it very clear to me that he really wasn’t. He said in a way I am trying to 



discredit you, he said basically if you boil it down I’m either going to discredit you or credit you 
which ever way it turns out you know and that’s the object 
 
Cao asks if not publishing the story is crediting Larry? 
 
Larry: No he has been fair and he has been honest you know as far as everything checking 
out the graduation date, the hotel stay, all of this stuff has been verified. Even though there 
are people on the internet who will insist that I’m….. 
 
Cao gives a run down of Larry going to Chicago for his godson’s graduation from the Great 
Lakes Navel Training Base during the first week of Nov 1999. 
 
Larry: In the Chicago area correct…(Laughs) I did not hook with him at the navel base 
 
Cao states Larry was not living in Chicago at the time. 
 
Larry: I have never lived in Chicago. I have never lived in the state of Illinois. At the time I that 
met Senator Obama I was actually living in the state of Colorado. I had flown in, I flew out of 
Colorado late on Nov 2, I had a long layover in Salt Lake City that got me a connecting flight 
into Chicago O’Hare early on the morning of the 3

rd
. I arrived on Nov  3rd at Chicago O’Hare  

 
Cao comments on Murray saying Larry is a liar because there were no graduations taking 
place at that time. Cao comments further on the fact the naval base graduates over 50,000 
cadets a year. She states that you can go on the Great Lakes Naval Training Base website 
and confirm this information and that makes Larry’s story plausible.  
 
Larry: Yeah, I was gonna say, not only can you go on their website, the Chicago Tribune 
confirmed the graduation date by speaking with the training center’s information office 
directly. Which is something apparently these people claiming that there no graduations, that 
graduation took place sometime in October is completely exaggerated and false.  
 
I mean, I’m not you know, this is the thing I would like a minute to make clear. If people are 
saying well you’re not putting dates or specifics out and you know what? I have not posted 
specific documents of any sort on the internet for this very reason people have cut and pasted 
and modified and exaggerated and outright falsified stuff to the point to where I have no 
intention of doing that. 
 
Cao comments that the actions of people on the internet have become more about protecting 
Obama and destroying Larry’s character. 
 
Larry: I think my criticism of the media has just gotten pushed a step back. I received a phone 
call just before we went on the air from a gentleman that informed me that the G. Gordon 
Liddy talk radio show apparently he substituted this past week and that they actually did play 
the video on the radio show and did discuss it. So I mean I have to give this gentleman credit 
because he it made it clear to me that when I come out and I make a general statement that 
the media is refusing to report on it, I did not know the G Gordon Liddy show did a piece on it, 
so I mean I have to respectively acknowledge that. 
 
Cao continues with time line and goes to the civil lawsuit and why Larry filed the lawsuit 
 
Larry: Actually it was the extent of the threats that I was receiving through the YouTube email 
box.  
 
Cao lists the defendants of this lawsuit as being Axelrod, the DNC and Obama 
 
Larry: That is correct. The defendants are named in this specific order Barack Obama, David 
Axelrod and the Democratic National Committee    
 
Cao asks what the defendants are charged with  
 



Larry: Actually the claims made against them are interfering with the first amendment free 
speech right of citizens, conspiring against the rights of citizens and conspiring against the 
rights of citizens has to do with the fact of intimidation, coercion, threats which I have 
received. The Democratic National Committee has been named as a defendant because they 
have allowed a blog if wanna call it, I’m not sure what you call it because I really don’t do 
blogs, in fact I think I’ve learned a lot about blogs in the last couple weeks. (Laughs) Um, but 
it is on the DNC official website, individuals that are posting comments or information on that 
site must register and become a member of the DNC to do so. They have slander me they 
have made comments that I am mental patient, that I am…  
 
Cao comments the statements made by those on the DNC site are inflammatory and false. 
 
Larry: Well you know people keep saying they have the right to say whatever they want. The 
funny thing is that I haven’t come out and personally attack Obama regarding anything, any 
claim I have made against Senator Obama has been from personal experience and personal 
interaction with the gentleman. 
 
Helper asks how Larry knows Obama and wants Larry to verify that he did know Obama 
before the weekend in question. 
  
Cao injects that Larry did not know Obama prior to the night they went out on the town and 
had sex.  
 
Larry: I did not, and see that’s the thing, the same questions keep coming over and over and 
no one is listening to the interviews, no one is actually listening to the answer to the 
questions. Barack Obama was introduced to me by the limo driver who was a personal friend 
of Barack Obama. 
 
Helper wants to know why the media is ignoring and why isn’t Hillary all over this? 
 
Cao says Hillary isn’t all over because a staff person brought it up and that person was 
released. 
 
Larry: No no no let me correct that. It’s my understanding actually, if you go to the 
Whitehouse.com website, people have actually switched it. You know, people were accusing 
this of being a Hillary hit, when in fact it has nothing to do with Hillary, it has nothing to do with 
John McCain. It has nothing to do with any candidate. 
 
Cao makes comment about this being thought to be a Ron Paul hit as well. 
 
Larry: Yeah, and people were accusing it of being Ron Paul. And now people are saying as 
recently as yesterday, there’s an awful lot of people that are accusing me of actually working 
for Obama and being paid by Senator Obama to make these claims in order for him and his 
campaign to present them as being a vicious political attack from the Clinton campaign in 
order for them to actually get him votes. I will be honest with you I have no connection with 
any campaign I’m not working for anyone, I’m not being paid by anyone. 
 
Cao address people asking her and others what candidate they are supporting. 
 
Larry: To be honest with you I’m not even going to vote. (Laughs) 
 
Cao agrees with Larry about not voting because she doesn’t really have a candidate either. 
 
Larry: Let me answer his first question. As far as why is the media not reporting  this--- I think 
in all fairness, and I have to give them fairness, I mean I understand Dear Murray and others 
will constantly claim I’m lying.  But uhhh…John Crewson  of the Chicago Tribune made it you 
know, very understandable to me, the simple fact of the matter is that people do not want to 
touch this unless they personally speak to the limo driver. 
 
Helper asks where the limo driver is. 



 
Larry: I’m not releasing that. (Laughs) Sorry. 
 
Cao says the reason for not releasing that information should obvious. 
 
Larry: Well the reason I’m not releasing, I mean come on, look at how people have distorted 
anything that has been said to this point. Look at all these attacks that people are making 
about my… 
 
Cao interrupts with saying people have claimed Larry is living in a senior home and that he is 
a mental patient. 
 
Larry: Yeah you know, all of this is completely exaggerated and untrue and I can answer it all 
day long but they’re going to keep come back and say well you’re lying. And they post things 
from HUD websites that they don’t bother to post the complete documents or the 
descriptions….you know 
 
The simple fact is that the limo driver has specifically requested that I not identify him at this 
point because he does see the attacks and the threats that are coming to me.  
 
Now do you wanna ask me do I believe he will come forward? Oh there is no doubt in my 
mind that he will corroborate every single thing that I’ve come out with. But he’s not going to 
put himself in a position to where the Obama camp can go and pick his ass up and cause him 
problems and I believe that will happen. I mean , my God, look at the extent Obama and his 
supporters are telling everybody they’re for unity, I’m sorry these are Obama supporters, 
blatant Obama supporters that are calling my home at 4:30 in the morning making death 
threats. Filling my email box up with threats. Just go back as recent as yesterday and look on 
YouTube and people are coming on there and stating they’re going to set me body on fire, 
they’re going to slit my throat… 
  
Cao interrupts talking about Larry’s body being found somewhere. 
 
Larry: Someone even posted on, they’ve even posted something on the web to where it 
comes, if you Google my name, stating hey, you know Sinclair is going to be founded 
murdered and then they’re going to try and blame that on Obama too. 
 
Cao comments on murder not being a stretch of the imagination because there is the story of 
the murdered gay choir director at Obama’s church. 
 
Cao goes on to the subject of Whitehouse.com’s offer for the lie detector test. 
 
Larry: Well see this is funny, apparently this offer was posted on their website early Friday 
afternoon. Well I didn’t know it and people were on YouTube talking about it apparently and 
even on your blog speaking about it. And I was totally oblivious to what the hell people were 
talking about (Laughs)You know, I’m serious, I uh.. it wasn’t until early Saturday morning that 
uh, after I was harassed at 4:30 in the morning by threatening phone calls that I happened to 
go on line early Saturday morning, a gentleman that has been somewhat supportive and 
respectful, anyway, I mean I don’t care if you believe what I’m saying or support what I’m 
doing you have the right to your own opinions and beliefs, but you do need to be respectful, 
because if nothing else I have tried to be respectful of everyone 
 
Cao agrees that Larry has been respectful. 
 
Larry: So I went to the website and I saw the challenge and I read it and I posted a comment 
on their site stating that I, uh would wait to receive their offer which was in fact delivered by 
FedEx yesterday 
 
Cao interjects, echoing that the package was delivered to Larry. 
 



Larry: Yeah it was delivered yesterday by FedEx, and I read it and I did respond in the 
manner I that I was requested to respond to Mr. Parisi (Larry repeats the name twice as he is 
not sure of the pronunciation and Cao corrects the pronunciation Larry repeats the name 
again correctly this time) Okay,  he, I uh, I answered him and I put some conditions and 
stipulations because if I was going to do this, which I was going to do on my own anyway—I 
wanted it done by a polygraph examiner that was reputable, that had no connections with any 
political campaign or candidate whatsoever, they have agreed to do that, they have also 
stated that they in fact knew that I had contacted Jack Trimarco’s office and that they had 
contacted his office as well because they knew that that was my first choice…umm., you 
know. So we have agreed on it, we have also agreed that no one on their side or my side will 
disclose the date and time of it, and that’s for my personal safety reasons at this point. 
 
Cao comments that it’s understandable why that information would not be released because 
Larry is receiving death threats, and people know his home address and phone number.  
 
Larry: They do know, because the SmokingGun.com, had actually, and I spoke with Mr. 
Baston the editor uh as soon as I saw he had posted my address and phone number. And 
people are going well you filed the suit as public record, yes it is public record, but if people 
want take the time to read those public records before they post them, the court will 
specifically ask that my address and phone number be sealed and it was specifically stated 
based on the fact that I have had threats made against my personal safety 
 
Cao comments that Larry is a private citizen and it is his choice as to what information is 
released.  
 
Larry: Well these people have chosen to say that they are protected, I’ve got news for them, 
they’re not. Okay, I mean, they have a right to post the document, the document is public 
record, but when that document specifically seeks the court to seal parts of it and these 
individuals and these organizations ignore that, and post it anyway, there are legal 
ramifications. 
 
Cao moves on with the interview and opens up the interview to questions. 
 
Caller: Wants to know when the limo driver will come forward. 
 
Larry: Well actually the limo driver has from the minute I’ve contacted him and told him that I 
was coming forward with this, has always said he that would come forward once it out in the 
public spectrum to where he felt that he would have a sense of public protection, in other 
words it has not reached a level to where if he came forward he doesn’t feel comfortable that 
he would not be physically attacked or action taken against him. 
 
Now there are some issues that surround the company and some of those issues are 
immigration issues I don’t know if those pertain to the driver himself. I do know the driver was 
family members to the owners of Five Star Limo so I mean you know, there’s a lot of issues 
there as far as him feeling that he has the protection he needs, and I don’t blame him, 
because, I mean my God look at what I’ve gone through just on coming out on YouTube 
 
Helper says  it sounds like the limo driver is an illegal alien. 
 
Larry: Well I’m not going to say that much, I do know there were some immigration issues 
involving one of the members of the family that owned Five Star Limo it is public record, it’s 
out there. I’m not going to say he’s an illegal alien, but I do there were some issues involving 
some of his family members, now whether that pertains to him specifically, personally and 
directly, I don’t know. 
 
Helper says he thinks the limo driver is saying he wants this to come out on front pages of 
news papers before he comes forward. 
 



Larry: No I don’t think he’s saying that, I think he’s saying he wants to see it come out to level 
other than just it being on the internet, you know where people are anonymous, I think that’s 
what he’s saying. 
 
Cao states that people tend to have a lot of nerve and anything behind a screen name and do 
anything based anonymity. Helper agrees with Cao  
 
Larry: Yeah, but the sad part about people doing that behind the screen, is in this day and 
age it is so easily incitable to other people who really don’t think clearly who see an 
opportunity, hey let me go pick this guy off and maybe Obama’s camp will pay me for doing it. 
 
You know, I mean. I’ve been accused of trying to make money on this, which has not been 
the case you know at any point…and I’m sorry, but I do, I feel more for my neighbors in the 
fact that if someone, some idiot did decided to try to make himself famous by  shooting at me 
you know, if this person was to take a shot and miss me or shoot  one of my neighbors 
walking out of this building—which by the way all of my neighbors are walking okay, just so 
that we know (laughs) Sorry it was a bad joke. I mean that’s what scares me more than 
anything by them posting my address. 
 
Helper says Larry is well known, his face is well known and he shouldn’t worry about one of 
his neighbors getting shot on purpose. 
 
Larry: I didn’t say on purpose, what if they’re a bad shot?! 
 
Helper (Laughs) agrees with Larry. Caller goes on to say that the MSM is democratic biased 
and this story will not be picked up unless the limo driver comes forward now.  
 
Larry: Well I’m not even going to go as far as to say their ignoring it now. Because I mean, 
you,  you would be surprised, I mean just Friday afternoon a reporter from the Star Tribune 
from Minneapolis was sitting in my living room you know. But he also, but I also told him that I 
really did not feel like going over the same old stuff with reporter after reporter when there 
was no intentions of printing. And he had made a comment that you know, that they tend to 
get drug over the coals anymore ever since the Gary Hart thing, that they’re saying people 
are accusing them of you know, trying to influence the political process And I’m like I got news 
for you the media has influenced this year’s political process more than I have ever seen in 
my lifetime.  
 
Cao moves on to take a question from chat room participant Ozone. Ozone wants to know 
how you can withhold the truth and create a cloud over someone’s political career. 
 
Helper says that Larry isn’t withholding any information, and that if this story was about 
McCain it would be all over the mainstream media.  
 
Cao remarks that Obama is a Marxist and it’s true that he is a smoker so it’s not hard to 
believe he could smoke crack. Helper comments that Democratic party has taken control of 
the media and Democrats are held to a different standard than Republicans are. 
 
Cao comments saying that Obama is touting as a savior, trying to heal the hearts of America 
and that’s why people are fainting when they attend his speeches 
Caller Ozone compares Obama to an old time evangelist and how he’s going to lay hands on 
America and save them. 
 
Cao states Obama is a Marxist charismatic speaker who will have a lot of changes we don’t 
want in this county. Remarks that Michelle Obama has made reference to her husband being 
a savior and saving the country and there is a problem when we count on the government to 
save us. 
 
(Larry attempts to interrupt) 
 
Cao apologize for changing to talking about politics 



 
Larry: Well no, I’ve actually been told that if my allegations had have been against Clinton, 
Edwards or Richardson, or Kucinich or Biden or Dodd, (Cao and caller interrupt in agreement) 
yeah, if they had been against anyone else, they would have been picked up and you know, 
(caller interrupts says the allegations would have been heralded from the top of the building, 
Cao follows up and says it’s very weird.) But I mean, everyone is accusing me of being a 
racist and then, now I have people you know, going, well you’re an American and you have a 
Mexican flag please let me say something about that. That flag hangs on my wall. I’ve had 
that flag for twelve years, it has  
 
Cao interrupts states Larry lived in Mexico 
 
Larry: I lived in Mexico, but the flag has significant meaning to me, because it was given to 
me at the funeral of a friend of mine. And you know, it’s not touting any Mexican heritage, 
because I am probably as white as white can get as far as birth, I was born in South Carolina 
you know. I grew up in the segregated areas. And people have you know, attacked me. I 
mean I have had the KKK try to attack me just for being gay and having black friends. So I’m 
just sick of the racist remarks accusing me… 
 
Cao interrupts and addresses a chat room person by saying that Larry does have proof with 
the receipts and the limo driver in Gurnee. She goes on to say there is no need to produce a 
dress like in the Clinton case. 
 
Helper says that he could say a lot about Larry, but he didn’t think he could be called a racist 
because he went down on a black man. 
 
Larry: (Laughs) Don’t worry about it. 
 
Cao remarks Larry’s version of the Obama story in Larry’s words was very sensual and 
sweet. 
 
Larry: The funny thing is I don’t even know, I know that someone made a reference to me 
selling my story. In fact a reporter asked me, Mr Kovaleski  from the New York Times who 
recently printed the puff piece last week on Obama’s alleged drug use he says because he 
says he couldn’t find anybody that could confirm they ever really saw him do it even though 
he spoken to me several times. He asked me the same thing, he says, well is there any truth 
to the claim that you sold this to Penthouse or that you took this from Penthouse. And I’m like, 
I don’t even read Penthouse, now maybe Playgirl…. 
 
Cao shifts the questioning to Larry making a statement about Larry using cocaine and Obama 
using crack, she tells Larry that statement has been stamped as being racist. 
 
Larry: Yeah I’m glad you asked that and everybody that keeps throwing that are people who 
have not listened to a single interview yet. Okay… 
 
Cao interrupts and comments that Larry needs to talk about the interviews he did with Right 
Perspective and Jeff Rense 
 
Larry: Here’s my situation with that. Number one, I gave Barack Obama the 250 dollars that 
he used to pay for the cocaine. Okay. Number two I had no idea that he was buying anything 
other than what I had requested to begin with. I did not know that he had bought anything else 
until I was actually going down on him and saw him pulling out another packet and he asked 
to use my lighter. So anyone who wants to say that I’m putting stereo types or that I’m making 
racist implications, they need to understand I am simply stating what took place and how it 
took place.  
 
Cao states she saw something about him (Obama) voting on some kind of legislation for 
cocaine and he actually said that depending on what race you are you will gravitate toward 
one or the other. She believes that there shouldn’t be tougher laws for one and not the other. 
It is a choice thing.  



 
Larry: And you know what, it is a choice thing.  Because he had asked me if wanted to smoke 
with him at the time, which I have stated this and I’ve also stated that I advised him no thank 
you, because I did not smoke at that time. I did back in 1985 in Miami and I ended up in 
Mount Sinai Medical Center with 107 degree temperature and I passed out just as I walked 
into the emergency room because I had developed a severe case of pneumonia from 
smoking. 
 
Cao suggests they avoid that subject because the people on the internet are trying to get into 
your medical history. And his health should remain a private matter for Larry because his it 
has nothing to do with the allegations against Obama. 
 
Helper wants to know what Larry does for work now. 
 
Larry: I don’t work, I am disabled, I have made that very clear, People are asking me, Well 
what is your disability? I have answered that as far as I’m going to in stating my disability is 
strictly physical, it is not mental. I want people to understand that the allegations to the 
contrary are just that. They are smear campaigns and tactics against me because they don’t 
want people to look at the authenticity and the reality of these claims. I do have some medical 
problems that are physical, that do threaten my ability to move around sometimes. I am not in 
a wheelchair. I do not have anyone assisting my living. I live alone. 
 
Cao responds and says Murray has made claims about Larry living in a senior’s assisted 
living home. 
 
Larry: Can I respond to that?  
 
Cao and Helper ask him to respond 
 
Larry: Okay, the building that I live is called the Gateway Tower, it is a privately owned 
apartment complex. It is owned by Bowman Properties, who is the largest property 
management owner in this area. Okay. There, Bowman does have some properties in which 
they participate in HUD rent controlled programs. And I say rent controlled similar to those 
rent controls in New York okay, and other areas. The Gateway Tower is not a nursing home, 
it is not a assisted living facility. There are approximately ten residents that I know of in the 
building that do get some assistance in doing their grocery shopping and their laundry based 
on their age. The rent control portion is anyone residing in this building has to qualify under 
two criterias of HUD, the first being they have to be of age 62 or older or they have to be 
disabled. And the disability has to be medically documented which mine is. Alright, and the 
rent is based from a minimum of 30% of your monthly income, up to the maximum which is 
fair market value. Meaning, if someone with a disability chooses to rent in this complex, which 
I choose to because of its location and because of its, of the fact that it’s a high rise and I can 
look out and see the hills, the snow, whatever. My rent is based on my income and fair market 
rent is the same as what you pay in any other apartment complex or apartment building in this 
area. 
 
Cao goes back to the chat room and says the chat is about evidence and that Larry has not 
released all of his evidence. Including a physical description of Obama private parts and he 
can prove it by describing Obama’s penis. 
 
Larry: See and this what I’m saying. People keep saying you have done no evidence. I have, 
I just haven’t posted everything that they’ve asked me post on the internet which is not the 
way to do this. And I’m not going to do it, they can scream bloody murder all day long. It is not 
going to happen. They have already twisted, you know that from the very first interview with 
Jeff Rense, I never did get date specific with the dates of the meeting and I made it clear I 
wasn’t doing that, because people are going to try to manufacture contradictions to that. Now 
I stated that I had arrived on Nov. 3

rd
, so someone goes and pulls up Senator Obama’s 

schedule for Nov 3 and 4
th
 and then they post on the internet that I’m liar because I couldn’t, 

Obama would have had to make a round trip from Springfield back to Chicago for me to be 
meeting with him on the 4

th
 when I never claimed to have met him on the 4

th
.  Now in the 



Right Perspective interview I did in fact get date specific and now people are saying well, you 
know, you’re a liar because Obama wasn’t even in the state of Illinois for the whole month of 
Nov he was in Hawaii.  You know, it’s amazing first I’m being called a liar because first they 
say a date I never even gave them. He was at the state legislator or the state capitol in 
Springfield. And then when that’s shown to be not true, as far as them saying I gave that date 
because I never did. Now all of a sudden he wasn’t in the state. And that’s why I have no 
intention, they can scream all they want to. Every reporter that has contacted me that has met 
with me with the exception of the last one I have, I mean the Chicago Tribune has copies of 
Choice Hotels International’s statement of my account and they specifically gave up the 
confirmation, the original confirmation number that was given when I made the original 
reservation they also gave the second confirmation number which was generated at the hotel 
itself when I extended my stay by an additional two days. Okay?  They have everything that I 
have said I have with the exception of me giving them the name and the phone number of the 
driver. Although I‘ve tried to help them get the driver without me actually giving him up against 
his request. Okay? 
 
Now people can keep yelling evidence all they want to, there is no such thing as evidence 
with these people that’s screaming evidence because if you put out there and they cut and 
paste and chop and then they try to re-present it as something that’s not true. 
 
Hello? 
 
Helper says he’s still there 
 
Larry: Oh, okay. So that’s my response to everybody on the chat screaming about evidence. 
It is out there, it is in the hand of you know genuine qualified people you know, I would like to 
see someone ask how come the Obama campaign has not come and said that I have no 
evidence. 
 
Cao and Helper agree and think that Obama should have to answer the questions. 
 
Larry: I don’t know if this is true, I did see a post on the Whitehouse.com webpage yesterday, 
where someone had stated that calling the Obama campaign that they are giving a one line 
statement …. 
 
Cao interrupts and responds to the chat room participant Ozone. Ozone doesn’t think Obama 
has to respond to Larry’s allegations. Cao disagrees saying that because it is now a legal 
situation with the courts Obama will have to respond in court. 
 
Larry: (Laughs) Well they will have to answer the allegations of the fact that they are 
conspiring against rights of citizens and that I have been subjected to internet intimidation and 
phone intimidation by his supporters and what I have alleged to actually be coming directly 
from his campaign and Axelrod’s business. 
 
Cao remarks Axelrod and Obama both had an opportunity to respond to this privately and 
chose not to do so. That’s why Larry resorted to YouTube out of desperation to get his story. 
 
Larry: Yeah, and the sad part is I really didn’t want to have to use YouTube, because like I 
said I don’t make videos for YouTube (Cao agrees with Larry) And now everybody is you 
know, condemning that. I don’t care anymore, what I care about is….. 
 
Cao responds to Larry’s answer saying that he had no choice since the media wouldn’t take 
the story, he went to YouTube, he put himself out there and she commends him for it.   
 
Helper interrupts and asks what Larry would have done if the Obama campaign had met with 
him and told him outright they were going to ignore his allegations.  
 
Larry: Then I probably would have posted the YouTube video a lot sooner than I did You 
know, I, recently I was up the other night I was up because I couldn’t sleep and there must 
have be  



 
Cao interrupts responding to chat room participant Ozone, when Ozone suggests Larry 
should stop lecturing about the media and stick to telling his story. Cao disagrees and points 
out that the media has a narrow corridor to work within, that powerful figures in politics can 
control or repudiate the media for perceived infractions. She uses Chelsea Clinton as an 
example i.e. when a report stated she was being pimped out by her mother, and the reporter 
was fired almost immediately.  
 
Larry: You know let’s face the reality that what I’ve said with the Right Perspective and what 
I’ve tried to say respectively is you can not come forth and say anything that deals with 
Barack Obama  
 
Cao injects you can’t say anything about the messiah, the guy who’s going to heal the 
country, she apologizes 
 
Larry: Nah it’s okay, but you’re right. You can not come forward with anything regarding 
Senator Obama, it won’t, if you do you’re going to be attack.  But if you come forth with 
something regarding any other candidate they’re going to run with it. Now I am not trying and I 
have said this over and over again, people need to understand I do not believe that this would 
knock his campaign out. I really don’t. I’ve said it from the very beginning and I continue to 
say it. That in reality with the way things are in politics today if he actually stopped these 
attacks that he’s actually instigating through his campaign website, you know sending out 
these emails about my video and about me being a paid smear tactic and just simply admitted 
to the fact that he incorrectly stated when he last used drugs. People would turn around and 
go well he really is the honest transparent candidate and they would probably vote for him 
500 to 1 again.  
 
Cao adds the question would it be so bad to say he made a mistake? Would it be so terrible? 
 
Larry: Well apparently everybody’s saying he’s not human apparently they’re saying he’s God 
at this point. 
 
Cao Criticizes Obama for trying to appear like the cartoon character Superman, acting as if 
he’s going to save the country.  
 
Larry: Well I know one thing, it’s a gentleman that claims to inspire hope and unity and 
healing. And his campaign has been you know a part of a massive intimidation and threat 
campaign that has been lodged against me. And I intend to make sure that claim in the 
federal suit goes forward and that is exposed and that he does have to answer to that. 
 
 
Helper states he’s being pestered by on Messenger and the women of America want to know 
if Obama is well hung 
 
Larry: (Laughs) You know what, let me put this way and I’m going to say this kinda the way I 
did the other day on somebody’s comment on YouTube and on the Right Perspective don’t 
believe everything you hear, and let me put this way, he’s not as big as some people are 
trying to make him out to be… 
 
Cao thanks Larry. 
 
Larry: Thanks hon, I’ve got to go.  

02/17/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html  
 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008 3:54 AM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: Scheduling of polygraph  



 
I would like you to set this up as quickly as possible and if you can get this scheduled this 
week I am available to get this done.  
 
I am confident that I will prevail and the sooner I do the sooner I can put a stop to a lot of 
these threats and this non-stop harrassment. 
 
I appologize for my implying that you were connected with Axelrod or Obama, as it has it one 
of my supporters emailed me to inform me that he felt you are on the level and that there is no 
evidence to support any connection. 
 
Thank you, 
Lawrence (Larry) Sinclair  
************************************ 
RE: Scheduling of polygraph   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Sun 2/17/08 12:45 PM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
We are going to try to get something scheduled by tomorrow. It is tough to get things done on 
the weekend. I will keep you posted when we have a date and time. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008 9:22 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: Trimarco  
 
Based on Mr. Trimarcos contacting me and informing me he would respectfully decline 
administering the exam, I will assume that you can locate someone in your area that will meet 
the objective, unbiased, independent examiner.   
 

02/18/08: KTLK in the Morning, Chris Baker 

(transcription courtesy of Billy Delyon) 
 
Chris gives a little run down on how he was doing show prep, and found Larry’s You Tube 
video and how this was interesting because Barack Obama had some homosexual acts with 
him, and that this was something he should look into, so we have Larry Sinclair on the Air. 
 
Chris: Welcome to 100.3 KTALK.  
 
Larry: Thank you Chris   
 
Chris: So I’m watching this video last night, and the question that comes to mind, well I tell ya 
what lets do this, how did you meet Barack Obama? 
 
Larry: Well actually before we get to that point can I correct you on something?  
 
Chris: Oh yes go ahead. 
 
Larry: Because the video was actually was intended to refer to his drug use with me, during 
this meeting in 1999 and the sex part was actually something that I had attempted to prevent 
from even having come out however however it had to come out because it was part of the 
story and Senator Obama’s campaign refused to correct his statement regarding his drug use 
back in September, October and November, of last year when I gave his campaign the 
opportunity to just correct the fact that he has misspoke regarding the extent of his drug use 
and and when he a alleges he last used it, so I mean the sex part was just part of it because 
of the fact the drug part did come out.  I met Barack Obama on Nov. 6 of 1999, I was 



introduced to him by a limousine driver from Five Star Limousine service that was in fact 
personal friend of his. 
 
Chris: So how what motivated the driver to introduce Barack Obama to you? 
 
Larry: I had had this driver on two occasions prior to the night of meeting Barack Obama ah I 
was in the Gurney Chicago Illinois area for ah for graduation ah at the Great Lakes Navy 
training center that was held on Friday Nov.5

th
.  I had arrived in Chicago on the 3

rd
 of 

November Omm I had ah spoken to the driver I had told him that I (break) 
 
Chris; Ah Hello? 
 
Larry: Ah oh sorry its its call waiting and I’m not going to answer it. 
 
Chris: Oh good because we are doing a interview, We lost the point so I asked you what was 
it that motivated the Driver to introduce you to Barak Obama? You were there for a 
graduation, & Lets pick it up there. 
 
Larry: I had requested I had requested from the driver once before in fact the day before, 
when I told them I was going to use them the next day and I wanted him as the driver, I had 
mentioned to him that I wanted to go out on chica-on the town, and actually see Chicago with 
someone who actually knew the area well, Um the request was not for sexual purposes or 
anything of the nature, it was actually just for company with someone who enjoyed partying or 
who knew the area who could feel comfortable having  drinks you know and going around.  
Um when he picked me up that Saturday ah I had no idea he was going to introduce me to 
anyone, to be honest with you it was a request, ah as far you asking me what motivated him 
into introducing me to Barack, that’s something your gonna have to ask him, and I ah assure 
you that eventually in the very near future people will be, will be able to ask the driver just 
(garbled talked over).  
 
Chris: Wow, that’s ah, ah because you can understand where people would be pretty 
skeptical if you wanted someone to show you the town, a state rep would be pretty low on the 
list, but hey lets move past that I’m not even going to try to argue with you about that, I’m 
more interested in the whole story in general, now you have been offered, or I guess you 
accepted an offer for 10,000 dollars to take a Polygraph and if you pass it your going to 
receive another 100,000 dollars is that true? 
 
Larry: No actually it ah, the way the offer was posted and the way it was ah relayed to me is 
that ah, I have always said I would take a polygraph I had agree to take one at the request of 
the Chicago tribune the ny post, and when it came time to do it, both of those organizations 
came back and said that their legal departments said for legal reasons they could not do it 
they said No Thank You. Ah I was in the process of setting a polygraph up at my own 
expense, and then Saturday morning I get a email from someone saying “hey what do you 
think of the offer from Whithouse.com?” I had no idea.  Ah they have offered that if I would 
agree to take a polygraph, ah and they can video tape the entire process, that they would pay 
10,000 dollars for taking the polygraph, and that if in fact I come out as passing the polygraph 
then they would pay an additional 90,000 dollars. 
 
Chris: Wow! Well who could pass that offer up? 
 
Larry:  Yeah! (Underneath this chris) 
Well its not so much the offer it’s it’s the issue of actually getting the polygraph done. I mean I 
have been talking, I’ve had every reporter in the world come to me, call me, I’ve had one visit 
for me for a week. You know and the interesting thing is is everyone is asking me how much 
I’m getting paid, and I have not received one cent from anyone, 
And now last night I’m getting calls from the far, I don’t even know, I mean people out of left 
field  saying there is some internet paper called “pipeline” and they are accusing me of being 
paid for stories posted on the internet and that’s not. 
 



Chris: Oh that’s always going to happen, you have the uh the nut roots out there anyone that 
disagrees with them is obviously ah on the on the take, were speaking with Larry Sinclair and 
Larry has posted a video on you tube that says he did drugs and there were ah sex acts with 
Barack Obama so lets go back to the limo, and what happened in the limo. 
 
Larry: Well actually we had met ah at a bar off of Rush St. and we had sat inside the bar 
having drinks for and hour hour and a half.  I had made the comment to Mr Obama that I 
could use a line to wake up, because I was just physically exhausted, Um Senator Obama 
which at that time I had no idea he was into politics, um I mean he did make it clear he was in 
public service and you know and the legal field, but at no time did I enquire you know as to 
what he was doing it really wasn’t none of my business I didn’t care. Um I had made that 
comment, he had asked me if I referring to coke, and I told him I was, and he made a phone 
call and said he could get it for me, so we leave. Um as were getting into the limo he 
instructed the driver where to go, I actually gave Senator Obama $250.00 that I used for 
purchasing the coke. Ah you know I need to clarify people are saying it was ah you know sex 
for drugs it was not, it was never stated that way, ah we drove around for about 30 minutes 
approximately giving my sense of time, Um he got out of the limo approximately five minutes 
later he came back and he did hand me the packet of coke that I had requested. 
 
Chris: So he gave you ah you gave him $250.00, ah lets see 1999 so ah a couple of grams?  
 
Larry: Well no actually I requested an 8 ball. 
 
Chris: Oh!! (excited) 
 
Larry: Um and ah you know people are arguing well you know you couldn’t have bought that 
then, you know and I’m sorry you can’t tell me what you pay for drugs because I was moving 
quite a bit of em in 1999 so I argued price with people Um the simple fact of the matter is he 
did bring back and I would say it was just a less than an 8 ball which is 3.5 grams anyway. 
 
Chris: Right 
 
Larry: Ah But I had placed some on a CD case that I had in the limo with me, and rested the 
CD case on his left knee you know and proceeded to do a line. And  I had no idea that he had 
come back into the car with any thing other than the coke I had requested, ah I had began, 
and your producer said keep it clean so I don’t know how much further I can go with this. 
(giggle giggle) 
 
Chris: So did he also ingest any drugs?  
 
Larry: He smoked crack and that’s what I’m saying! 
 
Chris: Oh My! 
 
Larry: And I had engaged in a sexual encounter with him at the time in the limo and that’s 
when I became aware that he had taken a second packet out of his pocket along with a glass 
cylinder because he had actually asked to use my lighter, and and that’s what I’m saying, and 
you know people are accusing me of of giving racial stereo types I don’t control what another 
person does. 
 
Chris: Right 
 
Larry: You know ah I had no idea that he even had the crack cocaine in his possession until 
he pulled it out with the glass cylinder asked to use my lighter proceeded to smoke, he did 
ask me if I wanted to smoke with him and I had made it clear to him I did not smoke it. 
 
Chris: Were speaking to Larry Sinclair, ah Larry ah makes the ah claim that he ah ingested 
drugs and had sex with Barack Obama. So you’re snorting coke off a CD case which is on his 
knee and somehow from that it turned into ‘an act’ so to speak. 
 



Larry: Well I mean ya know I I have this tendency of knowing, ah I have a tendency of 
knowing whether or not I can feel comfortable or be comfortable with someone.  
 
Chris: Right Yeah Gaydar  (Chuckle) 
 
Larry: When you meet especially back then, well I guess that’s a good way of putting it. 
(laughing) 
 
Chris; Its gaydar yes, (laughing) WE all know what gaydar is sir! 
 
Larry: Hmm the funny thing is everybody else uses that that reference and I never really have 
I just always have, ah I know pretty much whether I have a shot or not, you know and its like I 
explained if you start rubbing on a mans leg if they don’t punch you in the mouth or or break 
your arm…. You know ah you pretty much know where you can go or can’t go. 
 
Chris: Yeah, WOW! man, has that happened a lot? That you rub a guys leg and he punches 
you Larry? 
 
Larry: Um actually if a guy punches me in my entire lifetime I’ve always been known as the 
“crazy white fighting faggot”  
 
Chris: (Laughing)Oh (Laughing) Just a big wind mill hu? 
Larry: Well 
 
Chris: Now wait are you are you a slapper or a puncher? 
 
Larry: Ah No No No Ah no no no no I’m a close fister! 
 
Chris: Oh closed fist cause when you usually of gay guys fighing you think slap slap slap..  
 
Larry: No no no your your talking to a to a to a gay guy from South Carolina in the 60’s when I 
used to have to go up against the KKK, it was bad enough having black friends it was worse if 
you where white gay and having black friends.  
 
Chris: Oh my gosh I think that right there is the hate tri-fecta, Unbelievable, well Larry this is 
an amazing claim and I like to follow the story, and after the polygraph we’d like to bring you 
back on, and see where it goes, it is an amazing claim, ah and many people are going ah, 
well many people are going to try hard to discredit you.  
 
Larry: Oh they’ve already tried hard too.  
 
Chris: Thank you for coming on, well have you back on.  
 
Larry: Thank you Chris.  

02/18/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
RE: Trimarco   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Mon 2/18/08 10:27 AM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
It is not a good idea to contact these people directly or post on boards which people are being 
contacted to administer the tests. This will interfere with us getting somebody for the tests. 
We are in the process today of getting someone to administer the test. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
WhiteHouse.com  



 
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008 1:07 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Trimarco  
 
I contacted Mr. Trimarco before you had made your offer. I am not posting any thing, I had 
posted on youtube Friday morning that I had left a message for Mr. Trimarco. I will not post 
any others as I have not contacted any others since becoming aware of your offer. 
 
Respectfully, 
Lawrence Sinclair  
************************************ 
RE: Trimarco   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Mon 2/18/08 3:44 PM  
 
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
We have Dr. Ed Gelb. He is a world renowned Polygraph expert. He can do it either on Friday 
or Saturday at his Offices in Los Angeles. We can make travel and hotel arrangements for 
you as soon as you give us which day is better. He has done testing in other high profile 
cases before and he was the Polygraph expert hired to verify the DC Madam’s allegations. 
His website is http://polygraphexpert.com/.  
 
Thanks  
Dan Parisi  
President  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008 4:49 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Trimarco  
 
Make the arrangements for departure from Duluth on Thursday, we will do the exam on friday 
and I return to duluth on Saturday.. 
 
If possible I would appreciate a non stop flight from Minneapolis to LAX for medical reasons. 
Contact via email or call me at 218-xxx-xxxx or my cell phone at 612-xxx-xxxx.  
 
Thank you. 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Trimarco 
Date: Mon, 18 Feb 2008 16:58:01 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws  
 
I will have my assistant Editor Rob Braddock call you in 30 minutes and set everything up. He 
is from Los Angeles and he is knowledgeable on the hotels and the area.  
 
Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President 
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008 4:59 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Trimarco  



 
Ok, thats fine. 
 
Good you did, I hung up on Warner Bros Television this morning. 
************************************ 
RE: Trimarco   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Mon 2/18/08 5:43 PM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
Cc: Rob Braddock (RBraddock@house.com) 
 
Here is the air and Hotel information. Robert had talked that we will pick you at 2:00 on 
Thursday afternoon and we will drive together to airport and fly over to LA. You appointment 
is set with Dr. Gelb at 11:00 AM. on Friday. We will all drive to his office together as we will be 
staying at the same hotel. As Robert explained Dr. Gelb will also take a urine sample for drug 
testing. You had mentioned to Robert that you will be bringing all receipts and documentation 
in regards to the case. You have Robert’s number if you need to reach him and obviously we 
will be in communication between now and when we pick you up. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
WhiteHouse.com Inc.  
 
Trip name: Los Angeles 2/21/08 
Orbitz record locator: HHTG5T 
Guest name: Larry Sinclair  
 
Hotel name: Wilshire Grand Los Angeles 
Address: 
930 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA, US 90017  
Phone number: 1-213-xxx-7777 
Check-in date: Thu, Feb 21, 2008 (3:00 PM) 
Check-out date: Sat, Feb 23, 2008 (12 Noon) 
Total number of guests: 2 
Total number of rooms: 1 room 
Special Room - 2 double bed or 1 king bed 
Special Requests: This property is entirely smoke-free, Non-smoking room 
 
Passenger(s): LAWRENCE SINCLAIR  
 
Northwest Airlines record locator: 4ZAWV9 
Ticket type requested: electronic (e-ticket)  
Orbitz record locator: AP1801014ZAWV930 
Airline ticket number(s): 0127203581861  
Thursday, February 21, 2008 
Northwest Airlines # 309 
 
Duluth International (DLH) to Minneapolis St Paul Intl (MSP) 
Departure (DLH): February 21, 5:10 PM CST (evening) 
Arrival (MSP): February 21, 6:02 PM CST (evening) 
Class: Economy  
 
Seat request: choose seats  
| MSP  
Thursday, February 21, 2008 
Northwest Airlines # 309 
 
Minneapolis St Paul Intl (MSP) to Los Angeles International (LAX) 
Departure (MSP): February 21, 7:10 PM CST (evening) 



Arrival (LAX): February 21, 9:15 PM PST (evening) 
 
Seat request: choose seats  
View real-time airport conditions and traveler updates at MSP | LAX  
-------------------------------- 
Saturday, February 23, 2008 
Northwest Airlines # 312 
 
Los Angeles International (LAX) to Minneapolis St Paul Intl (MSP) 
Departure (LAX): February 23, 12:15 PM PST (afternoon) 
Arrival (MSP): February 23, 5:51 PM CST (evening) 
Class: Economy  
 
Seat request: choose seats  
View real-time airport conditions and traveler updates at LAX | MSP  
Saturday, February 23, 2008 
Northwest Airlines # 1634 
 
Minneapolis St Paul Intl (MSP) to Duluth International (DLH) 
Departure (MSP): February 23, 9:33 PM CST (evening) 
Arrival (DLH): February 23, 10:21 PM CST (evening)  
 
02/19/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 
http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
RE: Trimarco   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Tue 2/19/08 11:19 AM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
I wanted to make sure you received the travel arrangements we sent you last night. We also 
going to be a doing a posting on the website today that you will be taking the test next 
Tuesday in New York City to throw everybody off from the test we have scheduled. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
Whitehouse.com  
************************************ 
RE: Trimarco   
From: Dan Parisi (DParisi@house.com)  
Sent: Tue 2/19/08 12:59 PM  
To: Lawrence Sinclair  
 
We will check the IP address of the guy. We will change the hotel as well to a hotel where 
there is smoking and non smoking rooms. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
Whitehouse.com Inc.  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 1:47 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Trimarco  
 
Yes, Rob spoke with me and that is fine. I would like to ask that if possible, Whitehouse find 
out who the dear murray dot com is and who his server is because he is turning into a stalker 
and it is starting to truly concern me.  
 
I assume Rob or you have printed the e-tickets for the flight? Correct? 
 
Also, There is NO mental health issues as being claimed by Murray and the others. 



 
I have with my doctors permission stooped taking all narcotic pain medications since 
Saturday so as no one can claim I was medicated to alter the results of the polygraph. I want 
this to be as credible as possible. 
 
Thank you, 
Lawrence Sinclair  
 

02/20/08: Parisi/Sinclair Email 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2008 9:03 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: Dear murray  
 
dear murray is posting on WH under the user name hahahaha stating you are "you are 
bribbing me to pass polygraph" and he is consulting his attorney whether your actions 
constitute a federal crime. 

02/21/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 9:29 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
Have Rob call me I have a different figure in mind and part of that figure I would want split into 
two separate certified or cashiers checks payable to two charities. It will still be a lot less than 
you will lose when I pass this test. Add 10K to what you suggests and have 5k each payable 
to the following 
 
1. Duluth Salvation Army Housing Loan Program 
and 2. Girls and Boys Club of Duluth 
 
Let me know what you think? 
************************************ 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 9:35 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
If you want to do this without doing the 100K yes, Because even the part coming to me is 
going to pay my mothers back bills and medication so yes, if that is acceptable to you. You 
still have all exclusive rights to video as you want, and I still agree that no other polygraphs 
can be done for 4 weeks. 
 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 09:42:04 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
If you want we can do this. We give you 20k either way instead of the way we have it and 
maybe you give $2,000 or 10% to charity. If you do that way then you get rid of all these bribe 
accusations. You will also look very good to the media and public as well. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  



Whitehouse.com  
************************************ 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair )  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 9:44 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
This will be announced by both of us jointly after the test is done and I am home safely. I have 
to get things ready here for my departure. Will talk later. 
************************************ 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 10:01 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
You can post that if you send it to me to view prior to posting. Also I would appreciate it if you 
would make the point that the flat fee is for the rights to video tape and broadcast exclusively. 
************************************ 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 10:10 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
You can post this afternoon what you wanted to post, after all this is a business that you need 
to continue operating in the best possible light to continue to be profitable, I just do not want 
anyone saying I am charging to agree to take the polygraph. I am indebted for all the attention 
you have brought to this issue. 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 10:31:06 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
Are you saying 20k to you and 5k each to the following two strategies. Thanks  
Dan P  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 10:41:31 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
That s fine. We will bring all three company checks tomorrow to the testing. They will not be 
certified but we are a big organization here so I do not see where there is any issue. They will 
be Whitehouse.com Inc checks signed by me. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
Whitehouse.com 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 10:58:52 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We will have final results in on Monday so you will be home by then. As soon as we have the 
results we will let you know what the verbal results are. We can then both go out at same time 
with results but whitehouse.com will be the only ones with the written results and video which 
we will post on Whitehouse.com site. I would like to post a story this afternoon saying how 
you are not taking one flat fee for taking the test with 1/3 going to charity as you really want to 
get your story out and you do not want any taint of you being paid extra to get a positive result 
with leaving the test times as still being next Tuesday. We will not name the amounts. I think 
that would be a very positive thing to do. Thanks  



 
Dan P  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 11:07:24 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We will send you copy to look at before we post it. We will probably not post anything on it 
until we get back from the trip. Thanks  
 
Dan P 
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 1:43 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
There is a problem with the wording as follows "If he passes......." The agreement is rather 
than put a price on passing we agreed to a flat fee of which 10k goes to charities listed. Only 
change Salvation Army Housing Loan Program to the Salvation Army, because that way they 
can use the money where ever they have the greatest need. 
 
That is the only problem I see is the word "If". 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Dear murray 
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 13:48:41 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
How is this for a posting.  
“Larry Sinclair wants to change the payout of our polygraph challenge  
and we've agreed. If he passes the test, he wants only enough money to  
pay off some outstanding debt of his mother's for the exclusive rights  
to the video and results. He also wants $10,000 paid out to a couple of Minnesota  
charities: the Duluth Salvation Army Housing Loan Program and the  
Girls and Boys Club of Duluth. That seems perfectly reasonable to us  
the most penny-pinching of free spenders, and so we've agreed.  
 
We'd like to note at this point that our fascination with Sinclair's  
claims doesn't have much to do with Barack Obama. We'd just as soon  
take on any other candidate, and, in fact, we already have.  
 
To reiterate the statement we made before, WhiteHouse.com, nor any  
of it's writers or staff are in any way affiliated with any of the  
presidential campaigns and, along those same lines, we are in no way  
a subsidiary of or contractor for the CIA or any such organization, as has  
been suggested. We lay no claim to any ideological agenda; ours is to to  
seek out the truth in this bizarre story.Any suggestion to the contrary is  
conspiracy theory or wishful thinking or both.  
 
Thanks  
Dan Parisi  
Whitehouse.com Inc.  
 

02/23/08: Sinclair YouTube Meltdown 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/sinclair-claims-he-passed-polygraph.html 
http://deathby1000papercuts.com/2008/02/larry-sinclair-obama-accuser-hits-youtubers-up-for-
cash/  
 



 

 
 

 

 

Further details recorded from the same night: 

BoomBoom298 
-WRONG!1 is an interview for informational& posting purposes,1 is this video & the third 
makes fun of media& B.O.Nice try,but you’ll have to do WAY better.And at the time of your 
last post,I had more than 5 favorites.Again, TRY TO KEEP UP! 

-I shouldn’t take a Pres candidate’s potential lying and drug using seriuosly? 
And you have more ill will toward me than I do toward Obama.Or do you not remember your 
numerous namecalling and other remarks? 

-Are you or my father running for Pres? 

LarrySinclair0926 
FUCK YOU PUK, you want part of me I am at the HILTON Checkers Hotel. Bring your bad 
ass on over and get carried away in a fucking body bag bitch. 

LarrySinclair0926 
I did take the polygarpg, it was the most uncofrotable 4= hours I have ever spent in my life. I 
stopped taking my medication for a week so no one could say I was under the influence of 
medication to beat it. I am trying to stay herr for three or four day more to get this out in the 
MSM here but it will depend on whether I can cash the whitehouse dot com check here to pay 
for my extended stay. I am telling anyone who believes in me, you help me stay here until 
monday to get continued…… 

LarrySinclair0926 
this story out on the MSM i will return to you any assistance you provide two fold. I do not 
care about the money, I care about getting this story in the MSM media before it is to late. So 
i tell all my supporters I have $15000 to repay ytou for helping me stay here where I have a 
better chane to get this out in the MSM media. Anyone willing to help me email me to youtube 
email box now. I signed my first autograph tonight. 

LarrySinclair0926 
If I do not receive solid committments tonight I will be on my way back to Duluth tomorrow at 
9:30 PST. 

MysticNinjaJay 
Are you actually asking Youtube posters for money?! That’s messed up man. 



LarrySinclair0926 
Hey youngster, I am putting up double out of $20,000.00 to any supporter that wants this in 
the MSM now. Nothing personal, but you have a problem with that let me know and I will meet 
you tonight anywhere in california you ant nme to. I am fucking sick of of the shit you and 
others have sent my way and I am ready to fight you face to fucking face. If you do not have 
the balls, then be the bitch you are and get the fuck off my youtube page. 

homerdoh9 
People may be more willing to help if we knew the results of the lie detector test. 

MysticNinjaJay 
LMFAO! Larry, just get some sleep dude. If you want to ask people for money or to help 
finance your quest to get your story in the MSM, that’s your business. I don’t have a problem 
with it. It just sounded strange. You’re a big fella but a bit too old and I’d wager unskilled to 
fight me. 

MysticNinjaJay 
Larry calm down man. You’re not making a good case for your sanity. If what he says is not 
true that’s wrong of him but challenging people to fights on the internet makes you look like a 
lunatic. 

Don’t get out of control. Just sleep it off.  

hndrxuntilidie 
What?? i’m giving up!!! you’re a certified mad man, for real. You’re asking strangers on 
youtube for” money”? Larry, please go see a phsyciatrist–you need some help. 

LarrySinclair0926 
No I am asking my supporters to elp me stay here and get this in the MSM and I am willing to 
double their investment into this story up to $20,000.00. I am mad as hell, I am sick of you 
little fucking internet warriors that talk shit and I am telling each and everyone of you warriors 
stand up to me face to face toe to toe and get beat down like the little gutless bitches you are. 
You have a problem with that the FUCK YOU PUNKS. 

hndrxuntilidie 
Larry!!..it sounds like your becoming real angry and agitated!! please go to the hospital and 
get the help that you desperately need. Only a mad man get angry over other peoples hard 
earned cash. 

LarrySinclair0926 
You go to the fucking hospital you fucking gutless bitch. I am angry because you gutlutless 
punks talk all this shit and don’t have the balls to say who you are or where you are. Fuck 
you, you have a problem with me I am at XXX Wilshire Blvd Rm XXX, Los Angels, CA. 213-
XXX-0000 Until you have the balls and guts to say this shit to my face go fuck your mama 
punk ass bitch. 

MysticNinjaJay 
Don….I told he guys he was a fucking Schizo!!! I’m sorry I know Larry has been through a 
stressful time but this is funny as hell! I’m cracking up as I type! 

LarrySinclair0926 
Fuck yo youngster, I am as sane as you. I am just calling out all you fucking internet warriors. 
Put up or shut up you little bitch. And I am not a schizo, and I have a world reknown psych to 
back me on this. 

LarrySinclair0926 
writerjoe you talk like you have balls, tell me where you are I will come to you, or are u the 
bitch I think you are? Yes I told you where I am at and the fucking phone number. Punk ass 



bitches will call in your threats, motherfuckers with balls will meet me face to face. And I bet 
not one will. 

LarrySinclair0926 
Don’t talk shit bitches, put or shut up. I am sick of all you fuckingpunks talking shit behind 
screen names. Get some fucking balls or get the fuck off my youtube page. 

TheDon6565 
Larry, if it is really you don’t answer them; they are baiting you. These people who are 
allegedly liberals, allegedly Democrats and Obama supporters, who are SUPPOSED to be 
caring, compassionate people, have shown that they are little more than rats who would 
cannibalize their own kind at the first show of weakness. All you are doing, Larry, is trying to 
help the American people. These gay-bashers and hypocrites are detestable human beings. 
As Democrats they ought to APPRECIATE you! 

LarrySinclair0926 
At least you know it is me. Call me at XXX-624-0000 x207 please 

ChemicalInjury 
I am so dazed and confused now. Felt like I am going to throw up. Is this a bad joke? 

degadamian 
This cover up is huge……… 

AGAIN……What mental institution was Larry at in 1999?? Nobody has given an answer. 

Why hasn’t OBAMA filed a slander suit yet??? 

Larry would never disclose info. about the case he is putting together, for all you 
know……..the limo driver could be with Larry as we speak……… 

LarrySinclair0926 
Nobody has given an answer because they are a bunch of lying sacks of shit. 

writerjoe 
Degad, Obama is ignoring it. As he should. If the limo driver comes forward, Obama would 
step down. Until then, he’ll paint Larry as delusional. It’s just they way it works. 

LarrySinclair0926 
I have given up the driver. You gutless punk bitch motheerfucker. 

degadamian 
By the way…….Larry’s youtube account has been hacked……he’s NEVER used such 
profanity online, and he would never challenge someone to E-Fight…….I mean the guy 
alledges the secret service made DEATH THREATS towards him, and then he’s gonna post 
his # and his addy…..they’d get him right now. 

C’mon……….Obama is nervious…… 

LarrySinclair0926 
I have never claimed the secret service has made death threats against me. 

bradleywadeallen 
Larry, what did you mean you gave the limo driver? You gave the media his name? Or you 
gave up on him? 



TheDon6565 
Amen to what Angel says. These Obama kids mean nothing. Larry, take care of yourself right 
now. The idiots on here playing armchair psychologist need to get over themselves and try to 
think about what the party of compassion stands for. 

Your story will break the MSM next week. 

LarrySinclair0926 
Please call me so 

Larry Sinclair0926 
Please call me so I can go to sleep 

bradleywadeallen 
Larry what happened tonight? Are you getting the impression the main stream media won’t 
run with the story even though you passed the test? 

The Don6565 
Goodnight, Larry. 

LarrySinclair0926 
I am not going to sleep until you answr the message I sent you. 

BruceLeeeroy 
Larry, 

Did he give you his actual name when you met him back in 1999? 

LarrySinclair0926 
The following is a gift to all in a “pay it forward” dedicated to thedon, the name of the driver for 
5 star limo service is P. Multani. 

MysticNinjaJay 
I’m going back to bed. I must say this story has been interesting. I’m sure that the fun has just 
begun. 

LarrySinclair0926 
I think the world of you, I defend your right to comment and I tell people to back off from 
attacks against you. I do not wish you any ill but you really do need to cosider the words of 
Lincoln, “think before you speak”. 

Bruceleeroy 
Did he say “call me Barry,” or did he give you a completely different name back in 1999? 

LarrySinclair0926 
fuck it, I am staying here in la today even if I go to jail for not having the cash to cover the 
room or whatever. 

Antipolygraph 
Unfortunately, polygraph results can neither confirm or disconfirm Larry Sinclair’s allegations 
against Barack Obama, as explained in our (AntiPolygraph’s) latest video posting. 

LarrySinclair0926 
fuck you too!!!!! 

MysticNinjaJay 
THE VIDEO AND INFO EXPOSE H. FEARS AND CANNOT REFUTE…. 



For the Truth about Polygraphs search Youtube for the vid: “Michael Shermer Tests the 
Polygraph” 

Also go to the Wikipedia article on Polygraph and read the segment titled “Reliability”. 

LarrySinclair0926 
Youngster, do not make me take you down over this BS. Wait til you see my polygraph video 
and try to refute it. You will be embarrassed to silence 

ExposeHypocrites 
MYSTIC JUMPS SHIP ON POLYGRAPH… 

He throws one anti-polygraph “expert” out there, and then when I show a video of that 
“expert” getting slammed by Bruce Burgess, now he throws up some other ham & egger. It’s 
over Mystic. It’s time to find a new hero. 

THE SUNSHINE CLUB (EST. 2/2008) 

LarrySinclair0926 
EH the second expert reviewing mine is Gordon (something) in Salt Lake City that is the 
foremost expert on the attempted use of counter measures. My examiner stated to me 
yesterday I would be happy to know there are not signs of attempts to use counter measures 
in my polygraph. 

Antipolygraph 
Would that be Gordon H. Barland, perchance? 

FlashGordon 
These dopes are claiming that with the proper EXPERT training you can beat a 
POLYGRAPH. 

Do you think Larry would even know how to train to beat a POLYGRAPH. 

LarrySinclair0926 
Let me tell you something, I have never stated this, but you idiots refer to me as some 
moroon, I have a aster and a lwa degree. I simply cannot take the bar because of my 
stupid past in my 20’s. You people do not want to go up against m on education 
because most of you will lose badly. 

MysticNinjaJay 
No Gordon, if you payed any attention to the antipolygraph videos you would know that the 
counter measures are rather elementary. You do not need expert training only basic 
understanding to tell lies undetected. Worse yet innocent people can FAIL the polygraph as 
many things can trigger the devices such as nervousness, anger or excitement. And 
compulsive liars who believe their lies can lie undetected as well. Polygraphs are a 
pseudoscience. 

LarrySinclair0926 
No Gordon, if you payed any attention to the antipolygraph videos you would know that the 
counter measures are rather elementary. You do not need expert training only basic 
understanding to tell lies undetected. Worse yet innocent people can FAIL the polygraph as 
many things can trigger the devices such as nervousness, anger or excitement. And 
compulsive liars who believe their lies can lie undetected as well. Polygraphs are a 
pseudoscience. 

MysticNinjaJay 
There is no way to scientifically analyze the mental processes controlling decisions to lie. 



Maybe one day they will invent a machine that reads minds and acts as a REAL lie detector 
but science isn’t there yet. If you watch the video I linked to a body language expert had more 
luck detecting lies than the polygraph with all its fancy equipment. Magicians train to read 
body language. I saw Criss Angel read Oprah to guess a number between 1 and 100. It’s not 
magic it’s psychology. 

LarrySinclair0962 
again I tell you to wait til you see the video from my polygraph. What makes you an expert? 
You cannot even do so calledpsych evaluations correctly. Trust me, I have beat down experts 
with far more education and training than you. 

MysticNinjaJay 
There was another hint in the MSM about Sinclair’s story. On Larry King Live they were 
discussing the NY times story on McCain. Larry King asked the guest if he thought that the 
critics would be just as hard on a claim made against Barack Obama. The guest replied that 
there HAVE been claims made against Obama and were met with equal scorn by the MSM. If 
Larry passes I think the story will break ASAP. If he fails he’s done. Should he pass there will 
be a media circus over polygraph reliability. 

LarrySinclair0926 
I have given yo nothing but respect. I have told people to do the same and I have even told 
my own mother to back off of you. If you insist and continuing with your crap, I cannot and will 
not defend you. I am not telling you you have to believe me, but your BS can and has been 
refuted by professionals for years now but you fail to include that in your posts. 

ExposeHypocrites 
ANTIPOLYGRAPH… 

You got owned by Bruce Burgess. You lost all credibility in that video in my view. 

LarrySinclair0962 
Oh Contrair. While they may not be admissable in criminal court procedings, they are in civil 
litgation and they are widely used and respected in the elimination of suspects. Get your facts 
correct before you attempt to take a position with me. 

LarrySinclair0926 
fuck you, I am not going to continue to let you bitches tear me down without a fight. you have 
a problem with that get the fuck off my youtube page 

nashmj 
My problem with Larry is that he’s already been exposed as a fraud. The Repubs don’t care, 
as long as they can get the meme circulating and associate Obama with gay sex & cocaine. 
It’s just like the BS about him supposedly being a Muslim - as long as the lie is circulating 
there will be people who buy it because they won’t do the footwork to find out if it’s true. 
That’s what the Repubs are counting on - they can’t beat Obama on the issues, so they resort 
to rumor-mongering. Pathetic. 

LarrySinclair0926 
You name one single example where I have been exposed as a fraud. You can’t, so shut the 
fuck up until you can. 

We could post more of comments from Larry Sinclair’s Youtube thread but we think we’ve got 
the gist of Sinclair’s comments. 

Sinclair claimed he was in Los Angeles, to further “his cause” with the MSM. He also claimed 
he needed “money” to stay, that he couldn’t cash the check he had for $20,000 because it 
was from a bank back East and that he could “double” or “twofold”the other visitors money if 
they “helped him out.” 



“No I am asking my supporters to elp me stay here and get this in the MSM and I am willing to 
double their investment into this story up to $20,000.00.” 

02/23/08: Parisi/Sinclair Email 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sat 2/23/08 4:47 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I am prepared to give you the chance to save $2500 by you providing me with $2500 cash 
and re-writing the $20,000.00 check for $15,000.00 check and I return to you the $20,000.00 
check so that I can remain here un til monday morning and I pay the cost from saturday thru 
Monday myself to get this out in the MSM.  
 
I will need you to respond by 1:00 PM today. That is a savings to you of an additional 
$2500.00 dollars. 
 
Please contact me by calling the room at x 207 or pounding on the room door. 
 
Thank you  
 
Larry Sinclair  
 

02/24/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 12:11 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
Is there a reason that Murray would be in LA, know where I was staying and even know that I 
went to dinner last night with a couple of friend that you can explain to me? 
 
Why did you fail to mention when I called this afternoon you posted my drug test results? Or 
fail to mention to me that you had received the results? 
 
The hotel records were shown to you at your request, however I made it clear no one was 
posting those on the web. Our arrangement in fact did not even seek any of the records I 
provided you. I do hope that you are going to honor our agreement. 
 
I also am starting to feel a little uneasy with the amount of time you guys spent with Dr. Gelf 
outside my pressence. I am simply stating a fact that I am beginning to feel a little uneasy 
because of that and the manner inwhich you guys are posting stuff. 
 
Maybe is is just my being tired.  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 11:12:57 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We are going to be releasing the results of the two polygraph tests taken on Friday today at 
11:30 EST. They are the results provided by Dr. Gelb. We will post the results of the second 
Polygraph examiner when we receive them. Thanks  
 



Dan Parisi  
Whitehouse.com 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 11:33:49 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To:  
 
Since you have not gotten back to us we have moved back the release of the test results to 
Noon today EST which is about 30 minutes from now. You had said you would have had the 
limousine driver in contact with us by now but we have not heard anything on that either. 
Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
Whitehouse.com Inc. 
************************************ 
(No Subject)   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 11:43 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I at no time have told you I would give you the limo drivers number. I at no time made any 
promises to you about the driver. I am being asked here by a local reporter if I have any 
reason to believe the checks payable from you on the charties are not good. I told her that 
you assured me they are good.  
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair (lws022737@hotmail.com)  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 11:49 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
So you have had Dr. Gelbs results as I expected since Friday. I do want the name of the 
second expert. Oh I believe you say would you provide me a copy of these results, those from 
the experts.  
  
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 11:51 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
Excuse me Mr. Parisi, I NEVER SAID I WOULD HAVE THE LIMO DRIVER IN CONTACT 
WITH YOU, so please do not start making such claims. I said I would ask the driver if he 
wanted to speak with you.  
 
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 12:17 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I told you and Rob I would try to put you in contact with the driver. Last night when I spoke 
with you I told you I would deal with calling the driver today, I did not tell you I would put you 
or anyone else in contact with him by 12:00 noon. You said you would call me at 12 noon ET. 
today.  
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 12:20 PM  



To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
No, I can not and will not, you are posting that I lied, why would I put him in the middle of your 
firestorm now. 
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 12:37 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
Mr. Parisi, I told you I would contact the driver. Now lets not get into you building this up 
anyway you want. I never said I would make this man talk to you. I have all my communiction 
with you. 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 13:14:36 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
You told both me and Rob in person that you were going to put us in contact with the 
limousine driver. You told me last night you were going to do it today. I said 12:00 Noon and 
you agreed. 12:00:00 PM has come and gone. We have not heard anything on the limo 
driver. Thanks  
 
Dan P  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 13:19:16 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
It is past 12:00. We called you several times already today. Can you put us in touch with him 
now. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
Whitehouse.com Inc.  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 13:26:49 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
As we spoke about on Friday. You had mentioned that the driver called Obama on Saturday 
November 6 from his cell phone and later Obama himself made a call on his cell phone to 
procure the drugs. If that was true you would then have 2 cell phone records for that date so 
there is no reason for the driver to be hiding. Also if he was indeed a friend of Obama that 
would come out as well. You told us you were going to put us in touch with him to corroborate 
your story and you did not. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
Whitehouse.com Inc.  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair [mailto:lws022737@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2008 1:42 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: RE: Questions  
 
The charities are concerned about the checks you wrote not being honorred. I would 



appreciate you emailing me a statement or posting one on your site making it clear that the 
checks issued by Whitehouse dor com are good and will be honorred. 
 
Thank you. 
Larry Sinclair 
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 4:16 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I will expect a copy of the written results. I never stated that you were to give me the original 
results. I stated clearly in my email to you accepting your offer the conditions which included a 
copy of the results being made available to me. And I have to wait 4 weeks before I can do 
another polygraph with anyone else.  
 
As long as we live up to the agreement we are fine. I have placed a call to him that has not 
been returned. 
************************************ 
RE: Questions   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 4:19 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I do not understand why you are not willing to fax or attach to an email the handwritten results 
as well, but whatever. You answered the more important question. I am giving the checks to a 
local reporter with NBC 6, there is going to be no part of the Obama thing reported on, she is 
going to present the checks for me to both on Monday. I am not even going to be there. Her 
name is M. Lee and they are not mentioning the Obama thing at all. It is a simple pay it 
forward story.  
 
Can you explain the below email received in youtube email box to me  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: Questions 
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2008 17:10:52 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We are not going to bounce any of the checks. What news organization are you giving the 
charity checks to. In my email to you on Thursday. I said “As soon as we have the results we 
will let you know what the verbal results are. We can then both go out at same time with 
results but whitehouse.com will be the only ones with the written results and video which we 
will post on Whitehouse.com site.” I think that is pretty clear we will be keeping written results. 
We have no problem sending you a copy of the written results as we will post them on the 
website. We are still waiting for a typed copy of the report as we only have a handwritten copy 
which was faxed this afternoon to us. As soon as we receive the typed report we will fax it 
over to you. Have you gotten in touch with Limousine driver so we can talk to him. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  
President  
WhiteHouse.com Inc.  
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Sun 2/24/08 8:47 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
fyi 
 
www.antipolygraph.com/articles/article-036.shtml Gelb has  
publicly claimed to hold a Ph.D. degree in psychology since at least  



1996. I***997, he represented himself as a Ph.D. to the highest court  
in the land -- the United States Supreme Court -- as a co-signer of  
the Committee of Concerned Social Scientists' amicus brief in U.S. v.  
Scheffer, where he is listed as "Ed Gelb, Ph.D." No, the "LaSalle  
University" that awarded Gelb his "doctorate" turns out to be a  
defunct, unaccredited diploma mill in Mandeville, Louisiana that was  
owned and operated by one Thomas James Kirk, A.K.A. Thomas McPherson.  
I***996, LaSalle was raided by the FBI, and i***997 Kirk pled guilty  
to federal fraud charges. (For more on the bogus LaSalle  
University, Mr. Edward I. Gelb is no Ph.D., and he should stop  
masquerading as such. 
 

02/25/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
(No Subject)   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Mon 2/25/08 1:46 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
So you were in fact hired by Mr. Axelrod after all. You think $750,000 is enough money to 
protect your interests from all the crap that is going to hit over this little piece of information I 
was sent this morning? 
 
I am releasing all our email communication later along with the information about WH and 
Axelrods little dispute over the matter of you not being paid all of your money and over you 
not posting everything that was asked of you as fast as they asked you to. 
 
And I will be contacting Mr. Gelb who turns out not to be a DR after all.  I hope just one of 
your checks fails to be honored by the bank, because that will give me the personal 
determination to shut you down.  Looks like you are exactly what I figured you to be from the 
start.  You can say whatever you want, I do not believe a word out of your mouth now.  Be 
ready to disclose all your accounts and businesses.  
 
Sincerely 
Larry Sinclair  
*********************************** 
RE: Here are the typed Polygrpah reports   
From: Lawrence Sinclair  
Sent: Mon 2/25/08 2:46 PM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
I assume by your failure to reply you are denying prior knowledge of misrepresentations by 
Mr. Gelb and the information I received early this morning advising me that you were paid 
$750,000 by Axelrod associates to set me up? Do I assume correctly.  
************************************ 
Subject: Here are the typed Polygrpah reports 
Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2008 15:09:32 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
Here are the links to the typed polygraph reports. We will be posting them on the site in about 
5 minutes. You can access them now before the general public gets the link. Thanks 

02/25/08: BHDC Interview with Larry Sinclair 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/interview-with-larry-sinclair.html 
 
Big Head DC: Do you think that Dan Parisi or anyone else who works for WhiteHouse.com is 
or has been employed by David Axelrod and/or other members of Sen. Obama’s campaign 



for president? 
 
Larry Sinclair: I believe Dan Parisi and Robert Braddock were acting as agents of David 
Axelrod and the Obama camp in making the offer for me to take the polygraph. I believe this 
to be true as I received a tip via phone at 12:43 a.m. instructing me to find help in obtaining 
financial records from the Obama camp and Axelrod because an account and 
communications were accessed in which WH.com and Parisi were having a dispute with 
Axelrod over the payment of the remaining part of $750,000 to get a polygraph stating I was 
lying posted fast enough. 
 
BHDC: What do you make of the “deception” finding from WhiteHouse.com’s polygraph 
conducted by Ed Gelb? 
 
LS: I honestly believe that these results and the claims by Gelb are false, I believe he 
knowingly accepted money to provide WH.com with the desired results. This is based on the 
request upon arrival by Gelb’s office for payment of an additional amount that I personally 
heard a receptionist tell Parisi that Gelb said there was an extra charge and Parisi 
acknowledged he was advised. I believe this based on all the whispering done while I was 
present and the amount of time the three spent in closed door discussions before, during and 
after the exam. 
 
BHDC: There have been several claims that Gelb is not a real PhD — did he present himself 
as one to you? Did he seem professional? 
 
LS: Gelb did in fact represent himself to me as having a PhD that I found out after returning 
home was in fact not the case. He did appear somewhat professional with a constant shaking, 
however he did not control anything about the process and in fact was taking his direction 
from Robert Braddock of WH.com and Dan Parisi. 
 
BHDC: How did Parisi act toward you throughout the polygraph process? 
 
LS: Parisi did not even look me in the face from the time I met him that Friday morning 
through the entire visit. He continued to look down toward the floor every time I spoke to him 
or he was in my presence. He did not at any time produce any ID for me to verify he was who 
he claimed to be. Not even when he wrote out the checks and I asked for ID, he laughed and 
said, “I am me.” Mr. Parisi and his assistant Robert Braddock were rude and attitude changed 
considerably after the exam was done. They met behind closed doors for another hour or so 
with Gelb. 
 
BHDC: What do you make of all of the false information that is being passed around on the 
Internet about you? 
 
LS: I find it appalling that most of it is being paid for by Axelrod and the Obama camp by use 
of paid bloggers who are being fed information that Axelrod and Obama know to be false, 
know not to be me — but know that these kids will sit up and post it as fact and they (Axelrod 
and Obama) will not have to answer for it. But I say they will. 
 
BHDC: Would you have come forward with your claims had you known what has happened 
would happen? 
 
LS: I had put out everything about my past from the start, so I did not worry about what they 
tried to say about me. I will get vindication against all the knowingly false claims made when 
this is over because slander and libel is easy to prove when they keep repeating it after being 
told to retract it. 
 
BHDC: Do you stand by your claims about Barack Obama 100 percent, given the polygraph 
results? 
 
LS: 1,000 percent, and I have stated from day one, polygraph or not, I will not recant or back 
down because I am stating truthful claims. 



 
BHDC: Some people will say Big Head DC is biased for even interviewing you. What should 
we say to those people? 
 
LS: What is biased about trying to get to the truth? The bias is on those media outlets who 
see the false claims made against a U.S. citizen by a candidate for the president of the U.S., 
and they still do not report anything. The media knows these attacks against me and the 
claims made in these attacks are false but they ignore it. 
 
BHDC: What do you make of Obama’s increasing popularity? 
 
LS: Does the phrase “snake oil sales man” give you a hint? 
 
BHDC: Do you think Obama has been well enough vetted on the national political stage? 
 
LS: Obama is not even close to being vetted; everyone says I am a kook, well I am not a 
kook, and I expect that I am not going to be standing here alone much longer. I expect we will 
see others come forward before this is over. 
 
BHDC: Have you recently spoken to the limo driver you say was with you and Obama in 
1999? What does he think about what you’ve been put through? Has it discouraged him from 
coming forward? 
 
LS: I placed a call to him Saturday that was not returned. I had spoken with him last week, 
and he thinks I am crazy for going through this over a lying fraud like Barack Obama and 
David Axelrod. I truly believe he will come forward, and he knows I am not going to back 
down. 
 
BHDC: Who is your lawyer in the lawsuit against Obama? 
 
LS: The suit will be dismissed, it will be re-filed. It is being dismissed for failing to state a claim 
in which entitles me to relief, not because as claimed by others I am not credible. I am 
attaching a copy for your verification of this statement. WH.com leaked that I was in talks with 
Gloria Allred to discourage her, which they accomplished. 
 
BHDC: Have you heard from anyone in the Obama campaign since you came forward with 
your claims? 
 
LS: I have not. I received an e-mail via YouTube asking me to confirm or deny claims made 
by some Ron Allen of the Obama camp, which I stated were false. I will attach. I will forward 
copy to you. 
 
BHDC: When did you first realize that Obama was a U.S. Senator? 
 
LS: I became aware he was a politician during watching the 2004 DNC speech while residing 
in Mexico. 
 
BHDC: How is your health? Are you afraid that this publicity is harmful to your health? 
 
LS: I have some very serious heath problems, which I deal with according to decisions that I 
made. I do not use my health as an excuse for anything. I live alone, I care for myself, I do not 
reside in any assisted living complex, nor do I receive an assistant in my daily life. 
 
BHDC: What are you going to do next regarding this whole situation? 
 
LS: I will continue to put my story out there. I am getting some assistance in amending the 
lawsuit for refiling, and please note, it has not yet been dismissed, nor has the 
recommendation to dismiss been received or written as claimed by the judge identified on the 
Web. I am not going away, I am not recanting anything, and I am fighting on, especially with 
the tip I received this date. I will do a polygraph arranged by me, video tape it non-edited and 



with the findings released before stopping the camera and will post it before Tuesday if all 
goes well. 

02/25/08: Polygraph Results  

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/polyresults.pdf 
 
Note on content: The Gelb report only contains reference to the date the actual polygraph 
was conducted.  From recall, the typed report was not available to the public prior to 02/25/08 
– in line with when Parisi said it would be available.  The header on the second page of the 
report contains a date that simply records the official date that the polygraph took place.  Dr 
Barland’s report was finished in terms of writing up on 02/26/08. 

02/26/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 
‘I started to get suspicious because the interviewing part it had nothing to do with questions 
that were going to be on the polygraph it was more like they were digging for information, you 
know, they wanted to know who in the media I had spoken with, what media outlets, what 
reporters…Whitehouse.com…shut their website down, you cannot even log on to post 
comments…[they said they were receiving threats and hateful emails, etc]…that’s not true, if 
anyone I’ve been the one that has been receiving the hateful emails and harassing phone 
calls.  Whitehouse…called out by me…I received a phone call at 12.43am on Monday 
morning advising me that some conversations had been hacked into and that some 
discussions between [Axelrod and Parisi]…I actually emailed and called Mr Parisi yesterday 
before I released anything, I had been challenging him on Sunday because he had called me 
on Sunday and told me he had received the reports from Dr Gelb and that he was going to 
post them and he wanted to let me know that there was deception indicated…and I said fine, 
go ahead and email me the report and he said ‘well, I don’t actually have the report with me 
yet and I said well what are you saying you have the report but you don’t have it, two hours 
later I continue to email and finally I get a phone call from his assistant Robert Braddock, who 
is from Charlotte North Carolina, and Mr Braddock tells me that Mr Parisi says that they will 
be faxing me a copy of Gelb’s report in 15 minutes.  Three hours pass and no report so I call 
Parisi and Braddock back on their cellphones and asked ‘did you fax the report’ and that’s 
when Parisi gets on the phone and says that they did not fax it, that they don’t actually have 
the report, that they are waiting on hand written report from Gelb to be faxed to them and that 
they would [send it to me] when they received it, which, of course, they never did.  It was after 
they posted the alleged results from Gelb’s report on their website and they said they had the 
report but they were going to wait until tomorrow to post it (Monday).  I posted comments on 
Whitehouse.com calling them a liar, letting it be known that they had told me flat out that they 
had not received the report and then they claimed they had received a hand written faxed 
report but they were refusing to fax that to me, that they were going to wait until they had 
received the typed report.  Now all of these claims by Whitehouse.com are contradicted by 
Gelb’s report itself if you read his report [erroneous, misleading, header on second page of 
report simply states date of Polygraph not date of report]. 
 
I received a phone call from someone I truly believe in and their information turned out to be 
exactly correct and it was basically informing me that…Parisi were – in fact - paid or offered 
$750,000 by David Axelrod and the Obama Campaign to set up a polygraph test for me to fail 
and post it on their website, prior to the March 4

th
 primaries.  They told me to contact the FEC 

regarding expense records from the campaign.   
 
I was told to contact the FEC and I was told to make sure that I requested that an investigator 
review the payouts from the Obama campaign as well as…David Axelrod.  $375,000 had 
been paid up front and that the remainder would be paid once Whitehouse.com had obtained 
the results that the Obama camp wanted and had posted them immediately up on the 
Whitehouse.com website.  Well apparently they were being real slow in getting things posted 
over the weekend and that caused them some alleged animosity between the two parties and 
those were the communications that were actually hacked into and it came out somewhat 
interesting because it turns out that Parisi was fighting with Axelrod over receiving the second 



part of his money and Axelrod was fighting with Parisi over the fact that he wanted the results 
showing me to be an outright fraud put up on Whitehouse.com immediately.   
 
I had contacted Parisi about this immediately on Monday, he had ignored every email 
concerning these issues and I had spent half the day Monday demanding that he make a 
public posting because the two charities that received the two $5000 cheques here in Duluth 
were concerned that the cheques would not be honored and I had repeatedly asked him to 
give some confirmation to that effect that the cheques were in fact good and would be 
honored and he finally sent me an email through his assistance Robert Braddock basically 
making the one line comment that we are a big company we are not about to bounce any 
cheques, ha, only to send me an email this morning telling me that mine was going to be no 
good…It was $5000 each that went to the Salvation Army of Duluth and the Boys and Girls 
Club of Duluth.  [according to Parisi’s email those cheques will pass]…when I woke up today, 
checked my email and there was an email from Mr Parisi telling me that he had told his bank 
not to honor the cheque for $20,000 that was issued to me based on my statement in an 
interview with BHDC in which I stated that I wanted to do another Polygraph test, completely 
video taped, un-interrupted, beginning to end, with the results announced right there on the 
video prior to even turning off the camera and I had made the statement that I wanted to do 
this if things went well.  I had never made the statement that I had done it, I had made the 
statement that I wanted to do it and have it released before next Tuesday…He turned around 
and sent me an email saying that because I had done another polygraph test that was due to 
be released today, which was not what was said, because I did agree with them, one of the 
conditions of our contract was that I would not do another polygraph with anyone for 4 
weeks…I have not breached anything but yes, he hasn’t lived up to one condition.  I was told 
that I would have a mutual say in the…polygraphers that were chosen…Mr Gelb’s credentials 
were relayed to me to be something that turned out not to be true.  A Mr Barland from Salt 
Lake City, I did not even know who this gentleman was, his name, nor any contact information 
on him, until someone emailed it to me yesterday because Parisi at Whitehouse.com had 
never even given it to me. 
 
What happened was this.  On Thursday the 21

st
…I flew to LA on February 21

st
, on 

Thursday… Thursday morning, when I woke up there was an email at about 8am, from Mr 
Parisi, suggesting that I accept a flat fee as opposed to $10,000 to take it and $90,000 if I 
passed.  I had brought an issue to his attention on Wednesday evening when this fanatic 
blogger, calling himself Murray was posting all over the internet that this would constitute 
bribery under the federal bribery laws so I raised the issue because from the very first day I 
even spoke with you I made it clear that I wanted this thing to be as open, upfront, clean and 
unbiased as possible so I raised the issue – you know, I didn’t even want the hint of someone 
being able to even try to attach bribery to this thing – so Mr Paris emailed me Thursday 
morning, suggesting that I accept a flat up-front fee of $20,000 and donate 10% of that to 
charity and he says that way nobody can say there is any type of bribery there and go from 
there.  So what I did was that I had emailed him back suggesting that the flat fee thing 
sounded like a good idea, however I told him to increase that by $10,000 and that the 
additional $10,000 goes to charity - $5000 each to the two charities of my choice here in 
Duluth so he sent back – agree.  I gave him the two charities names and he said in his email 
that he would have all 3 cheques with him when he arrived at the hotel in LA Friday.  He, 
when we went in to do the polygraph, he did pull out the 3 cheques because I asked him if he 
saw the movie Jerry McGuire and he said he did and I asked him to tell me what the most 
famous line from that movie was and he said he couldn’t remember and I said ‘it’s show me 
the money’.  So he wrote the cheques, I had specifically asked him to bring certified or 
cashiers cheques, he did not do that, he said that his company cheques were good, I asked 
him for ID when he wrote the cheques, he laughed that off saying that he didn’t need to show 
me ID, that they were in fact his company cheques and that they were in fact good…I knew 
something was fishy shortly after arriving at Mr Gelb’s office because when we walked in they 
had another client waiting to do a polygraph and they just kinda dropped him like a hot rock.  
And Parisi and his assistant were escorted in Gelb’s office, by Gelb himself, immediately.  
With doors closed and they sat in there for a good hour, hour and a half, almost two hours – 
ok – while they were discussing…then Dr Gelb came out, escorted me to the rest room for the 
urine analysis test which I had agreed to which I knew I was clean, that was not a problem, I 
had even stopped taking my own medications for my own medical problems a week earlier so 



that no one could say that my medications had influenced this test.  When we come back 
from that, Gelb tells me to take a seat in the lobby while they again do their little pow-wow for 
a little while.  I mean I must have sat out front 2 ½ to 3 hours even before we began the 
process.  When the exam began I was called into his office, and this was done in his office, 
they had set up the video cameras, they were asking me questions in front of him, he was 
asking me questions, we were sitting facing each other.  The one thing I found somewhat 
unusual about him is that he seems to be very professional in demeanour but he has a severe 
shaking, his entire body just continues to shake, not just his hands… 
 
and it’s interesting because I had not even found that out until I had returned home from LA 
(what anti-polygraph said about Gelb) so just imagine my shock when I receive an email from 
YouTube going ‘hey Larry, you need to see this’.  I immediately copied the email and pasted it 
to Parisi and I said excuse me, can you explain this email to me please, can you explain to 
me why you did not bring this to my attention before you had me convinced that this person 
was in fact a legitimate Ph.D.  And of course, Mr Parisi had no response.   
 
It’s gotten even more ludicrous because I have made it very clear to Mr Parisi, constantly, 
non-stop today, that if in fact the cheque issued for my fee and that is in fact actually what he 
put on the memo line, that this was a fee payment, if it was returned unpaid from his bank I 
have made it very clear that I have already contacted the DA’s office and I will take the 
cheque to the DA’s office and file criminal cheque charges against him on that day.    
 
People out there and the Barrack Obama campaign which refuses to answer official questions 
or direct questions have set up a blog on their official campaign site designated specifically on 
trying to discredit me.  I mean people have made – and I don’t want to even give them the 
choice of saying substantiated charges against me – because even if they were given the 
opportunity to substantiate them they could not.  They have made outright false claims 
against me, from saying I’ve been investigated 8 times in 25 years for political blackmail, 
which is not true, to claiming I have an extensive record of drug convictions, which is not true 
– in fact I do not even have a single drug conviction – I mean they are saying that I have been 
in mental institutions in Texas.   
 
Everybody has put this as an attack on me and yet the same things that they are saying that I 
am doing – fraud or whatever – which I am not, they’re…Whitehouse.com, David Axelrod look 
at the fraud they are perpetrating – they are issuing payments to people and telling the bank 
not to pay them…having alleged expert polygraphers issue reports and not only that, to go 
ahead and sign his reports stating that the second expert has corroborated the findings of the 
preliminary examiner when the second expert had not even received the information to review 
for three days.     
 
I’ve even told these people, you people sit there and say Obama is going to unite this country 
and bring us together and you people are doing the exact same thing that Obama is saying 
that he will not do.  And the funny thing is that…they even went online yesterday using my 
name, posting on all these blogs, all of these news sites, that I had recanted my story, that I 
have never done and never will do to the point that all of the major media outlets are calling 
me at my house and then they are not interested in the real story they are interested in 
whether it was really me saying I recanted…I don’t care what they throw at me – I put my 
entire life out there when I brought this up because I knew they would try to tear me down 
with something and you can’t tear me down with something that I have already put out there 
to begin with…the sex part was not the issue here… 
 
Someone sent me an email to YouTube that apparently is posted at some website – Gallery 
Fire or something…to where someone has written a statement claiming that a rep from the 
Obama Campaign by the name of Ron Allen claims that I contacted the Obama Campaign 
threatening to expose him unless I was paid $100,000.  Now I have never ever contacted the 
Obama campaign with any attempt to extort or blackmail or try to ruin his reputation at 
all…The Obama Campaign is apparently putting it out there that this was an attempted 
blackmail and yet I haven’t attempted to blackmail him in any way shape or form and I know 
what I am saying is the truth.   
 



What’s going to happen if he does get in office, like you said, and engages in the same 
behavior with someone in a foreign country to where not only do they blackmail him but say it 
is one of those countries where homosexuality of any sort is a federal crime to the point 
where he would be subject to arrest and prosecution.   
 
I honestly believe that before this is over with I am not going to be standing here alone with 
these allegations – I truly and firmly believe that eventually there are going to be more people 
that have had relations with Senator Obama who are going to have the guts and the fortitude 
to finally come out of the closet so to speak and I think when that happens it is going to be too 
late for this country. 
 
I’ll be honest with you Jeff, I am not that familiar with the gay community because I have 
always tried to stay on the outside of it simply because all of my life, I don’t want to offend 
people, but I’ve always found it to be an unseemly, you know dramatic, constant chaos, 
constant problem-type situation, to where my entire life I’ve probably had 3 known openly gay 
friends in my life simply because it is too much drama.  
 
The only dealings with Mr Parisi is for him to honor his commitments on that cheque and if he 
does not do that and it is returned to my bank in Duluth unpaid then the next dealings I will 
have with Mr Parisi is swearing out a warrant for his arrest. 
 
(when see Obama on TV what do you think)…this guy is going to be dangerous, look at what 
they have done and to what extent they have gone to, to keep me quiet and all the stuff that 
has been thrown out there to discredit me that is not even true’.     

02/26/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
From: Lawrence Sinclair [mailto:lws 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 3:21 PM 
To: Dan Parisi 
Subject: No Polygraph 
 
No polygraph has been done and You changed the terms of the agreement on your own on 2-
21-08 so your refusing to honor your payment sheds light on your intent. 
 
You have no grounds to stop payment on what you think might happen when it has not 
happened. 
 
If you decide that you are going to stop payment on the check that clearly states it is for 'fee' 
charged, then understand that by MN State law, I will be entitled to 3 times the amount of the 
original check.  
 
Also, You posted my photographs which were acquired by and for the check for $20,000.00 
as was the video tape and exam. Therefore, I am advising you that failure to honor your 
check will result in 'theft by Check' over $100,000 which is what could be made for the photos 
and video tape you acquired by fraud. 
 
You can be a man and honor your agreement set forth by you on 2-21-08 and go about your 
business, or you can proceed with this fraud and deal with both civil and criminal actions 
against you and your company. 
 
It is your choice.  
************************************ 
Subject: RE: No Polygraph 
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 15:29:58 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
Did you forget about this email you sent on 2/21 which I just took off your live.com page.  



 
RE: Dear murray   
From: Lawrence Sinclair (lws)  
Sent: Thu 2/21/08 9:35 AM  
To: Dan Parisi (dparisi@house.com) 
 
If you want to do this without doing the 100K yes, Because even the part coming to me is 
going to pay my mothers back bills and medication so yes, if that is acceptable to you. You 
still have all exclusive rights to video as you want, and I still agree that no other polygraphs 
can be done for 4 weeks. 
 
Dan Parisi 
President 
WhiteHouse.com 
 
************************************ 
From: Lawrence Sinclair [mailto:lws]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 3:39 PM 
To: Dan Parisi  
Subject: RE: No Polygraph 
 
No I have not, but have you seen any such polygraph test been done? Sir you can do what 
you want, you cannot say I have breached any agreement until I have actually done it. If you 
think that my expressing my desire to have a polygraph done in full disclosure constitutes a 
breech, then you go right ahead and refuse to honor your check, because in MN giving a bad 
check is a Felony and it is not excused by the maker claiming breech of contract. Presneting 
a check for services and not honoring that check is a CRIMINAL ACT and the maker of the 
check is civilly liable for three (3) times the amount of the check. 
 
You either honor the check issued as payment for fee's or you face Felony check charges, I 
personally do not care. But you will not exploit my mothers situation and then make her 
physically ill because she see'e you stating you have stopped payment of the check based on 
a 'perceived' future breech. 
 
Thank you  
Larry Sinclair 
************************************ 
Subject: RE: No Polygraph 
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 15:47:14 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We just received the written results form Dr. Gordon Barland. As soon as we scan it we will 
forward copy to you. He concurred with Dr. Gelb. The last sentence reads as follows: 
 
“Based upon my review of this examination, I concur in Mr. Gelb’s finding that Mr. Sinclair 
was not telling the complete truth in his claims to have engaged in oral sex with Senator 
Obama and that Senator Obama used cocaine in his presence. “ 
 
Dan Parisi 
President  
Whitehouse.com Inc. 
************************************ 
26 Feb 2008 15:55:17 -0500 
From: DParisi@house.com 
To: lws 
 
We will not post the report. You will have it in about 30 minutes. Thanks  
 
Dan Parisi  



President  
Whitehouse.com Inc.  
 
You have just stated that you are not paying for the rights so why are you reporting or posting 
any such claim? 
 
************************************ 
2/26/08  
To: Dan Parisi 
Cc: Rob Capriccioso 
I believe your refusal to post it will only allow others to believe you are in bed with Axelrod, 
you have already posted the photos, the drug test and Gelbs report so you not posting this 
one isn't going to stop you from legally owing me the funds you are now refusing to pay or 
from criminal charges for check fraud. 
 
Thanks, 
Larry Sinclair 
 

02/28/08: Parisi/Sinclair Emails (circa) 

http://mrsircy.blogspot.com/2008/02/released-emails-from-whitehousecom-to.html 
 
Mr. Parisi, 
 
Will you confirm or deny the rumored plans by you and WhiteHouse.com to air the polygraph 
video that you obtained through fraud, on your web site this Friday, 2-29-08 for a fee to 
registered members of Whitehouse.com? 
 
I would appreciate your confirming or denying this and should you fail to deny it I will then 
take that as the rumor being truthful and a continuation of your fraud. 
 
Sincerely, 
Larry Sinclair 
************************************ 
Mr. Dan Parisi, President 
WhiteHouse.com 
295 Greenwich Street, Ste 184 
New York, New York 10007-1049 
 
RE: Returned Check 
 
Dear Mr. Parisi, 
 
Be advised that Lisa Brooks and Myself were notified by US Bank of Duluth this afternoon 
that Walden Federal (the bank in which Whitehouse.com Check Number 2046 is drawn on) 
has notified them a STOP PAYMENT was placed on your fee payment of $20,000.00 dated 
2-21-08. 
 
I have contacted the Financial Crimes Division of the Duluth Police Department this date 
concerning this matter. US Bank as informed Ms. Brooks and myself that the check has not 
yet been physically returned to them unpaid, but that if it is it will be returned to me by March 
7, 2008. 
 
I am asking that US Bank provide documentation showing Walden Federal has notified them 
the check is no good and I will begin the criminal complaint process against you and 
Whitehouse.com immediately upon receipt of the US Bank documentation. 
 
Ms. Brooks and I will be charged for your dis-honored check and those charges will be 
included in the criminal complaint against you. 



 
I have given you more than ample opportunity to honor your word and the agreement we had, 
especially seeing how you have received and engaged in using the very results of the 
services you paid for. You have chosen to act as if you are above the law and that sir will no 
doubt be you down fall. 
 
Again, you can avoid this criminal action against you and your company by contacting your 
financial institution and instructing them to honor the check. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lawrence Sinclair 
 

02/28/08: Larry Sinclair’s Fighting On 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 
[YouTube Video]  Hello, well we all know who I am.  Ok today is Thursday February 28

th
 

2008.  I am going to do something that someone sent me an email to YouTube and advised 
me to do.  Number 1, I have no intentions of answering questions on the internet or going tit 
for tat with people in comment sections on any web pages, ok.   
 
Number 2, please people, you are entitled to speak what you feel, you are entitled to believe 
what you believe.  Do not stay on these websites arguing with someone that you assume is 
me because they are sitting there posting comments under the name Larry Sinclair because I 
will tell you right now, face to camera so to speak, I am no commenting on any websites in 
their comment section whatsoever, I will post whatever comments I have on MySpace, which 
everyone knows the address of by now or I will post a comment on YouTube which is very 
easily identifiable as coming from me.   
 
Now I am not whining or crying about the alleged results of the Polygraph done in Los 
Angeles on the 21

st
 of February.  I am raising the same questions that the second expert 

Gordon Barland made very clear in his report.  I am calling out Dan Parisi and 
Whitehouse.com because they began outright lying immediately after the polygraph was 
conducted in Mr Gelb’s office.  Mr Gelb was asked to remove the blood pressure cuff from my 
left hand which is the same hand he had the little finger thingies connected to – he said that it 
would not effect the exam but under bilateral on my nerve entrapment(?) and bilateral carpal 
tunnel syndrome and the cervical, thoraxic and lumbar spine discurniations and S1 disc 
herniation that I have it would and it was cutting off the circulation and it was causing a vessel 
to pound and I don’t care, I mean I’m not going to make excuses for what he did or did not do 
appropriately.   
 
I am raising questions about the validity of his reports, ok.  Dr Gordon made it very clear that 
the computer analysis of the polygrams indicated no deception indicated yet Dr Gelb did not 
even include in his report the results of the computer analysis of the exam.  That right there 
raises questions to me.  Dr Gelb telling me that he had not reviewed the exam or had come to 
any conclusions at the time that myself and Paris and Robert Braddock walked out of his 
office turned out to be a lie.  That raises questions to me.  How can you perform a lie detector 
against someone and you are lying about doing it and what your results are, ok.   
 
It doesn’t matter to me, ok, I have lived up to every part of my agreement with 
Whitehouse.com.  Whitehouse.com immediately decided to refuse to honor their agreement 
as far as providing me with copies of the videotape, of the report, before posting.  Um, 
Whitehouse.com, will face criminal and civil actions on their bounced or non-honored cheque.  
I have already begun that process.  Tomorrow the required letter, under Minnesota State Law, 
will be mailed to the address on the cheque at which time under Minnesota Law Mr Parisi will 
have 5 days to make good on the cheque.  If he does not criminal charges can and will be 
filed against him and Whitehouse.com.  If Mr Parisi fails to pay the cheque in full plus all fees 
allowed by Minnesota Law within 30 days there is an additional civil penalty that will be 
imposed against Mr Parisi and Whitehouse.com which will be up to anywhere up to $100 or 



the face value of the cheque, whichever is greater.  Meaning the cheque is $20,000 so 
therefore it will be a greater, so he will end up paying an additional $20,000 for stopping 
payment on his cheque.  There has been no breach of contract, there is no written contract at 
all.  Mr Parisi’s payment does not state per contract, it states fee – period, end of question 
and end of discussion.   
 
You can continue to send me threatening text messages, you can continue to make 
threatening phone calls.  Please be advised I am no longer going to sit back and allow it to be 
done unanswered.  Last night I contacted the Portland Maine police department and informed 
them of threatening phone calls and text messages received from a Portland Maine telephone 
number and that telephone number was given to them.  And that individual who identified 
himself as Troy when he answered his phone has been informed by the Portland Maine police 
department that if he sends one more or makes one more threatening phone call he can and 
will be arrested – that’s it.   
 
Anyone has valid questions and you have the balls, or backbone or audacity, whatever you 
want to call it, to identify yourself with ID – you know, I have no problems answering questions 
to anyone but I will not continue to be bombarded with questions by internet warriors who 
don’t even have the balls to come out from behind their little screen names and say who they 
are, ok.  The issue is far from over and let me assure you that I am not going away, the story 
will get out, Mr Obama will in fact respond and you guys are doing the job he wants you to do 
because as long as you keep attacking and keeping it out he’s not going to take legal action 
against me and that is something that all of you need to understand.  You keep saying ‘why 
hasn’t he’, because he’s not a fool.  He knows if he does he is going to be exposed for the liar 
and the junkie that he is.  Thank you very much and have a great weekend folks, bye (then 
shows you a bit around his place with the camera). 

03/01/08: Larry/Jay Aut Witch Interaction – BHDC 

 
918. Jay said: 

Those investigating this limo business might also be interested in this court case re a Multani 
that I found: http://altlaw.org/v1/cases/155367.txt 

Illegal immigrant - repeat offender - condemned for duplicity and mis-representation. 
Documents strongly indicate he would have been in Chicago around 1999. Didn’t Larry 
mention something about ‘family had a member with immigration issues?’  

If this is the P Multani he is mentioning that would make it two ‘known crooks’ making claims 

against Obama - gee whizz, how credible!  

Hey, I wonder if this chap would make false allegations about Obama in return for say - 
maybe - SOMEONE promising he will be allowed to stay in the country as a reward? 

Multani does seem to be a Sikh name, predominantly associated with the ‘Punjabi’ area of 
India.  

Hey, isn’t it interesting that there was the kerskuffle last year over Hillary being (D-Punjba) 
cos of how much financial backing she had from the Indian community? Check the original 
info here: http://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/pdf/politics/memo1.pdf  

posted March 1st, 2008 at 6:58 pm  
 
984. Lorenzo said: 
JAY You post claiming this individual is somehow the limo driver and or related has been 
investigated and found by John Crewdson of he Tribune not to be. But I already knew that. I 
am posting this for you so that you might be able to keep from looking like a complete ass 
and/or idiot. But I guess it is to late for that. 



Good day,  

posted March 1st, 2008 at 9:04 pm 

03/02/08: Larry’s first letter to Obama after the Polygraph 

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/Obamaletter.pdf  
 
March 2, 2008 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
713 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
230 S. Dearborn Street, Ste. 3900 
Chicago, IL 60604 
 
Mr. David Axelrod 
AKP Message & Media 
730 N. Franklin Street, Ste. 404 
Chicago, IL 60610 
 
RE: Questions 
 
Dear Senator Obama and Mr. Axelrod: 
 
I am writing the two of you this letter because phone calls continue to be ignored. I feel it is 
only fair that I address the following questions to the two of you directly one last time. 
1. Who is Ron Allen that claims to be with your Presidential camp, who is alleged to claim that 
someone claiming to represent me called asking for $100,000, to keep me from coming 
forward about our (Obama and I) November 1999 encounter of sex and cocaine use? 
2. How can the two of you stand in front of this country talking about bring people together at 
the same time you both have engaged your supporters in a massive internet smear against 
me where you are providing knowing false information to your paid bloggers for the purpose 
trying to keep the truth about you Mr. Obama from coming out? 
3. How can you claim to be a uniter at the same time you are encouraging your supporters to 
threaten to blow my head off, to cut my throat and to set me on fire if I do not recant my 
statements? 
4. How can either of you gentleman claim to be concerned about truth when you and Mr. 
Axelrod engaged in a payoff deal with Dan Parisi of Whitehouse.com to the tune of $750,000, 
to arrange a rigged polygraph? 
5. Do you truly believe (that after you two have gone to the extent that you have to have me 
smeared on the internet with outright false statements) I will go away? Because if you do, I 
want to tell you right now that the only thing you have done by having my life repeatedly 
threatened, and by repeatedly providing out right false information for your supporters to post 
about me on the web, is to make certain that I will not go away and I will not rest until the truth 
about you both is across every headline around the world. 
6. If you claim that neither of you have had nothing to do with the internet attacks and false 
statements, then prove, post it on your web site and denounce any such attacks. I know you 
will not because a great deal of the false information has come directly from Mr. Axelrod and 
his associates. 
7. If you claim you had no involvement in the Whitehouse.com scam, then prove it. Publicly 
denounce Dan Parisi’s getting me to agree to his scam and then stopping payment on his 
check. 
8. If you and Mr. Axelrod claim you had no involvement with Dan Parisi open up your 
accounts and the accounts of AKP and David Axelrod for review to prove it. It needs to be 
made clear that I will not be threatened nor will I allow you to feed completely false 
information about me to your bloggers and then just fade away into the sunset. Let me make 



it clear that your attacks against me have only hardened my resolve to see that this story gets 
out and you are exposed for what both of you truly are. 
 
Sincerely, 
Larry Sinclair 
 

03/10/08: Larry’s second letter to Obama after the Polygraph 

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/Obamaletter2.pdf  
 
600 W Superior Street, #604 
Duluth, MN 55802 
March 10, 2008 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
713 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
230 S. Dearborn Street, Ste. 3900 
Chicago, IL 60604 
 
Mr. David Axelrod 
AKP Message & Media 
730 N. Franklin Street, Ste. 404 
Chicago, IL 60610 
 
RE: REQUEST FOR CELL PHONE AND EMAIL RECORDS 
 
Dear Senator Obama and Mr. Axelrod: 
 
I am submitting this written request asking that you and Mr. Axelrod authorize the release of 
the following: 
 
1. Cell Phone numbers, service providers for all personal and official cell phones held by 
Senator Obama for the time period of November 3, 1999 thru November 8, 1999. 
2. Cell phone numbers, service providers for all personal and campaign phones for Senator 
Obama, David Axelrod, David Plouffe from January 18, 2008 to current date or at the least 
through February 29, 2008. 
3. All email communication both personal, campaign related and AKP Message & Media’s 
from January 18, 2008 through February 29, 2008 for Senator Obama, David Axelrod and 
David Plouffe. 
4. All payouts made from AKP Message & Media, Obama for America, David Axelrod, David 
Plouffe, and Senator Obama’s accounts for the period of January 18, 2008 through February 
29, 2008. 
 
This request is being made based on your statement that you intend to bring a new politics to 
America, a politics of openness, and accountability. The records being requested here can 
bring to light and/or put to rest claims made about your involvement with Dan Parisi of 
Whitehouse.com and the rigged polygraph arranged; can if you claim you never met me (as is 
exactly the claim made by David Axelrod directly to John Crewdson of the Chicago Tribune) 
show you to be lying or telling the truth by releasing your cell phone records etc… 
 
It would seem to me that you would be more interested in getting this matter settled than your 
continued organized attacks on the internet. 

03/10/08: Larry’s second letter to Obama campaign after the Polygraph 

LARRY SINCLAIR 
600 W Superior Street, #604 
Duluth, MN 55802 



 
March 10, 2008 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
713 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
Senator Barack Obama 
230 S. Dearborn Street, Ste. 3900 
Chicago, IL 60604 
 
Mr. David Axelrod 
AKP Message & Media 
730 N. Franklin Street, Ste. 404 
Chicago, IL 60610 
 
RE: REQUEST FOR CELL PHONE AND EMAIL RECORDS 
 
Dear Senator Obama and Mr. Axelrod: 
 
I am submitting this written request asking that you and Mr. Axelrod authorize the release of 
the following: 
1. Cell Phone numbers, service providers for all personal and official cell phones held by 
Senator Obama for the time period of November 3, 1999 thru November 8, 1999. 
2. Cell phone numbers, service providers for all personal and campaign phones for Senator 
Obama, David Axelrod, David Plouffe from January 18, 2008 to current date or at the least 
through February 29, 2008. 
3. All email communication both personal, campaign related and AKP Message & Media’s 
from January 18, 2008 through February 29, 2008 for Senator Obama, David Axelrod and 
David Plouffe. 
4. All payouts made from AKP Message & Media, Obama for America, David Axelrod, David 
Plouffe, and Senator Obama’s accounts for the period of January 18, 2008 through February 
29, 2008. 
This request is being made based on your statement that you intend to bring a new politics to 
America, a politics of openness, and accountability. The records being requested here can 
bring to light and/or put to rest claims made about your involvement with Dan Parisi of 
Whitehouse.com and the rigged polygraph arranged; can if you claim you never met me (as is 
exactly the claim made by David Axelrod directly to John Crewdson of the Chicago Tribune) 
show you to be lying or telling the truth by releasing your cell phone records etc… 
 
It would seem to me that you would be more interested in getting this matter settled than your 
continued organized attacks on the internet. 
 
I respectfully request you respond to this request without delay. I strongly urge you to 
consider that you yourself can if these things are , as your staff continue to claim, untrue, then 
your agreeing to release these records should not be a difficult thing for you to do. 
 
Sincerely, 
Larry Sinclair 

03/10/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 

The reason I took so long to even announce the attorney is I wanted a hard copy of an 
attorney-client agreement, I did not want to depend on email contracts such as those with 
Whitehouse.com.  Today I got in my hand a hard copy of an attorney-client agreement 
between myself and Montgomery Blair Sibley so I posted the notice that Mr Sibley is 
representing me…(he is)…most well know for being the defender on the DC Madam case.   
 



There has been an interesting development with Whitehouse.com today…there was an email 
in my email box (from Parisi)…informing me to redeposit the cheque, informing me that he 
had reversed the stop payment on it and the bank would in fact honor the cheque.   
 
I want to make something clear because people are now, because I posted the notice that 
Parisi is willing to honor his cheque, the original agreement that I made with Parisi regarding 
that payment was so that I could actually get my mother’s back house payments paid up – 
she has gotten tremendously behind since my step-father died two years ago and to assist 
her in being able to get her own cancer medications, that she is no longer covered for since 
my step-fathers death.  And people have sent emails and posted comments today and said 
well if he is going to honor your cheque why are you asking people to help you with legal fees.  
And I need people to understand, that link was put there at the suggestion of supporters.  I do 
agree, there is no way I can afford to come up with the money.  And this money isn’t going to 
pay attorney fees, this money is not going to pay any personal conveniences of my mine 
whatsoever.  This money is strictly being used for the actual court costs, filing fees, process 
servers, the hiring of people that we need to hire for research and documenting stuff.  I mean 
there’s – I just want to make that clear – and that what we are asking for is that we asking 
people to help us raise at least $5000 to cover these fees.  And Mr Sibley has put a very 
specific explanation of what these funds will be used for, how they will be accounted for and 
the fact that if we get a resolution in this and there are funds remaining in the account, that 
they will be pro-rata returned to the donors but that any donor that decides to assist us in this 
matter will be strictly confident, no information will be released about them, they are entitled to 
their privacy. 
 
The second thing I need to address right now is probably is going to come as a bombshell to 
you as well.  I have received numerous requests over the last few days asking me to respond 
to allegations going around the internet and some of the blog sites about a rumor that Paul 
Young – and for those who do not know who Paul Young is – this is the choir director 
connected to Senator Obama’s church who was found murdered in his home last December.  
I have refused to comment either way as to whether or not myself and Mr Young had any 
contact.  I had waited for tonight to let you know on your program that there is truth to those 
allegations but that I cannot get specific on them.  I just needed to clear it up because I am 
just getting bombarded with emails, you know, individuals asking well is it true, what did you 
say?  Mr Young and I did communicate prior to his death and I felt that since you were the 
first person that actually exposed the story it was only right that I formally comment on those 
allegations here on the Jeff Rense show…I did not meet with Mr Young face to face at any 
time. 
 
Sorry, I had to figure out the right way to respond, you know I’m getting these emails and it 
just gets to be a little overbearing that you’re constantly get emails from people that you don’t 
even know and the one thing that I have learnt from this whole process is that you can’t trust 
answering anything to someone on the internet. 
 
I just need to clarify something…I think I referred to Mr Young as Paul just now and I am 
sitting here on my laptop talking to you looking at an email from a Paul Day who has been 
harassing me and the gentleman’s name was Donald Young.   
 
It’s my understanding that he was (gay).   
 
In the very near future there will be some legal actions filed in the federal court…and they will 
be naming defendants as well as several John Does…(Sibley apparently advised him it would 
be best to remove all YouTube videos – Larry refused to).   
 
[When did you first hear about his (Young’s) murder?] Actually, I really didn’t and that’s the 
funny thing.  I had not really paid that much attention to it, as you know I told you on the first 
interview that I had with you in January that I had only myself attempted to take this to the 
press at the 1

st
 of the year and people have been constantly implying that this story was 

leaked back in October/November, referring to Robert Novak or the Hillary Clinton campaign 
whispers and I have told people that I don’t think it was my story that was being whispered 
about and if in fact it is this story that was being whispered about then the only people that 



could have leaked this story back then would have been the Obama Campaign because I had 
not even gone to the media with it.  I was still in the process of giving Obama the opportunity 
to come clean on his own without even have to reveal the sexual allegations at all.   
 
I had become more aware of Donald’s passing and the circumstances surrounding it after I 
had posted my YouTube video and I had gotten an email from one of the YouTube users 
asking me if I had heard about this and when I started looking into it I thought ‘oh my god’, 
that’s probably why if you notice that I posted on my blog recently asking other people to 
comment and let me know if I should consider this a threat.   
 
At first, even after the second interview, I was still coming and going as I pleased.  The last 
few weeks, I would say the last 3 weeks, especially after Whitehouse.com plastered my 
picture all over, it’s been difficult going anywhere.  You know, here in Duluth as well.  I have a 
very good friend of mine who stands about 6.6 to 6.8 who ways about 450 pounds who insists 
on going anywhere I go.  I mean he shadows me anytime I am outside of my house so to 
speak…Even when I returned from LA after the polygraph there were a couple of gentlemen 
on the flight…that had looked at me and I had no idea who they were and one of the 
gentlemen looked directly at me and said ‘well I thought you weren’t meant to come back from 
LA until Monday’.   
 
I firmly believe…I truly believe that the information given to me regarding the Axelrod/Parisi 
connection is in fact valid and the thing is that these are not just coming from me…this 
information has been verified through the original person that made the tip so I mean not to 
me but to the attorneys and what not. 
 
(ends with complaints about how horrible people are to him online, in Duluth – a family 
sniggering and calling him an ugly faggot). 

03/15/08: Larry Sinclair Interview with Cao 

(transcription courtesy of susanelise) 
 
Cao’s introduction of Larry and location of the his YouTube information and other links to his 
story.  
 
Caller Shelly: Wants to thank Larry for being brave and pushing this story to the front. 
Encourages him to never give up because the truth will come out.  
 
Larry: Thank you very much and I can assure you that I am not giving up.  
 
Caller Shelly: Tells Larry she identifies with his struggle and the corrupt use of power by the 
court. Shelly thinks Larry’s lawyer is the right choice and want Larry to fight for the truth. 
 
Larry: Yeah, I would agree, I will tell you this. I think this, this armor that um, has been put up 
around Obama is slowly going to fall. People are making comments that Reverend Wright is 
stealing my thunder. And I will tell you now, I am not in this for any type of thunder. I mean if it 
takes you know um something to come out after Senator Obama has repeatedly emphasized 
with the utmost authority that people need to understand that he is a Christian that has been 
involved with the same Christian church for twenty years and this to come out with his church. 
You know.. You can’t be… I just want people to look at the real Barak Obama and I do mean 
the real Barak Obama in every sense of the word. And maybe you know maybe this is what is 
going to take.  
 
As far as what you said about Mr. Sibley I will assure you I have the utmost confidence in him 
and in the direction he has decided to take this as far as actually getting this out to in public. 
Because it’s a message and it’s a way that it come out and the actual facts can be put out 
there as opposed to  people on the internet trying to clip and edit and insert you know. their 
own words. You know, I mean this has gotten ridiculous. I mean this has become everyone 
says I’m not on point and yet everyone else is trying to keep this up? 
 
Cao puts Shelly on hold, telling her she can participate later if she would like to. 



 
Comments by Cao regarding Trinity Church of Christ theology practices 
 
Sean Hannity clip—Interview with Reverend Wright 
 
Comments by Cao regarding her system failure not playing the entire clip 
 
Larry: Yeah because actually Wright immediately blew up and said no we’d be calling 
Christian and it would be just a white church. (laughs) 
 
Cao comments about TUCC being more of Marxist group in that it practices a philosophy 
calling for the end of oppression toward the black community and that is certainly not about 
true Christianity.  
 
Larry: What I find extremely interesting is Senator Obama comments to Major on Hannity and 
Colems last night, You know here a candidate that repeatedly over the last few months 
mostly, you know, emphasized with great strength I’m Christian, I have been a member of the 
same Christian  church for twenty years. And then last night you know, Major asked him a 
question, “Exactly which comments are you denouncing of Wright?” 
Let’s remember we’re talking about one comment that I have heard. And then a few seconds 
later he says no, we’re talking about one or two comments. One or two comments over a 
twenty year span doesn’t justify the Obama camp. 
 
Cao comments about Obama giving Farrakhan giving Obama an award 
 
Larry: Well see my whole thing is Obama now wants people to think that here’s a guy that he 
has put out there as being my mentor my spiritual advisor, my pastor, my friend for twenty 
years and he wants 
 
Cao on the title of Audacity of Hope coming from Wright 
 
Larry: But my whole point is that for twenty years you’re going to tell me you’ve listen to this 
guy, you’ve sought his advice, you’ve sought his counsel. And then last night you’re going to 
tell me that you do not hold the same beliefs and ideals you have participated in for twenty 
years. I’m sorry I can not believe he can sand in front of the American people and say these 
are not beliefs these are not my ideals, these are not Michelle’s. 
 
Cao on Christ being the liberator of all and thoughts on liberation theology. 
 
Larry: I understand, I understand too. But look  Cao look at what’s happened ever since I 
came out about the incident  between me and Barak back in 1999 
 
Cao comments on liberation theology in the chat room discussion and the difference between 
Marxism and Christianity 
 
Larry: It is interesting to me that everyone defends this man and defends this church. And yet 
everything that Pastor Wright is saying has been inflicted on his community, they are inflicting 
ten times that on the internet attacking me for coming out with the truth about Barak Obama. 
 
Clip—Is Barak Obama Black Enough  
 
Larry: Well you know it’s even funnier because here is the black preacher Wright standing 
there in one of the videos that’s being heard all over the media talking about that rich white 
man and yet Barak Obama’s whole career has been based dollars from his rich white 
associates in Chicago 
 
Cao comments regarding earmarks given to the hospital Michelle Obama works for and a 
raise given to Michelle Obama after her husband became a candidate for president. 
 



Larry: Yeah the thing is there is an extreme double standard here that is only now being 
looked at and addressed. And there is whole different side to Barak Obama than people have 
ever wanted to look at. And yet they continue to call me some slanderous fool, when I got 
news for ya, I ain’t going nowhere. Everything I’ve said I stand behind 100% and people can 
talk about my legal name changes all they want to get off subject, but I’m staying on point. 
 
Cao invites callers to call in, says she doesn’t know where to from here because this 
conversation has been going for weeks. Addresses Larry now having a blog to bring his story 
to the media 
 
Larry: Yeah thanks to some help. I mean, don’t get me wrong I’m still not that great at posting 
things to satisfy everybody’s desire. But ah.. 
 
Cao asks for the blog address 
 
Larry: larrysinclair0926.wordpress.com 
 
Cao talks about the amazing number of hits Larry blog gets…6,000 a day in hits 
 
Larry laughs 
Larry: I will be honest with you I am extremely confused by this because people are doing like 
these inbound links, incoming links and stuff. I don’t understand any of these things and these 
ping backs. But yeah I was telling you that because, I mean the first day it had 1339 hits 
which I thought was kinda bad. But it has steadily gone up from there. 10,032, 11,000, it 
scared me because I thought it was doing bad. Not that it I matters to me one way or another 
outside of the fact that with those hits people are paying attention to what’s really going on. 
 
Cao comments about stalkers, trolls, nay sayers and positive support 
 
Larry: Well there’s been a lot of support, you know there’s been a lot more support than the 
comments would indicate. Um we set up the legal fund directly through the attorney’s trust 
which people have begun contributing to help pay the cost of getting this out there.  
 
Cao—asking how to make a contribution on the blog 
 
Larry: Yeah there’s a Paypal link that goes directly to the attorney’s turst on the blog site 
 
Cao asking what those funds are used for 
 
Larry: Those funds do not pay Mr. Sibley one dime for his time or services. Those funds are 
strictly for paying for court filings fees, um, the service of sums and subpoenas, the hiring of 
people we need to get certain documentations, uh, it’s all the fees that are associated with the 
filings itself. Not a penny comes to me for anything, not one cent like I said not one cent goes 
to any type of attorney fees whatsoever or payment for services that Montgomery Sibley 
himself has provided. There is a complete disclaimer there on the link on the blog where Mr. 
Montgomery makes it very clear what the fees, um funds are used for and in the event there 
is a legal resolution to this and there is still funds in the account that he will return those funds 
prorated to the donors.  
 
Cao talks about the article in Globe hitting at the same time as Wright and the MSM largely 
ignored Larry 
 
Larry: Well see thing is Cao, people have said, and I’ve read the posts, because I’ve spent 
like the last three weeks going over every YouTube comment, uh all these posts that have 
been on different blogs. And you know there’s people posting that CNN, Fox, MSNBC have 
investigated this and found this not to be true.  That is not true! That is completely the furthest 
thing from the truth! Even the newspapers that have come to my house that have spoken with 
me have told me to my face that they’re scared to death to print anything because they can 
not be looked at as racist or as being trying to influence the primary or nomination process in 
any way shape or form. And I understand more now than I did when they first said because 



look, the Obama campaign has made it point to try to change the way super delegates work. 
Saying well, we don’t think you should have your right to your opinion as opposed to if I won 
your district then you need to vote for me period. Stop and think about this, this guy and his 
campaign has used the courts more than any other candidate in this campaign right now to try 
and get things to go the way he says that they have to go. That’s not the political process.  I 
mean even with the Jeremiah Wright thing.  My God did you watch Keith Oberman, did you 
watch Anderson Cooper, it’s like they were pissing on themselves because they were forced 
to be in the position to even report on the Jeremiah Wright thing. 
Cao comments on the MSN being in the tank for Obama, and Obamamania  
 
I mean even Fox News, which everybody on the blogs are saying, “Hey you know this is 
something Fox should have picked up a long time ago” (referring to Larry’s story). Even Fox 
waited until it was pushed to the point to where they had no choice but to report on it. I mean, 
when you have a presidential candidate  that has that much influence over the major media 
outlets in this country who are actually suppose to be reporting what’s going on to the people 
for the people to make up their own minds and instead they are trying to make up the minds 
of the people by reporting nothing. 
 
I don’t know. I mean, it’s interesting to me, look at this Craig that’s been posting on my blog 
that he’s pulling FBI files. I mean, when I ask these people who make these allegations 
against me, or these claims, to you know, make them but make them openly, you know, 
identify themselves, tell people who they truly are. You know, I haven’t asked anyone to post 
their ID on the web which I have done as recently as yesterday. You know, because of 
allegations that have been made against saying I’ve been using a different name to collect 
checks from this story and cash them while collecting my disability. 
 
Cao comments saying Obama is buying influence to shape his image, and carefully crafted 
speeches Axelrod is collecting. Obama is speechless and unable to articulate, he wants to be 
everything to everyone. 
 
Larry: For a very well spoken person, I found it very interesting last night when Major was 
asking him direct questions, how much he was stuttering. How he could not come up with 
words to answer the questions. I mean this is suppose to be an articulate man who knows 
what his thoughts are what his opinions are, what his beliefs are, but he couldn’t come up with 
none of them last night. You know, it was, it was, the classic Texas two step if you will. (Larry 
paraphrasing Obama’s comments) I heard, there’s one comment that Reverend Wright made 
that I am aware of and I denounced immediately last year, you know before I announced my 
candidacy. And then when he was asked well, your candidacy was announced way before 
December 2007. And then he goes back, “but still we’re only talking about one or two 
comments that I’m personally aware of.  
 
You can not be a member in a church for 20 years and not be aware of the comments your 
pastor makes.  
 
Cao makes a comment about Obama sleeping in church 
 
Larry: And you know he says, you know I’m not sitting in the pews when these things are 
made. Someone posted something last night that I’ve started researching. That apparently all 
these sermons are available for purchase from the church.  
 
 
Cao says all the sermons have now been taken down from the church site 
 
Larry: I think they were taken down because someone said that they are starting to research 
each one to see if in fact Senator Obama was present at any of these sermons. 
 
You know it’s just kinda hard for me to believe that here’s a man who talks about honestly and 
transparency and uniting this country and he is the furthest, he’s demonstrated on his own 
accord 
 



Cao interrupts with comments about racism and division tactics used by Obama 
 
Larry: Well he has not even had the audacity, excuse me for stealing the title of his book, but 
he has not even had the audacity to even though his press secretary accuse me of lying 
because he knows he can’t. And yet everybody who wants to believe that he is all that they 
claim him to be; wants to say well, he’s not responding at all because, you know he doesn’t 
want to lend any creditability. It’s not about lending creditability. I’ve put my entire life out 
there for people to shred my entire life like shredded beef in a taco okay? And trust me 
they’ve done a pretty damn good job at doing it you know, not always truthfully, but they’ve 
still shredded me up in the grinder. But still this isn’t about creditability. This about hey, if I’m 
so much of liar why can’t you or Mr. Alexrod, or whoever you want to speak for you come and 
say well you know what? “I adamantly deny this and denounce this. You can’t do it because if 
you do it, you know, you open yourself to it coming out and he doesn’t want that, because 
God help him if ever does, which it will as far as I’m concerned no matter how long it takes 
come out that I am telling the truth and, you know he’s not going to find a rock big enough to 
go out and hide under. 
 
Cao, comments on walking away from the computer and coming back and trying to track 
conversations in the chat room. 
 
Larry: And I’m not logged on because I don’t know, so I don’t know what they’re saying 
either. So, but I mean..You know, I just wanted to call you and tell you Cao, that you know the 
funny thing is that people are saying well Larry’s dying out, Larry’s backing off. I’m not. You 
know and you know, I hate to say this, people are saying oh well he’s taking it against the little 
guy , he’s not taking it to Obama, I think if anyone with any common sense would look at the 
recent filings in federal court would understand the exact method used here. And at the same 
time killing two birds with one stone so to speak. You know, you can not use the internet to 
slander and libel a person and make statements that you represent as fact about a person 
when in fact those statements are untrue. Now, you can support and defend Senator Obama 
all you want to, I just find somewhat interesting that everyone feels the need to defend him 
but himself. 
 
Cao asks Larry to repeat the last part of statement 
 
Larry: I said I find it interesting to see that all these people feel the need to defend Senator 
Obama when Senator Obama himself does not feel the need to defend himself. 
 
Cao makes a statement about allegations are suppose to be addressed quickly and that is 
like the Clinton and Lewinsky scandal.  
 
Larry: Well, but here’s another good point to go with where you’re going with this. Last night 
with Major he states you know,  it was or two comments by Wrights, and it was his judgment, 
and I’m quoting Senator Obama’s on this, it was Obama’s judgment, that Wright’s past 
comments were not of importance  to effect Wright being on any committee that represented 
Obama and Obama’s campaign. Well isn’t it Senator Obama who’s been airing ads and 
making speeches regarding that 3am ad saying it’s not about who answers the call, it’s about 
the judgment of the person answering the call and you want your judgment to right the first 
time. 
 
Larry: Hello? 
 
Cao comments she’s trying to figure what Larry is saying about this subject.  
 
Larry: Oh, well no, he’s saying that his judgment about Pastor Wright. That it was his 
judgment that Pastor Wright had not said anything or done anything that would be construed  
 
Cao interrupts with a comment about Obama thinking of Wright as an uncle. And statements 
by an Obama cousin reflect that and tell where Obama is coming from. 
 



Larry: But see he told Major last night, that it was his judgment because Major asked him 
how come he had appointed Reverend Wright to his uh, black community initiative committee 
in December  2007 which is what three months ago? You know? And Obama said that it was 
my judgment that his past statements were not important enough to prevent me from 
including him on that committee. 
 
Cao asks if Obama was aware of the comments and he didn’t act on them? 
 
Larry: He said that he was aware of one or two or three of them and that of the statements he 
was aware of were not important enough to  
 
Cao says that Obama said the statements needed to be repeated and she found that 
interesting as if he were trying to excuse the statements. 
 
 
Larry: Exactly, but still, he’s claiming that it was his judgment and here he is for the last 
couple of months talking about his judgment at that 3 am call would be better than Clinton’s or 
anyone else’s because at least he had the judgment to oppose the war. 
 
So I mean you can’t defend, you can’t accuse anyone else of having bad judgment if you’re 
going to sit there on Fox last night and say that his own judgment was impeccable in regards 
to race. 
 
Cao reads a statement about liberation Christianity and what that means to the black 
community with their views of oppression.  She doesn’t give a source 
 
Larry: Was it the words of Christ that said love your neighbor don’t judge? 
 
Cao more on liberation Christianity and how it is rich white people oppressing black people.  
 
Larry: I find it hard to understand why Senator Obama would insist on people looking at his 
twenty year history with this church when this church goes against almost everything that at 
least publically as far as his money and his business dealings because all of his money and 
his business dealings have been with the white 
 
Cao interrupt with allegations that Obama’s money comes from the Muslim community more 
so than the white community, and that there is a secret Obama that no one ever sees. The 
public image is a crafted image and Obama’s Muslim connections will be more important in 
his White House decisions. 
 
Larry: Well you know, David Axelrod has years of experience in this you know. Let’s look at 
one of the men that has put this public image, this public Obama out there. I mean here’s a 
man who has so much pull and power in Chicago that he can shut down a National 
Association Basketball team for defending a girlfriend at a Bull’s game because his son, 
Axelrod’s son is drunk and inappropriately touching this woman. And when he’s confronted 
about it, Axelrod turns around threatens to sue for slander because the police report you 
know, the report given, was that Axelrod’s son was there intoxicated at public sporting event 
and inappropriately touching a woman he doesn’t even know. And you know, it was squashed 
so fast  you know by Axelrod threatening to action against the Bulls. This is power we’re 
talking about. Everybody says there is not that much power in the country….yeah, they have 
seen nothing. 
 
Cao, comment about the public not knowing the real power and the real truth.  
 
Larry: The Obama campaign still has not even responded to written requests, which some 
people were under the impression that my requests to Obama and Axelrod and the campaign 
to authorize the release of records, most people thought that those were emails. Those were 
not emails, those were actually written requests that were mailed directly to the campaign 
headquarters, to Axelrod’s corporate headquarters and to Obama’s Senate offices. You 
know… 



 
Cao…Remarks Larry has gotten no response to those requests 
 
Larry: No, there’s been no response whatsoever, you know. It’s interesting nobody is looking 
at this. I mean this wasn’t a request saying “hey admit to anything. This was a request saying 
make available these records and the purposes for asking for the records. 
 
Cao takes a call from a listener 
 
Caller Fred…Listened to the last interview and is confused about the exact date because he 
believes Larry hasn’t given an exact date. 
 
Larry: But see that’s a misconception that you’re getting from people that are distorting the 
story on the web.  
 
Caller Fred. Challenges Larry’s answer and says he got the information from the last 
interview. 
 
Larry: Well no, I’ve given dates, I just did not give specific dates when I first came out with the 
allegations. But I have given an exact specific date. 
 
Caller Fred; When was that date? 
 
 
Larry: November 6 was the first meeting. 
 
Caller Fred Verifies Larry’s answer by asking “November 6

th
 1999?  

 
Larry: Yep 
 
Caller Fred asks about an update on the lie detector test. 
 
Larry: Well first of all it’s my understanding and I will be honest with you, request to Mr. 
Gelb’s office have been ignored. I was told that I had a right, a legal right to the transcripts 
from the exam which he’s refused to provide. Dr. Gelb failed to include the computer analysis 
of the lie, of the polygraph itself, which anyone who knows him has said that is not the norm 
for him. That he’s, always included all the analysis and data information in his written reports. 
He chose to exclude all that from his reports to WhiteHouse.Com.  
 
Caller Fred. States that the test actually showed Larry passed the test? 
 
Larry: That’s exactly what I’m saying, because the computer analysis actually showed that I 
was telling the truth.  
 
Caller Fred. States that Larry passed the test, but somehow it came out he failed the test. 
 
Larry: The computer analysis showed that I was telling the truth. The human scoring which 
was done by Gelb, not by the computer, Gelb says I was lying. 
 
Caller Fred Asks why won’t Gelb release the information. 
 
Larry: That’s a good question and maybe you might want to email him at Intercept.com. and 
ask him. Because I have requested those records and so far I have no response to my 
request. 
 
Caller Fred: States getting no response to requests seems to happen to Larry often. 
 
Larry: Well my attorney is actually starting to request them now, and I think somebody will 
give the time of day. 
Caller Fred: Thanks Larry for taking his call. 



 
Cao loses caller and Cao resorts to name calling of the caller. States it weird people hang up 
 
Larry: I get a lot of those calls myself lately. 
 
Cao Hang ups? 
 
Larry: Yeah, I mean it’s sad I get a lot of calls from people who I don’t answer and they leave 
me voice messages, Like this one girl Alejandra and she telling me that she feels so sad and 
so hurt because she really believes that Senator Obama, you know, could bring some healing 
to this country and I wanted to tell her if I had talked to her I’m not trying to stop him from 
doing that, but you can’t bring healing and togetherness here if it’s just flowing out of your 
mouth like, like you know drooling and you don’t mean it, there’s no meaning behind it. 
 
Cao remarks on the odd aspect of how many things have gone wrong with Larry trying to get 
his story out. She also mentions the check from Whitehouse.com not clearing the bank and 
wants to know if they eventually paid the check. 
 
Larry: Yeah, there’s an updated post on the web. Now I have posted an update that Parisi’s 
bank states that they did pay the check to the depositing bank last week. However US Bank 
has not been able to confirm receipt of those funds yet. So I have made a note on the blog 
that as soon as I have confirmation from US Bank that they did in fact pay the check, I will 
post that. But Dan Parisi did in fact on March 10

th
 send me an email advising me to redeposit 

the check after he had lifted the stop payment. That was a couple days after the picture that 
was on your blog, of Parisi and I had lifted your picture so speak (laughs) and posted it over 
on my blog. But no, he has since confirmed that he has lifted the stop payment. I spoke with 
his bank on umm…US Bank spoke with his bank on Monday the 10

th
, I spoke with his bank 

on Tuesday the 11
th
, and again Wednesday, on Wednesday morning a representative of  

Walton Federal said that the check had been paid overnight. However US Bank has not 
received the funds yet, so they could be still in the you know, processing section of the 
Federal Reserve. But once those funds are in fact received I will post that they have been 
received.  
 
Cao says they have 13 minutes left, what would Larry like to talk about.  
 
Larry: We have about thirteen minutes? I thought you told me at first we had six minutes! 
(laughs) Actually, I want questions from people out there, because I’m tried of  having to 
respond to all of these allegations and smear tactics that people are sending to the comments 
to the blog. I mean ummm… 
 
Cao…Trying to get the chat up for questions 
 
Larry: My thing is, if people have a legitimate question that’s fine. Understand that because of 
the legal filing there’s some stuff I can not make a comment on one way or another. I have 
sent…Remember the Obama supporter that registered the domain name LarrySinclair.com  
 
Cao Has a question from a chat room person. The chat room person says Larry refuses to 
bring evidence does he see a pattern here? 
 
Larry: Everybody says I refuse to bring evidence. The funny thing to me is can someone tell 
me who I’m suppose to bring it to? Because if they think I’m suppose to bring it to them or put 
it on the internet…I mean look, when I posted the information from Choice Hotels, people are 
claiming that they called, and the document’s is a fraud…When in fact I had to call Choice 
Hotel and ask them to send yet another statement confirming that the document is in fact 
authentic. And include the other confirmation number from where the hotel stay was extended 
at the hotel. And I really shouldn’t, didn’t feel like I needed to that, I did it more for my attorney 
and for legal purposes than anything. But the pattern is this, people continue to say that I 
have refused to provide evidence because I have refused to personally give it to these 
individuals who by the way refuse to identify to me who they are outside of screen names. 
And I’m sorry but I’m not going to release anything on the internet to someone that I don’t who 



they are because that would an ideal tactic for Barak Obama or David Axelrod to try to get 
information on what evidence there is against him so that they are given opportunity and the 
time to try to bring up a defense against it. You see what I’m saying?  
 
And other people tell me that I’m nuts for looking at it that way. But I’m not. You know, you 
don’t, you know the defense attorney doesn’t go into court telling the prosecutor  what he 
going to bring, exactly what he’s going to bring to refute the charges against him 
 
Cao comments that the people in the chat room are wondering why everyone is hiding stuff. 
Obama is hiding stuff and so is Axelrod, and now that this story is public and they are not 
answering the charges, the only way to get the truth out is to go through the courts. 
 
Larry: And that’s exactly what I’m doing and everybody is telling me well, you don’t have a 
legal leg to stand on. Oh! yes I do have a legal leg to stand on because everyone has come 
out and called me a liar, and called me mental patient and called me all kinds of things that 
are absolutely untrue—which they have stated in factual form, and I thank them very much for 
doing that because now they have given me just that outlet in the courts to come out in the 
courts and prove my case. 
 
Cao comments on the court proving Larry’s case and that people who can access to the court 
records will be able to see the hidden information themselves, including Gelb’s entire report. 
 
Larry: Yeah, anything that’s filed in any federal court or any US court, I mean, people can 
access court, public court records through Pacer. I mean it’s not that anything is hidden I 
mean any court records that the judges himself feels the need to have sealed and orders 
sealed would not be available through Pacer. But Pacer, anybody can access any court 
records on Pacer, you know. That’s why I was somewhat surprised to see people stating as 
recently as yesterday that oh, well this latest round of suits will be dismissed just like the first 
one. Well what people don’t understand is even the first case that they claimed two weeks 
ago had been dismissed, had not actually been dismissed, because the recommendation and 
report actually gave me until the 13

th
 which was two days. 

 
Cao arguing with a chat room person about the Globe publication, saying it is rag and not a 
true news outlet. 
 
Larry: And the funny thing is that I hadn’t really released anything to the Globe anyway. I 
mean the Globe, the first Globe story when it was across, you know, quoting me as saying I 
only had a year to live. I contacted Jim Nelson who was the reporter for the Globe that had 
spoken to me and immediately told them that I did not appreciate them quoting something 
that I had never said you know. I mean, I did in fact inform the Globe of my medical condition 
but at no time have I ever told anyone…. 
 
Cao interrupts with a clip…Is Obama The One? (satire)  
 
Larry: Yes we can yes we can fool the people and where is Oprah Winfrey today? 
 
Cao Oprah is one of the least, one of the oppressed huh Oprah? Makes a comment about her 
being a member of TUCC 
 
Larry: What’s interesting is that she’s quoted as saying I’m a smear tactic against her 
candidate, but yet where is she defending the church and its teachings? 
 
Larry: Cao does that mean that we’re going to hear sound clips from Senator Obama saying 
God damn America? 
 
Cao that’s a good question. States that some of the things that are hidden from us you have 
to discern them look beyond the smooth speeches. 
 
Larry: Well, I mean, the thing is that people better start opening their eyes and looking at 
everything and stop saying that Larry is some fruitcake that’s just trying to gain attention and 



make money. Because attention like this I don’t need, and money? There hasn’t been a dime 
other than the photograph money which is up on my blog site with a copy of the letter showing 
the payment. Which was a simple 500 dollar payment for their right to take photographs and 
that’s it.  
 
Cao comments Larry has made a lot of scarifies to tell this story 
 
Larry: Well, I mean, I put myself out there, I’ve been ridiculed I’ve been called, I mean people 
have called me names that they know just by putting out there would stigmatize a  person for 
the rest of their lives even though there’s no truth in them I mean people have even posted on 
the web that I am a pedophile. Okay? And I’m sure people are going to take, cut this out of 
this blog radio and post it “Larry said this”. I’ve never said that. In fact those people are fixing 
to find out what happens when you make such knowingly grossly false statements about 
people, you know.  To defend a candidate who does not have the audacity of any kind to 
stand up and defend himself and the reason he doesn’t is because he can not defend himself 
against something that is actually true.   
 
Cao arguing with a chat room person, chat room person wants Cao to ask relevant questions. 
Especially questions about the limo driver. Cao responds to the chat room participant saying 
the limo driver issue was addressed in the first show she did with Larry.  
 
Larry: Let me add something to the original answer. My attorney does have the information 
on the limo driver. But if this gentleman or anyone else on the internet thinks and ever thought 
for a minute that I would put this individual’s identity out on the internet for them to do what 
they have done to these two charities; that were donated the money to that ended up giving it 
back because of the web and phone harassment that they received.  
Okay? Then some of these people are bigger idiots than they call me to think that anyone 
would ever subject someone to the type of ridicule and harassment and threats, Because all 
that would have done was make this person shut up rather than come out; Because that’s the 
bottom line to this defense that has been mounted by Obama supporters. There has never 
been one attempt, or one intent to get the truth. It has been about nothing but trying to shut it 
up and that’s not gonna happen.  
 
Cao closing the interview, remarks that will continue to follow the Obama/Larry story. And that 
there is a whole fabric of information about Obama that is secret. Especially his Muslim 
connection and Obama is connected to an Iraqi fugitive and no one knows the extreme 
groups he’s associated with. She is disturbed by the silence of the MSM. 
 
Larry: Can I read you a comment that just came through on the blog? 
 
Cao consents 
 
Larry: It says: “It’s very difficult for people to openly support you in any way due to the kind of 
aggressive and intimidating tactics of some of Mr. Obama supporters. His messages 
unfortunately also appeal to a lot of really angry people who greatly oppose the status quo of 
things. Other candidates get these people too, but a lot of Obama’s supporters and campaign 
people seem really a lot angrier and more aggressive than those of the McCain and Clinton 
ones, although not all of them, of course are this way. I really wish you well and if any of the 
allegations you are making can be proven true, you will have done a tremendous public 
service. After all the man in question is running for the presidency not some minor or private 
sector job. Again good luck and God bless. 
 
 And this person just put the, you know, just hit the nail on the head. This is not a matter I 
mean, I’ve said it over and over again, had this been Richardson or Edwards or McCain, or 
Guliani or Romney. I mean I would have come out if it had actually occurred with one of them 
as opposed to Obama. Okay?  This is nothing personal against it. But he’s running for the 
presidency people. 
 
That’s the bottom line. 
 



Cao closes interview, thanks Larry and hopes to talk to him again as time passes and they 
find out what happens. She doesn’t believe it’s going to get button up and there will be more 
updates. 
 
Larry: Unfortunately I think I agree with you. I’ll talk to you later. Bye.  
 

04/01/08: AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRENCE W. SINCLAIR 

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/affidavit.pdf  
 
I, Lawrence W. Sinclair do hereby affirm under the penalty of perjury that the following 
statements are true to the best of my personal knowledge, and ability and are provided freely 
to the Chicgao IL Police Department. 
 
I, Lawrence W. Sinclair, do state: 
1. In September 2007 I contacted the Presidential Campaign of Barack H. 
Obama, US Senator of IL, to request that Senator Obama publicly correct his stated drug use 
record to reflect his use of crack cocaine in November 1999. 
2. That in making contact I did leave with the Presidential Campaign of 
Senator Barack H. Obama a contact number for the campaign to return my call. The first 
number provided was a Texas cell phone. 
3. That from the period of Labor day weekend 2007 through November 18, 
2007 I did provide a total of four (4) different call back numbers to the Obama campaign, as I 
had moved and had changed the numbers to reflect locally my place of residence at the time. 
4. In late September to early October 2007, I received a call from a male who identified 
himself as a “Mr. Young” stating he was calling in regards to calls I had 
made to the Obama campaign. This first call was in fact an attempt by said “Mr. Young “ to 
obtained from me the identities of anyone I had contacted concerning my 1999 allegeations 
against Senator Obama. This first called shocked me in that this “Mr. Young” asked me why I 
had not asked Senator Obama to disclose sexual encounters I had with Mr. Obama in 1999. I 
was shocked as I had never mentioned to the campaign or anyone working for the campaign 
any sexual encounters. The call ended with “Mr. Young stating I would hear from someone in 
a fews days. 
5. In mid to late October 2007,I received a second call from this “Mr. 
Young” at which time I clearly became aware that this individual was personally 
involved with Senator Obama rather than an employee of his campaign. The tone of the 
conversation and the sexual nature of said conversation. While “Mr. Young” did not once 
advise me how he obtained my phone number which by this time had now changed to a 
Delaware number. 
6. In late October 2007 I received a text message from the gentleman 
identified as “Mr. Young” in which he stated he was intimately involved with Senator 
Obama and that Obama was discussing with him and his pastor how to publicly 
acknowledge Senator Obama’s drug use in 1999 and that Obama wanted to be sure I had not 
discussed the sexual encounters or drug incidents with any media at that time. 
7. In mid to late November 2007 another text message from “Mr. Young” 
only this time to my Minnesota cell phone number, advises me that Obama will publicly 
correct his statement as to the last time he used drugs and I did not need to concern myself 
with publicly disclosing it myself. 
8. The last contact with “Mr. Young” in early December 2007 made it clear 
to me that Obama had no intentions of publicly acknowledging his 1999 use of crack 
cocaine and that “Mr. Young” was in fact doing nothing more than milking information from me 
for Senator Obama’s use. 
9. I had not truly become aware of the murder of Donald Young to the point of understanding 
this was the individual who had been contacting me last fall until a few weeks ago. 
_____________________________ 
Lawrence W. Sinclair 
State of Minnesota } 
} 
}SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this _____ day 
County of St. Louis } 



Of __________________, 2007 A.D. In the State of Minnesota, County of St. Louis. 

04/04/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 
[talking about court case – motion granted for limited discovery by Judge Kennedy against 3 
anonymous posters…their false claims] 
 
[topic shifts to Donald Young] 
 
Everybody’s accusing me of bringing this up now to try and bolster the story but the funny 
thing is that I hadn’t become fully aware of who I was speaking with and having 
communications with last fall until a few weeks ago and I had no reason to know who this 
person was. 
 
Actually, the first contact was made by him to me to a cellphone number, that actually 
originated out of Texas, that I had left with the Obama campaign when I first contacted them 
last fall…well I mean the affidavit is on the website I think you even have a link to it and it is 
not totally inclusive, I need to make that very clear because people are going ‘oh he doesn’t 
say this and he doesn’t say that’.  That was done intentionally because the Chicago Police 
Department actually needs to investigate this gentleman’s death because there are a lot more 
serious circumstances and unusual circumstances surrounding it and they haven’t touched it, 
they have not even responded to me and to my contact when I became convinced that this 
was the Mr Young. 
 
But like I said, my first contact with him was in fact back in September/early October of last 
year.  I had no idea, at first I really did think that I was just speaking with someone who was 
just returning a call from the Obama Campaign.  I was kinda shocked, actually I was quite 
shocked because I had been asked why I had not asked Senator Obama to disclose the 
sexual encounters of 1999, which is information that I did not leave with him campaign when I 
contacted them originally.  I mean, I had no intentions of disclosing that or asking him to 
disclose that because I really did not feel that that was a pertinent issue, my concern with 
Senator Obama was his mis-representation of his drug use, the extent of it, the types of drugs 
used and the time frame of his drug use. 
 
Then the communications continued through to early to mid December and that’s 
why…slowly I became of the fact that I really wasn’t speaking to someone that was an official 
representative or an employee of the Obama campaign, it became very clear to me through 
the conversations that I was speaking to someone: 

1. Who was personally involved intimately with Barrack Obama and 
2. Who was fishing for as much information as possible 
3. And 3, who actually gave up quite a bit of information about themselves and Obama 

in the process. 
 
No, I don’t think he was acting on his own.  Number 1, you can’t be acting on your own 
contacting someone that you have never even met that you don’t [Rense jumps in to try and 
save him]…it was unusual because when you put that much information about yourself and 
your own involvement to me it reflected that ok this person is trying to gain my trust, maybe 
he was in the same situation and that kind of concerned me.   
 
At first it was like trying to suck me up like a kitchen sponge to see how much information he 
could get.  At the end of our discussions and our communication it had developed more into 
him being more friendly, more familiar, kinda like trying to develop a friendship.  He disclosed 
quite a bit of information regarding his own alleged personal involvement and I have to say 
alleged because I don’t know for a fact.  I found it interesting towards the end because it 
pretty much described similar incidences that I had described between Barrack and myself as 
to how we met.  It became very clear at the end that he was advising me that the Obama 
campaign was aware of what I had been saying and that they had no intentions of disclosing 
it.  At first I was under the impression that that was the whole purpose behind his contacting 
me was to let me know and convince me that they were going to do it and at first I did get that 



feeling and that belief.  At the end of our communications it became perfectly clear to me that 
that was not going to happen but at first I was led to believe that and the comments were 
made that Obama was in fact discussing it with his pastor on the best way to publically deal 
with it – that’s why I said, well everybody says why did you wait till January, I told you in the 
very first interview that I truly was giving them the opportunity to come forward and at that 
time I had reason to believe that they possibly would, when it became very clear to me that 
that wasn’t going to happen and that the MSM wasn’t going to print anything without having 
the driver in their hand, which I could not do, I did the YouTube video. 
 
[Rense asks if both Larry and Donald being gay was the reason there was a warming of the 
relationship between them over the conversations] 
 
I think that’s that reason that there was the ability to somehow come close and have that 
feeling that there was a friendship developing…As far as the conversation wise, I mean you 
know here’s someone contacting me…I’m totally freaked out…you’re talking about 4 different 
phone numbers over the course of September to December that were left with the Obama 
campaign…that this individual has access to all 4 of these phone numbers…and people can 
come at me and say oh well you know your lying, trust me the attacks have intensified like 
you would not believe and yet nobody wants to sit down and listen to the statements, listen to 
what I have said…they just want to jump in from this point and go ‘you lying son of bitch, blah, 
blah, blah’.  I told you on your show, I told several times, I told the Right Perspective, I told 
Jim Sumpter, people need to not assume that I have put everything out there because I have 
made it clear that there is a lot more to this story than I have ever disclosed at any time and 
any place. 
 
I’m gonna go out and make a stretch and tell you why I think he was killed.  I think it is more 
blackmail than jealousy.  I think Mr Young let Mr Obama know that he had enough information 
to back me up because it was made very clear to me…like I said, at first I was led to believe 
that Obama was coming publically with a statement regarding his drug use but what shocked 
me the most from the contact was the question as to why I did not disclose the sexual 
encounters.  This was something that was not disclosed to the Obama Campaign, so for 
Donald Young to know this he would have had to have gotten it from Barrack to begin with.  
My scenario is more, what exactly was it that Donald wanted Barrack to do to keep from 
telling me that he would come forward as well.  Here’s a scenario that I think people should at 
least consider and possibly look at.  My biggest concern is is that once I became convinced 
that this Mr Young was in fact the Donald Young that was murdered in Chicago, the Chicago 
Police Department has refused to accept or return my calls with the exception of the secretary 
in Jody Weiss’ office the other day to get the fax number for faxing a copy of the affidavit so 
they would have it until it arrived in the mail.  What I find interesting that people are posting on 
the internet, BHDC and others, are posting in that they have spoken to the CPD and the 
police department just starts laughing when they mention my name – the name Larry Sinclair, 
saying that they think I am a kook and that they are not going to do anything, that they didn’t 
ask for an affidavit…But my thing is if here is a police department that is supposed to be 
investigating a crime what’s even worse is that it’s a crime that most likely involved a 
presidential candidate that’s being ignored and here’s a family out here who has lost a son 
that the CPD doesn’t have the audacity or compassion enough to be open and honest with.   
 
You know people are coming on now ever since I’ve come out saying Larry is full of crap, that 
the police say it was a robbery or the police say it’s a serial killer connected and the police 
department have made it very clear actually, from everything I have found, that they are 
specifically stating that there is absolutely nothing whatsoever that leads them to feel that 
Donald Young’s death was connected to the gentleman a couple of months before or any 
other murder for that matter.  It’s a strange situation when people are so quick to attack and 
try to degrade and discredit and try to make totally false allegations against me to try to keep 
from even looking at this.   
 
I’m getting death threats, I’m getting blackmail emails as recently as a few days ago from this 
one person posting all over the web telling me that if I answered their questions they won’t 
expose my true name, saying I’m not Larry Sinclair then they turn around and bring up my 
deceased father and put out his name and birth date and everything.  I mean these people 



are…I’m sorry…people tell me well how do you know, there is no way in hell…that these 
attacks are not subsidized and organized by the Obama campaign or the Obama surrogates 
because these people are posting just way more information and way…I mean they are going 
into personal family history that I don’t even have connected with me. 
 
Oh, I have no doubt in my mind that the Obama campaign has someone monitoring the web 
because Barack Obama, the day before the South Carolina primary, and this is what 
everybody tells me I am so full of it…sat on Good Morning America and said that as of that 
day his campaign and he had compiled a group of 2 to 3000 bloggers whose job it would be 
for the remainder of the primary, the remainder of the campaign, to respond immediately and 
forcefully to any negative attacks or untruths that they deemed were made against him.  I 
mean this isn’t just something that came out of the back of my head, as much as people are 
alleging it.   
 
[pleas for assistance] People need to stop trying to put somebody in office because they feel 
it is the right thing to do at this time in our history.  It’s not the right thing to do to put someone 
in office who is a complete fraud and who I am convinced is definitely involved in that murder.   

04/28/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay Aut Witch) 
 
Basically the information regarding Donald Young’s murder deals with communications 
through phone and text message that I had with the gentleman that identified himself as Mr 
Young.  Like I said the last time I was on your show I wasn’t even sure who this person was 
until now about a month ago, when I started connecting the dots.  I simply provided a sworn 
affidavit to the police dept after consulting with my attorney if I should.  I was advised that I 
should indeed provide that affidavit.  Simply because it possibly could be information that 
could assist in the investigation. 
 
To be honest with you I have no inclinations whatsoever of what the current status of the 
investigation was, because prior to submitting the affidavit, I had emailed the CPD as well as 
several phone calls to the CPD over a the course of about 3 weeks and I had neither had 
either the phone calls on emails returned.  (Sibley) advised they were interested in 
interviewing me with the regards to the affidavit I supplied regarding Donald Young’s murder 
and that was what their contact was based on and that he would get with either a DA or state 
attorney and get back to Montgomery (to arrange a time to meet).  I had expressed some 
concerns about doing the interview in Chicago itself, basically for safety reasons more than 
anything.  I did give them, today, a confirmed agreement/commitment that I would meet with 
them next week on a day that is convenient to them.  I won’t say what day that is, in fact I 
don’t even want them to set a date, they will need to contact me when they are somewhere 
where we mutually agree to conduct the interview. 
 
I think they are conducting themselves quite professionally.  (they assured Sibley they were 
not going to arrest him or were not investigating him – just the claims for the unresolved 
murder case). 
 
Donald Young was the former choir director at (Barack Obama’s Church) and it is just 
interesting, I am finding it quite interesting that now that the CPD has made contact and has 
made it clear that they are interested in interviewing me on the affidavit, all of a sudden Mr 
Wright is back out there in the public eye speaking.  Don’t get me wrong, everybody says oh 
well you are into this conspiracy theory, actually I’m not, the thing I’m into is I’ve got all of this 
stuff that me and my attorney on connecting the dots and this isn’t a conspiracy as much as 
I’ve got physical pictures of individuals and stuff that are actually on a board that are 
connected and they are connecting themselves.  So people need to stop saying oh this guys 
is just out for attention because believe me any kind of attention I am getting from this is not 
the kind of attention that anybody would want in their lifetime. 
 
I never initiated contact with him (Donald Young), in fact I was somewhat surprised the initial 
contact was made by Mr Young to me on the cellphone number that was provided the Obama 
Campaign last fall when I had contacted the campaign asking Senator Obama to come 



forward regarding his drug use being as recent as 1999.  What I’ve said on your last program 
and what I’ve said on the blog, what makes it even more interesting to me is the fact that this 
Mr Young specifically asked me why I had not asked Senator Obama to disclose the sexual 
encounter from that same time frame in 1999 and I had never said anything about it to the 
campaign.  I spoke to him on the cellphone as well as text messages I had just never spoken 
to him face to face. 
 
Actually, when I first found out that he had been murdered I didn’t even click, I mean the 
name didn’t click, it took about a week or so for me to actually piece together (to go) wait a 
minute, here I am getting phone calls from this person, I’m talking to an individual who himself 
is openly gay, who makes references to … 
 
(When I went back to finish transcribing this I found the link to this particular interview no 
longer worked – I had also only focused on the Donald Young stuff when I worked on the 
initial transcription) 
 

05/03/08: Fax Date on Choice Hotels International Scan 

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/hotelletter.pdf 
 
Details cover letter from a paralegal called Kerry Lanigan, dated 03/27/08, main body of which 
states: ‘Your request for information regarding your stay at a Choice branded property has 
been forwarded to me for response.  While I cannot authenticate any information you 
currently have in your possession, I have attached copies of the information that has been 
generated by our system with regard to the stay information you requested’.  Attachments 
include two records of stays – details that would cover 3-5

th
 November 1999 for one and 6

th
-

7
th
 November 1999 for the other (i.e. extension to stay).   

 

05/09/08: Larry/Victor fall-out emails posted by Larry(?) on BHDC 

1. 326. Larry Sinclair said: 

Victor contrary to your claims that you sent other emails asking questions, the 

email titled Driver is the only one received from you an nothing about 

questions about DY or Obama. I suggest you sit back and let the CPD handle 

that one which they are doing. I do not need to say anything for the purpose of 

keeping something going, as I have stated before, I stand by my claims and I 

will not back down, not even with you trying to disect, it will not happen for 

you. Now I have not attacked you, but if you wish to make this about you, I 

am sure you can see why I do not believe this claim of yours. First you blame 

me because the otherside supposedly gets your email address and hacks into 

your account. Should I post those claims by you as well. Like I said, you can 

post anything you wish as long as you so so as Victor Mannion 

and not as Larry Sinclair. 

RE: driver  

From: Lawrence Sinclair (lws022737@hotmail.com) 

Sent: Wed 5/07/08 2:11 PM 

To: Victor (******@live.com)  

I do not want anyone calling Crewdson for me. I have explained to John that 

he put himself into the mix and gave me no choice but to release our emails if 



Mitch and his group came after me over John’s email. The name Multani has 

been out there. The problem is these idiots keep putting the wrong names to it 

and Crewdson will not give up his information to anyone. 

Thank you, 

Larry Sinclair 

http://larrysinclair0926.wordpress.com  

——————————————————————————– 

From: *******@live.com 

To: lws022737@hotmail.com 

Subject: driver 

Date: Wed, 7 May 2008 11:23:12 -0500 

Larry 

I do not want to post this on the blog. 

It looks as though you have given the family name and initial of the limo 

driver’s uncle, and the same family name without an initial of the limo driver. 

It looks as though you have given the town where they have lived and where 

the family may still live. It is the name that was mentioned in an email you 

published on the blog apparently from a Russian or someone in South 

Chicago. That person also said you had been involved in his immigration. But 

that seems odd because you had never been in Chicago before.  

I see Crewdson’s comment about what the driver’s family said about going to 

India - the uncle or the driver. 

Is it possible the driver is not in the USA? Is it possible he has gone away 

because of the pressure from this story? How certain are you that he will 

testify? 

In one radio interview you said that Obama would be trying hard to remember 

which of his “friends” the limo driver was. But you wanted to get the story out 

before he remembered or deduced it. You also suggested that the driver would 

not come forward until the story was covered by the press. Its seem like a 

chicken and egg situation since the press won’t cover it unless they have the 

driver. 

You seem to have given this information to Mitch. Unless it is disinformation 

is that wise? 

And if it is not disinformation would it not be better for you to now announce 

it rather than allowing him to do so? 



What Mitch is doing - calling journalists and corrections in Colorado and so 

on is what I would do if I were in his situation of trying to develop a blog on 

the subject. To some extent you are allowing Mitch to set the agenda. 

I could do that for you - call and write people. I could have put Andy Martin 

right for you in a ten mintue call, I could call Crewdson, Bernstein, Hannity 

and others. I am quite accustomed to calling very important people in politcs 

and the media. But in the past I was on top of my facts and could speak 

persuasively. The problem in this case is that when I talk to people I have to 

qualify everything I say by the limtis of the facts you have released.  

I wrote you yesterday about potential inconsistencies or incompleteness in the 

account of your dealings with DY. I will hold off writing a response to Jay’s 

allegations about that. If I don’t hear from you I will then write my own 

interpretation . 

In general the following is very clear to me: 

- the legal action gives your allegations some “status” and the kernel of a 

story, if the press is looking for an excuse to run with it they could report on 

the legal action: the action also upsets the opposition and causes them to make 

mistakes: the legal action will drag on and on and may become too expensive 

for Sibley: there is also a danger it will be dismissed which will weaken your 

situation: if you win or force a settlement, Sibley and you may get some 

nominal cash and an apology or retraction but it wont prove anything about 

Obama: 

- the most effective thing would be to get the story in the mainstream: this 

would not only achieve your main objective , to expose Obama, but would 

also generate opportunities for Sibley to be compensated and your own 

expenses to be covered. 

- in my view the best thing would be to call a press conference and release the 

information about the driver, if possible: the press won’t come unless one or 

more major media indicate that they will: you may need some political help to 

get some of the press to show up: it would be ideal if you had a book with 

your account to give to the press: failing that, it would be good to follow up 

the press conference and other publicity with a book: if the book was quite 

short, it could be written and published in about two to three months: it would 

be a rush job even working all day at it: if you asked me to do it I might 

consider doing it in the USA close to you or Sibley: it would be better if he or 

you could offer accommodation: I live on a pension: alternatively you would 

be welcome to come here for a few weeks and stay at my place and we could 

do it together: I assume you would want it in your name: if that is not correct it 

could be under a nom de plume - an author’s name which is not the real 

person: 

I write to make suggestions that will be helpful. I appreciate you have a lot on 

your plate. As the time passes the situation changes and decisions have to be 

made. 



You can call me anytime: (52) 999 **** ** ** 

Take care 

Victor 

RE: This is Legal not Personal  

From: Lawrence Sinclair (lws022737@hotmail.com) 

Sent: Thu 5/08/08 1:24 AM 

To: Victor (********@live.com)  

Victor, You can ask any question you want. But please do not tell me that I 

spend my time on other blogs etc… I try not to post anything on any blog 

except when necessary. You asking me to respond to a statement from 

someone like Jay who misrepresent any statement from the beginning is to 

confusing for me to respond to. I do not read what you and Jay go back on 

forth on.  

You want to say that I got nasty because I deleted a comment explaining a 

statement I made is unfair. 

Sibley is fine with my statements, see I do not chane my statements based on 

BHDC comments or Mitch comments. Nor do I have the time to reply 

everytime they twist something. 

Let me tell you about the driver. 

The drivers last name is Multani. DELETED BY LARRY AND IF VICTOR 

CHOOSES TO POST IT HE CAN DO SO AND FACE THE 

PENALTIES FOR DOING SO ********************************** 

Now Crewdson understood that I could not give him the driver against the 

drivers will. So crewdson and I managed to discuss this without me making 

out right statements. The problem is when Crewdson told me he did not need 

to talk to the driver, he just needed to verify the person did exisit, and then he 

showed up at the mans house. The family told Crewdson that the driver had 

returned to India. The driver is legal, has no INS problems. Some of his family 

did have INS problems. The driver had not gone to India, though shortly after 

Crewdson showed up at his home he did go to India for a vacation. 

The driver is in the US as far as I know today. Whether Obama remembers 

this person or not I cannot say. Hell Obama says he had not spoken with his 

old High School buddy since high school only to have spoken to him last year. 

I am not going to answer questions about the driver that will allow Mitch club 

and Felen and Axelrod or anyone else to start pressuring that family right now. 

Me disclosing his identity on the internet will assure this story dies in its 

tracks. You know that and I know that. 

Now please do not tell me that I attacked you in public. You made the 

comment that it was unacceptable to you for me to edit your comment. I 



explained to you I have to be legally responsible if that hurt your feelings then 

I am sorry. But I am attacked from all sides. I appreciate your support and now 

I understand that I am supposed to respond to everything you argue with the 

Mitch the Mitch squad. I cannot and will not do that. 

You can take the blog and do with as you please. I am tired of all this, I am 

sick of people telling me what to do, how to do it and then when I say 

something you act as if I attacked you. It is yours. I will post the 

announcement shortly that I will be withdrawing the blog or from it and you 

may have it and explain away anyway you wish to the mis represented facts 

from the Internet warriors on BHDC comments. 

Now I have told you more than even Crewdson on the driver.  

Thank you, 

Larry Sinclair 

http://larrysinclair0926.wordpress.com  

——————————————————————————– 

From:******@live.com 

To: lws022737@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: This is Legal not Personal 

Date: Thu, 8 May 2008 01:04:03 -0500 

You did get at least one of my emails because you replied to one small part of 

it but not the main questions I asked. 

There were two other emails about the apparent incompleteness or 

inconsistencies in your account of your contacts with the Obama campaing, 

Mr. Young and DJ.  

I explained to you that I was holding back from replying to Jay in the 

Kangaroo Court on that issue because I think she was making some points that 

several people who support you were writing to me about. They also thought 

the points were valid unless there was further explanton from you. I said I 

could fashion a response to Jay but it would not satisfy everyone. Furthemore 

it would be my reply and not yours and people would be more interested in 

yours. 

When I did not get a response from you I wrote again and said that if you did 

not reply I would go ahead and give my own interpretation.  

However I have changed my mind. It is difficult enough staying within the 

limited facts you gave and trying to rationalise the apparent gaps and/or 

inconsistences, but its impossible if I have to worry about you publicly saying 

that I am misrepresenting you. 



I think you say many things on your blog and on other blogs that should cause 

Sibley concern. I think you have given the opposition many pegs on which to 

hang objections and exhibits. And while their responses have given you a lot 

of work and bother and occpied your loyal helpers, the fact is that Sibley is the 

one at financial risk. He may never be paid for all the time he is spending 

trying to plug all the holes you are making. But that’s his business. 

I think your supporters have done wonderfully well with very little facts. I 

think you should have developed more facts by now, but most of your energy 

has been directed against bloggers.  

Your critics say that you turn nasty if anyone asks pointed questions. I have 

tried not to ask too many - in fact I have asked none directly until my last two 

emails. I have been widely criticised for following you slavishly. People who 

say that do not know me and I know they were trying to egg me on to criticise 

you. That is one of the reasons I never did criticse you. And what does it 

matter what they think? 

The results of my questions seem to be as predicted by your critics. Given that 

you did not respond to my emails - except for the brief response to part of one 

of them - and the next thing I hear from you is a public comment that 

misrepresents and edits my post I have to wonder if there is a connection with 

my questions. 

As I write this I received your second email with a link to Mitch and Nan. I 

won’t be opening it. Why should I pollute my mind and disturb my tranquiltiy 

with that rubbish. 

One of the things that has dismayed me is the way you spend so much time 

and energy dealing with them. They have successfully deflected you from 

bringing your issue to the MSM. It seems at times that your main project is to 

fight them about your past. I can well understand that because you have put 

your real name out there those comments are hurtful and disturbing. But I 

advised you a long time ago the best way of dealing with them was to note 

them, not respond directly, wait a few days, collect your thoughts and respond 

in a factual , careful way to correct the record. Meanwhile you could send 

Sibley and statements by them that would be helpful to him. 

You are tired and stressed but much of the cause of that arise from your fight 

with bloggers and responding to the way in which they have succesfully used 

your blog entries against you. 

Its a bit rich to have you lecture me and suggest that someone it is I who am 

responsible for peoples impression of what you say and think. 

Your challenge was meaningless. It appears to be another attempt to create 

false expectations. 



If you have the driver and if he is prepared to be a witness I cannot understand 

why your lawyer has not found a way of protecing his identity while bringing 

his testimony out in the media. 

I expect your reply would be that it is all in the lawyer-client sphere and we 

must not ask questions. Right. So there is not much point bloggin about it is 

there?  

You should also consider that your style of writing often leaves things 

ambiguous or unclear or incomplete even if, in your mind, they are clear. 

I am a small contributor to your defence fund, I offered you free accomodation 

here early in this situation when you were a bit concerned for your safety, I 

have spent scores of hours writing on your behalf. Your comments were 

plainly disrespectful. You were then patronising by making statements to the 

effect that I was wrong to take them personally. 

I know you are stressed and so on but enough is enough.  

posted May 9th, 2008 at 4:09 pm | Quote 

05/12/08: Video Statement of Larry Sinclair 

(transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 
Hello, my name is Larry Sinclair.  On January 18

th
 2008 I posted a video on YouTube in which 

I stated on two separate occasions in November of 1999 I performed oral sex on Barrack 
Obama and that while I snorted cocaine Barrack Obama smoked crack cocaine.  Since the 
release of that video I have received many death threats via phone and internet or in my 
personal email and my YouTube email as well as text messages to my cellphone.  The 
personal attacks against me and my family have intensified to an all time high since the filing 
of suit in the US district court in DC.  The attorneys for the defendants in that suit, along with 
other people, have released my personal informations throughout the internet.  They have 
released my social security number, my date of birth, my mother’s personal information, the 
names of my family members and their locations, including my deceased father’s social 
security number, date of birth, date of death and other information and have called my 
mother’s home attacking me to her.  In light of the recent passing of Deborah Palfrey, my 
family and I have increased concerns for my personal safety and I have concerns for the 
safety of my family members.  It is due to that concern that I want to make it very clear that 
under no circumstances or situation will I ever contemplate or commit suicide.  The threats 
that I have received have become more intense and in light of the murder of Donald Young 
and the apparent suicide of Ms Palfrey I thought it important that I make this public statement.  
In the event that something should happen to me or I am found dead for any reason, my 
death should be immediately investigated fully as a homicide.  My family and my attorney will 
have everything needed to (?) this investigation.  Thank you.  Now for those of you who saw 
my eyes wandering in that direction, it’s because I actually wrote this statement and I am 
looking at it on my computer screen which is up on my TV so that I made sure that I had the 
statement exactly right so if anyone wants to say you are reading a script – you are right I am 
reading from a written statement that I wrote myself – thank you very much.    

05/20/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of P) 
 
Jr-  OK welcome primary election results Oregon obama 58-42 (does delegates) 
biggest story nowhere to be seen  story of CNN NBC MSNBC and all rest not least FOX of  
larry sinclair’s story of...(cocaine sex blah blah) 



more recently the allegations took on an incredible dimension when it was learned there was 
indeed a very substantial direct irrefutable connection between b Obama, the Sinclair issue 
and the murder of b Obama's church choir, the choirmaster, Donald Young. This is a huge 
story, nobody will touch it. One station, the television station in PR  did, the globe has covered 
it twice, we of course were the first to present ls- here and he has been on I think this is his 
5th or 6th visit and we wanted to bring you up to date on chicago police investigation or  
supposed investagtion of murder of Donald Young last christmas to shut him up, he knew too 
much, he was dangerous, and if you were with us when manning on you heard lots of very 
interesting (talks on) May be press conference coming up 
 
Hello larry, welcome back  
Ls  thanks jeff (sigh) 
Jr-   bring us up to date on possible press conference at national press club 
Ls Word is the npc needs to respond to the request and the scheduling with pastor manning 
is already in the works 
 
Jr-  good well fascinating ...to see who shows up (larry laughs) if anyone. Not being facetious, 
I would hope the globe and from there interesting, enormous story... 
larry has taken on one of the worlds most powerful, some would say dark elite (brezinsky clan 
and others...) 
alright what's the latest on Chicago Police Department and murder of mr young? 
 
Ls- lt’s well like I told you the last time I had been requested by the Chicago Police 
Department um to not make certain statements about them and what they're doing which I 
understood and respected  
jr- fair enough 
LS-  um unfortunately over the weekend the Obama internet  blogonaut warriors decided to 
attack  and make claims  that the Chicago Police Department had made quotes to them 
basically stating that they found my phone numbers to be phony  
 
Jr- that the Chicago Police Department found your ph #s to be phony? 
Ls  that's what the Obama supporters were saying. of course I didn't respond to them but I did 
copy and fax and i spoke to the detective  um that has been dealing with me on Sunday I 
believe it was Sunday I spoke with him, I had tried to contact him Friday even before the 
bloggers started putting out the false information. It turns out that which  I expected that the 
Chicago Police Department did not make any of those comments. uh They did however 
confirm to me on Sunday that they had recieved a phone call on Saturday  from an individual 
claiming to be a reporter for the drudge report and that  they were working on a story to 
discredit me. uh The detective advised me that he let this person go through his spiel and at 
the end you know of his you know presentation he had made the comment “no comment” 
um i had told him  when the  gentleman told me he had claimed to be from texas I had 
mentioned the name Scott Covington and advised him it's a gentleman from texas that had 
called my mother. The minute i said the name Scott Covington  the Chicago Police 
Department detective  said ‘that's him that's the person who called saying he was a reporter 
for the drudge report” 
I have emailed matt drudge asking him if in fact Scott Covington  is an employee of the 
drudge report or  has any connection with him  whatsoever. He has refused  to respond to the 
email. I didn't figure matt drudge would respond because he's been so pro-Obama anyway 
and this has nothing to do with whether he supports Obama or not it was a question do you 
have a representative that has been misrepresenting themselves to the Chicago Police 
Department because basically these people have engaged in what i, not just myself, but a lot 
of people and i think the Chicago Police Department as well believes is tantamount to 
obstruction of justice and tampering  
But i was informed that the phone records  which are the records that they have requested... I 
need  to make something clear jeff because i'm sick of bloggers and people misrepresenting 
facts, i provided the phone #s of mine which were requested by the Chicago Police 
Department . i have not demanded that the Chicago Police Department subpoena anything 
nor have i even suggested that they do.  
the Chicago Police Department informed my attorney mr sibley of what course of action they 
were taking and would take in investigating the information i provided them regarding the 



murder of Donald Young and any communication between myself and him The Chicago 
Police Department  are the ones that said they would seek the grand jury’s subpoena to 
subpoena phone records  because they wanted the records directly from the phone company 
and I have respected that and the detective made it clear that those records do not come in 
lickety split   
I'm in no position to say that they're stalling, I have not implied that I have not been 
disrespectful to the Chicago Police Department in any way.  
I did tell him that i put up a post on the blog  over the weekend asking the question “would the 
Chicago Police Department supbeona the records, the phone records of Jeremiah Wright and 
Barack Obama”  
Jr-  very fair and relevant 
LS-  and i think his answer to me was somewhat interesting as well because i told him i had 
posed it as a question and well his response was flat out "not at this time" but i liked that 
comment because at this time they had no reason to until they actually get the phone records 
in but to say not at this time leaves open that they are subject to do just that.  
Jr- How serious going at this? 
Ls- as far as the detective himself, because that's the only person I have had any personal 
contact with, i truly believe that this detective  is sincere and serious in what  he is telling me 
and my attorney feels- he is above board that he is indeed  honest and that he is indeed 
seriously looking into every bit of it 
jr- got a murder who knew to much. Other staff? 
Ls- he has told me because this is what i asked because I knew for a fact that these bloggers 
had not spoken with him um personally. he did explain to me that no one um in the 
department or in that division in the homicide division would make any comments to anyone 
whatsoever regarding his investigation and that the only other person who would have any 
information regarding his investigation would be his division sergeant and he was certain that 
his division sergeant had not spoken with anyone.  
Jr- how has level of noise/intimidation been from the Obama camp, not going to say formal 
but informal Obama camp after break 
death threats hurled, larry's life clearly in danger,  
 
jr- ok back how has it been personally know family was targeted for assault as well, tell us the 
latest  
 
Ls- well you know it's increased, it's intensified and i'll be honest with you it's starting to get a 
little more scary to me  personally than it had been because in doing research it's weird, the 
social security death index has nothing on Donald Young, cook county death index nothing on 
Donald Young   
Jr- what does this mean?  
ls- ok the other gentleman, the other murders that people were trying to tie in as  hate crimes 
saying that Donald Young was the victim of a hate crime along with Larry Bland and Nate 
Spencer , both of these individuals- can be called up on the social security death index 
showing their names, date of birth, date of death, where they died, social security number, 
everything and they do come up, with ease.  nothing comes up on Donald Young  
Jr-  well he's been blacked out for some reason 
ls- exactly, it's almost like he never existed  and the only reason we know he did exist and die 
is because of what's been put on the internet. Um but you know my mother has been 
attacked in ways  that there's just no justification for   
the threats are the reason i posted the most recent you tube video making it very clear that if 
something does happen to me then i want it investigated as a homicide because I have not 
backed down from this you know i'm not going to back down from this and if some reason i'm 
gone tommorrow and people go “hey where's larry” and you start calling and i don't answer 
the phone then i want people to understand that if something happens to me then i guarentee 
you that it was done by someone who's trying to shut me up 
Jr- what larry is saying is the same thing Jeane Palfrey said, that she not about to commit 
suicide and larry intends as Palfrey says that he's going to see it through that he's going all 
the way through. we might want to revist the beginning of this whole thing  
you really had no original...you were appalled that he would lie..just anted him tell the truth 
ls- exactly and that's the thing Obama's platform from day 1 was a new type of politics, 
openness honesty total transparency but apparently it only applied to those candidates 



running against him, it didn't seem to  apply to the Obama campaign and that's when i 
contacted the Obama campaign last fall and said “hey, he needs to just come out, and make 
a public statement, you know, i made a mistake, my drug use didn't end as early as i thought 
it did he's human” 
Jr- and you would have let it go 
ls- i would have dropped it , i would have dropped it  
Jr-  and for our listeners you made how many attempts to contact them directly and say this is 
what you want? 
ls- um  
Jr-  you just wanted accountability 
ls-  exactly and actual numbers i could not give you . i know that i contacted him several 
times, the campaign several times from Sept of last year through early to mid December 
Jr-  ok now Donald Young first contacted you via email approximately when and if you have 
confidential data through your attorney...  
ls- ok actually the 1st contact with Donald Young was in September and it was actually by cell 
phone, it was on my cell phone and it was not by email 
Jr- it rang and it was Donald Young 
ls- it rang and there was someone presenting themselves as mr young from the Obama 
campaign um and i'm glad you brought that up because recently i have been attacked, people 
saying “well how come larry never mentioned this he always said no one from the Obama 
campaign ever contacted him”  and i think i made it very clear on your show when i 
mentioned  the Donald Young incident by the time i realized what was going on and that this 
was someone personally intimately involved with Barack Obama 
jr- and you do mean intimately 
ls- (emphatically)  and i do mean intimately! exactly  
you know i made it clear that you know early on it became obvious to me that this person was 
not with the Obama campaign because i never told the Obama campaign anything about the 
sexual contact between Barack Obama and myself in November of 1999 and yet this 
gentleman specifically asked me why i did not mention why i did not ask Barack Obama to 
admit to it  
 
jr- how was his demeanor that 1st time 
ls- the 1st time like i said it was you know professional, guarded, you know more like a fishing 
expedition  
jr- and that phone call led to what other types of communication with him  
ls- it led to additional telephone communication with him and text messages  
jr- did you get along with him pretty well after awhile 
ls- well we did talk more comfortably towards the end like i did like i said he did start to open 
up there were some things said in the end that made it very clear that he and Barack Obama 
were intimately involved and i can't go into the specific details- and that's more at the request 
of the Chicago Police Department 
jr- very good and the last time you had any comm from Donald Young do you recall that 
either cell or internet  
ls- it would have been in early to mid Dec i believe  
jr- well again he was murdered on Dec 25th or perhaps the 24th, we're not sure, he was 
found dead in his residence, no forced entry signs at all, shot to death  
what else do we know about Donald Young larry, know much more, how long he was at it? 
ls- well i know in fact he was part of the church for 20 some odd years he was  
jr- that's a long time. howold was he when he was murdered?   
ls- actually i think he's mine and baracks age  i think he was like 46 i mean i'm not those 
numbers those ages  
jr- he's a young man  
ls- Yeah. yes he actually was and the interesting part is like what I said the thing is with all 
these threats that are coming in at me i have a problem with what's going on because these 
bloggers have actually started contacting the families and they're admitting to it on the 
internet, they're calling they are emailing and they are trying to get these families   um in an 
uproar over me  
notifying the Chicago Police Department excuse me i had to clear my throat notifying the 
Chicago Police Department  
Jr- families, which families? 



ls- well they have postd recently that they have contacted the family of Nate Spencer that 
they have tried to contact the family of Larry Bland i mean these are posts right here on the 
blog on the Mitch and Nan show or whatever, they are actually admitting that yes, they have 
called these families and mentioned “why are you letting larry sinclair disrespect your family 
like this or to drag Donald Young’s memory in the mud”  
jr- who are these people to the best of your knowledge. i don't expect names and addrss but 
are these  african americans are they white are they Obama functionaries by appearances or 
by design or just people who are disciples of the Obama cult movement 
ls- you know if you believe half of what they say, which i don't, they are multiracial, they claim 
they are for free speech, 1st amendment, and truth 
jr- unless they disagree with it 
ls- exactly. um they are fierce Barack Obama supporters they are actively engaged in the 
tactics of Paul Levy, of the public citizens litigation group, that is representing DU and miss 
molly the internet bloggers that slandered and libeled me  
they are actively and openly admitting that they are exchanging informtion and forwarding 
communicating back and forth between public citizens litigation group and paul levy and the 
what not  
um a lot of it, 
 remember the board that i told you i had up on my wall. Well a lot of these people have 
names and they are actually on blogs and they are actually on the Barack Obama,  
mybarackobama.com and they're actually bloggers for Barack Obama and  we can tie these 
things and that's why i want this press conference so bad and so soon because if nothing else 
if the courts aren't going to move fast enough on this then i think  everybody needs to know 
where these attacks are coming from and the last time i had mentioned that board i told you 
that we can definitely show a connection between the Obama campaign, the official campaign 
and these blogs and we can 
 
jr- (as larry coughs)  and trick with press club is have to be sponsored by member  
ls- well i guess i'm going to have to put out a request for sponsorship tommorrow huh 
jr- there's someone out there that would do that. Give call find out what exact rules are. venue 
open to all americans but believe some sponsorship. manning in new york... 
ls- mr sibley... go ahead  
jr-  if you don't have any luck you could try to rent own room 
ls-  and believe it or not that's what i'm trying to do at this point because i want this thing to 
happen and i want it to happen by a certain date and i will tell you that mr sibley has spoken 
with reverand manning representative and rev manning is indeed willing to appear with me 
jr- yeah, he made that statement on this program, i asked him  
ls- yeah and i wanted to make sure  let you know that he did in fact live up to that statement 
on your show. i have not spoken personally with him i did call his church i did speak with his 
wife and left a message asking that they contact  my attorney and they did in fact do that 
jr- (more about room, you have right to issue appeal, people pressured) 
ls- yeah a lot of people are it's amazing that so many people are actually  pressured into 
staying  away from me and the funny thing is, is I haven't backed down you know i'm not 
running from anyone  i'm not running from anything you know on the story and i'm really tired 
of everybody  trying to smear me through the mud and saying i'm doing this and i'm doing that 
just because i am not posting exactly what they tell me i have to to satisfy them  
i think  that's wrong, i think pastor manning said on your show that the one thing that this 
campaign has taught us as far as the media is you have to be real careful when and where 
you release anything because if you're not they put a spin on it to where it dies quicker than it 
came out 
 
jr- about bogus polygraph 
ls- jeff jeff sorry to interrupt you. i'll say you're right as far as Gil(?) goes unfortunately as far 
as whitehouse.com is concerned we have reached an agreement to where i can't, I'm under a 
confidentiality agreement 
jr-  that's fine  in other words the things been resolved 
Ls-  yeah 
jr- that was quite an ordeal 
ls- yes it was 
 



(Break) 
jr- people call them blogs i call them websites (as he gives larry’s) 
ls-   i call it a pain in the you know what 
 
ls- let's talk about did you hear Barack Obama pretty much declare himself the nominee 
tonight? 
jr- tactical decision made by his handler to have their puppet begin to act like a pr nominee. 
blah blah talk campaign is trying to come up with a way to provide soft landing for hillary 
ls- it's not going to work 
jr- (talks) 
ls- well the reason i say it's not going to work is some other people have emailed me to and i 
told them because they were suggesting that um both candidates speeches tonight kind of 
gave reference to a possible merging and i had made the comment that any consideration of 
merging on the Clinton side anyway even though let's make it clear i'm not pulling for either 
one of the 3 i told them that i thought that would be a bad mistake because i think this 
upcoming week is going to be quite explosive  
jr- why do you say that? 
ls- say what? 
jr- explosive  
ls-  because i am trying to get this done next week  
jr-  the press club 
ls- yeah 
jr-  ok didn't hear speech, can you explain how implied 
ls-  it was interesting that Clinton  was giving a speech about how she's going to continue but 
that regardless of if she is the nominee or obama is  the nominee how the party will be united 
and they will come together and it's interesting Obama makes the same reference only they 
were more a little more concilliatory towards each other this time 
jr- (bashesusing words like drooling warmongering philandering drunk mccain who can't keep 
his line straight, video at rense.com) 
ls- i think what you're saying but you know jeff something i have to say with where you were 
saying or what you were saying it's funny that you see mccain you kind of catch him at it he's 
not as smooth at it but yet Barack Obama can stand there and lie to you straight to your face 
with a teleprompter to the right and to the left  
jr- yep and women swoon taken in by mind control (blah blah) 
ls- it's a scary thought and Michelle Obama  you know all of a sudden sitting down and all of a 
sudden saying how much she admires Hillary Clinton  how she...  
jr- oh really? 
Ls-  oh ya, she said this on abc good morning america the other day. I mean first she tells- 
Barack Obama she doesn't even,  can't, he can't even consider Clinton as a vp choice you 
know and then the next week when she's being called out on her comments in the united in  
trinity united christian church you know ranting on whitey so to speak, um, all of a sudden 
she's this “oh i love Hillary,  i think she is a historical figure i think she has done great things 
for women” uh you know and at the same time Barack Obama is going “leave my wife alone”.  
excuse me your wife's the one thats standing out there calling people names you know i said 
you weren't worrying about your wife when you were with me in november 1999 or when you 
were scewing around with Donald Young, you know that's just my personal opinion 
 jr- talks about now is time for karl to show whitey tape, not october 
 
Ls-  and see that's what i don't understand because i know that these superdelegates are 
aware of me, i know that they're aware of me 
jr- how 
Ls- i have email i won't disclose the amount on your show but i  will actually forward you 
copies of email  the email actual email i know that these people are out there that they know 
what i'm saying and that they know i'm telling the truth and it's like they are cowards they do 
not have the guts to come out and say anything or do anything about it. 
jr- informed people know name Ls- 
Ls-  well  i agree and here's the thing all weekend i was threatened by these bloggers “oh 
larry are you sure about the dates”  you know trying to get me to 
jr- tell the listeners what they were trying to get you to do 
Ls- they were telling me that they were going to post basically, i got an email that says “hey 



larry how are you going to explain to your minions when we post a brochure from a major 
university that proves that Barack Obama was at a major symposium on nov 7 and 8th of 
199"9  
so someone sent me an email with the brochure and it turns out that he was in fact at 
northwestern university between Nov 8th and November 12th of  1999 in fact on Nov 8th he 
was the scheduled speaker at 12 noon.  
Interesting that they specifically stated that he was at that symposium on the 7th of November 
one of the days that i stated that he was with me ok, they wanted to try to trick me into getting 
scared which im not going to do i stand by what i said i've stood by it from minute 1 and i'm 
going to continue to stand by it 
well it turns out their brochure doesn't take away from my story in fact it adds to it because it 
puts Barack Obama in chicago illinois at that time  
 
jr- Donald Young dead homosexual murdered very obviously for what he knew about Obama. 
would you suppose there are others that have had relations with Obama? 
ls-- there's no doubt in my mind 
jr-- and those people are obviously living in great fear and aren't about  to open their mouths  
ls-- well I’m not going to say all of them are because a couple of them are looks like are 
actually employed by Barack Obama right now 
jr-- one way to keep them loyally quiet 
ls-- YEP  
jr-- interesting, wouldn't want to be in their shoes accidents happen having these time Barack 
bombs walking around isn't something the Obama camp is going to put up with indefinitely 
ls- and i agree with you and i am hoping that one of them um (clears throat) actually gets that 
through his head and i think he's starting to feel a little scared because ever since it was 
disclosed there was a belief that he was in fact one of the individuals--- involved with Barack 
Obama all of a sudden he started taking down the photos of him and Barack Obama from his 
facebook  
ok so i mean it's interesting that the more we investigate the more that we find  the more stuff 
starts disappearing off the internet  
 
jr- final thought? 
Ls- um no just the same thing i said last time if there's anyone else out there that's listening to 
jeff rense please call montgomery sibley, um. go to the blog, leave a comment, i mean it won't 
get posted immediately unless you've posted before, i won't post any personal information, 
but if you, but if there is anything out there that you can bring to this please do because this 
has got to stop and you know this man lying and these people attacking me and everyone 
else just for trying to get the truth out is just ridiculous 

05/29/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Jay) 
 
[JR: Why go to DC] 
Well, primarily like you said if the mountain won’t go to Mohammed, the bring the mountain to 
Mohammed, so to speak.  Primarily because I wanted to be close, my attorney and the 
attorney’s Pastor Manning are talking with each other to see when they want to do something 
together.  I came out here to confront the DNC in person as well as to be here for Saturday’s 
march on the DNC Rules and Bylaws Committee’s Meeting at the Marriot boardroom(?) and 
in the process I’ve decided to actually go to the FBI and file official complaints against the 
internet threats and harassment.  Well they’ve actually gone to the extent and this is what my 
attorney and I were discussing today as far as a press conference that we’re arranging for 
tomorrow afternoon because this has become a very orchestrated attack machine, I mean, 
they, people are breaking laws right and left, they are openly admitting that they are hacking 
into emails, hacking into accounts…and from what I understand from even five minutes ago 
they’re even claiming to have posted my hotel or at least that’s where they claim I am at and 
they claim to have called my hotel room and left a voice message today which has not 
happened because I’m not even registered under my name. 
 
[JR: the precision and the drumbeat is now running at a very close synchronized cadence 
now, that’s what you are telling us, you are seeing a change in it.  The organization is 



obvious, the ferocity of the attacks increases and the number of lunatics out there is endless 
and you know, a lot of them don’t even need to be told what to do, they are self starters so to 
speak]. 
 
Exactly, they have emailed my mother today, threatening her, telling my mother that they 
have filed complaints in DC, that they’re having me arrested for threatening the imminent 
death of the Public Citizens Litigation Group attorney Paul Levy when I have not posted any 
such threats.  These people have posted using my name, my email address and then they 
turn around and repost it and say well Larry did this, Larry did that.  I don’t have time to be 
posting on their blogs and I have no intentions of doing so.  I have been very busy here in DC. 
 
[JR: …threats against me as well] 
That’s correct and there are several of them that I promise you I will get them to you by the 
weekend.  I have just been really inundated with everything going on as far as getting here to 
DC and actually getting things planned out, I mean I spent oh a good amount of time at the 
DNC today uh trying… 
 
[JR: Tell us about that…] 
…I went to the DNC, I had made it clear that I would go to the DNC’s offices on south capital 
and asked to speak to someone face to face regarding the complaint that I filed against 
Barrack Obama last year and why that complaint has been ignored and swept under the rug.  
Ahhh, I took my camera with me, I did turn the video on.  Out of respect to the security guards 
in the DNC office I did not point it directly at them.  The gentleman did call, one of the security 
guards called, trying to find out who I could talk to or who would talk to me, called upstairs.  
Finally he told me, and it is on the video, that’s on the blog, that you can hear him very clearly 
telling me that they’re saying they could not come down and speak with me in person, that 
they were the only ones there at the time or something or another.  And that I could speak to 
em on the phone so when I get on the phone I ask the lady who I am speaking to and she 
said her name is Therese and I start to explain and she tells me ‘the DNC has nothing to do 
with the primary process, all we deal with is after the primaries are over and I had told her 
very clearly that I had filed these complaints with the DNC, that this wasn’t about the primary 
it was about a Democratic Presidential candidate, Barrack Obama.  And I had made it very 
clear that I had spoken with Howard Dean’s office on several occasions concerning this and 
that at no time had my ah my calls been returned and she went off into this big old spiel about 
well if you wanna, we really don’t have a complaint process and I said well that’s funny 
because I filed it through the mail and I also filed the little form there on their website, which 
says, you know, give us feedback depending on the subject matter and she says ‘well I don’t 
know who it would go to’ and I said ‘ma’am I have spoken to Howard Dean’s office repeatedly 
and made it very clear to the chairman’s office, why I was calling, what was sent to him so 
please don’t tell me it wasn’t received.   
 
What was interesting was that when I gave the security officer my name and he repeated my 
name to her there was a lengthy conversation between her and the security officer, where he 
was going ‘ok ok ok’ and you can hear me on the video telling the gentleman ‘they know 
exactly who I am and they know exactly what this is about’.  But it turned out exactly the way I 
thought it would, you know, no one was willing to look me face to face, you know they figured 
the more they ignore it you know eventually it’s going to go away and I think they understand I 
am in DC not to let things go away. 
 
…See Jeff, this is what I don’t understand and meeting with attorney’s today we came up with 
the same conclusion, it’s interesting, the Barrack Obama’s campaign’s official attorney, 
licensed attorney representing Obama for America, Andreas W. Lopez, went on Puerto Rican 
television.  Now this man made an official statement by the campaign saying that I was a 
headache to the campaign, that I had been a headache since February and yet I came out in 
January publically ok and yet everybody continues to ignore it and what the attorney’s and I 
have decided is that the question now is ‘why have you refused to ask the questions of 
Obama or his campaign, they have acknowledged me, they have accused me of being a 
headache but they have not denied knowing me, nor have they denied one iota of any 
allegation I’ve made against them and yet there is this large orchestrated organization that 



has been put together that has been very active in slamming and attacking me for months on 
the internet and this is not just two or three people.   
 
Well, I think the one thing they are trying to do is to keep this at least limited to what it is on 
the internet for the fear that if they don’t he will not get the nomination.  I’m going to do 
whatever I can, within my power, which is legal to make sure that that does not happen.  
What’s interesting is that I received a phone call and an email from someone telling me that 
they had received information that the RNC had actually investigated and found that my 
allegations were to be true and that they have every intent of coming out and using that and 
they made it very clear that the only reason they haven’t come out is that they are in fact 
hoping that Obama’s going to be the nominee because they are going to shut him down. 
 
Well at this point I’m concerned about anything.   There’s just way too many nuts out there on 
the Obama side that’s making all these allegations, all these phone calls, you know, 
demanding that I be arrested for something that they themselves are posting.  I mean this is 
getting crazy but am I still going to do it – oh yeah.  In fact I’ve even got the picket signs being 
printed up by Kinko’s, they’ll be ready by noon tomorrow. 
 
Well I mean, if it wasn’t for my support I wouldn’t be sitting in DC tonight, to be honest with 
you and the interesting thing is that most of my support understands and they’re the ones 
actually telling me, you know, do what you can but don’t do anything that’s going to jeopardize 
your personal safety, that’s going to allow anyone to do any physical or personal harm to me.  
I’ve made it very clear that I’m not afraid of anything happening Saturday, I’m sure there is 
going to be some idiots out there that might want to start an argument or something, you 
know, simply for the purpose of trying to reinforce their position. 
 
You know and that’s interesting because there was post earlier, I guess, that the Obama 
camp was planning a counter-march on the Rules and By-laws committee meeting Saturday 
and then all of a sudden Larry shows up in DC and now all of a sudden they’re calling for 
Obama’s supporters not to march.  Well, that’s what was posted on the internet yesterday or 
the day before yesterday and what I’m finding interesting is that it doesn’t bother me whether 
they march or not.  The simple fact of the matter is that I will be there, I am currently working 
with someone trying to get press credentials to be in the meeting itself, if that does not work I 
will show up for same day registration if there’s any open seats and if there is not then I will 
still be standing outside the whole time. 
 
Well right now…Mannings attorneys are in discussions with my attorneys.  I do know that my 
attorneys here in DC are setting up something for tomorrow in which certain media persons 
are invited to attend, he has sent out the notices, I have not given a location and that’s 
because he wants to give the individual media persons that he has contacted a location as 
opposed to posting it publically, basically with everything else that has been going on.  And 
that will take place tomorrow afternoon. 
 
[How are attorney’s coping with his case].  Well, we were discussing the fact that here these 
Obama supporters are making claims that they are sending information directly to Judge 
Kennedy, which is illegal.  They are claiming that they have contacted the judge, that they are 
assisting Public Litigation Group and Paul Levy, who turns out to be, just in my honest, in my 
personal opinion, from everything I’ve seen and learned about him over the course of this is 
he has a self help book that he has on the web site that specifically instructs people who are 
being sued or who are being threatened to be sued over anything that they said on the 
internet, he specifically instructs them that if they don’t refuse to drop it then use the internet 
and tell them that they are subject to harassment and you know bad publicity and that’s 
exactly what they are doing.  They’re following this mans playbook to the T as far as the 
constant barrage of info, of releasing of people’s private information and I’ve been accused of 
posting people’s private information and the funny thing Jeff is I’ve reviewed my entire blog 
and any information that I have posted regarding any individual that is suspected to be behind 
these attacks, this information was posted on several different websites by that person 
themselves.   
 



In fact, a couple of the superdelegates, apparently, according to the bashers on the web, you 
know, they’ve come out and actually stated that super-delegates are sending personal email 
information and names from my supporters who have emailed super-delegates.  And that 
they are using this information to disclose and expose any person who supports me or posts 
on my blog and that they will continue to do so until people stop supporting me. 
 
(JR: what are your impressions of Obama as you watch him] 
 
Well in actual honesty, I think for the last couple of weeks or since the last time I was on with 
you I have really not watched that much TV of any kind other than movies I’ve just gotten 
completely thoroughly sick of it but I catch the soundbites on the news like on memorial day 
where he says he sees our fallen heros and yet people call me a nutcase, you know.  I mean, 
it’s getting stranger and stranger.  I mean when there is no teleprompter there I think you are 
starting to see the real person there who folds under pressure. 
 
It’s so funny, they have polished this man up to try to portray him as the modern day JFK or 
RFK or Martin Luther King and the funny thing is at least these people, I mean they had 
substance to themselves, they practiced what they preached.  I mean here’s a guy that talks 
about fighting for the little guy and yet him and his wife moved out of South Chicago and into 
a white neighbourhood so quick it wasn’t even funny, you know it’s not like they are really that 
poor but the email…someone just said something and I’m looking at it and I thought it made a 
lot of sense, they go ‘Gosh, if you believe Scott McClauren, why wouldn’t you believe this guy, 
he’s not even making money off of this or a book deal.  
 
I was thinking of camping out next to the white house press office tomorrow. 
 
I haven’t spoken with anyone from the Globe since I spoke with Mr Nelson on the very first 
story that they did that came out, what was it, around the 21

st
 of February [so the second 

story was ah, sort of appeared on its own without your direct participation?].  Well it kind of 
appeared, the only thing they had actually gotten directly from me was in fact if I believed that 
the Obama people wanted me dead which I said yes I did.  The most recent article, by Mr 
Rodack, I think was pretty much done from historical information that they had already had 
and just from watching what was going on themselves because most people really don’t see, 
take the time to look and see all of this vulgar, vile, vicious attacking that’s going on on the 
internet and it’s amazing how many numbers, people who are coming to the blogs for the first 
time who are saying I never even knew this, someone just put a link up on the blog and I 
clicked on and when I got here I’m like ‘you’ve got to be kidding me’. 
 
And I think that has been the whole intent of the Obama campaign and Axelrod machine all 
along, was to marginalize and do everything in their power to keep this limited to internet so 
that they could constantly use the normal old soviet routine is that anyone that disagrees with 
us they are mentally ill.  And you know, the same attacks are being made against my 
supporters now.  The DNC super-delegates that have provided names and email addresses 
from supporters of mine that emailed them asking them to look into this, they have provided 
these names and email addresses to these attackers on the internet.  Well I confronted the 
DNC on the phone today, when I was there in their offices, I did ask Therese about this, I told 
her that I had a real problem with super-delegates and members of the DNC giving out 
personal names and email addresses from people that they had received emails from 
addressing this issue and she goes ‘well, we don’t do that’ and I said ‘well, ma’am I can show 
you right here right now on your computer where a blogger makes it very clear that they have 
contacted every single super-delegate that any of my supporters have acknowledged sending 
emails to asking them to simply anonymously drop their name and their email addresses in 
their comment and I know that they have done it because the people that are being attacked 
right now are the same people who sent super-delegate emails and the super-delegates sent 
nasty responses. 
 
[JR: invites to talk about rumors Larry is working for the Clinton campaign] 
 
Well I tell you what, if there was any truth to that I would have been able to have come to 
Washington a heck of a lot sooner and I probably would have gotten a heck of a lot more 



cooperation and probably a larger team of attorneys because right now I have one that has 
been with me from the minute that I contacted him for legal representation, which is 
Montgomery Sibley, there is a law firm out of California that I cannot disclose their name yet 
because I have just recently authorized Sibley to accept their offer for help, which he had not 
formally done yet because we needed to make sure that we were dealing with attorneys that 
were for real, who were sincere about their offer and not just trying to get in and obtain 
information.  But we have come to the conclusion that that’s not the case and Mr Sibley will 
be contacting them, in fact I think he tried to contact them this afternoon. 
 
I’ll be honest with you, it doesn’t matter, I don’t endorse, I don’t support neither one of the 
candidates in all honesty.  You know, I have absolutely no connections, no associations with 
any of them, ok.  The super delegates that I have contacted, I contacted only in a generic 
email that was sent to all of them on a list that was supplied by a supporter, that I simply said 
because the super delegates were responding to some of my supporters calling me a rumor 
rather than by name and I sent a single email that addressed all of these super-delegates, 
introducing myself, telling them ‘please, my name is Larry Sinclair, my name is not rumor and 
you know that’. 
 
{JR: you’re not trying to profit from this].  And that is the only thing I am doing, in fact I sold 
banana bread, that I actually cooked, you know, to help raise money to get this DC thing 
going.  Um, I, I don’t know – it’s like everyone wants to accuse me of everything and yet one 
journalist asked me a question and I told them, I said ‘you know what you’re the first person to 
actually ask the question – that’s the whole point here, rather than refer to me as a kook, a 
nut or ignore me and say he has nothing to support his claims you have to actually ask the 
questions and be open to listening to the answers.  You can’t just sit there are say ‘oh well, 
everybody’s told us that he is a liar, he’s this he’s that, that’s the problem with the mainstream 
media right now, is none of them have ever picked up the phone, contacted me, contacted 
Sibley.  You know, I give John Crewdson the utmost respect, however I tend to disagree with 
one thing and I disagree with the fact that he has the information to put it out there legitimately 
and let the Obama campaign respond, let the American people say ‘hey, is this for real, is this 
true’ and he has refused to do that.   John Crewdson he’s a Pulitzer Prize winner writer for the 
Chicago Tribune and he is the one person who has sat down with me over the course of 5 
days.  He spoke to the driver’s wife, I mean it’s not like it’s not known, ok, he himself had 
made it clear to me that he did not necessarily need to break the agreement that I had with 
the driver as far as not exposing until the driver chose to be exposed but that he needed to 
confirm that this person existed.  Oh yeah, he spoke to the driver’s wife and to the driver’s son 
and even to this day, after telling me he just needed to at least be able to say ‘yeah, this 
person really exists’, he’s known that the driver truly exists and he’s known since February.  
 
[JR: have you had any contact with the driver since way back when?] 
 
I have not had any contact with the driver now for a couple of months, directly.  Um, my 
attorney’s and I have decided that we are going to go through the attorney’s ah to make an 
offer to the driver to come forward under oath with the attorney and we would redact his 
personal information before we released anything and but if he chooses not to agree to that 
then in approximately two weeks, we’re going to give them two weeks to actually accept the 
offer, and if they don’t then we are going to publically disclose the driver, the name, the 
information, ah phone numbers, addresses, everything and you know, he’s going to have to 
deal with it from there, I’m not going to continue to take a beating. 
 
[JR: you last contact with him, was he concerned for his physical welfare and that of his 
family] 
 
The last time I spoke with him that is exactly what he was saying.  He did not want to come 
out until there was enough coverage to where he felt safe and I don’t blame him, you see 
what’s happening, I mean this is like, this thing is like it never existed outside of the internet, 
outside of the bloggersphere, I mean those people on the streets, I mean I spoke with three 
people yesterday evening that two of them looked me straight in the face and said ‘I’m an 
Obamanite’ and you know we started discussing it and I explained the Donald Young thing, I 
explained how I had made contact with the campaign asking them to come forward and even 



as Obamanites I had three people who had never met me before, who tell me that they like 
me, that I genuine, that you don’t meet real people like that anymore and at the same token 
they are agreeing that these are issues that do need to be addressed and they need to be 
addressed now. 
 
…Tomorrow I have an appointment with the FBI where we are going to file the necessary 
formal complaints over the internet threats.  We are planning the press conference some time 
tomorrow afternoon, probably between 2.30 and 5pm.  I do know that we are in the process of 
notifying the driver that he needs to come forward in an affidavit or deposition and we will 
agree to redact his personal information and he if he does not agree to do so within two 
weeks then we will go ahead and disclose that information. 
 
[JR: Just going back to the very beginning, the driver was the one who made the contact 
between you and, allegedly, Senator Barrack Obama] 
 
The driver was the individual that introduced me directly face to face to Obama, correct. 
 
[JR: ever discussed Donald Young with the driver?] 
 
I have not discussed that with the driver at all. 
 
I tell you what, it is going to get interesting, it is definitely going to get interesting because I am 
sick of being accused of threatening people’s safety when in fact it’s mine that’s being 
threatened. 
 
[JR: So that’s the old trick – projection/reversal, nothing new – how do your attorney’s advise 
you to deal with it on website, counter it each time?] 
 
No actually, and I don’t counter it each time.  I’ve gotten to the point, in fact…Mr Sibley told 
me today that he is absolutely amazed that I have, you know, handled this as well as I have, 
the beating that I am getting on the internet but it’s like he said, it’s like we both agree, you 
know I’m not going to respond to these people every time that they, you know, make these 
false claims.  I mean when it gets to the point to where they are affecting my family then I will, 
you know, make a statement as to their veracity.  I mean, I’m going to keep the high road, I’m 
not gonna flinch, I’m not going to change and I’m not going to stop what I’m doing just 
because everybody says ‘well you can’t do that’. 
 

06/10/08: Jeff Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Heidi) 
 
00:05 Jeff:  Okay, and we’re back.  The big story of the political season, the primary season, 
all the whole shooting match, remains the Larry Sinclair allegations against Barack Obama of 
cocaine use and gay sex in 1999.  The story has been all but swept away, out of sight, kept 
out of sight by the mainstream media.  Not a surprise.  We were able to break this story here 
on this radio program and have had a number of conversations with Larry ever since.  Next 
week, Mr. Sinclair, who has not backed up one millimeter, not any distance whatsoever, in 
fact, he continues to press forward, will take his issues to the National Press Club, in 
Washington, DC.   This is very interesting.  It was confirmed, by Mr. Sinclair, this afternoon.  
We have him back on the program tonight, so let’s welcome Mr. Sinclair back.  Hello, Larry, 
how are you doing? 
 
01:04 LWS: Hi, Jeff.  You know, I always answer that question with, “I’m tired”, but I’m going 
to answer differently tonight.  I am totally mentally and physically exhausted. [chuckles] 
 
01:16 Jeff: That’s okay, you’ve been busy and I know when you went to the DNC [LWS 
coughs] and were involved with the Hillary campaign, on the street.  It was a protest almost.  
Um, you’ve been putting really the pedal to the metal, day in and day out, ever since this thing 
got loose. 
 



01:39 LWS: Well, I mean, when I went to Washington last week, what I found interesting 
about the Hillary campaign, is that, at first, um, a friend of mine and a friend of yours who was 
meeting me there, ah, actually had to convince me not to leave, because even the Hillary 
people, you know, at first were like, “Please, put your sign down”, “Please, go somewhere 
else.”  “Stand away from us.”  I mean, eventually they came around. 
 
02:08 Jeff: You were shunned by them, in the beginning, huh? 
 
02:11 LWS: Oh yeah.  I mean, ah, I had, ah, Robin, my research, ah, person on the phone 
with me at the time, and she was listening to, you know, three of these organizers, that [sic] 
were just literally telling me, “Well, you know you just don’t represent what we represent.  
Please, just, ah, leave.”  They even went to the extent of, ah, trying to get the DC Police and 
the hotel security to ask me to move to the side.  And finally, like I said, they came around, 
but, you know, it was just…it was an interesting situation all the way around. 
 
02:44 Jeff: Well, my sources tell me, once they kind of turned their attention elsewhere, and 
you were given a fair shake, a number of people, dozens came up to you, this was according 
to, I believe, the New York Post, and were fascinated with your story, with you, and wanted to 
talk to you about it.  You were anything, but laughed at, by these Hillary people. 
 
03:08 LWS: Oh no, you’re…you’re absolutely right.  I’m saying, you know, the “initial 
response”, ah, early that Saturday morning, ah, like I said, and it was just two or three, ah, of 
the organizers from…from a couple of the states, you know, that organize groups to go.  And 
it was just two or three of them.  What I found even more interesting was the large delegation 
from Florida happened to walk past me, early Saturday morning, when a couple of the 
organizers were asking me to leave, and they actually defended me and said, “Wait a minute, 
you know, he has a right to be heard just as much as we do”…  (Jeff: Damn right.) … but, 
no… [LWS clears throat] no, but, I mean, it did, but later in the morning it turned out to be 
somewhat….somewhat overwhelming for me.  Ah, I was called to go…to leave the hotel and 
go to a rally that was at a park, um, a few blocks behind the hotel.  Um, and I was actually 
searched out at the Marriott, by a gentleman, who had received a phone call, asking him to 
find me and…and put me on the phone.  And I was asked to go to the park, ‘cause, ah, Greta 
van Susteren was there and was waiting for me to show up.  So, of course, I got over there 
just as quickly as I possibly could. 
 
04:23 Jeff: Yea, I guess handing out leaflets and so forth all over the place, as well, during 
your time there… 
 
04:31 LWS: Well, I mean, I was handing out fliers, some of the fliers that, you know, people 
had helped put together, that were…that are on the blog site.  Um, Kinko’s kind of gave me a 
scare, at the last minute, and not having things ready the night before.  But I was definitely 
passing out fliers and I was telling anyone who wanted to listen, you know, what my issues 
were with Barack Obama, and the simple fact is, that even the DNC, ah, you know, from 
Donna Brazille on up and on down,  (Jeff: Right.) you know, has gone to great lengths to refer 
to me as “a rumor”, ah, to refer to me as “a sore loser”.  And the funny thing is, is I’m not 
losing ANYTHING because I’m not pulling for Obama, McCain or, H… Clinton, so how can I 
be a sore loser? 
 
05:17 Jeff: A sore loser.  Whoever hung that one on you is got about a 60 watt bulb for a 
brain.  [LWS laughs]   
[edit talk about Larry’s Web site, freedom of speech, and the ramifications of Larry’s story]   
It’s is a big story.  It involves alleged cocaine use, and acquisition, and the fact that this drug 
was provided to Larry Sinclair, by Sen. Barack Obama, in 1999.  It also involves homosexual 
sex.  It also involves the death of one, directly-related homosexual male from Barack 
Obama’s church, the choir director, Donald Young, who was in contact, directly with Larry 
Sinclair, both by telephone and by Internet, on multiple occasions.  It also involves the deaths 
of two other, allegedly gay members of Barack Obama’s, allegedly ex-church.  You have 
three dead gay men from the same church.  You have Sen. Barack Obama, who is trying to 
distance himself desperately from this church and its Rev. Wright.  Ah, you have Larry 



Sinclair, who can not get any reaction officially from the Obama campaign yet.  But we’ll see 
what happens in the days and weeks to come.   
[edit story information put up on Rense dot com about Obama’s recent announcement of his 
newly-organized“Fight the Smears” group].   
I think we can put at the top of the list, Larry Sinclair [regarding the smear list]. 
 
08:14 LWS: Actually, my…my question is, what took them so long to print it?  Didn’t he 
actually make a claim, on, ah, January 17

th
, on Good Morning America, that he had put 

together, ah, a crack Internet team to address, ah… 
 
08:24 Jeff: Oh, you’re right, ah… 
 
08:25 LWS: to address Internet rumors? 
 
08:26 Jeff: I don’t remember the date, but you’re right, that goes way back.  I’d forgotten 
about that. 
 
08:29 LWS: I mean, he’s … in fact, I think it was the day I posted my first You Tube video, 
he’s on Good Morning America, ah, telling, ah, I think it was Diane Sawyer that, as of that 
day, they had…his campaign had put together, I think he said 1500 to 3000, ah, Internet 
bloggers that would now pay attention to any statement made against him or his campaign, 
ah, that were false in nature, and he said he did that because Bill Clinton was misrepresenting 
his record, or something. 
 
09:02 Jeff: Ah, yea, sure.  Well, this is an extension of that, apparently, because he is saying 
“senior staff” are being put in a new unit.  Now, they’ve already got the shock troops, that’s 
what Larry’s talking about … 
 
09:16 LWS: [laughs] You ain’t lying about that one.  
 
09:20 Jeff: Yea.  Alright, so what we have here is an astonishing story, the length and breadth 
of this you’ve heard on this program, you’ve read on Larry Sinclair’s site.  Ah, you’ve seen or 
heard of it a few other places.   
[edit retelling LWS’s story of drugs, sex and the deaths of three gay members of Barack 
Obama’s church] 
…one of which, was the choir master, Donald Young, who, again, had multiple contacts with 
Larry Sinclair.  And, if I remember accurately, Larry has made it quite clear that Mr. Young, 
before he expired, via gunshots, on Christmas Day, or thereabouts last year, made it very 
evident to Larry Sinclair that Barack Obama and he were quite close, and that Obama was, 
basically, putting him up to contacting Sinclair to find out what Larry Sinclair’s intentions were.  
Is that fair to say, Larry? 
 
10:29 LWS: Ah, that’s extremely accurate, yes it is. 
 
[edit break] 
 
10:58 Roger: Okay, back with Larry Sinclair. 
[edit British press article about Fight the Smears, the Michelle Obama “whitey” tape and LWS 
coughs] 
Well, Larry, sounds like they’re concerned about several things. 
 
12:39 LWS: [coughs] Yea, but have you noticed that they continue to ignore the name, Larry 
Sinclair? 
 
12:45 Jeff: Larry who? 
 
12:46 LWS: Yes, exactly [laughs] but something tells me on Wednesday, June 18

th
, they’re 

not going to ignore it.  In fact, I almost anticipate that, because they know that they can not 
stop this from taking place, I really do not think anyone in the Obama campaign would even 
attempt to intimidate or influence the National Press Club.  Um, I mean, it would be ruin to his 



campaign.  So, I am definitely anticipating that there will be some medi…some members of 
the press, that show up on behalf of his campaign. 
 
13:23 Jeff: Oh, you can count on that.  Their best shot, probably will be to begin to try to 
dismiss you formally, at some level, as a kook, as whatever, to smear you.  Um, they’re going 
to have to deal with this at some point.  When?  I don’t know, but it sounds like you’re right, a 
National Press Club venue, you’ve got the facility you wanted booked.  What kind of room are 
you going to be in?  I read the details; it holds 40 or 50 fifty people, something like that? 
 
13:54 LWS:  I…it will seat 40 people.  Ah, the National Press Club, we are paying for the 
National Press Club camera crew, who will record and film the entire event. (Jeff: Very good)  
A, I am currently working on a press release with my attorney, Montgomery Sibley, that we 
will distribute over a newswire, as well as provide to the National Press Club and we are 
paying the National Press Club to distribute it, as well.  They distribute it, ah, throughout the 
National Press Club building.  I think they said it’s approximately 180 different news 
organizations, ah, national and international, in the DC area, including many of the foreign 
press.  Ah, I also like the day because, um, the National Press Club has a, ah, an event 
earlier in the afternoon, that starts, I think, at 12 noon, with the President or Prime Minister of 
Bulgaria, so I don’t think the press club will be short on press, by any… by any means. 
 
14:58 Jeff: Well, your appearance is guaranteed to be covered by the Bulgarian press, if 
nothing else. 
 
15:03 LWS: [laughs] Well, that’s what I’m…that’s definitely what I’m assuming.  But, like I 
said, I, um, I’ve already gotten, um, emails today alone, ah, showing that some of the same 
Obama “blogonots”, that I call them, you know, are already, um, making plans.  They’re 
already claiming that they’re putting together, um, dossiers to, ah, send to different press, that 
they think might, ah, and they emphasize the word “might” be tempted to show up for the 
conference, ah, in an attempt to discredit me before the conference even comes up.  I…I’m 
not worried about that anymore.  I met with several journalists last week, in DC.  Ah, I’ve had 
the questions asked.  I’ve got my former, ah, pain management specialist doctor, who 
probably had the most extensive treatment with me, ah, providing a medical statement from 
his office.  Ah, as to my mental capacity, the fact that I have no mental illness, ah, in any of 
my medical record history through him, or treatment through him, ah, for the…for the total 
number of years that go back that I have medical records.  So, I mean, I’m prepared for them.  
 
16:17 Jeff: It sounds like it.  The issue of mental competence, all people have to do, Larry, is 
listen to one of our interviews, for example.  And if they followed this story from the very 
beginning, you’ve never missed a step.  You’re right on top of the story.  Your story is rock 
solid.  Your integrity is, quite clearly, at the top of the scale.  You’re not balking.  You’re not 
playing games.  This is deadly serious.  You’re standing on issues of absolute principle, in this 
country, which is not so stylish to do anymore, and all the more reason that you stand up so 
tall, in the face of the vicious campaign to discredit and smear and besmirch your name and 
your family’s name.  This is despicable.  You’re entitled to make your presentation, which 
you’re going to do, in Washington DC, on June the 18

th
.  When we come back, we’ll talk to 

Larry a little bit more into what went into getting this, how invitations are sent out and so forth.   
[edit requests to listeners to contact the networks to promote LWS’s NPC appearance] 
 
17:48 Jeff: Okay, back with Larry Sinclair.  I’m Jeff Rense.  Glad you’re along.  If you have 
Larry’s blog, it will be right at the top, the National Press Club logo and Larry says: “I am 
pleased to announce that the National Press Club has been confirmed for Wednesday, June 
the 18

th
, from 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm, in the Lisagor Room.  This will be for a news conference, a 

press conference, held by Larry Sinclair.”  He says, “I will be somewhat occupied for the rest 
of the day and part of tomorrow, preparing the press release that will go out via a newswire 
service, as well as being distributed, by the National Press Club itself.”  We’ll have it here at 
Rense dot com, as well.  Well, young man, congratulations.  It was a long time coming, but 
you did it [LWS coughs] and I guess you had some help from your friends along the way, 
didn’t you? 
 



18:39 LWS: Yea, ah, actually I did.  It turned out, um, that some information was…was a little 
incorrect, ah, for the longest, um, we thought, and even the press club’s own paperwork says, 
um, that the facilities can only be used by members, unless you’re sponsored by a member.  
(Jeff: Got it.) Um, but it turns out that they actually are open to the public and, under certain 
situations you do not require a sponsor.  But I had a friend of mine, who I…. who I met 
through you, um, who had assisted, through a friend of his.  It…it was an interesting situation 
this morning because I’m on the phone and on the Internet back and forth with the National 
Press Club, ah, and it turns out the room that I’m trying to get already had a tentative hold on 
it.  So they had to get the previous person, ah, with the tentative hold to release it to me.  It 
turns out it was our friend, who was helping me get the room that had the hold on it. (Jeff: I 
see.)   But they were a little hesitant to release it because they weren’t sure who it was that 
they were being pressured to release it for.   
 
19:48 Jeff: I got it. Interesting.  Very good.  [LWS coughs] Now we also should remember that 
the Rev. Jeremiah Wright was at the National Press, I guess it was the National Press Club, 
in April. (Larry: Yep.) [edit out Rev. Wright press conference details]  How does it work?  I lot 
of people would want to know this, Larry.  Does the press club automatically send out notice 
of press conferences, at its facility to all the usual suspects? 
 
20:20 LWS: No, actually they don’t.  Ah, what happens is, and… and they actually make it 
very self-explanatory on their paperwork, ah, they do, ah, offer a press advisory release in the 
National Press building, which is approximately 180 offices, at a cost of $150.  Ah, anything 
up to three pages, anything above three pages, um, they actually have an additional charge 
for.  They do post the event title and the time, um, on their home page on their Web site, 
however it’s just, you know, on their calendar.  They do offer, at a charge of an additional $25 
per day, to allow you to rent… [chokes] excuse me [coughs]  allow you to rent a additional 
announcement space on their home page, um, that gives you a little more detail, that you can 
put out about the event along with photographs. 
 
21:24 Jeff: Are you open to contributions to help you present your information? 
 
21:30 LWS: Oh my God, you just do not know at this point. [laughs]  Ah, there is a bake off 
link on my Web site that goes to PayPal because this press club event is costing 
approximately $3000, and that’s just the press club alone. (Jeff: Understand.) Ah, and, I 
mean, I’m going to cover it.  It’s confirmed.  I’ve already put the deposit on.  I, in fact, while we 
were at commercial, I was typing away because I’m making travel arrangements now.  I 
mean, I’m going to be there.  There is nothing in this world, outside of an act of God, that can 
prevent this from taking place. 
 
22:12 Jeff: Now, if anyone would like to, even if you don’t know much about this story, if you 
just go and read about it and you decide you’d like to support this American citizen’s right to 
present his case and make his allegations known to the world, at the National Press Club, if 
you’d like to help financially with $10 or $20, whatever, go to his blog.  And you can click on 
his name on my Web site, if you’d like.  Look on the featured story column, you’ll find it right 
there.  And where on your home page, Larry, might they find PayPal information?  
 
22:50 LWS: [clears throat] The Pay…the PayPal that we’re using is, ah, in the upper mast 
head of the…of the front page on the blog, it says, “Larry’s Bake Off”.  (Jeff: I see it.) And 
that’s what we are using because I definitely want these funds specifically for this as opposed 
to any legal funds because these would not be classified as legal expenses and I just don’t 
want any, ah, any difficulty later on down the road with people saying, you know, that “You 
used legal funds for something else”.   
 
23:19 Jeff: Oh, of course.  Well, you’re not about to make any false steps… 
 
23:24 LWS: [coughs] None whatsoever and … and it’s like you said, I mean, we financed the 
last trip through baking of banana nut bread through $5 here, $10 there, ah, and, you know, 
everybody that has supported this effort has dug really deep, you know, um… 
 



23:43 Jeff: That’s the American way.  That’s called “grass roots support”.  I would only 
suggest one thing: take that “Larry’s Bake Off”, put it in red, white and blue at the top and put 
your PayPal link right on it so people can easily find it.  Support Larry at the National Press 
Club.  Support Larry’s right to the 1

st
 Amendment freedoms and freedom of the press, and all 

the rest of it, and donate, if you’d like.  That would be, I think, a very appropriate thing for all of 
you to do, even if you don’t know a whole lot about the story.  This man has a right to present 
his information to the world.  That’s what journalism is all about and it’s my job, as a journalist 
to report as much as I can, from as many different perspectives as I can, so you can make 
your best determinations on what you care about and what you don’t care about in life.  And 
that’s what this is about.  June 18

th
.  I’d ask you to be on the program that night, but you’re 

going to be totally tired. [LWS laughs]  We’ll catch up with you after that.  I’m curious.  You 
mentioned van Susteren and others have talked to you.  Are you going to make an effort to 
contact them directly, as well to notify them that you’ll be in the NPC? 
 
25:00 LWS: [coughs] I am going to make an effort, and I want to… I want to clarify something 
about Miss van Susteren.  Ah, like I had stated earlier, I was called to the park and was told 
that, um, you know, Greta was there and wanted to meet me.  I did, in fact, meet, ah, [coughs] 
Miss van Susteren.  I spoke with her all of maybe 45 seconds, which was to introduce myself.  
Ah, I told her that if she wanted to speak with me, you know, it was her decision, and, ah, that 
I would answer whatever questions she asked, if she chose to.  Um, I gave her two fliers.  
She asked, ah, for me to write how contact me.  I did write my cell phone number on the fliers, 
ah, stated it was nice meeting her and that it was her decision to contact me, and that’s when 
I started to leave… that’s when I got swarmed with everybody asking for autographs and 
pictures. (Jeff: Very good.)  But… 
 
25:56 Jeff: That’s good.  Okay, well it’s, ah [LWS coughs] it’s on the front page, so to speak, 
ladies and gentlemen at the National Press Club, next Wednesday, June 18

th
.  We will see 

what happens.  Back with Larry Sinclair in just a couple minutes.   
 
26:20 Jeff: Okay, back with Larry Sinclair.  Larry, as you look back to January when this, I 
guess, all started, are you pleased with the progress you’ve made to date?  I mean, you’re a 
realist.  You know what you’re up against. 
 
26:36 LWS: Ah, well, I think after being in DC last week, um, and after the, ah, DNC Rules 
and Bylaws Committee, ah, fiasco, yea, I think I am, considered… all things considered, ah, 
I’m surprised I’m still standing, number one.  Um, I am surprised that the campaign has not, 
ah, come at me harder, so to speak, to try to shut me up and I think that speaks a… speaks 
volumes, as far as… (Jeff: Certainly does) their in… you know, as far as their inability to 
actually come out and deny it. 
 
27:14 Jeff: I think it’s a tactic, frankly. 
 
27:16 LWS: Do you? 
 
27:17 Jeff: Yep.  (They’re) Just totally denying, by doing nothing. 
 
27:22 LWS: Um hm.  Well, I mean… 
 
27:25 Jeff: Anything at all empowers you in their mind, anything.  Any reaction that you are 
able to elicit from them, gives you a measure of control, no matter what the reaction is.  Do 
you see what I’m saying? 
 
27:27 LWS: Bu..but, yea, but the funny thing is, is, I actually got a reaction out of them on 
May 31

st
 because they were planning counter protests, ah, to the Hillary, ah, rally on May 31

st
  

…  (Jeff: Hm, that’s right) until all of the sudden… (Jeff: I remember, they bailed, I remember 
that) until all of the sudden, about a day and a half beforehand, when I made it very clear I 
would be there, Barack Obama invited his supporters NOT (Jeff: Correct) to show up. 
 
28:07 Jeff: Yea, interesting… 
 



28:09 LWS: Except of cour… except, of course the ones that were strategically seated inside 
the Thurgord [corrects self] Thurgood Marshall, ah, ball room. 
 
28:16 Jeff: Right.  Right [laughs] alright now lets repeat, you’re not a Hillary [LWS 
coughs]Clinton supporter.  You’re not supporting him.  You’re not supporting anybody.  What 
you’re supporting is the truth, in your world and in your estimation, that it is the most important 
thing for a presidential candidate, for any of them to be held accountable to the truth. 
 
28:38 LWS: Even more so, in this political year.  Ah, I met six ladies in DC last week and we 
were talking about this and I made a comment to them.  This is 2008, and in late ‘60’s, early 
‘70’s, when Shirley Chisholm, ah, sought the Democratic nomination.  You could ask Shirley 
Chisholm a question about her record, about her, um, belief, about her where she stood on 
issues.  And in the ‘70’s, you would not be called a racist for asking her those questions.  We 
have gone backwards with Barack Obama and this campaign because you can not ask a 
question that relates to anything that has to do with moral character, his own involvements 
and activities, or the issues or his record because if you do, you are racist. 
 
29:34 Jeff: Even though he’s not black. 
 
29:36 LWS: [laughs] Well, you know, and, you know, Ro… you’re right, he’s not black.  He 
went to a church for 20 years to establish a relationship in the black community for, solely for 
political gain and purposes.  His own ki [almost says ‘kind’]… the own, you know, his 
members of his church have made the same statements.  I mean, Rev. Wright even, pretty 
much, when he appeared at the, ah, National Press Club, in DC, made the same statement in 
an answer to a question, that Barack Obama will say and do whatever he needs to do to get 
that vote and tha… and that’s be proven.  And unfortu… and unfortunately, he has also said 
and done and employed a large group of impressionable young kids and powerful political 
flunkies, who want nothing more than to have an inside track to power.  And he’s put together 
this machine, that is all smoke and mirrors and yet any… no one can confront him.  You can 
not ask him a question and the media has allowed that to happen.  They have bought and 
packaged and sold Barack Obama as the next Messiah and yet, no one really knows anything 
about him, except what David Axelrod has packaged. 
 
31:03 Jeff: All true.  Absolutely correct.  This man is an enigma.  If you start looking around 
and poking and prodding, [LWS coughs] you’re going to be smeared.  It’s happened.  It’s 
happened to you.  Any more death threats, Larry, by the way? 
 
31:18 LWS: Oh, yea, I was on, ah, I was on You Tube yesterday when I uploaded a video 
and, ah, happened to check the emails and, of course, you know, it’s the same old…  I copied 
a couple of them over to the You Tube page on the blog.  You know, it’s the same old thing, 
you know:  “You disgusting faggot.”;  “Hurry up and die.”;  “Why don’t you kill yourself before 
we do it for you?”  You know, and… and the funny thing is, is they’ve come with such 
regularity that I’m starting not even to be phased by it anymore. 
 
31:52 Jeff: I understand.  Let us all remember Webster Tarpley’s new book, which fills in a lot 
of the missing gaps in the history of Barack Obama.  Obama: The Post Modern Coup – 
Making of a Manchurian Candidate, by Webster Griffin Tarpley. 
 
32:11 LWS: An excellent read. 
 
32:12 Jeff: It’s a fine book [edit more book marketing].  There’s a lot of time before the actual 
convention in October [corrects self] August rather, 25

th
, I believe, 23

rd
, 24

th
, 25

th
, something 

like that.  We’re two and a half months away.  In your view, how do you think Obama is going 
to weather the next 10 weeks [LWS clears throat] before this convention? 
 
32:51 LWS: Well, in my view, let’s see.  If MSNBC, CNN, um, Tribune papers and even, ah, 
News Corp, actually, you know, um, Murdoch’s companies are starting to give him a little 
leeway.  I think if the media continues to give him a free pass, continues to attack everything 
else and everyone else, and simply puts up these puff pieces that they’ve been putting up, 
with him riding a bicycle or him putting on a pair of jeans... 



 
33:25 Jeff: Ah, cutesy stuff, photo-op stuff, yea… 
 
33:28 LWS: Yes.  If, if they continue to do that, unfortunately, I think, this year, I think this 
country has gotten, ah, you know, so frustrated with everything else, that they’re going to buy 
into it.  I don’t think he would win, um, by any measure of... of… of the word, simply because, 
between August 28

th
, when he would made his acceptance speech at the convention, and 

November, ah, you know, people are going to have to start reporting substance and there’s 
going to be none.  Um, and he’s going to have a lot of other issues to answer.  He’s going to 
have answer as to whether or not he indeed was involved in the murder of Donald Young.  He 
is going to have to answer whether indeed he did crack cocaine in a limousine with Larry 
Sinclair, in November 1999, because I refuse to go away until he does. 
 
34:22 Jeff: And he’s going to have to potentially talk about the other two members of that 
church who are dead, as well.  We have a body count of three.  Do you think there may be 
some linkage there personally Larry? 
 
34:35 LWS: [coughs loudly] Well, I mean, as far Nate Spencer, I, ah, have come to the 
conclusion that Nate Spencer, it’s my understanding from everything I’ve gathered, that he 
actually died, ah, from, a… from AIDS, or from a long illness.  Ah, and that’s the best 
information, ah, Larry Bland was, in fact, murdered.  I have always that I do not personally 
think that Larry Bland was murdered by the same individual that Donald Young was.  I think 
that the Bland murder was used as a, ah, as a design for killing Donald Young and making it 
look like it was connected to the Larry Bland murder.  (Jeff: Oh, really?) Ah, I’ve always felt 
that way.  Ah, I’ve made that very clear to the Chicago Police Department.  Um, I… 
 
35:22 Jeff: What’s the latest with them, by the way? 
 
35:25 LWS: I, you know, I don’t know.  I met with a gentleman, a very well-connected 
individual actually, that I will not name right now, in DC last week, who made it clear to me not 
to hold any faith in the Chicago Police Department, that they would most likely not be 
investigating anything whatsoever, and that it would be at the behest of Mayor Daley.  Um, 
what I have done is I sent an open invitation to Jeremiah Wright, ah, and asked him if he 
wanted to appear with me and answer questions on this very subject at the National Press 
Club next week.  I have, of course, you know, I have… they haven’t responded, but, I mean, I 
did extend that invitation.  Ah… 
 
36:04 Jeff: What about Pastor James Manning? 
 
36:06 LWS: I’m glad you asked that.  I will be contacting him tomorrow.  I have just been so 
busy today, but I will be contacting his office tomorrow to let them know, ah, that the press 
club has been confirmed and they are more than welcome, if they choose to… 
 
36:20 Jeff: Yea, he did on this program indicate that he would join you there.  He’d be very 
happy to so… 
 
36:26 LWS: Well, his…his… his representative, ah, while I was in DC, did speak with my 
attorney and actually, specifically asked if we had anything planned to let them know.  Ah, so I 
will, like I said, I will notify his office tomorrow and I will extend an invitation to him.  Of course, 
he is more than welcome.  I would welcome him with a heart… ah, within a heartbeat.  Um, I 
think it would be a great venue for both of us to speak and there’s definitely plenty of time for 
both of us to do just that. 
 
36:57 Jeff: Alright, indeed let’s remind people that you do believe in the 1

st
 Amendment, 

freedom of speech and freedom of the press [edit more calls for donations for LWS press club 
appearance and closing goodbyes] 
 

06/18/08: National Press Conference with Larry Sinclair 

(transcription courtesy of Glix) 



 
SIBLEY:  Good afternoon.  My name is Montgomery Blair Sibley.  I'm the attorney for Larry 
Sinclair and I just want to give you an overview of how we are going to proceed this 
afternoon.  First, the National Press Club rents space.  They do not condone or endorse the 
views of the people who rent the space and we've been overwhelmed with people criticizing 
the National Press Club and I just want to make it clear, Larry is here because he rented this 
room and as a result he's allowed to get up and say what he wants to say. The National Press 
Club has nothing to do with that.  Mr. Sinclair is going to make a brief statement.  You will be 
provided copies of that statement once he's done and after that statement he will entertain 
any reasonable questions and try to answer them.  The procedure for doing that will be this 
microphone because we're being recorded and we want to make sure your questions are 
recorded so that you get a full question and answer for the video that's being made today.  I 
will come around the room.  I will not give you the microphone but I will hold the microphone 
so you can...um...ask your questions and...um...at the end of the statements, at the end of the 
questions Larry will be leaving the room. Uh...that said, Mr. Sinclair the microphone is yours. 
 
SINCLAIR:  Good afternoon.  First thing I'd like to do is thank a very...(coughs)...personal 
thank you to Reverend Pastor James David Manning for showing up, for his support.  Thank 
you so much for being here.  It means a great deal.  Good afternoon.  My name is Larry 
Sinclair.  I'm a former recreational drug user, drug trafficker and I'm a convicted felon for 
crimes of forgery, bad checks and theft by check.  But I'm also an American citizen.  I love this 
country and I cannot stay silent regarding Barack Obama knowing what I know.  Today I will 
discharge my obligation as a citizen to witness this knowledge to you and raise questions for 
others to investigate and consider.  I'm going to briefly describe my background and 
experiences with Senator Obama in 1999, what appears to me to be a coordinated effort to 
discredit me, and finally a list of questions.  After this brief statement I will take and try to 
answer any reasonable questions.  Please understand I will respect your questions and try to 
answer them.  I will not be disrespected nor will you. 
 
My background: I'm 46 years old and I currently reside in Duluth MN.  I am a US citizen.  I've 
made mistakes in my lifetime.  I have been convicted and served prisons sentences for 
writing bad checks, forging checks, using stolen credit card numbers in AZ, FL and CO.  
These events occurred over 20 years ago between 1980 and 1986.  After going public on the 
internet with these claims against Senator Obama earlier this year, I became aware of a 
warrant out of FL dated from 1986 which I have resolved and it has now been dismissed. I 
also have an active Colorado only warrant for alleged theft and forgery. I am not ignoring this 
warrant but am addressing it with the court in Colorado as well as with the district attorney's 
office.  I have a pending motion to dismiss this warrant which I waiting to have calendared by 
the Colorado court.  I have lived and worked under three different legal names.  My birth 
name is Lawrence Wayne Sinclair.  Later on I had my name legally changed first to LaRye A. 
Silvas and later to LaRye Viscara Avila.  Both name changes were conducted legally in the 
Pinow County Superior Court, Florence, AZ.  I legally returned to my birth name in the 
Fremont County District Court, Canon City, CO in the year of 1997.  
 
In regards to the Obama incident, I flew out of Colorado Springs, CO on November 2, 1999 
arriving in O'Hare early in the morning of November 3.  I went to the Chicago area to attend 
the graduation of my godson, my best friend's son from basic training from the Great Lakes 
Navy Training Facility. I made reservations at the Comfort Inn and Suites in Gurnee, IL based 
solely on the location to the training center.  On November 5, 1999 I hired the services of Five 
Star Limosine....(cough)...excuse me. I had hired them both for November 5th and November 
6th of 1999.  On November 6th of 1999 I asked the limo driver whose name I now reveal for 
the first time, Jageer Parami Multanni,if he knew anyone who would like to socialize and show 
me Chicago.  One note:  There is a typo on the statement that you will get at the end of this 
statement.  We will put an updated and corrected version on a website that you will also be 
given access to as far as the name is concerned.  Mr. Multanni understood that I was looking 
for someone who knew Chicago and would enjoy socializing.  Mr. Multanni said he knew 
someone who was a friend of his.  On November 6, 1999 after picking me up at the hotel in 
Gurnee, and this is significant, Mr. Mutanni used his cell phone to make a call.  That call was 
made to then Illinois State Senator Barack Obama to set up an introduction between myself 
and Senator Obama.  Upon arriving at the bar and exiting the limo, Senator Obama was 



standing next to Mr. Multanni and I was introduced to Senator Obama by name.  Later that 
evening in a bar, which I believe was called Alibi's, and I state believe because I have failed 
so far to get Citigroup to provide the credit card receipts that has the actual name...(cough)...I 
mentioned I could use a line or two to wake up.  Senator Obama asked me if I was referring 
to coke and I stated I was. After stating I was, Obama stated he could purchase cocaine for 
me and then made a telephone call, this too is significant, from a cell phone to a presently 
unknown individual during which Senator Obama arranged the cocaine purchase. Senator 
Obama and I then departed bar in my limosine and proceeded to an unknown location where 
Senator Obama exited the limosine with 250 dollars which was provided to him by me, 
returned a short while later with an 8-ball of cocaine which he gave to me.  I did ingest a 
couple of lines of cocaine and shortly thereafter Senator Obama produced a glass cylinder 
pipe and packet of crack cocaine from his pocket. Obama then smoked the crack cocaine.  I 
performed fallatio on Senator Obama in the limousine during the time Senator Obama was 
smoking crack cocaine, after which I had the driver take me to my hotel, the Comfort Suites, 
Gurnee, IL.  The following day, November 7th, 1999 Senator Obama appeared at my hotel 
room unannounced, uninvited, where we again ingested cocaine and I again performed 
fellatio on Senator Obama.  Significantly both the driver's telephone call to Senator Obama 
and this call to the drug dealer should appear on the driver's and Senator Obama's cell phone 
billing statements. 
 
In the fall of 2007, September 2007, I contacted the presidential campaign of Barack Obama 
to request solely that Senator Obama publicly correct his stated drug use record to 
fele...(cough)...excuse me, to reflect his use of crack cocaine with me in November of 1999.  
When I made the first contact, I left with the presidential campaign of Senator Obama, a 
telephone number for the campaign to return my call.  The first number I provide was a Texas 
cell phone number.  From the period of Labor Day weekend 2007 through November 18th of 
2007 I did provide a total of four different call back numbers to the Obama campaign as I had 
moved and I had changed the numbers to reflect locally my place of residence at the time. In 
late September to early October...(cough)...excuse me...huh, I lost my place here. In late 
September to early October 2007 I received a call from a male who identified himself as a Mr. 
Young stating he was calling in regards to calls I had made to the Obama campaign. This first 
call was in fact an attempt by Mr. Young to obtain from me the identities of anyone I had 
contacted concerning my 1999 allegations against Senator Obama. This first call shocked me 
in that this Mr. Young asked me why I hadn't...(cough)...excuse me, why I had never 
mentioned to the camp...(cough)...(cough)...shocked me as I had never...whoa, hold on some.  
I'm lost here...(someone gives him water)...thanks, 'cause this is getting...I can't even see 
(drinks water).  The first call was in fact an attempt by Mr. Young to obtain from me the 
identities of anyone I had contacted concerning my 1999 allegations against Senator Obama.  
The first call shocked me in that this Mr. Young asked me why I had not asked Senator 
Obama to disclose the sexual encounters I had with Mr. Obama in 1999. I was shocked as I 
had never mentioned to the campaign or anyone working for the campaign any sexual 
encounters as my call was prompted by drug allegations only.  The call ended with Mr. Young 
stating I would hear from someone in the fu [end of Part1]            
 
I would hear from someone in a few days. In mid to late October 2007 I received a second 
call from this Mr. Young at which time I clearly became aware that this person was personally 
involved with Senator Obama rather than just an employee of his campaign. The tone of the 
conversation had a sexual nature. Mr. Young did not once advise me how he obtained my 
phone number which by this time had changed to a DE number. In late October 2007 I 
received a text message from the gentleman identified as Mr. Young in which he stated he 
was intimately involved with Senator Obama and that Obama was discussing with him and his 
pastor how to publicly acknowledge Senator Obama's drug use in 1999 and that Obama 
wanted to be sure I had not discussed the sexual encounters or drug incidents with any media 
at that time. In mid to late November 2007 in another text message from Mr. Young, he 
advised me that Senator Obama will publicly correct his statement as to the last time he used 
drugs and I did not need to concern myself with publicly disclosing it myself.  The last contact 
I had with Mr. Young was in early December 2007 when he made it clear to me that Senator 
Obama had no intentions of publicly acknowledging his 1999 use of crack cocaine and that 
Mr. Young was in fact doing nothing more than milking information from me for Senator 
Obama's use.  I later learned that a Donald Young, the choir director of Rev. Wright's Trinity 



United Christion Church, Obama's former church, learned that he was murdered on 
December 23 of 2007. I have cooperated with the Chicago Police Department in this matter 
by providing them the telephone numbers I was using during the fall of 2007 and I release 
them now publicly in the hopes that someone may be able to connect the dots between these 
telephone numbers and Mr. Young. Those numbers are 954-758-...actually that should be 
956...that's another typo 956-758-1105, 956-758-1885, 956-758-8002, 302-685-7175, 612-
466-1043.  
 
In what I now realize was a naive and uncounselled decision I posted in January of 2008, a 
video on YouTube where I related the above information regarding my liaisons with Senator 
Obama in 1999. The response was overwhelming and I quickly became the recipient of what, 
in hingsight, appears to have been a coordinated attack on my character with ever increasing 
falsehoods circulating on the internet. In response I agreed to take a polygraph test 
sponsored by whitehouse.com.  The results of that test have been partially revealed to the 
end of labelling me a liar and taken as gospel by all...(cough)...I'd like to make the following 
comments about that polygraph test.  First, I have been subsequently advised that 
whitehouse.com was a website dedicated to anti-Clinton pornography until earlier this year, in 
fact until 2 thousand..January of 2008 to be exact. Second, I have now come to understand 
that lie detectors are junk science at best which is why courts of law refuse to use them.  
Third, a review of the results by a George W....Machee?, Phd of anti-polygraph.org raises 
serious questions about the legitimacy of this particular examination. Indeed, overlooked by 
almost everyone, is that whitehouse.com's own examiner Dr. Gordon Barlin, SLC Utah 
observed that on the drug question regarding Senator Obama that the computerized score 
found that there was less than one percent probability of deception by me. That's about as 
high a passing score as one could possibly obtain. Finally, in February of 2008, I was told 
anonymously that Dan Perisi of whitehouse.com received $750,000 from the Obama 
campaign through David Axelrod's AKP Media and Message One, or Message and Media, to 
organize an effort to publicly discredit me. When I confronted Dan Perisi with this allegation 
he did not deny it but instead withdrew the second exonerating polygraph report of Dr. 
Gordon Barlin, failed to post the video of my polygraph as he and whitehouse.com promised 
they would do and even removed posts from their website altogether, claiming that I had had 
enough of the attacks by Sinclair supporters and Sinclair himself, quote unquote. The 
polygraph reports as misrepresented were immediately seized upon by the blogger 
community and I became the subject of vicious lies about me. I was forced to file a lawsuit in 
an attempt to stop those lies about me that had be circulating. That lawsuit sought to obtain 
the proof of what I was saying about my contact with Senator Obama through subpoenas for 
the identities of the anonymous bloggers so they could be linked to the Obama campaign and 
relevant records of the cell phone companies to prove the truth of my allegations.  To date, 
though the lawsuit is now over 90 days old, Judge Henry Kennedy has refuse to permit the 
suit to move forward so this evidence may be obtained. And in conclusion, in sum you can 
discredit my story and then you can make your decision on who should be next president of 
the United States. The burden is now off of me as I have told my story without the distortions 
that have been intentionally heaped on me in what my lawyer tells me is an ad homium[sic] 
attack.  Shoot the messenger so you don't have to hear the message he is bringing.  I'm now 
done.  It's for others to find the corroborating evidence of my story by locating the limousine 
driver Mr. Multanni, by checking the telephone numbers related to Donald Young and Senator 
Obama. 
 
I leave you with these questions that I've asked of Senator Obama but in which he, of course, 
refuses to answer. Who wants to be the next president of the United States? Has refused to 
answer.  Number one: Why won't Senator Obama provide his cell phone numbers and 
telephone records for all his personal and official cell phones held by him for the time period 
of no more than November 3rd through November 8th of 1999 when we met?  Two: Why 
won't Senator Obama provide his cell phone numbers and telephone records for all his 
personal and official cell phones held by Senator Obama for September 2007 through 
December 23 of 2007? The murder of Donald Young.  Three:  Why won't Senator Obama 
provide all email communication both personal and campaign-related to and/or from AKP 
Media and Message from January 18, 2008 through February 29th of 2008 for Senator 
Obama, David Axelrod and David Ploume?  Four:  Why won't Senator Obama provide proof 
of all payments made from AKP Media, Obama for America, David Axelrod, David Ploo[sic] 



and Senator Obama's account for the period of January 18, 2008 through February 29th of 
2008?   
 
On a website that we posted today, larrysinclair.org, you will find the documents that I have 
referred to in this statement.  A copy of the home page for that website is attached and 
he's...Mark's going to be passing them out.  Thank you for the time and your attention this 
afternoon and I will now take any questions.  
 
SIBLEY:  Who's got a question? 
 
QUESTIONER:  Mr. Sinclair can you explain why, if this incident happened in 1999, you 
waited until 2007 or 2008 to come forward? It's a question of credibility sir.  Why didn't you 
come forward in 1999 or 2000?                                                       
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, number one, in 1999 I really didn't care whether he was a Senator from 
Illinois or not. To be honest with you, I wasn't a resident in Illinois. Um...as far as why 
now...um...I was living in Mexico up until 2006.  It really was of no interest to me.  I know 
plenty of politicions both locally and internationally that, you know,  are pretty much 
crooked...um...the whole issue was based on his drug use and his claim that he had not used 
drugs since his college days and that was the whole issue that brought this forward. 
 
SECOND QUESTIONER:  Are you receiving any financial support for your efforts from 
anyone and if so, do any of those people have connections to the republican party?  
 
SINCLAIR:  I can...I'm glad you asked that question. Number one:  I am not connected with 
any party, Republican, Independent, Libertarian, Democratic, none.  Nor are anybody 
contributing to the cost and the expense of this.  Every penny that has gone to pay for this 
press conference, my travel expenses have come from average american citizens, most of 
them actually according to their own statements are declared independents in the sums of 
from 12 dollars and 31 cents to 100 dollars. 
[end of Part 2] 
 
DAVID ATCHISON, AMERICAN NEWS PROJECT:  What is Veritas Federal Media and what 
role do they have in renting this venue and the camera crew in back? 
 
SINCLAIR:  The media company you just requested...what is it? It's exactly what I just 
answered this gentleman. It represents every individual person, it's not a company in all 
honesty.  It was established as an email address when I arrived here for the Democratic 
National Committee's Bylaws and Rules...Rules and Bylaws? 
 
ATCHISON: Who [indecipherable] ? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Okay, I did...I did. It's not a company.  It is nothing more than a name to represent 
all of the individuals across this country that have helped get this story out. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Would you be willing to share your mental health records with the public? 
 
SINCLAIR: Actually, I'm going to post later this afternoon a list of all of my doctors going back 
through all of my medical records that are available through 1999.  Anyone with valid 
legitimate press credentials that wants to check my mental health history, I will be more than 
willing to sign an authorized medical release for that purpose. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Will we get more than 30 minutes? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Huh? 
 
QUESTIONER:  [indecipherable] more than 30 minutes? 
 
SINCLAIR: More than 30 minutes of what?         
 



QUESTIONER: [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, actually if you're valid press and you want me to release my psychiatric 
records, I'll release them to you as long as you pay for them.  I have nothing to hide. 
 
QUESTIONER:  It was a joke.  It was about McCain and the 30-minute. 
 
SINCLAIR:  Oh, sorry.  (laughs)  You can tell where I'm at today. (giggles) 
 
QUESTIONER: Yes, Mr. Sinclair...um...will you state whether you had sexual relations with 
any other politicians here today? [indecipherable] has come up with Senator Larry Craig. 
 
SINCLAIR:  For the record, I have not been engaged or involved with any other politician. In 
fact, at the time I met Senator Obama, I had no idea he was even in Illinois politics. 
 
QUESTIONER: Why did you change your name so often? 
 
SINCLAIR: Well, first of all, in my younger years I was considered like...uh...you know, 
wild...uh...and it was more out of respect to my family because, as you can see with everyone 
putting my past history all over the place and distorting it...um...I changed my name the 
first...actually, the first two times I changed my name was while serving prison sentences in 
Florence, AZ.  
 
QUESTIONER: Um, you said that...uh...he was introduced to you by name? You didn't really 
know if he was a politician? Why would he be introduced by his true name to you and you 
would know that he was a politician over the years? How did you realize that it was him?  I 
mean, because if he's going to engage in sex and drug taking and he's a known politician in 
Chicago, it's certainly a little bit strange that they give you his real name through a limo driver.  
I mean, that story doesn't make a lot of sense to me.  And how would you remember for ten 
years when you live away? [indecipherable] on tv?  Or how? 
 
SINCLAIR: Okay, first of all yes he was intoduced to me by name, okay?  He was introduced 
to me as Barack Obama. And as far as me not knowing he was a politician locally? I wasn't a 
resident....(makes stop motion with hand)...hang on...I was not a resident of Illinois.  When I 
became aware of exactly who he was was when he gave the keynote speech at the 
Democratic National Convention in 2004 while I was living in Mexico watching it on Sky TV.  
 
QUESTIONER:  You said before that [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  No, in fact I did not say that.  I told you that he was, in fact introduced to me by 
name.  I have always stated that he was introduced to me by...as Barack Obama by the driver 
and by Barack Obama himself, sir.  Always. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Larry, how much did this whole event cost you?  And what're you doing now 
for a living? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well...aahh...as far as anybody wanting to know the final expenses, I would have 
to check because I've had a few things changed in the last 24 hours but as of Monday 
morning I think it came to a total of $4,126.89. And what I do for a living? I am 
disabled...(clears throat)...permanently due to severe nerve damage and spinal injuries and 
believe me, it's killing me standing up here this long but I'll take the question anyway.  
 
JIM MALONE WITH VOICE OF AMERICA: Given your criminal record, the fact that the 
crimes you've been involved in involve deceipt and fraud, why is it that you think that anyone 
would believe what you are saying now? 
 
SINCLAIR: Well, to be honest with you, it's not so much whether you believe me or not as 
much as you hear me, okay?  I mean, it's not my intention to convince you...ah...First of all, 
I'm not going to defend my lifestyle for the last 46 years. I've made mistakes...um...but I've 
always admitted to anything I've done including these crimes, okay? Uh...I can tell you why to 



believe me other than the fact I'm not...in fact, I'm not saying believe me, I'm saying you know 
what? Here's the information.  Look at it, do your own research, but do it based on the facts.  
Stop doing it based on this constant misinformation and misrepresentation that's been 
circulating on the internet.  I'm going to give you everything in writing and you make your own 
decision. 
 
QUESTIONER:  What time did you meet him on November 6th and what time did he arrive at 
your hotel in Guerney the day following? 
 
SINCLAIR:  (appears to laugh) We met in the early evening on November 6th.  As far as a 
specific time on November 7th, I cannot provide that to you and I know where that question is 
coming from but I cannot provide that to you. 
 
QUESTIONER:  You know where it's coming from? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Thank you. 
 
QUESTIONER:  How, when and where did you incur this permanent disabling nerve and 
spinal injury? 
 
SINCLAIR: Sacramento, CA...uh...injuries from October of 2000 to August of 2001 while 
employed with BNG Delivery Systems on Paris Avenue in Sacramento, CA.   
 
QUESTIONER:  And what is your source of income now? Is it workman's compensation? 
 
SINCLAIR:  My source of income is disability, Social Security disability.  
 
QUESTIONER:  That's your sole source of income? 
 
SINCLAIR:  That is. 
 
QUESTIONER:  We all recall the claims and counter claims and what happened with the 
Clinton allegations vis a vis Monica Lewinski.  Can you offer any physical evidence, any 
identifying physical features and so on that can support your claims? 
 
SINCLAIR: I have already announced that I would identify certain physical features but I will 
not do it at this time.  It will be posted later at the advice of my attorney after we've discussed 
the specifics. 
 
QUESTIONER: One quick one and then one slightly longer one.  Did you save any of the text 
messages?   
 
SINCLAIR:  The text messages?  I've contacted Sprint Nextel, and the changing of the phone 
numbers.  They actually have the procedures that they can recover the text messages from 
those numbers but they do not stay on the phone when the numbers are changed. 
 
QUESTIONER:  And then when you were discussing the results of your polygraph, you first 
impugned the veracity of the test by saying it was 'junk science'but then a few moments later 
you said you scored very well in one respect so it's unclear whether or not you actually are 
staking some of your claims on the polygraph. 
 
SINCLAIR:  No, actually as far as I'm concerned about the polygraph, I'm not saying it's good 
or  
(end of Part 3)    
 
it's good or it's bad. Uh, I am saying from the day that it was done and the day after. Once I 
returned home I was asked questions about the procedure and the process and I had had a 
polygraph done once before back in the 80's and I specifically instructed the examiner, I knew 
darn well you didn't put the blood pressure cup and the...whatever, on the fingertips, on the 
same hands. And he was advised of the never damage and the fact that the circulation and I 



have bi-lateral Omar nerve entrapment in both arms, alright?  Ah, I can't tell you how they did 
it.  I will tell you that his report from Dr. Gelb to the report to Dr. Bartlin completely contradict 
each other.  The information from Dr. Gelb, who was not a doctor at all, was never sent in 
totality to Mr. Barlet.  I cannot tell you.  I'm telling you that this gentleman from anti-
polygraph.org, these are his opinions, these are his findings.  These are not mine, okay?  I 
have said all along that the polygraph, I did not feel comfortable with the way it was done. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Couple of questions. Given that you've got this record in the past of taking 
drugs yourself, why do you care whether he's taken it?  And secondly, he seems like a fairly 
interesting person to spend a couple of days with.  Between the fellatio and the drug taking, 
what did he talk about? 
 
SINCLAIR:  I'm sorry? 
 
QUESTIONER:  Between the fellatio and the drug taking, what did you chat about? 
 
SINCLAIR: Actually, pretty much nothing.  Other than the fact of what I was doing for a living, 
what I was doing in Chicago.  Like I said, the entire conversations that we had were pretty 
basic and casual.  His comments as far as what he did for a living, he never once 
acknowledged being a politician.  In fact, he specifically stated he was in public service.  You 
know, ah, with my view public service can mean just about anything. What was the other part 
of the question? 
 
QUESTIONER:  Why do you care so much wh... 
 
SINCLAIR:  Why do I care?  I care so much because this political season has turned this 
country upside down. To be honest with you, we have gone back I would say a good fifty 
years in this country on race relations alone, over being called racist if you ask a candidate 
who chose to run for president...I'm not sure if you remember but this country had a very nice 
lady in the state of New York by the name of Shirley Chisholm that once sought the 
nomination of the Democratic Party and, this was back I think in the late 60's, early 70's.  And 
here was a true African American who you could ask her questions based on her record, on 
her credentials, on her beliefs, and you would have never been called racist.  Today, I'm 
speaking the truth about his own actions, you know, these aren't mine, I'm not running for 
office.  And now all of a sudden you're called racist or bigot?  I'm sorry, that's why I care.  You 
have to face the fact.  Somebody's gonna have to ask him or are you gonna wait until, you 
know, the election's over and then start vetting your presidential candidates? 
 
QUESTIONER: [indeciperable] Mr. Sibley, why you decided to take this on?  And it's been 
reported that you've been disbarred in the state of FL.  I'm wondering if you're a part of the 
bar in DC?  
 
SIBLEY:  I'm happy to answer those questions as I suspected they would come up.  I have 
been suspended by the Florida Supreme Court on March 7, 2008 and the suspension was the 
result of me being too litigious and allegedly not paying child support.  That matter is now 
pending at the United States Supreme Court but as a result I have been reciprocably 
suspended by the District of Columbia bar and the fellow district court in the District of 
Columbia without an opportunity for a hearing or an opportunity to present my side of that 
story.  There is on the website 147 pages which documents what's gone on in my particular 
professional life and it really isn't the subject of what's going on here today but, if you're 
curious, it's a good read and I encourage you to read it. 
 
QUESTIONER: Is it fair for me to enquire about the kilt, also? 
 
SIBLEY: You certainly can.  This may seem odd to you but I don't know why men wear pants.  
I think it's a function of male genitalia size and if you're normal or small, pants probably aren't 
uncomfortable but those of us at the other end of the spectrum find them very binding. 
 



SINCLAIR: Excuse me, can I say something on your question to the kilt?  Just 
outa...just...actually, I asked him to wear a suit and tie and he said why should he be 
comfortable and I said because you're paid to be uncomfortable...look at me.  
 
QUESTIONER:  No, seriously though, I mean it's just...uh...at a very human level here, it 
obviously...you have tremendous credibility problems including fraud and deceipt.  There are 
questions about you.  It's very hard for some of us in the audience to take this whole situation 
seriously so the question again is:  Why are you doing this and how can you expect us to take 
this seriously? 
 
SINCLAIR:  I'm gonna...I'm glad you asked that and I'm gonna tell you how I expect you to 
take it seriously.  I expect you to ask me questions and I expect you to do your job and 
actually find facts as opposed to looking at DailyKos or FireDogLake or Huffington Post or all 
of these pro-Obama sites that are putting and twisting.  Sir, I have not hidden from anything I 
have ever done in my life, never.  You can go back to the judges in any one of my cases and 
they will tell you, I have never wasted a taxpayer dime on a trial or even a preliminary hearing.  
If I did it and I got caught, I said I did it, okay? And I understand you asking about my 
credibility.  You know what?  My crimes were twenty-some odd years ago with the exception 
of the alleged crime in 2001 which I have not ran from. Even though I'm being portrayed as 
hiding and running, I'm not, okay?  That's what I'm asking you to do. I'm asking you to actually 
get facts and then make your decision rather than fake Washington Post articles saying that 
I've been investigated 8 times over 25 years for blackmail against politicians.  Which is not 
true but yet you're continuing to repeat it over and over again.  Even though it's been proven 
not to be true, it doesn't matter, it's what is continuously been recycled out there. As long as 
you tell the truth, which I'm doing, you can talk about anything about my past that you want to.  
I don't...it doesn't bother me.  I admit to it.  You know you can't live your life and then run and 
hide from it later.  Doesn't work that way.   
 
QUESTIONER: Well you say you want us to get the facts but most of what you are alleging is 
difficult to corroborate.  I mean, would the limo drive have witnessed the crack smoking and 
the fellatio or were you and Obama the only people that [Sinclair interrupts] 
 
SINCLAIR:  Mr. Multani does have...uh...personal...uh...knowledge of the actions and the 
transactions that took place in the limo.  Let me explain something to you.  I was actually in 
the first part of this year since posting the YouTube video...um...and the vicious attacks on the 
internet and the allegations that are constantly circulating out there that nobody bothered to 
fact check before they continued to post them.  This driver has decided, and his family has 
decided, just like all of a sudden they wanna you know, disappear. It's my understanding that 
Mr. Multani's family was in Tupelo, Mississippi as recently as three weeks ago.  I do know that 
there were public records at one time and where those public records have disappeared in a 
couple of weeks because we had a private investigator down there actually going through 
public records that were verified just two months ago and now all of a suddent they're not 
there. 
 
QUESTIONER: I have a few questions.  One, would you make all of your financial records 
available to the public and to reporters?  I mean, I guess a lot of us probably feel suspicious 
of the way you financed the National Press Club event and the way you pay for a private 
investigator to go to Tupelo, Mississippi...um..[Sinclair interrupts] 
 
SINCLAIR:  I have no problem with that whatsoever in posting my financial records.   
 
QUESTIONER:  And a followup question.  Veritas Media Group, I understand that Joseph 
Adanti has [Sinclair interrupts] 
 
SINCLAIR:  No, sir. 
 
QUESTIONER: ...any connection but it seems awfully odd that he would be the spokesperson 
for Alan Keyes political campaign, that your organization would be called Veritas, you know it 
sounds awfully like a red herring or...ah...what are your comments on that? 
 



SINCLAIR: The name was just, to my knowledge the name was just drawn out of a hat.  This 
was not something that was done, first of all Mr. Adanti as far as I know has no connections 
with me. I've never met the man.  I've never had any communications with him 
whatsoever...um...and he definitely does not finance me...um...and he has not financed this 
event, okay?  In fact, this event has been financed completely through contributions to paypal 
and I will most definitely post those contributions, without the giver's name of course. 
 
QUESTIONER: [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  Because, why do you ask me to expose individual citizens of this country that 
contribute $25 here or $50 there?  I mean, the maximum contribution that's been...there's 
been one contribution of $1000 and everything else is $500 or below.   (End of Part 4)       
 
SINCLAIR:  There's been one contribution of $1000 and everything else is $500 or below. In 
fact, (snorts) 99.9% of it I would say is $100 or below.  
 
QUESTIONER: I understand you have a terminal brain tumor.  Can you tell  us what kind and 
what lobe and how that might affect your mental health? 
 
SINCLAIR: I will release my medical records when someone asks for a signed release. My 
tumor has been diagnosed, it has been confirmed, it has been verified by the Chicago Tribune 
and I will not discuss my medical history at this point other than saying that there will be a list 
of my doctors up on larrysinclair.org later this afternoon.  And anyone interested in contacting 
those doctors for medical records can do so at your own expense. And I will release them. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Are you alleging that Barack Obama, Senator Barack Obama has something 
to do with the murder or death of the gentleman you were talking about from his church? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Mr. Young? 
 
QUESTIONER:  Yes. 
 
SINCLAIR:  It's my belief that that's exactly what has transpired and that's why I have 
contacted the Chicago Police Department.  It's also why I provided Detective Robert 
McVickers with the information that he specifically requested.  And yes, that's exactly what I'm 
alleging.  I am definitely alleging that it is my belief...okay?...that Barack Obama  and 
Jeremiah Wright either knew who or had the person that killed Donald Young killed...yes. 
That's exactly what I'm saying. 
 
QUESTIONER: Sir, I'm wondering if you could remind me which records you would like to 
have released by the Obama campaign?  It sounded like the  list was rather extensive and it 
spanned a number of years. 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, no.  Actually the only thing we asked him to do was authorize the release, 
was to authorize the release, of his cellphone records from November 3rd through November 
8th of 1999 and we would actually go for those records and obtain them if he...uh...granted 
permission. The other records...I believe the only thing we're asking for is his email account 
records and cell phone records from September 2007 through December 23rd of 2007 and 
January 18th through February 29th of this year.  
 
QUESTIONER:  (laughs)  Pardon, it's just interesting...wouldn't the right love to comb through 
those records, I'm sure, to see what they could find...even if it's completely unrelated to what 
you are saying here today? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, first of all, I don't know who's referring to the right or the left because I'm 
kinda like, you know.  I'm one of those middle kind of people.  I don't tend to fluctuate on 
either side. And as far as combing through those records?  We've asked those records to be 
authorized to be released to us in a federal civil case.  I have no intentions of disclosing his 
personal records.  I mean, we're subpoena them, want to subpoena them for evidence 
purposes.  Nothing else. 



 
QUESTIONER: Sir, I'm sorry if I missed the answer to this earlier.  I...who is paying your 
fees? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Laughs 
 
SIBLEY: [indecipherable] Ah...on Larry's website there's a paypal button to donate to his legal 
fund, which is me.  And like Larry's other paypal account, I've gotten maybe $5,000, nothing 
over $500 and most of them like Larry's are small ones. Um, we got a few checks in the mail 
but nothing over $100. 
 
SINCLAIR:  Exactly. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Are you in negotiations to write a book or any other paid media? 
 
SINCLAIR: Sir, and let me make this clear for everyone, I am not negotiating with anyone for 
any selling of stories, book publications of any kind, paid media appearances of any kind.  
What I want the media to do is to take the story, understand it, get the facts straight from me 
as opposed to the internet and you make your decision whether or not  it's something that the 
American voter needs to kn...to be informed of. You do that?  I'm done, okay?  I have not 
attempted to make any money from this, I don't want any money from this, I don't even want 
any notoriety from this. I want people fr...(points) I really want you to let this guy ask a 
question...okay. 
 
QUESTIONER: I had a few questions.  First of all you said that you became aware when 
Obama gave his speech at the Democratic Convention.  Why didn't you keep your cell phone 
records when Mr. Young called you?  Were you billed for the cell phone? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Actually, the cell phone records?  You need to understand something. My cell 
phone numbers at that time and, in fact, my cell phone currently is through a division of 
Sprint/Nextel called Boost. Those records are available to me online for a 45-day period.  
Now they do have the records and they actually have confirmed that and I've agreed to have 
them...I've...(eyes flutter shut)...turned them over to Chicago Police Department and actually 
authorized the release to them which they don't need me to authorize.  I have personally 
contacted Sprint/Nextel approximately two weeks ago...uh...asking that they dig up the 
records off of their system for each of those phone numbers from those periods and provide 
them to us. And I was instructed to make that request over a webform on the Sprint website.  
And if anyone here has Sprint or Sprint/Nextel you will know that Sprint is probably the worst 
cell phone provider company to deal with...(snorts)...but I will be getting them and, like I said, 
they have confirmed that those records are available. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Are you going to post those on your website as well? 
 
SINCLAIR: I will. 
 
QUESTIONER:  And, do you have the name of your best friend that you were visiting in 
Chicago? Has he testified, or just said on the record that yes, he was in town in Chicago 
because of my son? 
 
SINCLAIR: I will tell you this...John Crewdson from the Chicago Tribune  should be able to 
confirm that that's been verified.  I will not release my godson's name...uh...not with the 
attacks that have been leveled against my family and my childhood friends in South Carolina.  
I'm not about to let you...let these people do that to them.  I will tell you the last name is 
Dukes.  That's all I will tell you...(spells) D U K E S. 
 
QUESTIONER:  All right, and one last question.  In your first YouTube video you did say that 
the events took place between November 3rd and November 8th.  And now you said that they 
started on November 6th. 
 



SINCLAIR:  No no no, what I said was that I was in Chicago from November 3rd through 
November 8th.  And see, this is...this is...another incident of misrepresenting.  You know, 
people twisting it. My statement was While in Chicago between November 3rd and November 
8th of 1999, okay?  I've always stated as far as dates, it would be November 6th and 
November 7th, 1999. 
 
QUESTIONER: This is a question for both of you.  I just want to know, do either of you....what 
is your position on Barack Obama, whether or not he should be president and how do these 
allegations inform your decision? 
 
SIBLEY:  That's between me and the voting booth SO I'll let Larry answer that. 
 
SINCLAIR: As far as me, I've always made...I've always been straight up in this.  I've never 
told anyone not to vote for the man.  In fact, I personally thought he was somewhat 
charismatic, you know?  But...uh...my whole thing is I don't prefer either one of the 
three...honestly. 
 
QUESTIONER: Senator Barack Obama is a charismatic person.  Did you fall in love with him 
when you had sex with him in 1999?  And secondly, what are your feelings today?  What are 
your feelings? 
 
SINCLAIR: Okay first, no ma'am.  I did not fall in love with Barack Obama...(laughs)...but it's a 
good question because people have made that allegation. No, ma'am.  And...uh...Barack 
Obama is only charismatic...uh...you know....by being molded that way, all right?  Once you 
take the lights out from in front of him you get a whole different person.  And as far as my 
feelings now?  Those are my feelings. I think you're looking a someone that is completely 
fake, plastic, that has been made up and put out in front of the American voter and that's 
been allowed to walk away from any ques...any serious questions about any of his own 
personal actions.  That's what I think. 
 
QUESTIONER: [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well ma'am, nothing pers...okay... 
 
QUESTIONER:  [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  So now I'm gonna have to in...don't take this in a disrespectful manner but let me 
ask you this.  In your entire lifetime you've never had a one night stand? 
 
(laughter in background) 
 
QUESTIONER: [indecipherable] 
 
SINCLAIR:  I mean I'm sorry but you know let's deal with reality here.  Let's not act like you 
know...uh...people go around and fall in love.  I mean that's the Biblical way but it doesn't 
happen. 
 
QUESTIONER: [indecipherable] that you were in touch with the limo driver?  Can you detail 
that contact and did you save those phone records? 
 
SINCLAIR:  I was in touch with the limo driver and the contact was basically letting him know 
that I had made public allegations on YouTube after having notified a reporter with the New 
York Post who the Post had decided that it was just a little too hot for them to run with it at the 
time. Uh...I was informed that if in fact the story broke and this individual felt that there was 
enough media coverage where he was safe then he in fact would come out and corroborate 
those dep...those statements.   (end part 5)        
 
SINCLAIR:  it was just a little too hot for them to run with at the time.  Uh...I was informed that 
if in fact the story broke and this individual felt there was enough media coverage where he 



was safe, then he in fact would come out and corroborate those statements.  That's all I can 
tell you. 
 
QUESTIONER:  What are you really up to?  What kind of justice do you think?  And I think it's 
too early to impeach the president. 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, let me ask you this.  You say it's too early to impeach the president so 
you've already elected him.  I thought that was the whole process of having an election in this 
country. Of the candidate actually being vetted before the American public.  Nothing personal, 
and believe me this is not personal between me and Barack Obama.  The only part of this 
that has become personal between me and the Obama campaign is the organized and 
orchestrated attacks against me and my family on the internet.  That's the only personal part. 
Outside of that?  These are true statements.  My thing is, what you just said I think you want 
to ask your next president to be truthful with you and not put up a book that he claims Oh, you 
know, I was a street kid who found my way later but later is not quite 1999.  That's all I asked 
him to do originally was just admit that his drug use was still current as of 1999, okay?  
 
QUESTIONER:  Mr. Sinclair?  Um...you said you first came to Washington with the 
Democratic National Committee Rules Committee session, is that correct? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Well, I originally came to DC the first time I think was May 28th was my arrival. 
That's correct. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Right. At that time did you have any contact with anyone from the Hillary 
Clinton campaign?  
 
SINCLAIR:  Are you referring to anyone that's official with the campaign or someone who's 
(Questioner interrupts) 
 
QUESTIONER:  Official or unofficial? 
 
SINCLAIR:  I've had no to the best of my knowledge with anyone that represents the Clinton 
campaign or any other campaign. As far as speaking with people who adamently support 
Hillary Clinton?  Yes, I'm sure I've spoke to quite a few of them on that day. 
 
QUESTIONER:  So you're saying to the best of your knowledge you don't know if you spoke 
to (left the question hanging) 
 
SINCLAIR:  To the best of my knowledge I don't know if I (questioner interrupts) 
 
QUESTIONER:  But there is a possibility that you could have 
 
SINCLAIR: What I'm telling you sir is I'm not gonna stand here and tell you that I didn't speak 
to someone because I may have spoken to one lady that represented themselves to be one 
thing and...and that's catch-22 and I'm not going there. (giggles) 
 
SIBLEY:  I'll wind this up now with just a few more questions so if anybody who had not asked 
a question wants to ask one first, I want to give them an opportunity.  
 
SINCLAIR:  Come on down there.  This lady in the black. 
 
QUESTIONER:  Can you tell us why you think Obama and Wright are somehow involved in 
the murder of the choirmaster? 
 
SINCLAIR: My entire opinion of that matter is based on phone conversations with the 
gentleman identified to me as Mr. Young. This person made it very clear that they were 
personally and intimately involved with Barack Obama.  The first contact that was ever made 
between me and that person, that person initiated to my cell phone number which was only 
left with the Obama campaign and this person specifically made the statements that Obama 
was discussing with him and his pastor on how to best deal with that situation and then he 



ends up dead on December 23.  That's how I'm saying it. And if I didn't answer it clear 
enough, let me know and I'll go back. (giggles) 
 
QUESTIONER: Just one last question.  Well, I'm sort of wondering if there's any truth to the 
rumors that you're involved or are associated or have been contacted by the Bilderberg 
group?  But that's not my question.  My question is  cause I think we're all dying to know, 
especially Mr. Colbert.  So, was he well hung? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Actually, I've always...I've referred to that quest...you know I'm going to answer 
that question the same way I alway have. Barack Obama is a wannabe black man with a 
white boy's...(nods)...and that's where I'll leave it. 
 
QUESTIONER: How was Donald Young murdered? 
 
SINCLAIR: Donald Young was actually shot execution style to the best of my knowledge.  
However, it's my understanding from discussions with the Chicago police department as well 
as from media accounts is that there was no forced entry, the door was closed and I've 
always said that I believe Donald Young's murder was actually made to look like a copy cat 
from a murder that was approximately one month earlier. 
 
QUESTIONER:  I also read that there 3 murders, gay murders.  They all three were 
connected to Barack Obama's church. 
 
SINCLAIR: I know of a second individual that was murdered who was in fact indeed a 
member of the choir.  Um...as far as the details to that one?  I can't really go into it because 
I'm not that familiar with it. I do know that a Larry...I think the name is Larry Bland was 
murdered in November...late October ,or early November or something and like I said I 
believe that that was the murder that was used as a copycat to kill Donald Young.  
 
QUESTIONER:  There was also Nate Spencer that was shot execution style and then just 
recently there was a article that came out that maybe he died of an illness.  But then I saw on 
his best friend's blog that it was an executed murder. 
 
SINCLAIR: And that's what I've tried to...I've tried to...What I have done on my blog, and I 
understand where you're coming from with this because I've been inundated with these 
questions and people have made allegations and I've tried to keep it simple.  I cannot speak 
on Nate Spencer, I cannot speak on Larry Bland.  I've asked everyone to actually get their 
facts correct before they post information regarding these individuals deaths.  I spoke on 
Donald Young's death because I'm familiar with exactly what happened and I believe I know 
who had it happen. 
 
QUESTIONER:  In terms of sexual orientation, how do you identify?  Gay, straight, bi-sexual? 
 
SINCLAIR:  Who me? I've been gay all of my life.  Unfortunately, for some people who don't 
understand the lifestyle, I mean I'm not one of those people who argue the point you're born 
that way or you change that way.  I've always been gay. 
 
SIBLEY: [indecipherable] in time.  And Mr. Sinclair is now going to leave the room.  I'll be out 
in a minute or two.  If people want to organize follow up questions I'll entertain them and do 
that the best we can.  Thank you for coming today. 
 
SINCLAIR: Thanks, guys.  (End Part 6)      

06/18/08: Recording from Parisi NPC Press Conference 

http://ia360937.us.archive.org/1/items/LarrySinclair-
NationalPressClubJune182008Full/LarrySinclair-NpcPressConferenceJune18Full_64kb.mp3  
 
We’re going to be really quick here because obviously what’s happened is that we’re not 
getting the computer equipment to work and the screen and everything is not working so I’m 



not going to be playing any videos which was going to be most of the presentation here.  So, 
uh, my name is Dan Parisi, I’m the President of Whitehouse.com Inc.   
 
Ah, we contacted Ira Gelb to administer a polygraph examination, Gordon Barland was the 
second examiner hired to review the Ira Gelb reports.  Ah, going on the first report that was 
on Sinclair they said Sinclair’s polygrams resulted in an evaluation of deception indicated with 
a score of -15 when he answered the relevant questions as above (presume a visual display), 
the examinations indicated that Sinclair was practicing deception indicated when he answered 
the relevant questions. 
 
On the second set of questions (sound of a slide being moved) these ones said Sinclair’s 
polygrams result in an evaluation of deception indicated with a score of -7 when he answered 
the relevant questions as above.  The examinations indicated that Sinclair was practicing 
deception when he answered the relevant questions.   
 
We also then had the results looked at by another expert, Gordon Barland, he’s supposed to 
be one of the foremost persons in the world (inaudible) of polygraphs and…what he said in 
his conclusion:  
 
‘although no examination is perfectly conducted I review that the irregularities in this 
examination would be more likely to create an inconclusive results rather than an erroneous 
one or that these charts are not inconclusive.  Based on my review of this examination I 
concur in Mr Gelb’s findings that Mr Sinclair was not telling the complete truth in his claims’. 
 
Now I just want you (inaudible) the bribe allegations, I deny that I ever received any bribe at 
anytime in regard to the tests.  The bribe claims are outlandish and without merit.  As I said 
earlier, due to computer issues we will not be playing any video (long section inaudible – 
some questions asked but hard to get the content, people trying to see if they can get the 
video working)…said what I’m going to say, the results have been published all over the 
internet but he keeps challenging them though because he claims he only took one, he claims 
the experts we had were not credible, the video hasn’t been shown or anything like that.   

06/18/08: Press Statement of Larry Sinclair 

Link: http://www.larrysinclair.org/download/Statement.pdf  
 
Good afternoon, my name is Larry Sinclair and I am a former recreational drug user and 
trafficker, a convicted felon for crimes of forgery, bad checks and theft by check. I am also an 
American who loves this country and I cannot stay silent regarding Barack Obama knowing 
what I know. 
 
Today I will discharge my obligation as a citizen to witness this knowledge to you and raise 
questions for others to investigate and consider. I am going to briefly describe my 
background, my experience with Senator Obama in 1999, what appears to me to be a 
coordinated effort to discredit me and finally a list of questions. After this brief statement, I will 
take and try to answer any reasonable questions. 
 
Background 
I am 46 years old and I currently reside in Duluth, MN. I am a US Citizen, and I have 
made mistakes in my lifetime. I have been convicted and served prison sentences for writing 
bad checks, forging checks, using stolen credit card numbers in Arizona, Florida and 
Colorado. 
 
These event’s occurred over twenty (20) years ago between 1980 thru 1986. 
After going public on the internet with these claims against Senator Obama earlier this year, I 
became aware of a warrant out of Florida from 1986 which I have resolved and it has now 
been dismissed. I also have an active “Colorado Only” warrant for alleged “Theft and 
Forgery”. 
 



I am not ignoring this warrant but am addressing it with the Court in Colorado as well as with 
the DA’s office. I have a pending motion to dismiss this warrant which I am waiting to have 
calendared by the Colorado Court. 
 
I have lived and worked under three different names. My birth name is Lawrence W. 
Sinclair. Later on, I had my name legally changed first to La-Rye A. Silvas, and then La-Rye 
Vizcarra Avila. The last two were legal name changes granted by the court in Penal County 
Superior Court, Florence Arizona. I legally returned to my birth name in the Fremont County 
District court, Canon City, Colorado in 1997. 
 
Obama Incident 
I flew out of Colorado Springs, Colorado to Chicago on November 2, 1999, arriving in O'Hare 
early in the morning of November 3, 1999. I went to the Chicago area to attend the graduation 
of my god son (my best friend’s son) from basic training from the Great Lakes Navy Training 
Center. I made reservations at the Comfort Inn and Suites in Gurnee, IL based on location to 
the Navy Training center. 
 
On November 5, 1999, I hired the services of Five Star Limo. I had hired them for both 
November 5 and November 6. On November 6, 1999, I asked the limo driver – whose name I 
now reveal for the first time – Paramjit Multani, if he knew anyone who would like to socialize 
and show me Chicago. Paramjit Multani understood that I was not looking for someone who 
knew Chicago and would enjoy socializing. Paramjit Multani said he knew someone who was 
a friend of his. 
 
On November 6, 1999 after picking me up at the Hotel in Gurnee– and this is significant – 
Paramjit Multani used his cellphone to make a call. That call was made to then-Illinois State 
Senator Barack Obama to set up an introduction between me and Senator Obama. Upon 
arriving at the bar and exiting the Limo, Senator Obama was standing next to Paramjit Multani 
and I was introduced to Senator Obama. Later that evening at a bar which I believe was 
called Alibis, I mention I could use a line or two to wake up. Senator Obama asked me if I was 
referring to “coke” and after stating I was, Obama stated he could purchase cocaine for me 
and then made a telephone call – and this too is significant -- from his cellphone to a 
presently unknown individual during which Senator Obama arranged the cocaine purchase. 
 
Senator Obama and I then departed the bar in my limousine and proceeded to an 
unknown location where Senator Obama exited the limousine with two hundred fifty dollars 
($250) I had given him and returned a short while later with an “eightball” of cocaine which he 
gave to me. I did ingest a couple of lines of cocaine, and shortly thereafter Senator Obama 
produced a glass cylinder pipe and packet of crack cocaine from his pants pocket and Obama 
smoked the crack cocaine. I performed fellatio on Senator Obama in the limousine during the 
time Senator Obama was smoking crack cocaine, after which I had the driver take me to the 
my hotel, The Comfort Suits, Gurnee, Illinois. 
 
The following day, November 7, 1999, Senator Obama appeared at my hotel room where we 
again ingested cocaine and I again performed fellatio on Senator Obama. 
Significantly, both the driver’s telephone call to Senator Obama and his call to the drug dealer 
should appear on the driver’s and Senator Obama’s cellphone billing statements. 
 
Fall 2007 
In September 2007 I contacted the Presidential Campaign of Barack H. Obama, to 
request solely that Senator Obama publicly correct his stated drug use record to reflect his 
use of crack cocaine with me in November 1999. When I made that first contact I left with the 
Presidential Campaign of Senator Barack H. Obama a telephone number for the campaign to 
return my call. The first number I provided was a Texas cell phone number. 
 
From the period of Labor day weekend 2007 through November 18, 2007 I did provide a total 
of four (4) different call back numbers to the Obama campaign, as I had moved and had 
changed the numbers to reflect locally my place of residence at the time. In late September to 
early October 2007, I received a call from a male who identified himself as a “Mr. Young” 
stating he was calling in regards to calls I had made to the Obama campaign. This first call 



was in fact an attempt by “Mr. Young” to obtained from me the identities of anyone I had 
contacted concerning my 1999 allegations against Senator Obama. This first called shocked 
me in that this “Mr. Young” asked me why I had not asked Senator Obama to disclose the 
sexual encounters I had with Mr. Obama in 1999. I was shocked as I had never mentioned to 
the campaign or anyone working for the campaign any sexual encounters as my call was 
prompted by drug allegations only. The call ended with “Mr. Young” stating I would hear from 
someone in a few days. 
 
In mid to late October 2007, I received a second call from this “Mr. Young” at which 
time I clearly became aware that this individual was personally involved with Senator Obama 
rather than just an employee of his campaign. The tone of the conversation had a sexual 
nature. “Mr. Young” did not once advise me how he obtained my phone number which by this 
time had now changed to a Delaware number. 
 
In late October 2007, I received a text message from the gentleman identified as “Mr. 
Young” in which he stated he was intimately involved with Senator Obama and that Obama 
was discussing with him and his pastor how to publicly acknowledge Senator Obama’s drug 
use in 1999 and that Obama wanted to be sure I had not discussed the sexual encounters or 
drug incidents with any media at that time. 
 
In mid to late November 2007, in another text message from “Mr. Young” , he advised me that 
Senator Obama will publicly correct his statement as to the last time he used drugs and I did 
not need to concern myself with publicly disclosing it myself. 
The last contact I had with “Mr. Young” was in early December 2007 when he made it clear to 
me that Senator Obama had no intentions of publicly acknowledging his 1999 use of crack 
cocaine and that “Mr. Young” was in fact doing nothing more than milking information from me 
for Senator Obama’s use. 
 
I later learned that a Donald Young was the choir director of Reverend Wright’s Trinity United 
Church of Christ – Obama's now-former church -- and was openly a homosexual. I also 
learned that he was murdered on December 23, 2007. 
I have cooperated with the Chicago Police Department in this matter by providing them the 
telephone numbers I was using during the fall of 2007 and I release them now publically in the 
hope that someone may be able to connect the dots between these telephone numbers and 
Mr. Young. Those numbers are: 954-758-1105; 956-758-1885; 956-758-8002; 302-685-7175; 
612-466-1043. 
 
2008 
In what I now realize was a naive and un-counseled decision, I posted in January 2008 a 
video on YouTube.com where I related the above information regarding my liaisons with 
Senator Obama in 1999. The response was overwhelming and I quickly became the recipient 
of what in hindsight appears to have been a coordinated attack on my character with ever 
increasing falsehoods circulating on the internet. 
 
In response I agreed to take a polygraph test from Whitehouse.com. The results of that 
test have been partially revealed to the end of labeling me a liar and taken as gospel by all. 
 
I would like to make the following comments about that polygraph test. First, I have 
been subsequently advised that Whitehouse.com was a website dedicated to anti-Clinton 
pornography until earlier this year. Second, I have now come to understand that lie detectors 
are junk science at best which is why courts of law refuse to use them. Third, a review of the 
results by George W. Maschke, Ph.D. of AntiPolygraph.org raises serious questions about the 
legitimacy of the examination. Indeed, overlooked by almost everyone is that 
Whitehouse.com’s own examiner, Dr. Gordon Barland, observed that on the drug question 
regarding Senator Obama that the computerized score found that there was less than a 1% 
probability of deception by me. That's about as high a passing score as one can possibly 
attain. 
 
Finally, in February 2008 I was told anonymously that Dan Parisi of Whitehouse.com 



received $750,000 from the Obama campaign through AKR Media to organize an effort to 
publically discredit me. When I confronted Dan Parisi with this allegation, he did not deny it 
but instead withdrew the second exonerating polygraph report of Dr. Gordon Barland, failed to 
post the video of my polygraph as he and Whitehouse.com promised they would do, and even 
removed posts from their web site altogether, claiming that they had "had enough of the 
attacks by Sinclair's supporters and Sinclair himself.” 
 
The polygraph results - as misrepresented – were immediately seized upon by the blogger 
community and I became the subject of vicious lies about me. I was forced to file a lawsuit in 
an attempt to stop those lies about me that have been circulating. That lawsuit sought to 
obtain the proof of what I was saying about my contact with Senator Obama through 
subpoenas for the identities of the anonymous bloggers so they could be linked to the Obama 
campaign and relevant records of the cellphone companies to prove the truth of my 
allegations. To date, though the lawsuit is now over ninety days old, Judge Kennedy has 
refused to permit the suit to move forward so this evidence may be obtained. 
 
Conclusion 

In sum, you can discredit my story and then make your decision on who should be the 
next President of the United States. The burden is now off me as I have told my story without 
the distortions that have been intentionally heaped on me in what my lawyer tells me is an ad 
hominem attack – shoot the messenger so you don’t have to hear the message he is bringing. 
I am now done. It is for others to find the corroborating evidence of my story by locating the 
limousine driver – Paramjit Multani – and the telephone numbers related to Donald Young 
and/or Senator Obama. I leave you with these questions that I have asked of Senator Obama 
but which he – who wants to be the next President of the United States – has refused to 
answer: 
 
1. Why won’t Senator Obama provide his cellphone numbers and telephone records for all his 
personal and official cell phones held by him for the time period of November 3, 1999 thru 
November 8, 1999, when we met? 
2. Why won’t Senator Obama provide his cellphone numbers and telephone records for all his 
personal and official cell phones held by Senator Obama for September 2007 – December 
23, 2008, the murder of Donald Young? 
3. Why won’t Senator Obama provide all email communication both personal and campaign 
related to and/or from AKP Message & Media from January 18, 2008 through February 29, 
2008 for Senator Obama, David Axelrod and David Plouffe? 
4. Why won’t Senator Obama provide proof of all payments made from AKP Message & 
Media, Obama for America, David Axelrod, David Plouffe, and Senator Obama’s accounts for 
the period of January 18, 2008 through February 29, 2008? 
On my website – larrysinclair.org – you will find the documents that I have referred to in this 
statement. A copy of the home page for that website is attached. Thank you for your time and 
attention this afternoon and I will now take any questions. 

- E n d – 
 

06/25/08: Rense Interview 

(transcription courtesy of Fwmami) 
 
Rense:  Ok back with Mr. Larry Sinclair…and again Larry Sinclair is uh at the genesis of what 
we feel is without question the biggest and most important story of the 2008 political 
campaign season.  Agree or disagree with Mr. Sinclair, an open mind will listen very carefully 
to his presentation, it will follow up and see what happens, vis-à-vis the retaliation, we have 
much to talk about in terms of that tonight, and hopefully we can connect the dots on this, as 
a uh as an audience and as a an electorate which really has every right to know everything 
about anyone who holds him or herself up for the highest office in the land.  We know very 
little about Barack Obama as you well know, the journalist, the brilliant journalist, Webster 
Griffin Tarpley has been on this program dozens of times now uh talking about Obama, uh his 
book is out, we’ll talk more with Webster in the very near future about this issue, as you know 
he was able to go and cover the Larry Sinclair Press Conference at the npc in wash dc last 
week on the 18

th
, we here now are sitting on june the 25

th
, a week later, 8 days later, and 



many things have happened to mr Sinclair since the successfully held news conference and 
he’s on the phone with us right now to bring us up to date and tell us how it appeared and 
how it transpired from his perspective…how are ya Larry? 
  
Sinclair:  Hi Jeff, have you noticed, I just realized, every time I get on the phone with you I 
always start with a cough =laughing=  =cough, cough=  
 
Rense: it’s alright, ya know I had someone write to me and I think I sent this to you who is uh 
involved with remote viewing and studying the human psyche and how it expresses itself 
physically and he made it quite clear that his research and the research of others is, is 
unambiguous when it describes the physical activity of someone who is telling the truth and 
when one is telling the truth, their eyes dart to the left, which is recall, if the eyes constantly 
dart to the right, their right, that is construct, that means that they’re often, but not always, 
often making things up, or cobbling things together, or somehow augmenting material to 
make it different, but if someones eyes dart to their left, as you look at them it would be to 
your right, they’re invariably doing what we call accessing a memory, they’re recalling facts 
and data so its interesting to watch people uh do this, and again its not an ironclad thing but 
it’s a very strong indicator, and you passed the test my friend, so… 
 
Sinclair:  hmfp, well I hope so…I’ve been accused of a lot of things this past week, on top of 
everything else, so, its good to hear some good news once in a while… 
 
Rense:  yeah, what I’d like to do is pick it up after the news conference, we did get a great 
report from uh Webster Tarpley last week on that…. Uh you left the npc and lets pick it up 
from right there and tell us what happened… 
 
Sinclair:  well basically, we had arranged =cough= we had uh, Mr Sibley and I had originally 
met with the national press club uh Geo Arfkin on Monday, the 16

th
 at around 1:30 to go over 

the layout of the club, the Holman Lounge, and we had discussed different entrances and exit 
points in the event uh that we needed to actually exit umm in a way to avoid crowds or mobs 
or, or anything else of that nature… 
 
Rense:  sure, I understand… 
 
Sinclair:  uh, so about 4 or 5, about 4:30pm on Monday, uh I get a phone call from Mr. Arfkin 
at the npc telling me that he and that the manager of the npc had called a meeting regarding 
my press conference on the 18

th
 and they had met with the press club security, and they had 

come up with this plan, uh which I think I posted it, if I haven’t I’ll e-mail it to ya, but it was this 
elaborate plan that they wanted me to enter from the F Street entrance and meet a security 
personnel at a keyed glass elevator on the second level and be escorted in that way, and 
upon leaving they wanted, actually upon entering, they wanted me to go ahead and go in the 
Holman Lounge and take care of whatever I needed to with their technicians as far as set up 
but while they were doing the signup they wanted me in what they called the square bar, 
which is an actual bar area that is umm divided by sliding doors between the Holman Lounge 
and another event room to the side and wait there until we actually began the press 
conference, and that ending the press conference they wanted me to return to that uh square 
bar area and um the doors would be locked all the way around, and then once the Holman 
Lounge was cleared, then I would exit through with security through the same entrance…at 
the ending of the press conference we did just that, I did go into the square bar area…about 
four minutes after I had entered the bar area =ahem= a gentleman who was identified to me 
as chief of security for the npc, now I’m being told he’s actually the chief of security for the np 
building, as opposed to the npc, entered the room with three gentleman in civilian clothing, uh 
he introduced me to them and they introduced themselves as detectives with metro 
police…and um, 
 
Rense:  dc metro police, right… 
 
Sinclair:  they said dc metro police…uh mr. sibley had asked them what this was about, and 
they said that it was regarding a fugitive from justice warrant out of de that they were, they are 
to take me into custody… 



 
Rense:  a fugitive from justice, out of Delaware, alright… 
 
Sinclair:  and that…a fugitive from justice… 
 
Rense:  and what, they made it clear that there was a warrant out for your arrest, as a fugitive 
from just warrant, they didn’t equivocate…alright 
 
Sinclair:  oh yeah, they…oh yeah, no no no, they made it clear, that they were specifically 
stating that this was a fugitive from just warrant, myself and sibley both asked them if they 
had a copy of the warrant on them, and they claimed that they had the,  had a copy of the 
warrant downstairs in their car… 
 
Rense:  I see… 
 
Sinclair:  but I told them, I said that’s fine ya know if you have it ya know I’m not gonna give 
you any trouble, I’m gonna go, it was that simple….umm I did ask if they were planning on 
making a scene, and they had advised me that that was the reason they had been brought in 
and they had come in the way that they did was because they had no intentions of making a 
public scene or any publicity or any cameras, I was not handcuffed…we waited for them to 
clear out the room and get the clearance that the hall going to the keyed off elevator was 
clear, prior to leaving the square bar area, two uniformed metro dc police officers, one female, 
one male…white and African American entered the room from another side…uh very 
aggressively the female um said Larry Sinclair, I said yes, she said you’re coming with us, the 
dc detectives advised her that they were from metro dc police and that they had the situation 
and she was somewhat belligerent with them and demanded to know who they were and 
demanded their credentials and even when they showed their credentials she was extremely 
upset that she was not going to handcuff me and take me out through a throb of cameras… 
 
Rense:  was she wearing an obama button by the way… 
 
Sinclair:  I have no idea, but it was interesting, like I said they did not handcuff me contrary to 
all of these reports by quote unquote reputable media outlets on the internet politico.com and 
others claiming that I was in fact taken out in handcuffs…I was not, I was not handcuffed at 
all, I walked out of that building with these detectives along with mr. sibley and a gentleman 
who assisted us in the sign in process at the pc, and I went out to the service loading area 
with them and in fact I was not cuffed at all until I got into their car and even then they did not 
handcuff me they actually put leg irons on my hands so that my arms would actually, my 
hands would be to my side as opposed to behind my back =ahem= at no time was any 
warrant, any hard copy of any warrant, produced to me or to Mr. Sibley, even when I got to 
the police department the detective uh allowed me to use his cell phone to call someone 
because I needed to get an atty to handle this…   
 
Rense:  in dc…yeah,  
 
Sinclair:  well I wanted an atty in de to start looking into what was going on…and he did allow 
me to use his cell phone and while I was on the cell phone, I was trying to get as much 
information to relay to de as I could, the detective passed me off some papers that he had 
printed out…we were trying to find a warrant number, a case number, a charge…and even he 
couldn’t show it to me, there was a warrant number, a de warrant for a rule 9, which is a 
sealed grand jury indictment, that he said well just here use this because this is the warrant 
number, and I gave it to him…but at no time were we ever provided with any copy of any 
warrant um whatsoever, any charge whatsoever, uh they simply said its our understanding 
that its for this or its for that, and that changed over the course of, of less than a day, that 
must have changed like 15 different times as far as what it was supposed to be… 
 
Rense:  wow…. 
 
Sinclair:  =cough= I was put in a holding cell…(music) the booking officer actually noticed, she 
had asked me if I needed medical treatment, I told her that I definitely needed my medication, 



and that it was there in dc, that my attorney had access to it, and I was told I could not have it, 
that the most I could do is they would take me to the hospital…uh, the first night, prior to 
the…we’re coming up on commercial… 
 
Rense:  right, yeah, that’s ok…alright, very good…so denied your medication immediately… 
 
Sinclair:  yep… 
 
Rense:  we have a lot of ground to cover, so when we come back we’ll move forward quickly, 
this will take us to Delaware, to court there, to the judge there, we’ll end up finding out that uh 
obviously being directed at the very top, are actions and retributions that are being visited 
upon Mr. Sinclair which are not at all pleasant…you’re gonna hear a lot in the next few 
segments…. 
 
(music) 
 
Rense:  ok, and we’re back with Larry Sinclair…alright Larry, tell us what happens next…first 
you’re denied your medications right there at the booking area, I guess you call, well at the 
custody area anyway… 
 
Sinclair:  umm hmm, I was denied medication, uh I was asked if I wanted to go to the hospital 
at which time I did say I would…I was told to wait, I waited approximately 5 hours, I was then 
taken to George Washington University hospital emergency room at which time the treating 
physician there advised me that he could not provide me any of my prescribed medications, 
that I would have to wait until the next morning when I saw the judge, and =cough= have the 
judge… 
 
Rense:  and all they had to do was, excuse me Larry…all they had to do was allow your 
attorney to bring your medications to you, correct… 
 
Sinclair:  that’s all they had to do, but they refused to do it… 
 
Rense:  ok…were you in leg irons or otherwise bound when you went to the emergency 
room? 
 
Sinclair:  when I went to the emergency room they did put two pairs of handcuffs because 
they didn’t have leg irons with them…they used two pairs of handcuffs to handcuff my arms 
behind my back, which they understood that due to the ?omarnerve entrapment, and the 
carpal tunnel and the cervical and thorasic and lumbar spine disherniation they understood I 
could not have my arms pulled behind my back…but that didn’t matter…I was returned, I left 
the GW Univ hospital, I left at approx 2am and then was taken to what dc calls central cell 
block, which is a holding facility for all new intakes until they make their first court 
appearance…it is a stainless steel celled jail facility that has no mattresses, no blankets, no 
nothing… 
 
Rense:  stainless steel… 
 
Sinclair:  stainless steel.   
 
Rense:  stainless steel cubicles…that’s it…with a toilet…and a  
 
Sinclair:  that’s it…a toilet and a stainless steel bunk, that’s it… 
 
Rense:  ok… 
 
Sinclair:  I remained there, I was taken to the DC superior court house at uh which time we 
were turned over to the US marshals custody, uh we were then leg ironed…uh we were told, 
we were told that we had to submit to a urine uh test prior to being =ahem= put on the list to 
go before the judge…and that anyone who failed to provide the urine sample would not 
actually see the, would not go before the court or would go last at 6pm, which I had no reason 



not to, I did supply the urine sample, we were put…there must have been approximately 100 
of us in a small room, no place to sit, uh we were leg ironed the whole time…which ya know, 
they understood the medical conditions from minute one, uhh it took about 3 hours before I 
started asking the US marshals to please make arrangements to get my medication to the 
courthouse, which they could have done through pretrial services because pretrial services 
did in fact call Montgomery Sibley to verify the medical condition and that he had my medical 
records, access to them and everything, which pretrial services did not provide any such 
information to the court.  I finally went before the judge, Judge Melendez, I asked the public 
defender who appeared on my behalf to request the court that I be released and allowed to 
immediately report to Delaware…she requested that, the US atty said absolutely not, this is a 
fugitive from justice =ahem=, the warrant specifically states so, he claims that in any event if 
the judge even considered releasing me to report to DE he wanted the posting of a $75K cash 
bond. 
The bond apparently, even in DE would not have been $75K…so the judge asked the case… 
 
Rense:  but still you’ve been shown no documentation to this point in time… 
 
Sinclair:  none whatsoever, even the public defender when I went before the court, the judge 
said you’ve had a chance to talk to public defender and I said no ma’am I haven’t seen 
anyone all day….and the public defender said well I went back to see you but I couldn’t find 
you…ya know, whatever...  
 
Rense:  alright… 
 
Sinclair:  the thing, the thing was, is the court, the public defender told the judge of the 
medical condition, the medications I was on, she submitted the form from George Washington 
University hospitals emergency room stating that they would not provide me access to my 
medications and the judge still refused.  The judge herself looked at me and said that this is a 
fugitive from justice warrant and yet the public defender, the documents that she was 
provided, she could not even find what the charge was, all she said that she had was 
something that said there was an outstanding warrant in DE, that was it…  
 
Rense:  I got it, I get the picture, alright…lets get you on the way to DE and get you into that 
DE court as soon as we can here, we’re coming up on a break here…but go right ahead and 
lets start… 
 
Sinclair:  ok, its very…ok, its easy…I spent all weekend in jail, Monday morning I was told to 
pack up at about 10:30 in the morning, went downstairs, there was a gentleman who on his 
shirt said atty general state of de, on his shirt…he came to pick me up, he said that he was a 
retired cop, and had been doing extraditions for the state of DE for 15 years. 
 
Rense:  ok… 
 
Sinclair:  I specifically asked him why I, DE had a fugitive from justice warrant, and he told me 
flat out there is no such warrant for my arrest, that Washington DC themselves put that 
charge against me to justify them taking me into custody… 
 
Rense:  alright, stop…did you all hear that real clearly?  I hope you did.  Washington DC 
metro police and obviously with help and assistance from the… 
 
Sinclair:  from the US attorneys… 
 
Rense:  the federal government, alright, concocted (music) this fugitive from justice warrant 
charge…it was a total lie to arrest Larry Sinclair  
 
Sinclair:  =cough= 
 
Rense:  obviously in an attempt to intimidate him which isn’t going to work, if you know Larry 
Sinclair, but to disgrace him, to smear his reputation, and to further attempt to discredit him 



and his story, his allegations against Senator Barack Obama.  No fugitive from just warrant 
existed, and yet person after person lied and claimed it did. 
 
Sinclair:  =sniff= 
 
Rense:  I hope this is very clear to all of you, this is the state of affairs in these formerly United 
States of America.  This came down obviously from a very high level, in this 
government…we’ll be right back with Larry Sinclair in just a couple of minutes…  
 
(music) 
 
Rense:  ok, let’s get right back to Larry Sinclair and the story of what happened after the 
National Press Club news conference…alright, you’re uh picked up by a man from DE, you’re 
gonna be transported there, he said there is no such fugitive from justice warrant, and you 
said… 
 
Sinclair:  I basically told them that they had arrested me and they claimed it was a fugitive 
from justice warrant from DE, and he said that there is no such thing because I had never 
been arrested or charged or served, that this was again a Rule 9, and I asked him what a 
Rule 9 was, and he said a Rule 9 is something that is actually handed down by a grand jury 
=ahem= and that you cannot be a fugitive from justice until you are notified of the charge or 
the result of the grand jury investigation and you appear before a court or you are actually 
arrested and then you flee or do something, and I told them well ya know they repeatedly 
stated uhh =ahem= that this was a fugitive from justice warrant from DE and he said there’s 
no way, what I, what I think you need to understand is….DC metro police had to have been 
authorized to arrest me under this so called fugitive from justice warrant and they could only 
be authorized to do so by the US attys office and a judge in DC… 
 
Rense:  alright, there ya go…this is a federal connection 
 
Sinclair:  now this be…and this being the same US attys office who on Monday tells FBI 
Special Agent Brenda Born, that they’re not going to prosecute or arrest or charge the 
individual that they tracked down that threatened to kill me, my attorney, and my mother at the 
National Press Club…=sniff= 
 
Rense:  right on the internet ladies and gentlemen in the most vicious, verbally violent death 
threat I have ever seen online, and the FBI and the law enforcement people in DC told Larry, 
oh well we’re not gonna do anything about it…ok, alright…lets  go to DE… 
 
Sinclair:  ok, I get to DE, I’m dropped off at the courthouse to the sheriffs department, the 
gentleman who drives me from DC to DE…  
 
Rense:  are you cuffed during the trip?  
 
Sinclair:  yes I was cuffed, but I was cuffed in front…he did not put leg irons on me, he did cuff 
my hands in front of me… 
 
Rense:  ok… 
 
Sinclair:  uh he made sure I was comfortable the whole drive… 
 
Rense:  how long a drive? 
 
Sinclair:  uhh approximately 2 hours… 
 
Rense:  was he talkative? 
 
Sinclair:  uh he was very nice, I mean ya know, we…yeah 
 



Rense:  ok…totally different, 180 degrees different than what you’re being treated in DC, 
alright, that’s the point…alright, you’re in DE…lets go to court in DE real quick… 
 
Sinclair:  he turns, he turns me over to the sheriffs department at the courthouse in 
Wilmington, DE, uhh they put me in a cell where I have telephone access which he assured 
me I would have…  
 
Rense:  gosh… 
 
Sinclair:  umm, I wait, I’m scheduled to go before a judge with the superior court of New 
Castle County, DE at 2:30…I go in, the judge advises me that it’s a Rule 9…he asks me if I 
know what the charges are, and I tell him I do not…he starts looking through his 
paperwork…its one of those video court appearances where you’re in one room and the 
judge is sitting in his chambers somewhere else…he starts looking through and he says well 
unfortunately I really don’t have much here either…he asks me where I live, I told him I live in 
Duluth, MN…he asked me if he released me on an unsecured bond if I would be able to get 
back for the next court appearance, I assured him that I would, at which time he said he was 
going to release me on a 5k unsecured bond….uhh, there was a public defender in the room, 
at which time the public defender had informed the judge that he had received a phone call 
from two private attys in Wilmington, asking him to relay to the judge that they were trying to 
coordinate and get someone but that I would in fact have private counsel on this case…the 
judge set the hearing for July 3

rd
, so I have not returned to Duluth because I just don’t have 

the money to fly back…first I already lost the money on my return tickets when I was arrested 
and held in DC, so that’s gone, and I just can’t afford to fly back to Duluth now paying full 
price for tickets and then round trip back over here next week, so I’m staying in the area…  
 
Rense:  alright, ok…so next court appearance on a charge that is rather a mystery to uhh to 
the Delaware court officials… 
 
Sinclair:  oh, not only is it a mystery, if you give me one second and let me put the phone 
down, I can go over here and pull out ever piece of paper from this DE appearance,   
 
Rense:  uh huh, 
 
Sinclair:  and I can show you, there.. I can read it off to you, there is absolutely nothing on any 
of these documents that state what the charge is, the date of the alleged incident, nothing, in 
fact there is a piece of paper that the capitol police had to fill out before they released me, and 
it is an order from the judge that tells the capitol police that they have to obtain the Rule 9 uh 
warrant or charge and provide it to the court clerks office…because they don’t even have it…  
 
Rense:  this is all…understand, this is all trumped up…fabricated uh from day one whenever 
it was hatched, this is ridiculous…alright, uh in the meantime of course, the mainstream 
media, that which picks up these Sinclair stories, having uh a lot of laughs at his expense, 
trying to paint him out to be a criminal…who had this outstanding fugitive from justice warrant 
over his head, he was grabbed, and packed off to jail, where he belongs, and on and 
on…nothing could be further from the truth, in point of fact, the federal agents involved in this 
and the dc police are guilty of fraud at the very least…at the very least…   
 
Sinclair:  oh, I definitely, I definitely agree with that…because the dc police arrested me on a 
dc, on a District of Columbia warrant for fugitive from justice, claiming… 
 
Rense:  they concocted the whole thing…they had nothing to go on, they had nothing to write 
such a warrant on…nothing… 
 
Sinclair:  well I received an e-mail =ahem= um yesterday I think, from a dc insider…I will not 
identify them, but they had informed me that the arrest had actually been planned, that it was 
supposed to have taken place prior to uh the press conference beginning, and that somehow 
they had not been able to do that and I’m assuming that they had not been able to do that 
simply because right at about quarter to one there was a line out in the National Press Club 
lobby in front of the sign in table for this press conference, there was a line  to where the pc 



officials actually came in and asked me because Sibley had not shown up yet, asked me if 
someone would be there soon to start the sign in because they could not have that many 
people standing out in the lobby waiting to get in… 
 
Rense:  I got it, alright…ok Larry, stand by if you would we’ll come back and find out what 
strings are also being pulled to harm and injure Larry Sinclair, and you’ll be fascinated to find 
out and this apparently, according to one nasty comment, is just the beginning…uhh, alright, 
wait til you see what the feds have done to him next, stay tuned… 
 
(music) 
 
Rense:  Ok, welcome back…to see how seriously the Obama camp and the Obama 
controllers and clearly those people in the existing alleged government in Washington, DC 
take this issue of Mr. Larry Sinclair, who is not going away…get a load of what happened to 
him next…go ahead Larry tell em… 
 
Sinclair:  well =ahem= I called my home on Monday afternoon, I called one of my neighbors 
and asked them if they can go and check my apartment and my mail because my mother had 
told me that there were some bloggers who had claimed that they had access to official 
credentials and that they were on their way to enter my apartment because they knew I was 
in jail…so in doing so my neighbors checked the mail and called me to let me know what was 
in the mail, and there were =ahem= there were actually 4 letters, 2 from Colorado agencies 
and 2 from social security administration, I asked them to open them and read them to 
me…and it turns out that the 2 from social security, 1 dated the 16

th
 of June the other dated 

the 17
th
 of June, were notifying me that my disability and my medical benefits had been 

terminated based on an outstanding warrant from, dated Feb 5
th
 of 2008, from Delaware, only 

problem is, is the warrant information that they specify in the letter…1) I, says that it’s a 
warrant for parole or probation violation, which I’ve never been on parole or probation in the 
state of Delaware, in fact I have not been on probation or parole in ANY state since my 
Colorado sentence was discharged on May 5

th
 of the year 2000.  It lists a case number, a 

warrant number, and an NCI number which I posted on the blog this afternoon.  In doing 
some investigation and actually having someone check personally with the clerk of the court 
in New Castle County, DE, it turns out that New Castle County states that there’s no such 
stuff because the numbers used are not numbers that they would use…so this is becoming 
even more interesting… 
 
Rense:  yes it is… 
 
Sinclair:  that social security would quote this as being a warrant, the charge on the warrant, 
case number, warrant number, NCI number and none of these numbers match anything that 
the state, that new castle county Delaware has in their system… 
 
Rense:  wow…somebodys going to a lot of trouble to cause you grief obviously, go ahead… 
 
Sinclair:  well what they’ve done is, they came very close to having me say to hell with this 
because what they’ve done is they have just now uh eliminated my entire source of income, 
my survival…um, contrary to all of these peoples beliefs and claims all over the internet that 
I’m making money or raking in money… 
 
Rense:  you’re not making any money…I know this from uh covering this story…nothing 
 
Sinclair:  I am not making, I am…yeah, I am not making any money.  The money that has 
been contributed is, is contributed legally to pay expenses for the press club, for travel 
expenses, for legal expenses which are going to that…I have worked with uh social security 
and the state of Minnesota on all of these matters.  I have been instructed how to report, what 
to report, I have done exactly what I am required to do by law…I have not broken the law, I 
have not received any income from this money or any benefit from it other than these 
expenses…uh, and this money is drying up because there’s not a…ya know, people are 
saying that there’s gobs of money out here…ya know, the press club ended up costing uhh, I 



think, and I have to go back and look at the final uh bill that was sent, but I think the press 
club itself ended up costing close to $10 thousand dollars…  
 
Rense:  wow… 
 
Sinclair:  in its, in its final form, and that money was paid through contributions, that ya know, 
that was not money that was contributed for me to go out and eat.  People say that I’m 
traveling first class, I have not traveled, flown first class at all…I personally, out of my 
personal funds did upgrade one leg of my last flight because physically I need the space and 
that cost me $150. 
 
Rense:  ok, understand, alright…this is all fine…now, again, social security benefits, cut off… 
 
Sinclair:  yep… 
 
Rense:  that’s not the worst of it folks…what did they want you to do about the monies that 
you received from them…now get this, this is amazing… 
 
Sinclair:  I was told…I was told in this letter dated the 16

th
 of June, that these benefits were 

terminated or I was not entitled to them since Feb of 2008 and that all benefits received from 
Feb of 2008 through June of 2008 I have to repay to social security… 
 
Rense:  you have to refund the money…this is, this is almost unprecedented…I’ve heard 
of…crazy cases 
 
Sinclair:  yep…the money and all monies paid for medical expenses during that period… 
 
Rense:  no this is not only ridiculous, it’s punitive…quite clearly this again, I’ll repeat myself is 
being orchestrated at a very high level…they are trying to make… 
 
Sinclair:  can I read you something…Jeff 
 
Rense:  sure go ahead Larry…we have about 7 minutes… 
 
Sinclair:  I know, I know…its real quick…ok, the order was to have Sinclair arrested before the 
national press club conference started with media present, that did not happen, Sibley was 
clever in handling the situation, I had a background check done on Sinclair in all 50 states in 
late January 2008, issues in Colorado and Florida appeared, which I believe Sinclair settled 
the Florida issue and is working on resolving Colorado… 
 
Rense:  who wrote what you’re reading… 
 
Sinclair:  but there…I’ll tell ya that in just a second…but there was nothing from Delaware, as 
claimed, if Sinclair was arrested on an outstanding warrant on Wednesday, it would have 
been on his record in January…it was not.  This is from a DC legislator 
 
Rense:  ok… 
 
Sinclair:  this is from a, this is from a DC insider, who also re…who also commented that 
Parisi was notified to halt and dismiss his press conference immediately after it became 
known that I was arrested… 
 
Rense:  really, so this man did some research and that was his research…ok, very good… 
 
Sinclair:  yep… 
 
Rense:  uhh, this is uh despicable…now let me, I’m going to do something as a journalist, uh I 
cannot uh obviously contribute to any of the people whose stories I cover on this program, it 
would be unethical… 
 



Sinclair:  and I’d never ask =laugh= 
 
Rense:  but I…and you never have…but I can certainly make a point here…that Larry Sinclair 
deserves his day in court, a real day in court, over his allegations made against one of the 
most prominent people in American politics…and I don’t care if its Barack Obama, or Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, or John McKook, it doesn’t matter to me, these people are running for the 
highest office in the land…their integrity should be absolutely above reproach…now, Larry 
Sinclair has made allegations…he is deserving of having those allegations heard and aired 
out in the highest public setting and legal venue that is available to any citizen in this 
country…in order for him to get there, its quite clear because of the, the evil machinations of 
the government to take his social security away, to cut off his medical support, and order him 
to pay what he’s received since last February…this is, this is beyond punitive when you think 
of what’s going on in the world and this country’s up to…that you folks out there who support 
free speech and the idea of well lets just call it innocent until proven guilty…lets give Obama 
his day in court too…uh need to think about sending Larry Sinclair a little something to help 
him along…this is outrageous, I believe he will get his social security benefits restored in time 
because they were yanked on completely bogus and felacious grounds, in fact fictional 
grounds…uh 
 
Sinclair:  the only problem is, is they can take up to a year to make that decision… 
 
Rense:  I’m well aware of that, uh that’s called bureaucracy, uh but if you do care about this 
country, and, and I’m, this is not necessarily an anti Obama issue, this is an issue of what we 
call the truth, lets find out the truth, uh you can go to Larry Sinclair’s website, you can find his 
featured story at rense.com and look for larry’s blog and then click on that and go there, and I 
would urge all of you to consider, uh rather than throw your money away into some political 
party, uh which is going to make no difference whatsoever in the future of this country, lets 
throw a little bit toward Larry Sinclair and let him have his day in court with these issues…uh 
he has stood really firm on the issue of integrity, truth, and honesty, as being absolute 
mandatory bedrock for anyone seeking the presidency…that’s what this is all about really, 
and you can see now the level at which these issues are being directed to try to thwart him, 
uh there are, I remember also, there are uh two dead male homosexuals from Barack 
Obama’s church, one of whom, quite clearly was very close to Barack Obama…I’m using that 
as an understatement, that phrase, he obviously knew Rev Wright, he was on the phone to 
Larry Sinclair, he was e-mailing Larry Sinclair…he was subsequently murdered…I think you 
know the story by now…there are dead bodies here, there are issues of drugs, there are 
issues of homosexual sex, there are other issues which have yet to be aired out…this is a 
very crucial issue for the future of this country…uh this is something that should not be 
allowed to be swept away…and if any of you want to help Larry Sinclair, even if you don’t 
necessarily at this point, uh believe him or have passed judgment upon his allegations but 
maintain an open, skeptical mind, this is the little guy against the most powerful machine on 
the planet, and I think that merits in and of itself some serious consideration if not a little bit of 
compassion.  Yanking his medical and social security payments is beyond uh grotesque at 
this point in time, and clearly of a political nature…that’s it…you have two minutes… 
 
Sinclair:  =ahem= well, I’ll tell ya what, right now I’m sitting in hiding waiting for this court 
hearing, and umm, the whole time I’m sitting here waiting for the court hearing, I’m just gonna 
try to figure out how I’m going to get home afterwards =laugh= I mean this, this is getting 
ridiculous and it just seems like everything that comes up, its another…I mean ya know, 
they’ve started attacking my Mom again and this is ridiculous…if they spent just one third of 
the time asking these questions of Obama, asking these questions, who, why a US attorney 
can refuse to identify a person that they have stated, that they have confirmed made a death 
threat against me and my mother and my attorney…something’s just not, something’s just not 
right… 
 
Rense:  something’s uh terribly wrong uh indeed…alright uh obviously stay well uh be safe 
and uh… 
 
Sinclair:  thank you 
 



Rense:   anyone who wants to help uh Larry, uh its uh something that I think is certainly a 
worthy thing to engage in, look for Larry’s stories at rense.com, look for Larry’s blog at the 
bottom, click on that and go there…uh Larry, again, uh thanks for being here tonight, its been 
a very difficult time for you, all the American public really wants and what we deserve and 
what we must have is the truth, so let’s get it out there folks, thank you Larry, take care… 
 
(music) 
 
Sinclair:  thanks Jeff, you too, buh bye 
 
Rense:  alright, that’s uh, an amazing update on a story that continues to become more and 
more disgraceful uh to this country, and I do mean from the side of government and law 
enforcement, the behavior of that uh DC operation, was, was a disgrace. 
Ok, we’re going to pause, and we’ll be right back… 
 

07/01/08: Rense Interview 

(Transcription courtesy of Democratista) 
 
JR:  Hi.  Welcome back.  This Larry Sinclair story which I do believe is the most important 
unknown story of the entire political campaign season may remain that way.  It may not.  It 
continues to become more convoluted, more dangerous, more outrageous all the time.  If you 
were with us last time when Larry was here to update his story about his accusations against 
Senator Barack Obama, you know that the alleged fugitive from justice warrant out of 
Delaware, which the DC police and Federal Marshalls enforced in arresting Larry out of DC 
and put him in jail for four days and which a DC judge affirmed was the reason Larry Sinclair 
had been arrested didn’t exist.  It was a lie.  It was a fraud.  It was clearly something that was 
orchestrated from a very high level.  Larry is in Delaware now to go to court and is asking for 
50 Americans who believe in the truth or certainly believe in one’s right to express the truth as 
they believe it to be to come forward and donate $100 each and help him retain a first class 
attorney in Delaware and confront this ridiculous things that are going on.  Meanwhile back in 
the Minnesota, the original judge in the legal action Larry filed has been taken off that case 
and replaced with another judge.  Judge Kennedy has been removed.  I mean..this whole 
story is ridiculous.  Let’s put on top of this now a little bit more material the simple issue of 
death threats, egregious, ugly, vile death threats thatI’ve never seen anything like this on the 
internet, death threats that have not only been ignored by the DC police but given only a 
cursory investigation and then either dropped or certainly put on the shelf by the FBI.  This is 
a very serious situation and getting worse all the time.  So we’re going to go now to Larry 
Sinclair to find out the latest from him directly.  Larry, welcome back to the program. 
 
LS:  Thanks, Jeff.  Let me correct something real quick before I forget.  Actually it’s the judge 
in Washington, DC in the US District Court case that has been reassigned to a Judge 
Sullivan.   
 
JR:  Okay folks, so you get the idea folks of the manipulation that’s going on at a very high 
level, at the level of the judge in this issue.  There is an awful lot of power involved in trying to 
keep Larry Sinclair quiet, out of the mainstream media, and that’s been done very well.  The 
mainstream media have been very complicit in keeping this story off the pages and off the TV 
screens and off the radio.  Will this continue?  I don’t know.  There’s an organization called 
America’s Hope Foundation which has created a couple of radio ads about Barack Obama 
and they’re going to begin running.  In fact they are running right now in VA, IN, NV, CO and I 
believe AK.  I can play these ads.  They’re very short.  I can play them if you’d like to hear 
them.  Have you heard them Larry? 
 
LS:  Actually, go ahead.  Someone asked me if you were going to play them.  I haven’t had a 
chance to get to them. 
 
JR:  Let’s all take a listen to them.  They’re 30 second spots.  Here’s the first one. 
 
(Plays two commercials – second one is Larry) 



JR:  (blah, blah, blah- Rense talks a lot …..same shit about threats, tampering with judicial 
system, asking for money…50 Americans…give Larry money) 
 
LS:  Well, it’s funny I received an e-mail.  I think I forwarded it to you a few minutes ago where 
this one group got wind of the AHF ad and started calling these people, threatening them, 
trying to pressure them into pulling the ads.  I did call and left a message and my cell phone 
number and a gentleman did call me back and say in no uncertain terms would they be 
pulling the ads.  What I find interesting is that this group that has been threatening, has been 
threatening my family, has actually gone after innocent people that have no relationship to me 
whatsoever are now saying that they are in the US and they are going to be in Delaware this 
week and they are going to go to the District Attorney, though it’s the AG handling this out 
here, and they are going to see to it that I am taken into custody.  They are going to convince 
the judge that I am a flight risk.  They have accused me of changing my passport.  I mean all 
of this and all of which I’m speaking of is actually illegal.  It is illegal for this prosecutor, Susan 
Dwyer, with the Delaware AG’s office to be communicating with these people in any way, 
shape or form.  It is illegal for her to be conspiring with these people to produce 
documentation or anything at an arraignment.  This is nothing more than an arraignment.  I 
have been released on bond.  I of my own choosing remained in this area for this court date. 
 
JF:  You could have returned to MN. 
 
LS:  I could have gone home to MN and came back out here this week.  It actually turned out 
to be cheaper to stay here in the area until the court date.  The court did send a reminder 
notice to my apartment in Duluth, MN.  My neighbors pulled it out of the mailbox, scanned it 
and e-mailed it to me.  I mean these people are making allegations that have no basis in fact 
(Ruth says….Let me now go throw up) whatsoever.  The Delaware News Journal printed 
something, a Delaware on-line article on Sunday making all types of outrageous allegations 
that are not contained in the court file and they have attributed to attaining that information 
directly from the court file.  I contacted the editor of the News Journal today and demanded a 
retraction.  I explained to her what information was inaccurate and she assured me they 
would check the court files again and if in fact that information was not in the court file, which 
it was not, because the clerk’s office provided me with an entire copy on Thursday the 26

th
.  

Right now what I am trying to do and believe me I had to sort through all of these different e-
mails from people who are claiming that they will support me, that they will pay the retainer, 
they will back me up, but they want me to give them all this information first and they don’t 
want to identify themselves to me. 
 
JF:  Larry, what information are they asking you for? 
 
LS:  They want to know what attorney I am trying to retain.  I absolutely refuse to reveal that 
information to anyone because the one thing I know for a fact will happen if this attorney’s 
information is put out there, the Obama campaign, the Biden campaign, somebody will pay 
this man a retainer just to keep this man off my case because this man will scare the hell out 
of them.   
JR:  Enough of that.  This particularly e-mail you sent me is a particularly ugly one.  Two 
things…let me first go back to your comments about the prosecutor, Susan ____, cooperating 
with the people that are threatening you.  Did I hear you correctly? 
 
LS:  Uhuh, yeah, according to the 
 
JR:  The improprieties are being to pop up like daisies.  Look what happened in DC.  Arrested 
on a non-existent fugitive from justice warrant, pulled in front of a judge who repeated that the 
warrant was real.  (in an exasperated tone)  It wasn’t real.  There wasn’t any and they damn 
well knew it.  I hope some of you have friends in msm who will pick 
up…snowballing…dangerous.  Tell us about prosecutor…blah, blah 
 
LS:  Well it’s my understanding her name is Susan Dreyer.  She is the signature for the office 
Office of the Attorney General, Joe Biden III, on the actual charge which was filed with the 
actual court in February.  The charge actually is interesting.  The indictment is less than one 
page.  It’s posted on my blog.  It simply says I’m accused of theft of $1,000 or more.  It does 



not say what I allegedly stole.  It does not give any information outside of on or about October 
16

th
.  This individual is all over the internet, according to people making the claims anyway 

that they have spoken with Susan Dwyer (sic), that Susan Dwyer (sic) is accepting 
information from these individuals.  These individuals have even gone as far as to pull up an 
old small civil claims case out of Sacramento County, CA.  They have contacted the auto 
finance company from the small claims case and even posted that I am accused of auto theft 
and have asked this individual to go and file a false report in California now from a 2002 civil 
case, to get a criminal warrant for auto theft, which there is no such warrant available.  Then 
this individual sends me threatening e-mails since they gave him my e-mail address.  I called 
him and asked him if he sent the e-mail and he said he did and I said, “Sir, you need to call 
your attorney because you’re stating that I stole a car from you in a small claims case that I 
showed up in court and was actually dismissed?” and then he refilled two or three years later 
after he knew I moved out of CA?  I mean this is just getting ridiculous.  And this information 
is being fed and misrepresented to a state prosecutor who is taking it, who even though 
Delaware newspaper is claiming Susan Dwyer (sic) provided them this information they 
printed and the funny thing is if she is providing this information by law it seems to me that 
they are required to provide it to me in court before they put it out in the public.   
 
JR:  The newspaper identified her as the source of the information they published? 
 
LS:  They identified it as the state prosecutor in the case and she is the state prosecutor 
named in the court file.  I mean this is ridiculous.  You saw the e-mail I just sent you.  Here is 
an organized group that has attacked me that has doctored stuff, that has claimed that they 
are not working for Obama, and yet they are so organized they were right on top of the 
America’s Hope Foundation (Ruth says:  Thank you, Larry.  We are good!)  They have even 
posted a new posting that they have provided the founder of that foundation all of the 
information that they have that they are convinced that the Foundation will not be running the 
Sinclair ad.  I was contacted by the Foundation and was told that indeed they would run the 
ad.  I mean now they are threatening to show up in person and harass me and threaten me 
and I’ve posted a comment on my blog.  If any of these people decide to show up on 
Thursday in an arraignment hearing, you know, and after harassing and stalking me on the 
internet, I will file immediately, right there in front of the judge, ask the judge to file criminal 
charges for threats and stalking.  And the attorney I’m trying to retain has all this information.  
He is absolutely amazed at the manner in which people are attacking this and approaching 
this and abusing the legal system here in Delaware.   
 
JF:  If you folks want to help Larry Sinclair, and Larry is really emblematic of all Americans in 
this situation who need adequate legal representation, not only to present their case which is 
not only a nothing deal but which is being trumped up…blah, blah, blah…asking 50 people to 
come forward with a $100 a piece..blah, blah, blah, where to go to donate.. 
This issue of those death threats against you being is virtually dismissed by the FBI 
 
LR:  Oh, I’m glad you even brought that up.  Yesterday or the day before yesterday I called a 
special agent Brenda Born who is with internet crimes unit who is the agent that was even 
contacted before I went to DC from the original threat from this gentleman who spoke to me 
on the 16

th
 of June and told me that they had found the person, that they had scared the 

daylights out of him, but they would not be prosecuting him.  On the additional threat that I 
found that said if I wasn’t killed the next day after the press conference they guaranteed me 
that I would not live to see the 4

th
 of July.  It’s the exact same person.  When I called Agent 

Born, like I said yesterday or the day before, regarding this, she informed me that she was 
aware of that threat because I had given them the password and the user name to the 
youtube account for their investigation.  Well, she said that she was actually aware of that 
when they did the first investigation and that it was no longer an issue.  Nope.  They’re not 
pursuing it.  They feel that this person has been scared crapless and I’m sorry but they need 
to identify the person that has threatened to murder three people.   
 
JR:  Let me make a couple of points here.  Number one…being covering 
since…whenever…not a scam….no need to know the attorney…Number two, not just about 
allegations…blah, blah, blah…but there are dead bodies here, 2 dead homosexual males 
(Ruth says…Oh..not three any more…gee you got some information.) …one is related, DY 



made contact with Larry, got phone number from Obama…number of conversations, contact 
October/November, telephone and e-mail and DY shot to death.  LS didn’t find out until 10 
days later. (Ruth says:  Rense gives all the false shit about Obama and Donald Young…mind 
boggling) 
 
LS:  Well, I didn’t realize that he was murd…that it was this person until what the end of 
February/March? 
 
JF:  It would be logical that the other gay man knew Donald Young? 
 
LS:  Oh well, yeah definitely. Well, it is my understanding that the other gentleman was in fact 
a member of the choir.  So there is no doubt in my mind that if that is in fact the case that yes, 
he would have definitely known Donald Young, who was the choir director.  An interesting 
point to where you’re going here is that the Chicago Police Department has actually obtained 
my phone records. 
 
JR:  Yeah, that’s where I was going. 
 
LS: hahahahaha… 
 
JR:  People are asking for evidence….Larry has tried to retrieve phone records.  Let Larry tell 
story. 
 
LS:  Well I’ve been dealing with Sprint/Nextel since last December regarding issues for 
records and stuff and they’ve never responded.  Then in April, I started contacting 
Sprint/Nextel trying to get my own phone records with no response.  Uh I had someone who 
worked for an attorney, a different attorney who has no connection to me, volunteer to help 
contact Sprint/Nextel.  Yesterday, I was contacted by this paralegal and informed that 
Sprint/Nextel had adamantly taken the position that they could not provide those records, that 
they did not have them because of the prepaid nature of the account.  Well, I knew this not to 
be true.  I knew this was actually totally erroneous information.  I just decided out of the blue 
to pick up the phone and call Detective McVickers at the CPD because that’s the individual I 
provided the phone numbers to.  From the very beginning I made it clear and so did Mr. 
Sibley that Detective McVickers informed us that the CPD would seek a grand jury subpoena 
to subpoena those phone records.  Now Detective McVickers yesterday advised me that he 
did in fact do exactly as he advised me he would do, that he obtained the grand jury 
subpoena for those records, and he states and I quote, “I did receive the records that I 
requested.”  Now I told him flat out that I wasn’t asking for any information regarding the 
investigation that the reason I contacted him was specifically to verify had he been able to 
obtain the records because Sprint had advised me yesterday that those records did not exist.  
And again, he did confirm that they did in fact receive the records that they had requested 
from Sprint.   
 
JR:  I hope that all of you who are listening who are skeptically…hope all of you…blah, 
blah…energy put into by some extraordinarily powerful people to keep low profile or out of 
sight.  If nothing…not this much attention, blah, blah, blah.  Call upon journalists to report the 
story and investigate as Larry has asked and at the NPC. 
 
LS:  I mean, Jeff, what you just touched on is interesting.  I have been vetted more than a 
candidate for President of the United States.  I mean I have been vetted.  I have been 
ridiculed.  I have been attacked on my past from 20, 26, 27, 30 years ago uhkay.  I mean I 
have every…I mean.. people have pulled up information on my mother, posted it all over the 
worldwide web to where once it’s posted you can never actually remove it.  They have 
attacked individuals that were married to my father.  Um…they have even attacked my dead 
father.  You know, it is absolutely amazing.  They have even threatened today to notify school 
deans on people they feels is related to me and notify school deans that these people may, 
according to them, based on their assumptions and their conclusions, are engaging in internet 
fraud.  I mean I posted on my blog yesterday a complete accounting of every contribution to 
paypal for the first visit to DC for the DNC RBC meeting as well as the NPC event.  I did 
delete e-mails.  One e-mail address managed to stay in there before I could get it out and 



they have harassed this person and threatened this person ever since then.  This is ridiculous 
and I’m not running for office.   
 
JR:  John McCain allowed them to look at his medical records for 30 minutes. 
 
LS:  hahahaha…yes, and I didn’t catch the joke when they said would we get to look at ‘em 
for more than 30 minutes and the funny thing is that I offered to make my records available 
and can you believe not one individual has made an actual request for those records (Ruth 
says…Hell yes, I believe it.) 
 
JR:  Again…point to amount of energy being put into by unnamed VERY POWERFUL people 
(Ruth says…oh yeah…me in my kitchen in Burlington, MA…I can’t even control my own 
kids..LOL)  Okay…let’s look at some of the e-mail that comes in threatening.  
 
E-mail (obviously from Mitch and mama is the relative): 
 
Guess what Larry we’re back.  I’m sick of these people.  It seems truly that each day I wait for 
a new angle to the scam, a new lie, a new reason for people to be fleeced.  I am coming near 
the end of my nerve for Larry Sinclair and his deceitful relative who like for others to believe 
that she is a quiet demure innocent old woman merely trying to help, but know this, she can 
attack and so forth, curse and plot like the mans she claims…but it’s not going to make any 
difference.  I am convinced of the possibility that this person may actual be Larry’s such and 
such….skip over that.  I am also going to make sure that I reach the DA in DE or PA and be 
sure that they are aware of Larry’s flight risk.  I am certain that that is the reason he moved to 
Mexico in the first place to escape the Colorado and Florida warrants which died down until 
we brought them up again.  He is going to flee again unless these people hold him.  It is the 
repeating story of his life.  I am also committed to doing everything possible to stop the ads 
from AHF or beginning to reveal them for the hacks they must be if they think that running LS 
even remotely represents hope for the country.  Nan and I are back in the US for fertility 
treatments and they will not begin until next week therefore I have much time to donate to 
stopping Larry Sinclair once and for all.  Then we are going to expose such and such for the 
co-conspirator we believe this person to be.  We will not stop UNTIL THE TRUTH ABOUT 
THIS BITCH IS COMPLETE.  It’s going to be a rough week, folks.  Larry, we’re back and 
we’re going to shut your scam done once and for all.   
 
JR:  Pretty disgusting stuff (Ruth says…disguisting?  No true, you a-hole)  blah, blah…larry 
put up with, accidental e-mail harassed, blah, blah… 
 
LS:  And that sad part is that this is exactly what the Obama campaign, Obama for America, 
my Barack Obama dot com, these networks, these surrogates, these supporters, have done 
continuously through this season.  And the funny thing is they are wasting so much time, 
money, effort and energy to attack a US citizen who, and the interesting thing I finding in all 
this is that they keep repeating my past as if this is something that they exposed.  I admitted 
my past  
 
JF:  Let me just tell everyone.  Larry, if you have been following the story, has been absolutely 
forthcoming about everything about his past and has blah, blah…by his own hand been more 
vetted…blah, blah   
 
LS:  Oh any of them, definitely.  And the sad part is that this is a country …you know…this is 
like I told you I spoke with the AHF tonight because I had called them when I got word that 
they were trying to shut the ads down.  They assured me that the ads would not be shut 
down.  They also said that one of their reasons they cannot believe the attacks, the smears, 
that have directed to me, but they also said that the reason this ads are being aired where 
they are being aired at right now is because a lot of the media outlets have refused.  They 
took their money and then they refused to air the ads.  And they’re saying that that’s 
something that has caused them concern that the media outlets will not air the ads or are 
refusing to air the ads in certain markets because the media has become so pro-Obama and 
they feel if nothing else that this in and of itself is newsworthy because now the media is 
dictating what can and cannot be aired about a Presidential candidate and if that’s not 



censorship and to me I would go as far as to call it voter fraud because the media is basically 
portraying this gentleman as something he is not.  
 
JR:  Taken the money and won’t run the ads 
 
LS:  Well, he’s saying that those markets won’t run the ads.  I think it’s going to be interesting 
because he himself has made it clear that once the ads do start running in the markets that 
they will be today that somebody’s going to have to address the issue of the fact that these 
are legitimate ads with legitimate questions and for the media to censor this ads and tell 
people that they will not air them.  You know…this is basically what has happened all along.  
The one thing I appreciate him telling me is that I have put out enough credible information 
out there to where any reliable journalist with any integrity should report the story and 
investigate it and they have refused to do so.  They continue to put out exactly what I said at 
the press conference.  They continue to rehash, Ben Smith at the Politico, for example, 
(cough) rehash he’s a fugitive from CO.  I am not.  I know of CO.  CO knows where I live.  CO 
has known where I lived every day for the last 5 years.  Okay.  This is not a matter of CO not 
having money.  This is a matter of the judge knows the issues involved in this case.  The 
judge has made it clear that CO does not extradite outside the state of CO and that in and of 
itself should tell you the actual severity of this charge.  I have not avoided CO.  My mother 
and I have tried to post the $15,000 bond on this case so that I can actually go into court and 
have it taken care of.  We have tried to put property up that’s worth 10 times that and the 
District Attorney and the court have just sat on it.  They have not calendared it. This has 
nothing to do with me hiding.  I have never ran from anything in my past.  There is never a 
court.  I have never skipped bond, never failed to appear on any appearance.  The same 
thing with this Delaware case.  When they claim according to their warrant in their indictment 
that they mailed a summons for me to appear in February when you see the summons they 
have claimed to have mailed it has no address on it so where they mail it.  And it is most 
definitely not like people can say in February nobody knew where Larry Sinclair lived because 
in February people were putting my address and phone number in MN out all over the 
internet.  So it’s just an interesting situation and well see what happens.  I mean I will tell you 
that the 50 people for truth we have actually come up with 37 of them to date up to the minute 
right now.  I’m sure 13 people and I really need those 13 people because I really want to 
retain this attorney tomorrow because I think with this attorney uh I think the tides gonna turn 
a little bit.  I think people are going to stop attacking attorneys all of a sudden because this 
man is most definitely not going to sit back and be attacked by anyone, not a political 
campaign and not some internet warriors.   
 
JF:  Very interesting.  And speaking as a journalist, I think anyone who has made allegations 
of this gravity against a presidential candidate or any politician deserves to have a free, fair 
and open hearing in the media, if not the courts, at some point.  And in this case we have 
some dead people, folks.  Clearly, absolutely, inextricably linked to LS by telephone and e-
mail conversations.  DY who was murdered…very close friend of BO..according to 
Larry…grave issues..blah, blah, not frivolous. 
 
LS:  And Jeff, and your reference to Donald Young, it is amazing the number of internet 
websites I have seen today, I have been directed to today, that have boldly stated that I’m 
going to end up just like Donald Young.  You know they have actually predicted that Larry 
Sinclair will end up, you know, just a bullet riddled corpse again and the fact that threats have 
been made to my murder and these are specific threats you know at the NPC they made it 
clear that they would do it there then they turn around before the press club and send the 
other threat saying if I don’t..if I’m not dead the day after the press conference if I hold it that I 
won’t live to see the 4

th
 of July.  And these are not threats from anonymous people.  You 

know the FBI knows exactly who the individual is who made these threats.  The same person 
sent e-mails to youtube, to supporters of mine, telling them that they’re not worried about 
them finding them because they actually work for the FBI.  I mean…this is just getting 
ridiculous and this is coming from the highest levels.  And people say that I’m paranoid.  I’m 
sorry.  I’ve seen way too much to be paranoid.   
 
JR:  A few seconds left…thank you for presenting it as you see it…need 13 more people.  
Thank you, Larry.  Take care of yourself and stay in touch. 



 
LS:   Thank you, Jeff. 
 

07/04/08: Larry Sinclair Interview with Roger Fredinburg 

(transcription courtesy of Heidi) 
 
01:47 Roger:[cuts in with Alan Keyes info and personal]  Our guest tonight after revealing in 
his very revealing and fascinating You Tube video, this drug and sex relationship that he 
claims to have had with Barack Obama has found life not to be quite the same since he broke 
the story or “kissed and told”, as some people might say.  And so, to tell that story tonight, 
and to help up get a clearer view of this first African American Presidential Candidate’s, 
selected by a major party in history, Larry Sinclair joins us.  Larry, welcome to the radio show. 
 
02:39 LWS: Thank you very much [clears throat]. 
 
02:41 Roger: I guess, Larry, my first question would be to you, what… who are you and why 
do we care about what you have to say? 
 
02:48 LWS: Well, “Who am I” is nothing more than an average US Citizen.  Ah, why should 
you care about what I have to say is because you…ah, the country is about to have another 
presidential election in November, and this country is in more trouble now than it has been in 
quite some time, economically, ah…spiritually, racially, because of this election, and, you 
know what…a number of wars, you know, overseas.  And to cast your vote on who’s going to 
direct this country for the next four years, it’s my firm belief that you need to know everything 
about that individual and not just what they’re promising to do, or what they’re claiming they 
have done in the past, but you need to know everything about that individual or these 
individuals who are asking for your vote, based on their personal experiences, what they have 
done in their lifetime and not just the part they want to highlight to put in front of you.  And that 
includes the bad as well.  When I first came out with my statement on You Tube, I made it 
very clear from my very first contact with any media personnel, which was Jeannie McIntosh 
with the New York Post, and the first words out of my mouth were, “I have past criminal 
convictions for felonies and served time.”  And I gave her a list, ah, of those convictions and 
those charges and where I served time and how long.  I’ve always been one hundred percent 
open about everything about me and yet this has become about me.  I have become more 
vetted than the presidential candidates have been and this isn’t making any sense.  I’m not 
the one running for office. 
 
04:35 Roger: Well, you did jump in under the magnifying glass from that video on You Tube. 
 
04:38 LWS: Well no, I mean, don’t get me wrong.  I’m not saying that I’m upset that people 
are looking at my past.  What I’m saying is this: I’ve always been honest about my past from 
day one when I…even before I put up the You Tube video.  But for the pro- Obama 
supporters, The Mitch and Nan Show, who have ah…posted your call in number and 
encouraged their supporters to call in tonight …It’s up to you.  I will decided whether to 
answer their question or not, if you decide to open up your phone lines.  But these people 
have made a number of claims.  They have claimed that I have gone by 11 or 12 different 
names, which not the total truth.  Yes, there are aliases listed on my criminal record, but those 
names…nobody bothers to explain.  Those are not names the authorities are saying I have 
ever lived under or gone by.  Those are names that the individuals gave them in one contact 
or another in referring to me.  And most of those so-called aliases are nothing more than 
misspelled versions of my actual legal name at the time.   
 
05:47 Roger: Hold it right there.  We’re gonna take a short break.  We’ll be back on 
Neighborhood 21.  I’m Roger Fredinburg, your host.  Now call the number, write it down, 877-
528-0255. 
 
06:23 Roger: Okay, welcome back, Ladies and Gentlemen, to Neighborhood 21.  [edit non 
Sinclair information] 
 



08:19 Roger: Alright, back to our program.  Larry Sinclair is here.  Larry, I appreciate the time 
you’re taking to speak to us tonight.  And I know this is one of those things where you’re 
probably a little bit perplexed as to why you’ve started this now, I’m guessing. 
 
08:31 LWS: No, you know what, Roger?  Actually, I’m not perplexed by that at all.  What I am 
perplexed about  is how this has been turned into, ah, an Internet war of attacks, of lies, of 
attacks on innocent people, of attacks on a 67 year-old woman, who is my mother, who has 
absolutely nothing to do with this, other than supporting her son and believing her son.  Ah, 
attacks against people who, ah, I made it very clear the first time they tried to, ah, connect this 
lady to me, that, you know, that this was not my mother, but in fact a woman who was married 
to my father, attacks against my dead father, phone calls to my relative’s house, phone calls 
to innocent individuals’ homes, that these people have just… based on their flawed research 
said, “Oh, well this person is a friend of Larry’s”, or “it’s his cousin” or “it’s his nephew” or “it’s 
his aunt”.  I mean, this has gotten ridiculous.  I have had date-specific or time-specific, place-
specific death threats made to me, my mother and one of my attorneys.  They were reported 
to the Duluth Police Department, they were reported to the DC Metro Police… 
 
09:44 Roger: Why…why…why would anyone want to threaten you for telling a story that 
could have a really important impact on American citizenry.  Let me ask you this, Larry, let’s 
do something, let’s go to the back to the beginning of this thing.  Tell me how and when you 
met Barack Obama? 
 
09:58 LWS: I met Barack Obama November, 1999, specific date, November 6

th
.  I met him 

through an introduction from a limousine driver working for Five Star Limousine Service, 
which was a friend of Barack Obama’s.  The introduction was made after I had hired the limo 
service, prior to that evening, ah…to take me and my godson out, um [coughs] after his 
graduation from the Great Lakes Navy Training Fa..uh, Center.  On the 6

th
 of November, he 

received orders, his, ah, pass or whatever you want to call it, being able to leave the base 
was rescinded because once they graduate, it depends, they could have their transfer orders 
the minute the graduation ceremony’s over and they can’t even leave the base with their 
family or friends after graduation.  We were…he was able to leave on Friday the 5

th
, he was 

not able to leave on the 6
th
.  Ah, this driver introduced me to Barack Obama, specifically 

called Barack Obama on his cell phone, specifically introduced me face-to-face to Barack 
Obama, by name, and made it very clear that him [sic] and Barack Obama were friends.  
Now, I have some information that was not released at the press conference and it wasn’t 
because I’m still trying to get a second verification on it, but it turns out…I’ve always made it 
clear that this guy was a friend of Barack Obama’s and I’m convinced of that and I’m not 
backing off of that.  Now people are…have taken the name and twisted the name and brought 
up information saying, “Well this person is …it couldn’t be this person” or they’ve accused the 
limo driver of being someone that I illegally smuggled into this country.  That’s not true.  Um, I 
have it on great authority the limo driver and the limo company owner at the time not only 
were in fact friends with Barack Obama, but were actual business associates with Barack 
Obama and Tony Rezko.  Now I haven’t specifically made that allegation, because as I said, I 
am waiting for a second source of verification, but the first source is very reliable. 
 
12:01 Roger: Alright.  So what was the purpose of you meeting Barack Obama? 
 
12:05 LWS: It was nothing more than that I wanted to enjoy the night out and I wanted to 
enjoy it with someone who was from Chicago, who knew Chicago and who enjoyed partying.  
Those were the three specific requests that I had made to this driver.  At no time did I make 
any reference to wanting any type of sexual activity with anyone. [audio cuts out]  Now the act 
on November 7

th
 when Barack Obama showed up unannounced and uninvited at my hotel in 

Gurnee, Illinois – now that was initiated by him. 
 
12:43 Roger: Alright.  At what [audio cuts] sex act and why did you pursue it? 
 
12:49 LWS: Well, here we were getting high, drinking in the limo.  I started rubbing on his leg 
and…and…you know, he got excited and one step…you know, one thing led to the next.  But 
like I said, nothing was pre-planned, it was nothing I had specifically requested, in fact, it 
wasn’t really even discussed until after it happened.   



 
13:08 Roger: What …oh, okay…were you snorting coke or what were you doing? 
 
13:12 LWS: I was snorting coke that was rested up against his left knee.  Um, when I began 
to perform oral sex on him, he pulls out a second packet of cocaine that is in rock form, crack 
cocaine’s form, and a glass pipe out of his pocket.  I had no idea that he even had it.  I had no 
idea that he even enjoyed smoking it. 
 
13:36 Roger: Wow, can you imagine a president who could smoke crack?  That’s a mind 
blower. 
 
13:42 LWS: Well the sad part is, Roger, is there’s a large portion of this country that say it 
doesn’t matter to them.  They do not care.  I mean, I am being attacked by pro-Obama 
surrogates and supporters saying, “It does not matter whether he smoked crack in November 
of 1999” in one breath, and in the next breath they’re saying, “You’re a lying SOB.  He never 
did that.” 
 
14:07 Roger: You know, Larry.  It really does matter.  And, you know, it’s all scandalous and, 
my God, we were in the back of a limo and we had oral sex and we were doing drugs.  I 
mean, it’s a story a hundred million people can tell, okay? 
 
14:24 LWS: But you know what?  A hundred million people can tell it, but a hundred million 
people haven’t turned over their phone numbers and Chicago Police Department don’t [sic] 
have a hundred million other people … 
 
14:35 Roger: But…but I can tell you right now, that people who’ve engaged, and many of us 
have who might otherwise forget, if we had the choice, but fact remains is this is a man who 
wants to be the President of the United States of America.  This is the darling of the 
Democratic Party.  (LWS: Um hm.) This is the now chosen candidate of Democrat [sic] Party, 
19

th
 [inaud] President of the United States.  If the man, uh, you know, is involved with crack 

cocaine, which could definitely screw up your judgment as a president, it’s obviously affecting 
his political mind from my perspective, um, you know, this is not somebody who should be 
running the largest, most powerful country in the world.  The thought of somebody with a 
crack pipe and the button in their right hand scares me. 
 
15:24 LWS: And this is also a man, that [sic] is subject to blackmail.  Let me just go over a 
short list of undeniable, easily-verifiable facts, okay: one, Donald Young, openly gay choir 
director, Trinity United Christian Church, communication [sic] with me over a four month 
period, okay; acknowledges being intimately involved with Barack Obama; murdered last 
year, December 2007, okay; knows everything about what I’ve asked the Obama campaign to 
acknowledge and admit to; knows pretty much who I’ve contacted about it.  This guy’s dead, 
alright?  No response from Obama whatsoever.  FBI actually finds the individual making 
death threats on the Internet to me, confirms to myself and my attorney, Montgomery Blair 
Sibley that they did, indeed go to this person’s home, found him to be a 22 year-old male, 
living with his parents in the DC area, scared the hell out of him but decided not to reveal his 
identity (Larry’s phone ringing in background), or prosecute or press any charges against him.  
This is on June 16

th
 of this year, okay?  (Roger: Wow.) I’m arrested minutes after a National 

Press Club press conference, when in reality; I could have been arrested months before, on 
this so-called Delaware warrant, according to the documentation from Delaware.  They claim 
this warrant has been out on the NCIC system since February, when, in fact, it did not show 
up until late April. 
 
16:59 Roger: What is the warrant for? 
 
17:01 LWS: I am accused of, and this is the funny thing, I hired a second attorney today and 
he pulled the records directly from the court as well.   The only thing that the indictment says 
is, as far as the court record is concerned, is that it says, on or about October 16

th
 of 2007, 

Lawrence Sinclair did, ah, steal or take control of or, um, deprive the owner of Rodeway Inn 
out of property or US currency, ah, valued at $1000 or more.  And that’s it.  No specifics, 



they’re not saying how I stole, when I stole it, nothing.  And even today, when I showed up in 
court, there is still nothing in the court record that specifies any specifics of this charge. 
 
17:49 Roger: But you did bring the towels back, right? 
 
17:51 LWS: Oh yea, I brought the towels back. [both laugh]  Okay?  Second…fourth, every bit 
of the paperwork, okay, that has any relation whatsoever to my arrest in Washington DC, and 
my extradition to the state of Delaware, are totally inconsistent, inaccurate.  They have NO 
charge on them or the WRONG charge on them. 
 
18:14 Roger: Well, they’re harassing you. (LWS: Oh yea.) Hang on, we’ll get to that in a 
minute.  And folks on the line, calling in, be patient.  I’ve decided I want to get a little more 
information. [edits out more ‘be patient’ and phone info]. 
 
18:44 Roger: Larry Sinclair, ladies and gentleman, and boy has he stirred up some dust.  
Whew!  Larry, it’s nice to have you back.  (LWS: Thanks.) Larry, let’s … let’s get, let me go 
back to that night when you and Barack Obama first met in the limo and you’re getting high, 
drinking, and you, ah, you start rubbing his leg and he gets aroused you go in for the kill, so to 
speak.  I don’t want to make it sound insidious, but I mean, oral sex, people know what it is.  
And I guess a couple of things on my mind here, that might help those people, who really 
know Barack, clarify in their own minds whether or not you’re telling the truth, for their own 
sake.  And I guess first, what do you talk about with a guy like Barack Obama in the back of a 
limo, when you’re getting high?  What are you visiting about? 
 
19:27 LWS: Actually when you’re drinking and getting high, you’re really not talking about 
anything other than what you’re doing at the moment.  I’ve made it very clear.  Our 
conversations were very limited, very casual.  Most of the conversation was what I was doing 
in Chicago.  Ah, we were talking about my godson and the fact that I had gone to Chicago 
because I promised him I would not miss his graduation, because I actually missed his high 
school graduation that May.  That May, the May of ’99.  And I was explaining to Barack what I 
was doing for a living at the time, the fact that I was extremely exhausted, ah, that I had 
actually been on the road for quite some time, back and forth driving between Colorado and 
South Carolina, um, moving narcotics.  I mean, this is the thing.  I’ve been completely honest 
about all of it.  You know, his comments about himself were nothing more than, ah, to be 
honest with you, I thought he was actually a Chicago native.  I had no idea that he was not 
born and raised in Chicago, ‘til what, ah, 2004.  Um, but the conversation was very casual, 
um, pretty much, ah, oh, God, what would you say – “normal party talk?” 
 
20:40 Roger: Okay, it was just chit chat. 
 
20:42 LWS: Yes. 
 
20:43 Roger: Did he ever reveal anything about himself? 
 
20:46 LWS: The only thing we had discussed about him personally, as far as when I first met 
him, before we ever left the bar was, like I said, he said that he was in public service.  I did 
not, ah, I didn’t pursue that other than to ask him if he was a cop and he assured me that he 
wasn’t a police officer. 
 
21:03 Roger: Wow.  So, um, let me, let me, I’m going to do to you what I did to Paula Jones 
the first time I met her.  [LWS laughs excitedly] I’m the one who exposed Bill Clinton through 
Paula Jones by a asking a simple question: Were there any distinguishing characteristics... 
 
21:19 LWS: Well just remember, some questions I’ll answer and some I won’t.  Depends on 
what they are at this point. 
 
21:22 Roger: Were there any distinguishing characteristics about his physique that might, that 
might… 
 



21:27 LWS: I’ve always…I, I’ve said that I, I COULD identify his ah, his personal area.  I do 
not recall any, ah, people asked me is there something like a freckle.  I do not recall a freckle. 
 
21:42 Roger: Is he circumcised? 
 
21:44 LWS: I can tell you that, but I won’t answer that question. 
 
21:45 Roger: You’re not going to answer that.  You’re saying… 
 
21:47 LWS: Yep.  Because anytime I’ve put anything out there, they have attacked and 
[inaud] and actually, I’ve been advised by my attorney not to answer that specific question at 
this point.   
 
21:58 Roger: No, that’s fine.  I’m just trying to … (LWS: Okay.)  I’m just trying to find out 
somewhere along the way you’re being challenged.  And the challenge now has become 
harassment. 
 
22:08 LWS: But see, the challenge, Roger, has not been challenging me…[corrects self] or 
the story, or the actual facts of the story.  Instead, what they’re doing is the person TELLING 
the story.  It’s become: “Well, you can’t BELIEVE him.  Look, he…he…he committed fraud, he 
wrote bad checks, he signed his name to someone else’s credit card…”  All true.  I don’t deny 
it. 
 
22:34 Roger: Killing the messenger has always been a favorite ploy of the elite, um, 
especially if they don’t like the message.  So they don’t like your message and you’re right to 
be fearful of your life because your life’s in danger. 
 
22:48 LWS: You know, it’s interesting.  I’ve received emails from two specific people over the 
course of the last four days, since being here in Delaware, ah, looking to retain counsel in this 
Delaware matter and they have been so cryptic, you know?  Like, “We can protect you.  We 
can offer you full funding for your legal representation, even both criminal and civil.  We can 
make sure this comes out, but you can’t know anything about us.  You have to answer all of 
our questions when we ask them.  You can not disclose that we are even contacting you.”  
And they when I tell them, “Until you actually tell me WHO you, are I have no intentions of 
having any connections with them [sic].”  (Roger: Right.)  Then today, I… 
 
23:35 Roger: Then you need to take whatever things you’re holding back as your last resort 
evidence and you need to get those in the hands of someone you trust and know… 
 
23:45 LWS: Exactly and that’s exactly what’s taking place at this moment, because this 
morning I opened an email that told me that I needed to start worrying about more than 
Obama supporters.  That this was not…that I needed to realize once and for all that this is not 
a game and that, you know, that people are gonna come after me… (Roger cuts in: Now let 
me…) and this is crazy. 
 
24:07 Roger: Now let me share with you a couple of incidents.  I’ve been on the radio a long 
time.  I notice you were on the Jeff Rense show quite a bit.  Jeff and I are good friends.  I 
know Jeff.  But I’ve been in this a long time and I used to interview a fellow named, Danny 
Cassalero.  That name probably doesn’t mean anything to you, (LWS: No.) but we broke a 
story back in the early nineties, I guess even before that, about a group of interesting folks 
were running a scam, called “The BCCI Scandal”.  It became affectionately known as that, 
which led to the savings and loan debacle, which led to the [edit out story about Ed Meese 
and software encryption stuff].  Anyway, Danny Cassalero broke this story and ended up, you 
know, slicing one wrist and drowning in a bathtub, okay? 
 
25:07 LWS: That’s not gonna happen.  I am not going to do that to myself. 
 
25:09 Roger: Later, I was able to interview a fellow who became quite good friends with a 
fellow, whose name was Webb, Gary Webb.  He was with the San Jose Mercury News.  Gary 
broke a really important classic story about the CIA [edit story about CIA inventing crack 



cocaine and getting into the inner city to target black America.]  He [Webb] actually shot 
himself twice in the back of the head and died.  It was a suicide. (LWS: With two gunshots to 
the back of the head?) Yea, okay?  So when I talk to someone like you, as I did when I was 
first contacted …I was the first person to put on a fellow named, Larry Nichols, during the 
Clinton campaign.  Larry Nichols was really close to the Clinton folks in Arkansas [edit out 
more conspiracy stories about the Clintons killing people who were outing them] So yes, you 
need to be damned certain, my friend, that you cover your butt here, because these people 
will kill you.  They’ll think nothing of it and they will kill anyone who gets in their path.  And that 
is just the way it is.  So take that from someone who’s been out here a long time fighting 
these bastards, Larry, that I don’t want to see that happen to you and that’s why you’re on the 
show. 
 
27:43 LWS: I appreciate that and I will tell you, I am definitely, one hundred percent 
convinced that that’s exactly what they want to happen. 
 
27:53 Roger: Well, you’re going to have to be very, very careful and people are going to have 
to find ways to support you.  I would say to you, in all honestly, we need to find a way to send 
you underground for awhile.  Um, give you an opportunity to continue to tell your story, but 
we’ve gotta get you where they can’t find you, because they WILL find you.  Now you can go 
out to the next life, and they’ll say, “oh, that guy was right” or you can stay in this life and be 
glad… 
 
28:24 LWS: Believe me, I do understand where you’re coming from and personally, as far as 
who I know, and that’s the one thing.  I’ve been very careful.  I am not trying to get to know 
any of these new people, who are making offers and coming out, um, offers through the 
Internet, because I know better. 
 
28:44 Roger: The people that are going to find you and kill you, if they can, are the same folks 
who took Jimmy Hoffa on a long vacation plan, okay?  They are the same people who got 
John F Kennedy elected when Richard Nixon actually won the election.  These are the same 
people who can make thousands and thousands of dead people vote in every election and no 
one argues the point with them. (LWS: Kind of like what happened this year, huh?)  Yea, 
these are dangerous people so we can say, “Well, you know, they’ve always been there” and 
since prohibition, they probably have.  So the machine that is behind Barack Obama is 
probably the same as [cuts out].  You’re pissin’ in their garden, man.  You understand? 
 
29:45 LWS: That I do. 
 
29:47 Roger: So we need to find a way, I’m not really clear how exactly we do, to hide you out 
somewhere.  And we need to get this out to more people.  This story is, um, just the thought 
of a presidential candidate, serious candidate, smoking crack on the White House roof, you 
know, scares me.  I mean, we’ve got enough crackpots in government already.  That doesn’t 
mean…I’m not against Obama.  I’m not for his politics.  I don’t like his politics, but I’m not 
against him, but if the man’s got these other things… You know, the sex thing.  Again, the sex 
thing’s a private thing.  People have sexual proclivities.  You know, some people are twisted 
in bed.  I don’t know.  That’s the way life is. 
 
30:42 LWS: You know, Roger, people have thrown that at me over the last few months saying 
“Well, you’re gay so why does it matter whether he’s had sex with you?”  It doesn’t matter.  I 
didn’t tell the sex part because, you know, I said it was bad or it was a reason not to vote for 
him.  I said the simple fact is you can’t tell a story, you can’t tell what happened and leave 
parts of it out, and then they come back later and go, “Well, how do you know…How do you 
know this happened and what was the circumstances?”  And then you explain these specific 
details and you come in and say, “Well, you know, he started smoking crack while I was going 
down on him.”  And then they stop and say, “Oh, see?  You’re a liar right there because you 
didn’t tell that part of the story when you first came out.”  So when I came out on You Tube, I 
told the entire story, exactly what happened, sex and drugs, period, and left it at that.  But I’ve 
been attacked over…I’ve been accused of “Oh, well you said the gay sex because you 
wanted to get people to say he was gay [inaud].”  The funny thing is, I’m not asking you NOT 
to vote for the man.  In fact, I was somewhat leaning towards him until I realized that Donald 



Young was killed.  Well you know what, now I AM definitely against this candidate because 
here’s a person who’s supposed to be representing the average person, like me, according to 
his own words and yet, the average person is being threatened, is having his Social Security 
terminated based on false information, the exact day the, ah, DC police decide they want to 
start, ah, working with the National Press Club to get an arrest warrant to arrest me at the 
NPC.  I mean, something’s not right here.  So yea, I am definitely against this man now, and 
his politics, because his politics is nothing more than when and whatever costs and screw, 
and kill, and hurt, and harm, and attack anybody that gets in your way. 
 
32:46 Roger: Well, if you get to a place of power and privilege in society, the people have the 
right to know the kind of man they may or may not elect into the White House and I think your 
personal morality, I mean, not details of your sex life personally, but personal morality as it’s 
viewed by the average American.  Most Americans are not real cool on homosexual sex.  It’s 
not that Americans hate homosexuals.  It’s that most Americans are raised in the tradition of a 
Christian belief system that finds homosexuality, the activity, the actual sex part of it to be a 
sin. 
 
33:24 LWS: No, I understand that.  The funny thing is, I’ve been gay all of my life through 
childhood and the funny thing is, all of these attacks…I’ve never really experienced it.  I have 
always been open.  When I meet somebody new, my entire life, I’ve always been open about 
being gay.  And the funny thing is, my best friends are straight.  Most of them are male.  We 
can socialize.  We can party together, no uncomfortable…no problem.  But I understand, you 
know, that society, itself, on a whole…[Roger interrupts.] 
 
33:55 Roger: So you do understand chemistry. 
 
33:58 LWS: [continues] …it’s more the sexual act and I do understand that. 
 
34:01 Roger: Well people have chemistry.  You’re in the back seat of a limo, getting high, you 
can sense if somebody’s feeling it, right? (LWS: Exactly.)  So it’s just normal life, [inaud] 
sexuality in general.  So, um, obviously there was an attraction there between the two of you, 
um, I mean, are you still attracted to him? 
 
34:20 LWS: [chuckles] Not at all. Not at all.  In fact someone made a ridiculous question at 
the press conference saying, “Well, were you in love with Barack Obama?”  And I answered 
her, I told her, “No.  I did not fall in love with Barack Obama.”  And she said, “Well how can 
you have sex with someone you were not in love with?”  And I said, “Excuse me, ma’am, 
nothing personal and I don’t mean to be disrespectful, but in your entire lifetime…are you 
sitting here trying to tell me that you’ve never had a one night stand, also known as a ‘quickie’ 
with anyone?” 
 
34:50 Roger: Wow.  It’s terrible.  Hang on.  I’m going to go ahead and open the phone lines 
up and let some people talk to you, okay?  So hang with us, we’ll be back with Larry Sinclair 
on Roger Fredinburg’s Neighborhood 21 radio show. 
 
35:15 Roger: [edit welcoming back] Larry’s an average guy from the Chicago area. 
 
35:22 LWS: No, actually I wasn’t from the Chicago area.  
 
35:25 Roger: Where were you from? 
 
35:26 LWS: I was actually living in Colorado at the time. (Roger: Oh, my apologies.) Okay. 
 
35:31 Roger: Well you an affair with Barack Obama, according to you. 
 
35:34 LWS: Well if you want to call it an “affair”.  A two night stand. 
 
35:41 Roger: Well, he’s a married man, I’ve got to call it an affair. (LWS: Okay.) Okay?  If he 
wasn’t married, I guess I’d call it a “quickie”.  From my regard, he’s a married man, he has a 
wife – that’s an affair. [edit out semantics]  So, from that, you came public because you felt 



like people needed to know that this guy was a little different from what he was being 
perceived as in the media. 
 
36:06 LWS: Actually, I came public, Roger, and yes, you’re right, I came public after spending 
approximately six months, waiting for him to publicly announce and correct his statement 
about his drug use. 
 
36:17 Roger: Oh, I got you.  Let’s get a few callers in here.  Marie in California, you’re on the 
radio with Larry Sinclair. 
 
36:25 Marie: Hi, Larry, I’ve got a question for ya.  (LWS: Okay.)  You have, um, is your 
second attorney a public defender? 
 
36:37 LWS: Ma’am, I will tell you right now that no, I hired and retained a private attorney 
today and when he makes his formal appearance, by filing the necessary paperwork next 
Monday, that information will be available through court records. 
 
36:53 Marie: Okay, that’s fair.  Thank you very much for answering the question, because I’ve 
been undecided about the story about the detractors and I just want to get as much 
information as possible. 
 
37:13 LWS: Can I ask you a question, Marie?  (Marie: Yea.) Are you the individual that sent 
me the message saying that, um, the cesspool is claiming that I stole all the money that they 
contributed to the retainer fee and went with a public defender today?  (Marie: No, I didn’t.)  
Okay, I was just asking because I’m fixing to post an answer to that as we speak, but just to 
make the information perfectly clear, I did retain a private attorney today, that actually is going 
to cost me more in retainer, in the end, than Richard Wier originally charged. 
 
37:48 Roger: People, don’t donate money to a cause and then put strings on it.  You can 
donate money to help Larry out… 
 
37:57 Marie: No, no, no, I’m not about donating money.  I’m just about discrediting these 
attacks. 
 
38:05 LWS: Well, Marie, I will tell you one thing, something about my detractors.  The people 
who are attacking me, who claim that they have the truth and who are posting timelines and 
who are saying, you know, “Larry said this” or “Larry said that”.  If you go over every interview 
I’ve done, everything I’ve ever written and you compare that to what these people are 
claiming, ah, I think you will find that these people are…are full of something and it’s not 
something that smells sweet, because I [cuts out]… have to be honest and say, and probably 
justifiably so, there’s a fair amount of paranoia on both sides.  Ah… 
 
39:06  Roger: Okay we have to take a short break.  We’ll be back with Larry Sinclair on the 
other side of the break.  You can call in here and visit with Larry and ask questions, but if 
you’re going to ask stupid questions, don’t waste our time.  We’ve got stuff to talk about here, 
okay?  So try to ask a good question. [edit phone number announcement] It’s not whether or 
not it’s true… 
 
39:45 Roger: Well, welcome back, ladies and gentlemen, to the Neighborhood 21 radio show.  
I’m Roger Fredinburg, your host.  Welcome to the neighborhood.  We have some interesting 
commentary this evening.  Look, for the first time in the history of America, we have two 
candidates for the major parties who might not even qualify to be President.  It’s questionable, 
that Barack Hussein Mohammad Obama, that’s his real name, on his birth certificate, Barack 
Hussein Mohammad Obama, may actually be an Indonesian citizen.  His parents did not 
meet the criteria for citizen when he was born.  He may not even be a true, naturalized 
American, which means he couldn’t legally run for President anyway. [edit more Obama cover 
ups, Hussein Mohammad stuff, McCain born in Panama, etc…] So Larry Sinclair comes out 
and says, “Hey, I had an affair with Barack Obama, I went down on this guy.  We did cocaine 
and drank and partied and had fun together.”  And all of the sudden, the machine, this turned 



up the volume on Mr. Sinclair and even as recently as…not too…when were you arrested in 
Washington, Larry? 
 
41:52 LWS:  I was arrested at the National Press Club on June 18

th
.  [Roger and LWS talking 

over each other] 
 
41:59 Roger: …for some bogus charge out of Delaware… 
 
42:01 LWS:  … with no warrant produced at the time and that they said they were arresting 
me, even when they claimed it was in their vehicle, um, in the loading dock, they did not 
produce it, nor did they produce it at the police station, nor did they produce it at court. 
 
42:13 Roger: So, let’s talk about Joe Biden.  Good old Joe Biden makes a call to somebody in 
Delaware and you’re cookie dust, right? 
 
42:23 LWS: Pretty much.  Because this …  this Delaware thing, according to the dates on the 
documents, they’re claiming that these things were actually issued on February 5

th
 of 2008, 

but when people were attacking me in March and April, they were … the pro- Obama 
supporters and surrogates were putting out on the web and, through their networking, ah, I 
had outstanding warrants for abuse or child sex assault or something in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
which was not true. (Roger: You and David Koresh…) Yea, but, but they put it out there.  
When that fizzled, when they were told to put up or shut up and we called Tulsa, Oklahoma.  
The police chief in Laredo, Texas happens to personally know me, and he did my mother a 
favor, and looked into their allegations, and started investigating them for even putting the 
Laredo Police Department in it and nothing.  This stuff I’m dealing with never showed up and, 
all of the sudden, I guess someone’s saying now, the earliest they saw it was in late April, 
after it was announced that the Chicago Police Department contacted me, in regards to the, 
ah, sworn affidavit on the Donald Young murder was, ah, received and that they wanted to 
discuss it with me. 
 
43:44 Roger: Alright, let’s go to the phones now.  A man named, “Bigears” is on the radio.  
Hello, Bigears. 
 
43:50 Bigears: Heya, what’s up there, Roger?  Mr. Sinclair, you know, I think people need to 
know, ah, that ah, the important thing NOW that’s happening, not in 1999.  That was drugs 
and sex, but right now, the Obama campaign is utilizing the judicial system, the attorney 
generals, detectives and police to try and shut this man down, if not more.  Ah, I’m sure Mr. 
Sinclair is aware or not, tell me if I’m wrong, but, ah, Senator Biden, his son is the Attorney 
General of Delaware and Mr. Sinclair… 
 
44:30 LWS: You’re absolutely right, Bigears, and not only that, this, ah, Delaware charge, the 
closed grand jury that issued this indictment was called by Joe Biden III.  It was requested by 
Joe Biden III.  And apparently, from what we’ve gathered so far from records in Delaware, it 
was based on a conversation held between myself and [cuts out](2)7th and 28

th
, which the 

detective ruled off the report that “Mr. Sinclair had not  committed any criminal act.”  And let 
me say something else. 
 
45:23 Roger: Hold on.  Let me take this break.  It’s a short break and we’ll be right back. [edit 
calling info and talkstar.podcast.com] 
 
46:15 Roger: Alright, I’m Roger Fredinburg, your host.  Ah, it’s a huge story, ladies and 
gentlemen, and it should be breaking on every major news media in the country.  A 
gentleman has exposed and accused, first on You Tube, then in other ways, his homosexual 
relationship, short-lived as it may have been, two occasions, partying, cocaine, crack cocaine, 
oral sex, um…Larry, any other kind of sex or was it just oral sex? 
46:47 LWS: No, it was just oral sex. 
 
46:49 Roger: Both ways? 
 
46:50 LWS: No, actually I performed, he received. 



 
46:53 Roger: He’s not a performer.  He’s a receiver.  Okay. 
 
46:56 LWS: As far as I know. 
 
46:58 Roger: Okay.  And so, um… (LWS interrupts: Can I…) [Roger and LWS talking over 
each other at this point.] 
 
47:02 LWS: I need to answer this door real quick.  (Roger: Go ahead.)  Alright. 
 
47:07 Roger: [laughing, filling time] The man had his own crack pipe.  I mean, you’ve got to 
just imagine, you’re in the back of a limousine, and you’re with a guy, and…and you’re doing 
some lines, and drinking a little hot booze and all of the sudden, the guy, a slick-dressed 
dude, ah…ah, political servant to the people, whips out his crack cocaine pipe, as Larry has 
suggested that Barack Hussein Mohammad Obama did, and that is just, to me, an amazing 
thing.  That, whether true or not, ah, I have no reason to disbelieve Larry Sinclair.  If you’ve 
ever been on You Tube and watched the video [faint sounds of LWS having a conversation 
with houseguest in background], um, if you’ve ever watched the video, you’ll…you’ll…you’ll, 
you know, “Wow!”  I believe the guy, frankly, but it’s irrelevant, except for the fact that now, to 
try to silence Larry from telling his story, all this weird stuff is happening, right Larry? 
 
48:09 LWS: Yea, not only is this weird stuff happening, Roger, here’s what’s interesting:  ah, 
the first act of trying to silence me was a rigged polygraph test.  Now people have repeatedly 
asked me, ah, well why did, you know, accuse me basically of saying, “Well, you failed the 
polygraph and then you come out a few days later saying that it was a payoff.”  [Coughs] It 
was a payoff and I was contacted, I’m telling you, I was contacted, what, on the 25

th
 of 

February, by a gentleman whose phone numbers unfortunately, ah, Mr. Sibley forgot to list in 
the press statement that was released, ah, at the press club.  But these were actual, um, 
these were actual telephone calls to my home, as well as to my cell phone.  They gave 
specific information about communications between David Axelrod and Dan Parisi of 
Whitehouse dot com.  And those tips, if you want, I will give those phone numbers out as to 
where those tips came from, because somebody’s got to start investigating this stuff, rather 
than just saying, “Well, oh, Ben Smith of Politico says Larry’s a crim… (Roger: Sure, go 
ahead, Larry.) a career criminal …” (Roger: [talking over Larry] I have no problem with 
it…give them out.)  Area code 207-252-2796, area code 207-899-0872. 
 
49:37 Roger: And who do you claim these belong to?  
 
49:39 LWS: I don’t know the gentleman’s name.  These are the phone numbers, in which [sic] 
I received phone calls, ah, February 25

th
, at approximately 12:48 am (telling) me to cash the 

Whitehouse dot com check immediately before it was stopped and that David Axelrod and 
Dan Parisi, of Whitehouse dot com, were having an argument, of Axelrod and the Obama 
campaign being upset that Parisi had not posted the, um, polygraph results and the 
information, stating that I was lying on the polygraph, fast enough for them.  And Parisi was 
saying he wasn’t posting any further information about people accusing me of lying until he 
was finished being paid.  And Axelrod advised Mr. Parisi that he would not receive another 
penny until Whitehouse dot com had everything up calling me a liar and verifying it though a 
fraudulent PhD, named Edward Ira Gelb. 
 
50:40 Roger: And why were you getting a check from Whitehouse dot com. 
 
50:42 LWS: Whitehouse dot com apparently made this offer.  I had posted something on the 
Internet, on the Friday, um, I want to say around the 13

th
… 12

th
 or 13

th
 of February, but I’d 

have to check the days (to) be more specific.  I had posted that I had contacted a gentleman 
by the name of Jack Trimarco.  I had looked him up on the Internet.  Apparently, he is an 
expert polygrapher [sic], ah, a former FBI polygraph examiner and I had stated in the You 
Tube video that I was willing to take a polygraph.  So, I was actually contacting Mr. Trimarco 
to see what it would cost and if he would agree to perform a polygraph on me.  I advised him 
that I needed someone who as apolitical, who could not decide if the political aisle [sic] of 
having … you know, a political motive, to say I passed or I failed.  Ah, on that very day that I 



posted the comment, that I contacted Jack Trimarco’s office, apparently this ex-porn site, 
called “Whitehouse dot com” posted this $100,000 challenge on their Web site.  And they 
FedEx’d over a similar letter, stating that they would pay $10,000 for me to submit to a 
polygraph examination, paid for by them, and that they would pay an additional bonus of 
$90,000 if I, in fact, passed the polygraph.  Well, I wanted the polygraph done, so I contacted 
them and told them I would accept their offer, under certain conditions, and those conditions 
being that: I had approval, final approval, that the polygrapher [sic] had to be someone of my 
choosing; that I was able to vet and prove that the polygrapher [sic] had no political 
connections, whatsoever, and no reason to try to produce a result for any reason… any side 
of the political spectrum.  Ah, they agreed to that and then they ended up choosing a 
polygraph examiner and claiming I chose him, when, in fact, I didn’t.  There were supposed to 
be two polygraph examiners to conduct two independent tests.  That never happened.  There 
was one [inaud] test that entailed two separate sets of questions, that was drug [sic] over an 
approximately four and a half hour timeframe. 
 
53:10 Roger: Wow.  Um, is Bigears still on there? [sound of disconnected line]  He’s gone?  
Alright, how about Lois in Oklahoma?  Is Lois there? 
 
53:21 Lois: Yes. 
 
53:22 Roger: Hello, Lois.  You’re on with Larry Sinclair. 
 
53:26 Lois: Hi, Larry.  How are you? 
 
53:28 LWS: Hi, Lois.  I’m fine, and you? 
 
53:30 Lois:  I’m just great.  Great press conference, by the way.  (LWS: Thank you.)  Um, I 
was gonna ask you a question.  You said that you were arrested after the press conference 
and it was trumped up charges.  What is [sic] the charges exactly? 
 
53:43 LWS: I’ve already said.  As far as I know, the charge is claiming theft of $1,000 or more 
here in Delaware.  The charge out of DC, when they came in and said they were arresting 
me, they stated they were arresting me on a fugitive of justice warrant out of Delaware.  
However, Delaware never had a fugitive from justice warrant, nor did DC police, nor did the 
DC courts. 
 
54:09 Lois: Did it have anything to do with the MoneyGrams to purchase a car? 
 
54:14 LWS: [Tone changes]  Excuse me, ma’am.  There was no purchase of any car.  I don’t 
know where you’re getting your information from, but I just told you what the charges are, 
based on the court file. 
 
54:25 Lois: [inaud, speaking under her breath] 
 
54:27 LWS: I’m sorry?  Let me ask you a question, Lois.  Where did you get your information 
from, because you’re quoting information from one of the pro-Obama sites that has not been 
released to me, nor to the court.  So I would like to ask you, where are you getting your 
information from? 
 
54:42 Lois: Off the Mitch and Nan Show, when I went over there and looked. 
 
54:47 LWS: Oh, okay.  Well no, I’m asking because the Mitch and Nan Show is posting a lot 
of information and statements…[Lois inaud talking in background] 
 
54:52  Lois: …Please don’t talk over me. 
 
54: 55 LWS:  Huh? 
 
54:56 Lois: How about Al Stoller?  Do you know who that is? 
 



54:58 LWS: Excuse me, ma’am, I refuse to answer questions about…[Lois still inaud talking 
in background] Ma’am?  No…no…no (Lois: …my boss) Excuse me?  I’ve never stolen a car, 
ma’am.  You need to check the … you need to check the claims … you need to check the 
Small Claims Court records of Sacramento County.  I went to Small Claims Court with Mr. 
Stoller and it was dismissed, in my favor, and when I moved out of California, he went and 
refiled three years later.  So please, do not tell me about my personal life or my personal 
situations, when I’m there.  You’re not. 
 
55:30 Roger: Alright, Lois [chuckling]… 
 
55:33 LWS: I mean, it’s amazing.  That’s what I’m talking about. (Roger: Yea, yea.)  These 
people are digging up…(Roger trying to calm down LWS: Larry, Larry) She’s mentioning Mr. 
Stoller, of Auto Finance of Sacramento, California.  A car that was financed, that was actually 
jointly financed between me and a friend of mine.  A vehicle that Mr. Stoller has had returned 
to his custody, uh, years ago.  I contacted Mr. Stoller after they started putting this out there, 
and I received an email from him, and I specifically asked Alan, “Alan, did you make these 
statements?  Did you send this email?”  And I told him to call his attorney because they’re 
saying that Alan Stoller is accusing me of auto theft.  Funny, I’ve never been accused of auto 
theft, by Mr. Stoller.  I was accused of defaulting on a loan that was not even my loan to begin 
with.  That’s what I mean when I say, the attacks are…are manipulated, they are doctored.  
They don’t want to state factual information.  They want to state it the way it fits their needs 
and I’m not going to allow them to do that. 
 
56:33 Roger: No, that’s fine.  Again, it’s all irrelevant.  People… 
 
56:37 LWS: [cuts in]…it seems…you know what, Roger?  It is irrelevant to the issue [inaud] 
…you say what…the story is not being reported.  It’s not being reported because these 
individuals, such as this lady, and I thank you for taking that call, because I definitely want an 
mp3 file of this show.  Ah, um…they have refused to identify themselves.  They have called 
Social Security and accused me of everything in the book, even though Social Security has 
talked with me.  I have reported everything I am legally required to report.  That’s what I’m 
saying.  They are doing this and they are putting this out to the major media outlets.  And 
Greta van Susteren herself said the reason she has ignored this and not spoken with me, 
even though she personally asked me to give her my cell phone number on May 31

st
.  She 

says she hasn’t gone there because I’m not credible because an article Ben Smith from 
Politico dot com publishes, based on these people, this lady and her group: misinformation; 
distorted information; and doctored information. 
 
57:43  Roger:  Well, they’re missing the point.  I mean, let’s just draw the dot from little Joe 
Biden to big Joe Biden to the Osama … (LWS: Exactly.) Barack Hussein Obama… 
 
57:55  LWS:  Exactly.  You know, the attorney that [sic] was hired today, we agreed on …on a 
… on a… on an addition paragraph in our retainer agreement, which is, he will represent me 
on this criminal charge here in Delaware.  If this criminal… if, in representing me on this 
criminal charge …  
 
58:14  Roger: We’ve been through all four in different levels with different people, Larry.  
Paula Jones went through this.  Jennifer Flowers went through this.  Dolly Kyle Browning 
went through this.  Uh…uh, everyone who’s been somehow or other against the democrats, 
gets this kind of treatment.  It’s just, you know, how ‘bout Juanita Broderick, [edit other 
names]?  The media doesn’t want to take anybody seriously.  Uh, that’s why we’re here, 
Larry.  Don’t worry.  People take me seriously.  Relax.  We’ll get this resolved.  Don’t go 
away.  
 
[edit break] 
 
59:13 Roger: Larry, we’re going to take a couple callers and then I’ve got a billion questions 
that we’re never going to get through all of it. 
 



59:15 LWS: That’s fine.  And understand something.  To callers like Lois, if I say, “No 
comment” that’s it. [chuckles] 
 
59:20 Roger: [chuckles] That’s fine.  (LWS: Okay.) 
 
59:22 Roger: Bill in Canada, you’ve been waiting a long time.  Bill, you’re on the radio. 
 
59:24 Bill: Yes, hi. 
 
59:25 Roger: Hi. 
 
59:26 Bill: I’ve been following this story, both on Mitch and Nan and Larry’s site and in the 
medium, You Tube, and what have you.  And, I guess the issue Larry has is one of credibility 
because of his track record, um, you know, things that seem to have been verified and, you 
know… 
 
59:59 LWS: [cuts in] Verified by who [sic], Sir? 
 
01:00:02 Bill:  Well, verified by, if you go on to, say, Pueblo County site, there’s… 
 
01:00:06 LWS: [cuts in] Sir, the problem …(Bill: [inaud])  Sir?  (Bill: Yes?)  Pueblo. Colorado 
is… it’s nothing new.  I … I mentioned that… I disclosed that back in February, actually in late 
January [Bill tries to continue] ‘scuse me, January, myself.  Mitch and Nan or no other pro-
Obama blogger has revealed or disclosed anything about me, or my past, that I did not first 
put out there in the public spectrum.  [sounds like Bill or someone in background, saying 
“Liar”]  So, if you’re going to use that to question my credibility, then use the facts that I am 
the one that put it out there and acknowledged it.  Now it’s not my fault that you don’t want to 
hear it from me [Bill still trying to talk], you want to hear it from a pro-Obama blogster … 
 
01:00:53  Bill: I’m just laying the foundation here.  (LWS: Ah hah.)  And there is that stuff that 
is floating about, that even you bring forward, right?  (LWS: What?) There’s things out there 
like that, that even you present, but you’re still, ah, you’re starting from a negative point on the 
credibility scale. 
 
01:01:08 Roger: [cuts in] Alright, Bill, let’s just see what… 
 
01:01:11 Bill: Let’s start with that, alright.  Then you go forward and there’s a difference in, 
say, a Monica Lewinsky scandal was … (LWS: The blue dress) she’s got the dress and that’s 
the thing, I think a lot of people are having trouble with your story.  There’s very little out 
there… 
 
01:01:34 LWS: [cuts in] Can I ask you a question?  [inaud - Larry and Roger talking over each 
other]  My question is this.  Everybody uses this Monica Lewinsky and the blue dress.  Was 
Bill Clinton asked about Monica Lewinsky BEFORE the blue dress was ever produced, yes or 
no? 
 
01:01:50 Bill: Yes. 
 
01:01:51 LWS:  See?  That’s the difference.  The media and these pro-Obama supporters 
and attackers are saying that Barack Obama does not need to be asked, and should not be 
asked, and I beg to differ with you.  I’m not the one hiding here.  Barack Obama is the one 
who’s put up a Web site called, “Fight the Smears” and they actively challenge everything 
said about Michelle Obama, “whitey” tapes, and whatever, yet the biggest so-called smear in 
their words, not mine, is Larry Sinclair and they don’t even deny it.  They don’t even mention 
it.  Do you understand what I’m saying?   
 
01:02:30 Bill: It’s because if they acknowledge it, it gives the story legs, right?  Then the 
mainstream media can run with it…. 
 



01:02:35 Roger: [cuts Bill off] Now let’s … (Bill: Right?)  Bill, let me ask you a question.  I want 
you to help me understand something.  Here you have an outed gay man, who makes no 
apologies for his past, who makes no apologies for the fact that he’s gay, who’s come out and 
said, “Hey, I know you’re not going to believe this, because I’m a wreck of a human being, but 
I went down on this guy and got high with him.  It’s true.”  And, I’m saying, what is in it for 
Larry to do that? 
 
01:03:06 Bill: Um, well…(Roger: What’s the point of it?) the notoriety alone [Bill attempts to 
continue but now he, Roger and LWS are all trying to talk over each other.]  
 
01:03:18 LWS: No, but you can not go on with notoriety book deals, because, you know 
what?  I have…I have stayed away from ALL of that.  I have NOT asked for any book deals.  
I’ve not even pursued it.  I’ve not even entertained a PHONE CALL.   
 
01:03:32 Bill: No, I mean, neither would other that are half-way through the story.  The story’s 
not over, right? 
 
01:03:37 LWS: [sighs]  Sir, I assure you.  I will die a natural death, I hope… 
 
01:03:43 Roger: [cuts in] I think he should’ve come out and said he had an affair with Hillary 
and he could have sold more books. 
 
01:03:47 LWS: Oh, but the funny thing is, I don’t even want to…you know what?  I’m getting 
tired of even writing on this BLOG, much less wanting to write a book.  There’s nothing in 
this… 
 
01:03:58 Roger: [cuts in again] I just can’t imagine some gay guy coming out and saying in 
front of the spotlight, saying “Hey, I’m gay” and you know, “This guy [inaud]… 
 
01:04:06 LWS: [cuts in] Here’s the funny thing, Roger, you know?  And I understand where 
[sic] Phil… [corrects self] Bill is saying there could be, you know [cuts out] that they know me.  
They committed crimes with me and all this good stuff, trying to get notoriety, trying to make 
money.  One of the major, ah, anti-Larry Sinclair bloggers actually started contacting The 
Globe and The National Enquirer, trying to sell stories from me, claiming to know me and then 
when I exposed them for it, you know, they accuse me of selling my story to Globe Magazine.  
Here’s the funny thing… 
 
01:04:49 Bill: [cuts in] But regardless, I mean the motive, the potential is still there whether 
you deny it or not … (LWS: But, Sir.)  Even these leeches and parasites may make a few 
bucks of your story … (LWS: Oh, but they are…) they’re going to [inaud] that crap no matter 
what. 
 
01:05:10 LWS: [cuts in] But here’s the funny thing:  I have opened up my financial records 
four different times to four different media outlets and NOT ONCE, not once, okay, can 
anybody show where I have received a dime, other than five hundred dollars that I openly, 
fully disclosed.  I charged Globe Magazine for the right to come into my home and take a 
picture to use in their magazine.  I have never ONCE received, nor requested a single penny 
from anything Globe Magazine has written.  In fact, I have actually contacted Globe Magazine 
on at least THREE occasions, asking them to correct parts of their articles where they 
attributed … (Roger: Wait a minute…simmer down.) So this isn’t about money. 
 
01:05:55 Roger: Larry, Larry, Larry, Larry.  Stop.  I’ve got this figured out. (LWS: Ah huh?)  
Bill.  Bill.  (Bill: Ya.)  You think Larry’s going to cash in? 
 
01:06:12 Bill: Why not? 
 
01:06:15 Roger: Well if you so convinced that he’s going to go out and get the big “chink” 
from this deal. 
 



01:06:17 Bill: Well, I’m trying to present the perception that I picked up [inaud - all talking over 
each other] about this issue. 
 
[inaud - all three talking over each other] 
 
01:06:29 Roger: Stop, stop, stop, Larry.  (LWS: Yea.) ‘Cause this has got to stop.  This is 
craziness, okay?  I watched them take a guy like David Koresh, who was weird as hell, but 
they demonized the poor bastard.  He was the worst…he was Satan incarnate, by the time 
they got done with him, so they could go in and burn him and kill him, okay?  Um, David 
Koresh was not that bad a guy.  But they had the build up, so they demonized the poor 
bastard, so he became the most horrible human being that ever lived: drug dealer; baby 
rapist; crazy lunatic; called “I am God”.  My god, we’ve got to kill this lunatic, okay? 
 
01:06:58 Bill: Well they demonized him.  It was in the mainstream media…(Roger: And they 
demonized Paula Jones) mainstream media… 
 
01:07:07 LWS: You know what though?  You just hit it dead on nail [sic].  This is not in the 
mainstream media, yet I have been demonized, I’ve been called “pedophile”, which is not 
true.  I have been called, “racist”, which is not true.  My 67 year-old mother has been called, 
“whore”.  They have called her home and harassed her and tried to intimidate her and you 
know what?  That is all in the name of a candidate for President of the United States.  Now 
you tell me there’s nothing wrong with that. 
 
01:07:31 Bill: Well, there’s a lot of kooks out there, Larry, a lot of whacky people… 
 
01:07:34 LWS: [cuts in] Sir, these are not kooks.  These are well-organized…[inaud Roger 
trying to talk over everyone] 
 
01:07:38 Bill: …[inaud, possibly saying “when you’re talking about blow jobs”] you’re going to 
get people, all kinds of whackos are going to phone you up, right?  [Roger continues 
interrupting and talking over people]  But when you step out on the stage, you invite that like 
any person in the public.  They get all kinds of whacky people.  (LWS: But, Sir, these…)  You 
look at celebrities… 
 
01:07:55 LWS: But, Bill, what I’m trying to explain to you is, we have documentation showing 
these are not whacky people off the…off the fringe.  These are well-organized, orchestrated 
groups that originated with My Barack Obama dot com, through Barack Obama for America, 
networking situ…ah, ah, circuit.  (Roger: Larry…) These are not kooks.  These are people, 
who are actively and knowingly engaging in activities, and illegal activities at that, on behalf of 
a presidential candidate. 
 
01:08:24 Roger: Okay, Frannie, Frannie, say “Goodbye” to Bill.  Hang up on Bill.  Thank you, 
Bill.  Larry. 
 
01:08:27 LWS: Yea. 
 
01:08:28 Roger: Ah, I’ve got to ask you a question.  Um, a woman in Tennessee, ah, thank 
you, a woman in Tennessee has asked me to ask you about Donald Young. 
 
01:08:39 LWS: Donald Young… I’ve provided a sworn affidavit on April 1

st
 to the Chicago 

Police Department, advising them that I had had some communications on my cell phone, via 
cell phone and text message, from a gentleman, that [sic] identified himself, from the very first 
call, as representing the Barack Obama campaign, and repre… [corrects self] and calling 
himself, Mr. Young.  Tha…that first phone call I received, that I received from Mr. Young 
asked me a question that made me know right away that he was not from the Obama 
campaign.  He asked me the question: why I had not requested Sen. Obama acknowledge 
sexual encounters that we had in 1999?  Now when he asked me that question, I knew right 
then and there that this was not someone from the campaign because, when I contacted the 
campaign, I never ONCE mentioned the sexual encounters nor did I ask that he acknowledge 
the sexual encounters.  These communications took place from September through 



[garbled]ember and, over the course of those four months, this individual made it clear to me: 
that he had received my cell phone numbers directly from Barack Obama; that he, himself, 
was intimately and sexually involved with Barack Obama; that Barack Obama had, uh, 
consulted his pastor, Rev. Wright, but he did not specify the name, he just said, “his pastor”, 
on how to publicly acknowledge his, uh, misstatement, or misspeaking, about the extent of his 
drug use.  At the end of our conversations, towards December, Mr. Young had made it very 
clear to me, “Do not wait for Sen. Obama to correct his, ah, comments about his drug use”, 
that he would NOT be making any public statement about using drugs and using crack 
cocaine, as recently as 1999.  That was the last contact I had from this “Mr. Young”.  It was in 
March that I started becoming aware a Donald Young, who was an openly gay man, a choir 
director at Trinity United Christian Church, who, ah…, Barack Obama himself had sent 
personal condolence letters to his family, after his murder.  And I started putting pieces 
together and I turned around and contacted the Chicago Police Department.  And I told them 
that I felt that they needed to look into the possibility that Barack Obama and Jeremiah Wright 
either KNEW the person that killed Donald Young, or actually HIRED the person who killed 
Donald Young, based on those conversations and text messages.  I provided the Chicago 
police detective, Robert McVicker, with my cell phone numbers, which is what he requested.  I 
confirmed with him a few days ago that he did, in fact, receive those records he had 
requested from Sprint/Nextel, which was my carrier, and that he had obtained those through a 
grand jury subpoena.  Now that’s the ONLY information I’ve been able to confirm with him, 
because I am not privy to the investigation, nor am I entitled to him providing me copies of 
those phone records, because they were obtained through a grand jury subpoena and they 
are not his property to be giving copies out.  I contacted him the other day, because I had 
requested my phone records directly from Sprint, and I was informed a few days ago, Sprint 
CLAIMS, that they could not provide me the records, that they did not exist.  When Sprint said 
that, that’s what I wanted to ask McVicker if, in fact, he’d managed to get them and he said he 
did.  Because I didn’t understand why Sprint had the records to provide the police 
department, but they don’t have to pr…provide to me.  I am of the firm belief, that … 
 
01:12:30 Roger: [cuts in] Didn’t Sprint give you a monthly tally of your calls? 
 
01:12:33 LWS: Well, I…what I wanted was the records because the records show all 
incoming phone numbers, and Sprint, ah, ah, an investigator or, ah, an attorney’s investigator 
looked into it and the text messages are, in fact, saved on their servers.  It was explained to 
me, after I spoke to the Chicago Police Department, a few days ago that, while they were able 
to obtain them, as opposed to me, it was because Sprint/Nextel has a legal department that 
has access to different servers, in order to retrieve those records.  That those contact 
numbers either came from Donald Young, or came from cell phones that were ac... provided 
by Donald Young, Barack Obama or Jeremiah Wright.   
 
01:13:24 Roger: Hmm… Wow.  Alright, let’s go to Mondo, in Pittsburgh.  You’re on the radio. 
 
01:13:29 Mondo: Hey!  How’re you doing?  (Roger: Good.)  I’d like to ask Larry, when was the 
last time you talked to the limo driver? 
 
01:13:35 LWS: That question’s been asked and answered.  I told you back in February. 
 
01:13:42 Mondo: When was that? 
 
01:13:43 LWS: Back in February. 
 
01:13:45 Mondo: Back in February?  Um, I mean, is he scared? 
 
01:13:50 LWS: Sir, right about now, with everything else that’s been going on, I would 
assume he is, but he was when I spoke with him the last time. 
 
01:13:57 Mondo: Okay.  The only other question I had was, ah, why, can you, ah come up 
with a time the second day? 
 



01:14:08 LWS: First of all, Mondo, I couldn’t give you a specific time.  I said, on the 6
th
 it was 

in the evening, okay?  (Mondo: Okay.)  [cuts out and back in] …minutes or hour on when he 
showed up on hotel room, but I can not do that, and to expect me to do that I think you’re 
asking just a little too much. 
 
01:14:37 Roger: Well, if you can’t answer, you can’t answer.  We’ve got to take a break.  We’ll 
be right back.  We’re going to have to have you back in the future, Larry.  [inaud] but we’ve 
got to find you a hiding place.  We’ll be right back.  Don’t go away. 
 
[edit break] 
 
01:16:08 Roger: Alright, welcome back, ladies and gentleman.  [edit global food famine info.]  
Here’s the deal.  Larry Sinclair, it seems to me that it takes either a lot of courage or stupidity, 
one of the two, to stand out under the spot light as a game ad, in a pissing match, with one of 
chosen men of Chamelot, okay?  I think you know what you’ve done.  I hope you know what 
you’ve done.  [LWS laughs.] 
 
01:16:52 LWS: [garbled] President 
 
01:16:56 Roger: So, um, someone from The Mitch and Nan Show is trying to call.  Um, we’re 
not going to take the call.  If they want to come on the show and talk to me, you know, I’d be 
more than happy to entertain them. 
 
01:17:05 LWS: I don’t want to take their call unless they identify themselves because I’m tired 
of these cowards, ah, hiding behind fake names and fake residences.  Ah, I mean this 
individual claims to be from Paris, France and yet, his name is Scott Covington.  He is the, ah, 
son of a wealthy republican appointee of Governor Rick Perry, who has, ah, been accused 
and convicted of … and charged with fraud and the Piano Store, out of Houston, Texas.  And 
I’m tired of the individual claiming to be so upright and self, ah, self-righteous and he can’t 
identify himself.  When he can identify his true identity and where he’s calling from, I’ll be 
more than happy to take the call. 
 
01:17:47 Roger: If you’re Barack Obama and you look at history and you think of Malcolm X 
and Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy and JFK, and, you know, the whole curse upon 
people, by this daily mob out in Chicago, this guy probably sits on the toilet and wonders if he 
should flush it.  You know what I’m saying?  [Larry laughs.]  I’m pretty sure that Barack 
Obama is, at least, under the most incredible amount of protection right now because there 
must be some serious fear about this curse, this death curse following these Kennedy clan, 
among others.  So, you know, the poor guy is scared spitless of people and he’s done 
something no other black man’s ever done.  He’s the candidate, baby.  So, he’s got a lot to 
protect.  There are people who will go to every length imaginable to protect him.  Do you 
understand?  (LWS: Um hm.) And you are screwing it up, okay?  You’re a little turd in the 
road and they want you terminated, okay?  (LWS: Um hm.  You’re right.)  They’re going to do 
everything they can to discredit you and demean you and demonize you in public.  They think 
you ought to be this crazed lunatic, felony crack pot, homosexual, sexually depraved nit wit, 
okay?  (LWS: Um hm.) [inaud]  We see it all the time.  My question to you is, how bad do you 
really want to do this? 
 
01:19:34 LWS: Well, let me put it to you this way, Roger.  I guess I want to do about enough 
where every time they try, I take the punch and get back up and I’m still swinging.   
 
01:19:43 Roger: My fear is that one of these punches is going to come out of the barrel of a 
… 
 
01:19:47 LWS: [cuts in] Believe it or not, that’s…I truly have that very same fear and more so 
now, than I ever did. 
 
01:19:53 Roger: Listen.  I’ve got to…I’ve got to go.  Have a wonderful holiday, Larry.  Stay 
[inaud] undercover.  Keep in touch with me.  You folks from Nan and Mitch, whatever it is, you 
want to talk me: “Radioroger at aol dot com” and I’ll entertain you. 



07/16/08: Hal Turner (partially completed) 

(Transcription courtesy of Pete) 
 
Well my name is lawrence sinclair.i am an openly gay male, have been all of my life. born in 
south carolina. somewhat of a umm, for lack of a better choice of words or actually using 
everyone else's words a checkered past. umm, i have some criminal convictions for writing 
bad checks of my own as well as signing checks, umm and using other people's credit cards 
about twenty some-odd years ago. i have a current outstanding colorado only warrant ummm, 
that has not been ran from as much as much as i have been accused of it. it's actually being 
dealt with. umm, i haven't hidden behind it. i currently live in duluth, minnesota and uhh, that's 
enough about me; let's get into how i met barack obama and what's going on since then.  
 
i was in ahh, i went to the chicago area. i flew in, i flew out of colorado actually late november 
2nd arriving early novermber 3rd 1999 for my best friend's son, who i've always considered 
my  godson, and called my godson's - graduation from the great lakes navy training facility, in 
great lakes illinois. i made the reservation at the comfort inn and suites in gurnee illinois at the 
last minute, and i made it there because of its close proximity to the navy training facility, and 
it was actually the one that still had vacancies by the time i got around to making the 
reservation for the graduation. i met barack obama on saturday november 6th of 1999. after 
having hired five star limousine service to uhh take me and my godson and his family and 
friends out after graduation. he could not leave the base that saturday, so i still had the 
service. i had the same driver. i had mentioned to the driver on friday, the first time i went out 
with them that i was going to go out regardless of whether my godson could leave the base or 
not. i had also asked the driver that in that event if he knew anyone who would like to go out, 
who knew the chicago area, you know and drink and socialize and pretty much just chill. he 
said he did. when he picked me up at the hotel on saturday, he said he had someone he 
wanted me to meet. we drove down to the downtown chicago area. when we got in front of 
the bar and the driver opened the door, there was a gentleman standing next to him that was 
indeed senator barack obama, who was introduced to me as barack obama by both the driver 
and barack obama himself. we went in to the bar. i have always said and even though i 
continue to be misquoted on this, i have said to the best of my recollection, the name of the 
bar was alibis. i did not even want to say that much until i got my credit card receipt, uhh 
statements back from citigroup which we have requested almost what, four months now? 
anyway, we went in the bar, we sat down. we were in the bar for all of approximately an hour, 
hour and a half i believe. total time. drinking, talking; the talk was casual. mr. obama had 
stated, you know, that he was in public service. it wasn't...he made no reference to being a 
politician, nothing. i made the statement that i could really use a line or two to wake up. at 
which time mr. obama asked me flat out if i was referring to coke. i told him i was, he stated 
that he could get it for me. he makes a phone call, we leave, get in the limo. i give him $250 to 
pay for the coke. he tells the driver where we're going. we drive approximately thirty, thirty-five 
minutes you know, give or take. we stop, barack obama gets out of the limo. about five 
minutes later, five to ten minutes later comes back to the limo and hands me an eightball of 
powder cocaine. i place a cd tray, a cd um case on his left knee and proceed to process a 
little bit of the coke with a credit card and a dollar bill, and start to do a line. and while i'm 
doing the line i start to rub up against his inner thigh there. ahh, barack obama actually made 
the...uhh initial gesture to let me know, you know i had the green light. he's the one that 
opened his pants, not me. but he did in fact open his pants, and he did in fact remove his 
genitals, and..and his penis. umm, i start to (cough) basically i start to perform oral sex on him 
at this time. shortly thereafter he reaches in his right pocket and pulls out a glass pipe and 
another packet of cocaine that contains crack cocaine. i had no idea that he had it, i had no 
idea that he bought it, i had no idea that he even used it. he did ask me if he could borrow my 
lighter because my lighter was actually sitting right across where the glasses are held,  right 
there on the side of the limo. umm, other than the fact that it was probably more convenient 
for me to hand him my lighter than him start digging in his pants when they were halfway 
down by now, i don't know. anyway, he proceeds to do, to smoke a crack cocaine rock. he 
asked me if i want any and i told him no. i made it very clear that i had done it at one time but i 
don't. ahh, i proceed to continue doing oral sex on him, umm do more lines. we end up driving 
around for a while, just drinking....and by the time i'm getting tired and ready to go because 
even though it didn't wake me up like it should ahh, i make the comment that i'm tired and 
time to call it a night. i had been on the go all week. the driver and senator obama both made 



the determination that they would drop me off at the hotel first, then the driver would take 
senator obama back to his car wherever his car was. i never even saw how he arrived 
downtown. i don't even know what he drives. ahh, later the next - i'm saying - i've always said 
approximately the next day or the day after. you know, just because i was partying that whole 
week and there was no way i could - i had no uhh sense of timing as far as well, this is today, 
this is tomorrow. i'd made the statement and people are jumping all over it. they're saying well 
if you met him - if he showed up at the hotel...the...the day after, you know, then you weren't 
there. i said it was the next day or the day after, which is fine. i don;t care how they 
wanna...uhh, attack it. trust me they've attacked it already. the next day senator obama shows 
up at my hotel room at the comfort inn and suites in gurnee, illinois unannounced, uninvited. i 
hear a knock on the door, i open the door. i am somewhat surprised that he's there. i do invite 
him in. he had brought additional cocaine with him on that visit. i had informed him that i still 
had some left over from  the first time. he showed up, he made it very clear- he showed up to 
get another blowjob. pretty much that's exactly what happened. it was a wham-bam thank you 
maam quickie. he got another blowjob and left. never saw the man again. uhh, i contacted the 
obama campaign last fall - late summer, early fall asking simply that barack obama publicly 
correct his comments and his statements about the extent of his drug use. that he did not as 
claimed uhh, in his campaign, stop using drugs in his college days. in fact he was still using in 
1999 that i know for a fact. ummm, i left phone numbers with the campaign. i never got a call 
back from anyone i considered to be from the campaign. i did start receiving phone calls. 
ahhh, mid-late september...somewhere around there from a gentleman identifying himself as 
a mr. young, claiming to actually be with the obama campaign. it turns out shortly after the 
beginning of that first conversation it was made very clear that uhh, this young guy was not 
with the obama campaign because he asked me why had i not asked the obama campaign to 
acknoledge the sexual encounters. when he made that, when he asked that question - i knew 
flat out that he was not with the obama campaign cause i had never once asked the obama 
campaign to ever acknowledge any such thing. umm, i gave the obama campaign all the time 
in the world, ahh to come forward, to correct his statement about his drug use - they chose 
not to. i posted a youtube video on january 17th or 18th i believe, of 2008. and boy, did i not 
know what was coming from that one, because i have been hit and slammed and attacked 
every (sic) since. umm, that's pretty much - that's pretty much it hal. i mean, you know - here's 
a man that was smoking crack cocaine, getting blowjobs from an openly gay individual that he 
never met before that night. and, rather than him being held accountable or even being 
asked, you know, hey - what were you doing in 1999 and why are you lying about, you know 
your drug use? instead it's - ohh, well larry's a known criminal, he's got a criminal past, he's a 
fraud, he's doing this, he's doing that. and the funny thing is is i'm the one that's out here in 
the open. 
 
hal sets up commercial break and tells larry he's going to address some of the criticism of 
larry's story. 
 
Hal Turner: do you have a brain tumor? 
 
LWS: I do. i do have a tumor, umm i have offerred any valid investigative journalist or anyone 
having a valid interest in seeing any medical records or obtaining any medical records the 
opportunity to do so, ummm, within certain guidelines. because there's just way too many 
people that are posting way too much information that has nothing to do with my claims or 
my, credibility. they just want to post as much stuff out there as they can adn i'm not jut going 
to post my..my medical records on the internet. it's not going to happen.  
 
HT: well, the reason i ask...is it possible that this brain tumor is affecting your memory? 
 
lws: not at all. 
 
ht: now you allegedly took a lie detector test. 
 
lws: i took what was supposed to be one, yes. 
 
ht: and, whi don't you tell the folks what the results were. 
 



lws: well, actually i'm still not sure what the results are, because i still haven't even been 
provided the, ahh, the raw data or or anything from it other than the reports provided by dan 
parisi. uhh, edward ira gelb, the fake phd claims that the results said i was lying. the computer 
analysis of the or uhh what raw data was available, made available to uhh, gordon barlen (sp) 
...uhh, according to his report, actually shoed that no deception....was indicated. however, he 
did in fact concur with edward gelbs decision, because he wrote something in there and i 
think there's some paragraph in there that uhhh, normally if you have a contradiction between 
the computer analysis and the human score, you tend to refer to the umm, defer to the human 
score which...i think that sounds a little fishy. but i mean idon't know, but that's basically what 
he said. but according to him, the computer analysis of what raw data was provided to him 
that he could actually use. because he even noted that the data that was sent to him is not 
complete. uhhh, that he had to request additional copies of the information, and he even had 
to digitally enhance it, because of the poor quality that it was in when it was provided to him. 
so basically, they claim i lied. umm...another specialist who umm...has a lifetime career in 
dealing with polygraph exams, says that the actual results show that i was telling the truth. so 
i mean i guess basically it's going to be depending on who you're going to listen to at this 
point. 
 
ht: now, i guess as an openly gay man you are a liberal democrat by politics. 
 
lws: heh, heh, not only have i been liberal, i am probably the most non-racist person that you 
could ever meet - and yet i have been called racist, i have been called umm, what, i have 
been called...republican, ummm, aryan brotherhood. i mean i've been called everything. this 
is...this is amazing. 
 
ht: well it's funny, they say politics makes for strange bedfellows. you are the most liberal anti-
racist by your own description, and i am the most conservative, overtly open racist...in 
america. and yet you sought only the truth to come out. 
 
lws: and only the truth about his drug use. i never once asked the man, you know, to admit to 
having sex with a, with a faggot in the back of a limo. you know? 
 
ht: and to this day, he has never changed his statement and you have been just ripped to 
shreds. 
 
lws: exactly.  
 
ht: now why don't you tell the audience a little bit about the attack dogs and the smear 
campaign that you've encountered since you published that youtube video. 
 
lws: well, the first one was, at first the pro-obama bloggers uhh, were arguing alllll the reas- 
the polygraph doesn't prove nothing, that's why they're not available for court. and they were 
standing saying awww, he can-he can beat it. so then when they claim i failed it then they 
started picking it up. 
it's interesting. they started publishing articles - on blogs, on the cleveland leader, uhh over at 
diggs.com, democratic underground, ummm...death by a thousand papercuts. even on the 
DNC's community blog itself. they started posting articles claiming that they were authored by 
me. uhh, a letter of an apology saying that i'm saying i apologize for lying and pulling this 
scam and, i mean, these are things that they - that these people published. openly. and put 
my name to it saying, well look he even apologized already. and i've never apologized to 
anything because i'm standing by my story. umm, they have accused me of being a mental 
patient. they even pulled up a gentleman that has the same name, larry sinclair that 
apparently is in a mental facility, or was, in the state of texas. and they have just smeared that 
poor guy and his family by claiming that it's me. umm, they have smeared my mother. they 
have called my mother's home. umm, let's see, they hav called my home. they have filed false 
reports with my benefits - uhh, under my disability. they have accused me of fraud. i have had 
to sit down and finally uhh, with the state of minnesota - the investigator that has met with me 
on several occasions now, has finally determined the next complaint that comes in, against 
me, they're just going to follow through and try to find the person that's actually making the 
false reports, because everything they have accused me of has been proven not to be true. 



 
ht: now you say you're on disability, what is that for? 
 
lws: (cough) i had an accident while working for b&g delivery system in 2000 and 2001, where 
uhh, solid wood cabinets came down on my head, my neck and my back all the way down. 
full body load. and...i have severe disc herniation, my T6-7 is actually...they wanted to do 
surgery, which i didn't agree to simply because when you start talking about cutting me open 
in the front, you know, splitting my rib cage out of the way and moving organs to get back 
there, that's major surgery that i just uh uh, no. but, i have severe nerve damage from it. my 
right leg is always numb, as if it's, you know, the feeling that you get when and arm or a leg 
falls asleep from cutting off circulation. i have no, uhh control in my grasping in either hand. i 
have bilateral carpal tunnel. i've had carpal tunnel release performed three times on both 
sides with no results. i have bilateral ulnar nerve entrapment. 
ht: alright well, larry that's...i i get the picture. we are about 30 seconds away from another 
break. and, i gotta ask you, why would you, as a white guy, even consider having sex with a 
non-white, and when we come back, i would love to hear your candid answer. because today, 
that's a bad thing. 
-after break, ht reintroduces larry and they chat about beeping that larry hears- 
lws: listen, i'm going to answer your question, but if you give me a minute, i want to go back 
on something that you asked before the last question. as far as what has been done to me 
since coming out on the youtube video. i think it's very important that your listeners, er er or 
actually anybody in this country be very of the fact that the obama bloggers, and i'm referring 
to them as the obama bloggers because he himself acknowledged in january the day before 
the south carolina primaries, that he had in fact and his campaign had in fact put together a 
team of bloggers to immediately attack any thing that they considered to be untrue or 
damaging to his campaign on the internet. and, it's very important that people understand - 
these people have had blogs shut down. they have had my wordpress blog forced to move to 
a private server. they have had uhh, me arrested on a crime that was investigated and found 
that there was no crime.   
 
Completed up to 33:40 

07/20/08: Sinclair and Neon Video 

(Transcription courtesy of Cloud) 
 
Caption: This is a phone coversation dated July 20, 2008 between myself and one James 
Barry of Washington, DC 
 
(Screen text: This conversation took place this evening with James Barry) 
 
Sound: Ring....ring....ring... 
 
JB: Hello 
 
LS: Jim Barry please. 
 
JB: Speaking. Can I help you? 
 
LS: Yes, Mr Neon. You said you wanted to talk. Tell me who you are and then we'll talk. 
 
JB: I....you hung up on me before. I...I am done with ya. 
 
LS: oh, in other words, you just don't want to identify who you are. Is that correct? 
 
JB: I did identify who I was. 
 
LS: So, your real name is James Barry.... 
 
JB: Hey, have you.... 
 



LS: So your real name sir is James Barry?  
 
JB: You said that .... 
 
LS: Your name sir.... 
 
JB: fine  (?) 
 
LS:  Your real name sir is James Barry? Yes or no? 
 
JB: Excuse me Larry...... 
 
LS: Yes or no? 
 
JB: You are invading my...... 
 
LS: Is your name sir...... 
 
JB: You are invading my... 
 
LS: Is your name...Is your true given name James Barry? Yes or no? 
      
JB: Larry, you're ....you're invading my privacy now. 
 
LS: I'm not invading your privacy. (Screen text changes to: of Washington, D.C. 202-449-
9737) You called my home asking  to speak, remember? 
 
JB: ???? 
 
LS: I'm sorry. You also said...... 
 
JB: It was...you said, you said.....don't ever call you again and I respected.... 
 
LS:  That is...sir that is... 
 
JB: ???? 
 
LS: That is correct. But, you also posted a false statement saying that I went ballistic on you 
and I did not. I was very polite and told you that you tend to smear and slander and that if you 
wanted to a comment from me to contact my attorney. Is that correct? Yes or no? 
 
JB: You were huffy about it Larry. 
 
LS: Well, I got news for you sir. When you turn around and play both ends against the middle, 
ya know, you really don't leave yourself a lot of room to be trusted or to be respected.  
 
JB: Did.... 
 
LS: Now, I was not disrespectful to you in any way shape or form. I am calling you to advise 
you right now that you have false statements regarding my HIV status. With no source. You 
also claim to have... 
 
LB: Larry.... 
 
LS: No, no no. Sir? 
 
JB: ??? 
 
LS: Sir? Let me finish. 
 



JB: I...I... 
 
LS: Let me finish. 
 
JB: I...I..( Screen changes to: Due to a thunderstorm the call was disconnected just as I) have 
HIV... 
 
LS: Let me finish. 
 
JB: I never posted anything about HIV. 
 
LS: Excuse me, there...there... there is ...there is a post on your blog right this minute where 
you  were quoting a source claiming to have been an ex lover of mine. You are not identifying 
the source and you are making a statement through that unidentified source that I stated that I 
was HIV positive. I am advising you right now.... 
 
JB: Every ... 
 
LS: OK? I am not HIV positive.. 
 
JB: ??? 
 
LS: And you are not permitted by any law anywhere in this country to make such a claim on 
your blog. Either you will provide your source or you will remove it and state that you were 
quoted incorrectly. It's up to you. I don't care. You asked me what my response was going to 
be. I'm calling you to give it to you. 
 
JB: But....But why now...ya know? 
 
LS: Excuse me because I just... because I just saw your article, that's why. I just thought... 
 
JB: ????? 
 
LS: You'd think I'd just sit there and.. 
 
JB: ???? 
 
LS: Well sir... 
 
JB: ???? 
 
LS: Well sir, I don't care who you copy it from. (screen changes: Was responding to Mr. Barry 
and Stating yes, I AM SAYING DONALD YOUNG WAS) It's on your blog. It's on your name. 
And you're the one that's...ah...sending an incoming link to my blog saying that Larry Sinclair's 
family speaks. I have news for you. I will answer that one for you right now too. None of my 
family have made any such comments. Every member of my family is 100% behind me. They 
have been aware of what I have been doing 100% of the time since I first came out. (screen 
changes to: THE GAY LOVER OF BARACK OBAMA) My job is to protect my family from the 
vicious attacks that you and your friends continue to level against anybody who does not 
subscribe to your beliefs or your opinions. 
 
JB: Dude.... 
 
Ls: Now sir! No, no... 
 
JB: ???.... 
 
LS: Do not sir...sir do not... 
 
JBL come on.... 



 
LS: ...do not  under any circumstances call me a duuuude like Barack Obama. I am not dude 
to you. I called you and asked you are you Mr. James Barry?  
 
JB: Mr. Sinclair.... 
 
LS: Are you Mr. James Barry? 
 
JB: You're the one out there 
 
LS: Are you Mr James Barry? 
 
JB: ...you're the one...you're the one out there. ah. on the blogs claiming that Barack Obama 
is involved into murder and you claim that this is his ah former gay lover? This Donald 
Young? 
 
LS: Excuse me. Sir? 
 
JB: Where's the proof? 
 
LS: Sir? 
 
JB: Larry... 
 
LS: Sir. You are correct. You are absolutely correct. I continue to state and say that Donald 
Young is the ex... Are you still there? 
 

07/24/08: Rense Interview 

(Transcription courtesy of Cloud and Fwmami) 
 
JR: : Welcome back to the program Larry. How are you? 
 
LS: Hi Jeff. Actually, I am feeling good tonight. 
 
JR: Glad to hear. You've been under an awful lot of duress. When you...when you see Mr. 
Obama doing his thing, I wonder what kind of thoughts go through your mind. I'm sure you've 
dealt with this. 
 
LS: You know that is the perfect question Jeff. And I'm glad you asked that one first off. Let's 
talk about seeing Barack Obama do his thing. First Barack Obama is doing his thing by 
arguing with Katie Couric, one of the major main stream media outlets that's pretty much 
giving him a free pass.  
 
JR: That's right. 
 
LS: Who refuses to answer a very legitimate question regarding the troop serge. Will you at 
least admit now that the troop surge was in fact a smart idea and did in fact succeed? No he 
won't. Ah...I see him doing his thing when he was asked in Jeruselum yesterday about his 
comment in the CNN Youtube debate. Ah...to the question, "Will you meet with Iran or Syrian 
leaders with no preconditions?" And his response was, "Absolutely." And then yesterday he 
says, "No that was not my response. My response to that question was I would under certain 
circumstances." And he never once quoted what  circumstance that was.  
 
JR: right. 
 
LS: I mean, I'm starting to agreed with the commercial that's airing "Both Ways Barack." 
Although I think it's more like 3,4, or 5 ways Barack. 
 
JR: I was just going to say the same thing. The man is multi-directional at the same time. We 



talk about multi-tasking, he can speak out all three sides of his mouth simultaneously. I've 
never seen anyone more sleezy than this guy. And I don't like John Mccain at all. I've got to 
keep that in mind too. 
 
LS: Yeah,  yeah and you know Jeff it's interesting. Ah... a lot of these pro-Obama blog sites 
and so called political news sites like Politico.com, Daily Kos, Death by a Thousand Paper 
Cuts, the huff and puff dot post, which I call the Huffington Post, ah, you know, people are 
publishing articles repeatedly quoting,  ya know ah, doing their own transcription of my 
interviews with you. Ah, claiming that Sinclair has said this and has said that. You know what, 
I have said the same thing over and over again. sometimes not the exact then  wording, 
verbatim so to speak. But I have never, and I have listened to everything, I have looked at  
everything I have written. I have never changed my position regarding the encounters 
between me and Barack Obama, regarding the conversations between me and ah Mr. Young 
who I have become to believe that it is the one and only Donald Young, the murdered choir 
director of Obama's church. And yet they continue to try and say well this is this is a 
contradiction or this is a..... 
 
JR: The efforts... ah Larry, let me just speak.  The efforts to discredit you are are shameless. 
These people will not look at their own hero Barack Obama and hold his actions up to the 
light of truth. Not for one moment will they. He has stabbed them in the back. He has reversed 
himself repeatedly over and over again. His vote on Fisa alone proved that he is no American 
patriot and should be disqualified from running for president. He stabbed the constitution in 
the back.  
 
LS: Well I'll tell you what. After my post from yesterday regarding Harris, Wiltshire and 
Grannis, the law firm in DC, I understand his reversal and his flip flop on ah on the ah, the ah 
telecommunications ah industry being granted immunity from prosecution.  
 
JR: Right, right. 
 
LS: Ya know, I mean after all, this is a lobbyist for the telecommunications industry that ah he  
himself ah Scott Blake Harris says that he removed himself as a lobbyist. But yet his two 
other senior partners in the firm are still very active. And what I'm finding absolutely amazing 
is, this is a firm that also represents Sprint Nextel corporation. The same phone company that 
is telling me they can not find me my phone records. 
 
JR: Can't find those phone records. And yet they gave them apparently to the Chicago Police 
department didn't they?  
 
LS: Yeah, they did . And I'm ah, and  someone posed a very ah ya know a very interesting 
question to me last night. Ah, and  they said that they would love to see the rolodex file for 
Richard R. Weir Jr., the former Delaware Attorney General who kinda you know took me in 
and signed a retaining agreement and was being paid and then turned around and backed 
down at the 13th hour. They would love to know if  this gentleman has the number of Harris, 
Wiltshire and Grannis in his rolodex. And I would love to know the same damn thing. 
 
JR: Well, I'd love to see you get your, your Sprint Nextel records. But ah, that doesn't look like 
that's going to happen unless the Chicago police give em up. Well, ok. 
 
LS: I will tell you something that all of your listeners can hear. I don't know how, but I do know 
that come Monday there's going to be some flames lit underneath the US District  courts of 
the District of Columbia, because this court has sat on this civil case against the 3 bloggers. 
We have had a total of three reassignments of judges in this case in just the last month 
alone....  
 
JR: Three. 
 
LS: ...that the US District Court is claiming is a normal reassignment of the calendar based on 
judge case load. Now I called the US District court for the District of Columbia clerks office 
and I implied..I inquired. I wanted to know why it was that all of these judge reassignments 



have been taken place. And they told me I would have to put it writing directly to the chief 
judge because all they could tell me was what was on file. They are claiming that it is just a 
normal calendar reassignment and yet not another case in this court has  been reassigned 
judges as often as this case has been in in a years time much less than a months time. 
 
JR: You mentioned the three bloggers. You might want to explain to our listeners what the 
three bloggers means. 
 
LS: Well, the three bloggers are mzmolly from the Democratic Underground, Tubesocketed 
from Youtube, and Owningliars who is from Diggs.com who began posting back in January 
and February allegations that I was in a mental institution ah, and started publishing false or 
fake Washington Post articles claiming that I was ah the subject of investigations over the 
period of 25 years and that I had been found to be to have been blackmailing at least 3 
politicians in those investigations. Ah I think they claimed if my memory serves me right I think 
it was claimed that I was investigated 8 times over 25 years and in 3 of the investigations I 
was found to have tried to blackmail 3 politicians, ah 2 in Illinois, 1 in Indiana  or somewhere... 
 
JR: This all goes beyond  character assassination. This is ah a...the bottom line is what you 
are trying  I guess to get to and what would be good for America is that is there accountability 
for libel and slander on the internet? 
 
LS: Well, here is the interesting thing Jeff, these so called pro-Obama bloggers that have 
been slamming me for quite some time, ah I  haven't been able, I mean you know all the stuff 
thats out there, it's just way more than what I am able to sit down and read myself. 
 
JR: Of course. 
 
LS: OK. I got an email with some comments that were made... 
 
JR: Hold on....(closing statements ... station break....opening comments) 
 
Ls: OK..Yeah, what I was going to say Jeff is interesting.  Someone sent me an email of some 
of the comments made by ah particularly a Ruth Ellen Kessler of Burlington Mass. who back 
in February and March claimed that she was not an Obama supporter, she was defending the 
Freedom of speech rights of 3 bloggers. And what's interesting is she made comments on 
June 9th of this year stating that these bloggers knowingly made false statements and 
knowingly issued and circulated fake Washington Post articles for the purpose of watering 
down my allegations of Barack Obama. Ok? But, in the same comment she said, but it 
doesn't matter that they knowingly made  false statements. Ah, that the the what is it, the 
ends... 
 
JR: Oh, the ends justify the means. 
 
LS: Yeah, the ends justify the means. Now it tuns out that Ruth Ellen Kessler from Burlington 
Mass. is in the group, the organization Jews for Obama. She belongs to the Baram..,Obama 
brigade. I mean all of this is coming out. These are people who claim that they had noth...no 
alliance to Barack Obama, that they were simply defending free speech. And yet, they are all 
Barack Obama supporters. 
 
JR: There is a big machine  organized ah against you and against your rights. There is no 
question about it. And that machine includes the DC police department, the US marshalls, the 
DC court system and God only knows how many other people in the chain who are moving 
judges around. Ah, this is this is being orchestrated as you well know Larry. I don't have to tell 
you. 
 
LS: Moving...not only ... 
 
JR: At the highest level. 
 
LS: Yeah. Not only moving judges around, Mr. Sibley filed with the department of justice on 



Monday a victims ah rights act complaint against the FBI. The FBI calls me Monday evening 
at 7:31pm telling me that this is just a courtesy call that they received the information that I 
sent them, but that they, ya know, they can't prosecute because the US attorney, ya know 
they're explaining to me well ya know the US attorney looks at it is there any validity to the 
threat, is there any possibility or likelihood that the person would carry out the threat. Now let 
me make the same threat to someone that was was made to me 4 different times. OK?  
 
LS: Ok. and how much , how much are you willing to bet me  I would be in hand cuffs and in 
jail so fast that your head would spin. 
 
JR: I wouldn't bet. I wouldn't take that bet for a second. You would be. Of course you would 
be. 
 
LS: Exactly. And then and then the FBI says well well you and your attorney can turn around 
and file whatever,  but it doesn't mean we're going to comply.....ya know, with a 
condescending attitude like it doesn't matter what you say or do. Ya know, we're going to do 
what we choose to do as opposed to imposing the law and enforcing the law that they 
are...you know, put in this office to do. 
 
JR: Got it. 
 
LS: I mean this is just absolutely ridiculous. 
 
JR: Now  this is being, Larry, this is being, these strings are being pulled from way up there. 
Way up there. And,  its its ...I don't know how you withstood it. And you hung in there. At one 
point you just wanted to flick it in, but I just ...you're just amazing.  And your strength. And I'd 
say this about anyone, man, woman. Doesn't matter if they happen to be about Barack 
Obama, Hillary Clinton. We treat the story just the same here. This, this  is a remarkable 
story. And I still firmly believe that this is the biggest story of this entire rotten campaign 
season.  
 
LS: Well I'll tell you what Jeff, for one thing you're right. I was ready to flick it in, but 
after...here's the thing. I'm getting phone calls to my home harassing me from the number that 
was published yesterday and that was posted on Youtube. What made me call that phone 
number yesterday morning at 7:30 am is this neonzx aka James Barry, which is a fake name 
to begin with. Ya know, publishes an article on his blog that Youtube immediately agreed with 
him that my phone conversation  recorded with him  was harassment and intimidation, 
torturous and was illegal so Youtube removed it. Now here's here's the interesting part. 
Youtube procedure is that they remove any video ah alleging ah you know any inappropriate 
content or whatever. They contact the Youtube user that posted ah the video giving them an 
explanation of why they did that. Youtube has not contacted me as of tonight to even advise 
me that they pulled that video. 
 
JR: Well. 
 
LS: I'm reading this article so I decide to call this phone number. when this phone number is 
answered by ah Harris Wiltshire and Grammis. Ok. And then I continue to call it. I have 
multiple phone conversations with this law firm yesterday recorded. Where they  specifically 
state that the only way any phone was forwarded to their answering system is if it belonged to 
an attorney working for this firm. OK? Then, after I call them and advise them who I am and 
what's going on, someone posts a comment ....(commercial)  Ok, what I was saying, it's 
interesting. I am calling this number OK? And it's being answered by this law firm and then 
when I call the law firm and I speak with him at least 4 times 4 different times recorded by the 
way, all of a sudden the number when I call it the next time it goes to a fax machine and the 
next time the number is disconnected, it's not in service.  
 
JR: I see.  
 
LS: Then the law firm through one of the senior partners posts a comment to my web site, to 
the blog. Which I don't let out of moderation because I want to confirm in fact that the 



comment came from him. So I email the partner who is William Wiltshire, and ask him did this 
comment come from you. I copied the exact comment. And he emailed me back later in the 
day and says yes, he did post the comment. Please post it. So, I posted it on yesterdays post. 
But here's the interesting thing, in in doing research William Wiltshire, ah Mark Grammis are 
bloggers. As is Mr. Scott Blake Harris, who Mr. Harris is also one heck of a bundler for fund 
raising for Barack Obama. Well I mean it, it just makes no sense.  
 
JR: Yea, I get it. Alright, let's, lets listen to this , this ah ......( plays  tape of Obama's speech 
and comments) 
 
LS: Yeah, It's its interesting I mean he sounds so eloguent in Germany with teleprompters. 
And then if you compare what he said in Berlin today to what he said in Jerusalem, what he 
said in Aman Jordon, I mean this guy has already exposed himself. He can't even remember 
what he said two months ago. 
 
JR: Well he is being feed , he's being feed ah speech after speech. Their winging this stuff. A 
lot of it on the fly to try to cater to the audiences in the venues in which he is speaking. I, I can 
you imagine the phsi..now I'm not speaking, I'm speaking objectively here. Imagine the 
grueling physical regimen of what he or anyone in his position would be going through. He's 
got to be on some kind of medication. 
 
LS: Oh, I got news you. Did you see him deplaning?  Ah, I don't even remember where he 
landed. I don't know if it was when he landed in Iraq, or when he landed in  Israel, but he did 
deplaned with his sunglasses on, ya know he deplaned by himself, and he's going down the 
stairs from the plane and then he pulls his sunglasses off and starts speaking like he's 
speaking to someone thats a good 15 feet away from him. Ya know, almost, almost like the 
Beatles did when they did the invasion of the US. OK? I mean this is ... 
 
JR: Rock star. 
 
LS: yeah. I mean these people are packaging this guy ah, in a way that that I have never 
seen anyone package a candidate for any political office. But then when he is standing there 
in front of reporters, I mean I feel sorry. Ah, my heart goes out to Katie Couric, because I 
know that she is on the end of his list at this point. As being any journalist that has any access 
to this man whatsoever. Ya know, simply for standing up to him and I give her credit. Because 
she has more balls than Brain Williams and Charlie Gibson combined. Ya know in telling him 
the other day, Senator ya know I just want you to answer my question. and now all of a 
sudden, if you look for the last two days, Where is Katie Couric in this trip? Ya know it's 
amazing.  
 
JR: Or if she is still on the plane? 
 
LS: Ya know, that's a good question. But the mainstream media is paying for these anchors to 
go with him on this trip as long as they comply with his orders.  
 
JR: He not even the nominee folks. You get it? 
 
LS: No, he is not.  
 
JR: He is not even the nominee. Hey look. And there is also talk and Hillary /clinto has 
brought it up, others have brought it up, he seems to be ... I don't know what kind of security 
he has but he...ya know we don't want anyone to get hurt around here but an attempt on his 
life would certainly ignite an incredible social civil unrest in this country for sure.  
 
LS: Ya know it goes back to, I don't know if you saw the report. There is a lady in Sugarland 
Texas, an African American woman in Texas, that today or yesterday,  
who followed a driver home because this driver had bumper sticker on his vehicle, his or her 
vehicle, because I'm not sure if it was male or female, there was a bumper sticker on the back 
of this person's vehicle with the, with the picture of someone urinating on Obama's name, 
OK? This woman, and this much I do know it has been it has been stated that it is a female 



and that is an African American female followed this driver to their residence, and began to 
confront this person, accusing them of having a racist bumper sticker because the bumper 
sticker showed the image of someone urinating  on the name Obama .  
 
JR: (comments and commercial... more comments and Obama speech)  
 
LS: Hey Jeff, actually the quote I like is global citizenship. 
 
JR: Well, that's the biggest giveaway of all.  
 
LS: Yeah. this is a gentleman who still refuses to provide any documentation that he is indeed 
a US citizen, or that he does not ah hold dual citizenship between the US 
and Kenya.  
 
JR: You notice that ah you did see the story the other day that the top forgery expert in Israel 
declared Obama's birth certificate or live  birth certificate  COLB, as a horrendous  hoax? His 
words. Horrendous hoax.  
 
LS: Of course. and here, here's the interesting part, I'm not even a candidate. I am simply a 
US citizen who has come forward with information regarding a presidential candidate and yet 
my birth is questioned to the point where I post my birth certificate on the web today. And yet 
here's a candidate for POTUS who feels he is above having to actually document that he is 
indeed a US citizen. 
 
JR: He's got a phoney, apparently according to the Israeli expert and this guy is one of the top 
of the world i his field...the COLB - the certificate of live birth - is a fraud.  
 
LS: And not only is it a fraud, but the same  document that is  a fraud is  posted  very 
prominately on the official website of  Barack Obama dot com and Obama for President of 
America dot com. You explain to me how is it someone can run for the highest office in this 
country and not be required to answer these very basic legitimate to the qualifications to run 
for this office and yet at the same time his supporter and I mean his supporters from average 
Joes on the internet to major multimillion dollar law firms that represent every 
telecommunications firm in this country and in Europe which is the interesting part that this 
firm Harris Wiltshire and Grannis represents more European interests than they do US 
interests can attack me or my family or individuals who happen to believe me enough to pose 
questionsto a presidential candidate. It makes no sense to me.  
 
JR: no, ah in fact fewer and fewer things makes sense these days. Its' ah turning into ah 
upside down and inside out world. it appears to be hell bent for some kind of Armegeddon. I 
don't know if it biblical or not. Obama's ah ... 
 
LS: I was going to say, I agree with you. Here's the thing. I think the biggest problem in this 
country  is so many Obama supporters have put out and out the fear in this country that if you 
don't kiss his ass, excuse my language, if you don't five him his way, if you don't allow him to 
say and do what he wants to do without question, then you are responsible for provoking 
another civil war in this country. 
 
JR: Oh and they are going to beat the hell out of you ah either. You're right. This is, this is 
...the polarization here is so profound and intense and it's a...I don't think there are many 
people that understand it. You understand it. Clearly. These people and the people that 
support this man literally without even having to be told, I think would go out, many of them, 
would go out an kill people. I think it's that crazy.  
 
LS: Well a good example is the lady in sugarland Texas following somebody home because 
she wants to call someone racist because there is a bumper sticker showing someone, 
showing the image of urinating on the Obama name. And it ... 
 
JR: Yeah, I think you nailed it a minute ago. I think that these people, a lot of them, are so far  
over the edge. And if you even ask them to spell out or somehow address ah their hero's 



qualifications, what has he achieved i the Senate? What has he achieved as an American 
political figure? They couldn't give you any more than a sentence or two at the most. ...they'd 
say it doesn't matter. It doesn't matter what he's done.  
 
LS: Adn not only that Jeff, if you ask him that today 90% of them will be going well he was on 
the Senate banking committee. because he said he was yesterday in Jerusalem. And the 
funny thing is, is he's not even on the committee.  
 
JR: Well, were in for trouble folks. Hillary Clinton is being very quiet. And I, I call everyone to 
watch this vice presidential candidate selection process and see where it goes. Apparently 
several people have been approached by the Obama people and they have said no thanks. 
We don't want anything to do with this.  
 
LS: Well, ya know, somebody posted a comment saying that the Obama camp wants to vet a 
the vice presidential candidate. Does that mean I qualify, because I think I have been vetted 
by his campaign more than anyone than any individual in this country. 
 
JR: I would say there is ah an absolutely no doubt to that.  
 
LS: I mean, don't get me wrong, I would never  accept.  It was just ah a sarcastic comment. 
But I mean , it , it  goes back to my post  today , I  finally started  addressing an individual 
false statement that have been ya know repeated out there. Ya know for sometime by the 
Obama campaign and the Obama bloggers and I think it's time to do that once in a while just 
to ya know, make sure people understand it. this is what is being claimed but yet, here's the 
facts, ya know,  and go from there. But this is, this is absolutely ridiculous. This is an attack on 
a US citizen and the family and the supporters and people who simply do not take Barack 
Obama for for the fluff and and candy coated ah media madison avenue ah ad campaign 
that's put out there. And the minute you do that, you are subjected to harassment. You are 
subjected to threats that is against your life. And now they are not even just against me. 
People who posted on my blog, ya know they have accessed files illegally and gotten email 
addresses and IP addresses and now they are exposing these people. They are actually 
threatening individuals lives. Smply because they commented on my blog.  
 
JR: this is the kind of change that ah we're talking about is it folks? Compulsory national 
service , sacrifices and do remember that your soul are broken and the only person who can 
repair your broken souls is Barack Obama. That's what his wife said. Adn do remember you 
have to be prepared for service. All of you. Does this sound like America? did that speech 
sound like an American? I don't hear anything at all about America. I don't even talk abut the 
constitution. about our values, about our infrastructure, about our failing education system , 
about illegal  immigration, about  the patriot act, about ....... 
 
LS: Well, in fact he just voted to continue funding.  
 
JR: He sure did. 
 
LS: Ya know and this is the interesting...here's another interesting point. Um, here is a 
gentleman who is speaking to Germans and  Europeans  who have no vote in this country. 
And I got two emails  today from soldiers in Iraq who were in a platoon or in a regimite that 
was visited by Barack Obama that have asked me to post their emails where they say that 
Barack Obama shunned the soldiers. That they actually got more respect and more thanks 
from MBA players  and Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders than they got from the US senator who 
is running for president of the US.  
 
JR: Well, ah ah, I don'' know where it is gonna go but in a nut shell we have just less than a 
minute to go Larry. What's next for you?  
 
LS: Well, on Monday I expect people to be screaming and crying because I know some 
fireworks are gonna take place in DC because some legal manuevers are gonna take place 
against the US ah US Attorney's office in DC as well as the FBI. Ah, some actions are gonna 
be taken against the US District court in the District of Columbia as well. ah I will tell you on 



your program for anyone listening in regards to the Delaware case, I want it to be very clear 
and understood, I have no intentions  of pleading to anything in Delaware, because I have not 
committed any crime int he state of Delaware. 
 

July Work by Deathby1000Papercuts.com: 

TIME TRAVEL 

http://deathby1000papercuts.com/2008/07/debunking-larry-sinclair-obama-accuser-
allegations-based-on-time-travel/#comments  

Sinclair Claims He Contacted Obama, Press TWO Months Before Event Actually 
Happened 

Part 1: The forest for the trees… 

I’m challenging Mr. Obama to come forth, be honest, stop claiming that his drug use is limited 
to his teenaged years. In 1999 you weren’t a teenager, in 1999 you were a state 
representative for the people of of the state of Illinois. In 1999, I performed oral sex on you in 
the back of my limo as well as my hotel room in Gurnee, Illinois two days later. 
–Larry Sinclair - Youtube video - January 17, 2008 

Larry Sinclair, the man who accused Barack Obama of engaging in a sexual tryst while 
imbibing illegal drugs in November of 1999, arrived on the cyber-space scene via Youtube in 
January. 

Sinclair gave additional “details” in subsequent cyber-talk interviews. Some of the “details” 
from Sinclair’s story included: 

~Sinclair’s explanation as to why he was in the Chicago area during that time period, a 
graduation at the local Naval Academy.  

~A copy of a letter from Choice Hotels International, which Sinclair claimed verified he stayed 
at a Choice Hotel in Gurnee, Illinois, during the time he allegedly met Obama. 

~How Sinclair “met” Obama through an introduction made by the driver of a limo Sinclair had 
rented. 

~The name of the “upscale lounge” where Sinclair claimed the two had drinks and Obama 
made a phone call to “purchase cocaine” for Sinclair, who later admitted he was on parole 
from the state of Colorado at the time.  

~And, at times, overly-vivid descriptions of the two alleged sexual encounters and cocaine 
drugfest and the dates they occurred.  

It was those details–and a slew of others–to which cyber-sleuths turned their attention in 
order to disprove Sinclair’s story. Ironically, Sinclair’s supporters believed the onus should be 
on Obama proving he never met up with Sinclair–not on Sinclair having to provide adequate 
proof regarding his accusations.  

Yet, there was one detail that escaped attention. This “detail” went to the very foundation of 
Sinclair’s story and has gone unnoticed–until now: the “reason” Sinclair gave as to why he 
“came forward” with his accusations against Senator Obama. 

I first decided to approach Obama’s camp back in September. Actually, after watching some 
news reports and some statements that Obama had made in some references that had come 
out regarding his past drug use . And he had claimed that people were making things up, that 



his drug use was limited to his early years, that in his professional career and public career he 
had never used drugs. 
–Sinclair onThe Jeff Rense Show Jan. 23, 2008 

I was actually inspired by Barack Obama as well until I saw a young person last fall … and 
saw Obama make a statement to this person who was coming across to this person… I’m 
honest, I’m transparent, I’m everything that nobody in Washington can say they are. Right 
Perspective Interview - Feb. 9, 2008 

Sinclair claimed during an interview on the Jeff Rense Show (Jan. 23, 2008), that he had 
made the decision to “approach Obama’s camp” in September of 2007. Sinclair claimed 
during his Right Perspective interview that he was “inspired” by Obama until he “saw” Obama 
with a “young person last fall”.  

Sinclair stated he made the decision to approach the Obama camp in September after 
“watching some news reports and some statements” Obama had made regarding his past 
drug use. Sinclair claimed he sent emails in September to the Obama camp in order to 
“confront” Obama.  

“I had sent several emails to their website addressing the issue simply putting forth to Mr. 
Obama to come forth and say “hey, you know what, I made a mistake, I misspoke, the timing 
is a little off, and then go from there…” I was ignored. 

Sinclair also claimed on the Big Head DC blog that he had “left phone messages” at the 
Obama campaign beginning in September: 

Between September 2007 and November 2007, I left a total of four (4) different cell phone 
numbers with the office of the Obama campaign. This was necessary because I had to adjust 
the telephone number to correspond with each new location where I lived in that period. I 
have explained in my blog how I slowly made my way north to Minnesota before settling 
there. 

During the Right Perspective interview, Sinclair claimed he would have “supported Obama” 
for President until Obama refused to “come out” after he was “confronted” about his drug use 
“last fall”: 

To be honest with you I probably would have supported him (Obama) if he had come out last 
fall when he was confronted with this.”  

We decided to take a look at what Sinclair “saw” or “heard” Obama say or do “last fall”–
especially in regards to speaking to a “young person”–that would have led Sinclair to “contact” 
the Obama camp in September. 

One of the annoying side effects of running for President is that everything you say or do is 
recorded and then dissected ad nauseum by the press. On the flip side, for those of us 
looking for information to investigate the veracity of Sinclair’s claims, the press’ diligence has 
paid off: 

MSNBC: 
Obama today talked to a group of high school students in New Hampshire about his 
adolescent drug use, drinking alcohol and being a “goof off” in high school. It is certainly not 
the first time Obama has spoken on the subject of his drug use, but it is the first time he has 
discussed it on the campaign trail. Obama wrote at length on it in his best-selling memoir, 
Dreams from My Father. 

This excerpt is from an article written November 20, 2007. Note that the writer makes 
reference to this being the “first time” Obama has spoken about his past drug “on the 



campaign trail”. It’s also the only time Sinclair could have “seen” Obama addressing a “young 
person” about his past drug use.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhxL3dMAYlU&feature=related  
[above: Obama addressing high school students in New Hampshire, November 20, 2007.] 

“I will confess to you that I was kind of a goof off in high school as my mom reminded me,” 
Obama said. “I went to high school in Hawaii, so there’s a lot of opportunity to goof off 
because the weather is really good all the time. I did well in school, but I didn’t really apply 
myself. I did what I needed to, to get into college, and it came fairly easily to me, but I never 
worked as hard as I should have. 

“I was big on basketball; I was a basketball player. We were state champs. I thought I was 
better than I was. But I just loved the game and I played basketball a lot. I thought about girls 
a lot. 

“You know, I made some bad decisions…. You know, got into drinking and experimenting 
with drugs. There was a whole stretch of time where I didn’t apply myself. It wasn’t until I got 
out of … high school, and went to college that I started realizing, man, I wasted a lot of time. 
Barack Obama speaks at New Hampshire High School, November 20, 2007 Source MSNBC  

We could find no other instances where Obama addressed “young people” about his drug use 
after August of 2007–other than when he spoke to the New Hampshire high school students 
in November. 

“The Mainstream Media and Obama himself has done greatly (sic) to prevent this story from 
becoming public.” Larry Sinclair’s First Youtube 

Sinclair claimed in his original Youtube video that the “Mainstream Media and Obama” had 
“prevented” Sinclair from getting his “story” to the public. But was this allegation true? And, if 
Obama and/or the MSM had attempted to “prevent” Sinclair from getting his “story” out, where 
was his proof that this had happened? 

Sinclair claimed he contacted the Obama camp via “emails” and “phone calls” beginning in 
September 2007. Sinclair posted on his website copies of letters he purportedly wrote to 
Obama after he posted his video on Youtube in January 2008.  

In fact, Sinclair has posted a veritable cornucopia of Sinclair documents: photos, letters, 
emails, etc., on his website, LarrySinclair0926.com. Yet, Sinclair hasn’t posted one single 
copy of any emails he purportedly wrote to the Obama “camp” or campaign between 
September and January 17, when he posted his first video on Youtube. 

Sinclair has also never provided any evidence that he contacted the MSM prior to the release 
of his January video.  

In the end, Sinclair’s claim that there was a graduation at the Naval Academy was most likely 
true. As was Sinclair’s claim that he stayed at the Choice Hotel in Gurnee, Illinois.  

Sinclair has yet to deliver the purported limo driver, even though at one point he promised to 
produce a signed affidavit. He continues to maintain that he first contacted the Obama camp 
in September 2007. This is one of the few parts of Sinclair’s story which he has not changed. 
No one has questioned Sinclair as to what date he allegedly “saw” Obama speaking to a 
young person about his prior drug use–the event which propelled Sinclair to allegedly send 
emails to the Obama camp beginning in September.  

Obama had written in his memoirs about his prior drug use. Sinclair claimed that he had 
never read any of Obama’s books. He also claimed that he would have “supported” Obama 



up until “last fall” until he “saw” Obama speak to a “young person” about his past drug use, 
where Obama claimed he had stopped doing drugs after his high school years.  

Sinclair built the foundation of his allegations on a false date: the month of September. Larry 
Sinclair claims he emailed and called the Obama campaign in September 2007: a full two 
months before the incident he claims caused him to come forward with his story 
occurred. 

It’s been 5 months since Sinclair first broadcast his accusations against Obama on Youtube. 
Since then, Sinclair has raised thousands of dollars from supporters while continuing to 
peddle his accusations on his website–all without providing any proof other than a copy of 
hotel records that he stayed in Gurnee, Illinois in November of 1999.  

Nine years later, the month of November–this time in 2007–has come back to bite Sinclair in 
the allegation butt.  

By LBG 

THE LIMO DRIVER 
http://deathby1000papercuts.com/2008/07/debunking-larry-sinclair-part-ii-the-limo-driver/ 

We’ve decided to focus primarily on the “chief witness”, the man Sinclair claims was a 
“personal friend” of Obama’s, who fears “coming forward”, that he and his family will face the 
“wrath of Obama”: the purported limo driver. 

The driver actually “drives” Sinclair’s story, as Sinclair has made him into a pivotal character. 
This man–who allegedly was a “personal” friend of Obama’s and who arranged an 
“introduction” between the two–had the birds-eye view of the alleged tryst involving illicit sex 
and illegal drugs. The driver has become the mysterious “witness” who has yet to “come forth” 
to corroborate Sinclair’s claims. 

We’ve based our observations on information supplied by Sinclair himself, from interviews 
he’s given on talk shows and Sinclair’s blog’s, LarrySinclair0926.com and LarrySinclair.org. 

“I had no idea he (Obama) was in politics. I was introduced to Senator Obama by my limo 
driver who I had on an earlier occasion.” 
– Jeff Rense Show - Jan. 23, 2008 

Sinclair’s first talk show interview occurred six days after he posted his original video on 
Youtube. It was during this interview on the Jeff Rense Show that Sinclair began to “flesh out” 
his story: we first learned, according to Sinclair, the limo driver was a “personal friend” of 
Obama, who also “introduced” Sinclair to the then-Illinois State Representative. 

Sinclair also named the limo service: 

“When I was referring to my limo, I was referring to a limousine service out of Chicago area, 
which is Five Star Limousine service.” 

Five Star Limo is no longer in business. According to the site, CyberDrive Illinois, the 
company was dissolved 9-01-2000. The owner is listed as Rashpal Multani. This info is 
posted on Sinclair’s site, LarrySinclair.org. 

“I had hired the limo for three nights during that trip.” 
– Jim Sumpter Show - 2-18-08 



Sinclair claimed he was in Chicago to attend the graduation of a godson at a local Naval 
Academy. Sinclair stated on the Jim Sumpter Show that he had the “same” limo driver “on all 
three occasions” during his visit to Chicago: 

“I had the same limo driver on all three occasions (nights). I had already informed the service, 
as well as the driver, that I wanted him to be the driver on Saturday.” 
–Jim Sumpter Show 

The night before Sinclair “met” Obama, Sinclair claimed he hired the limo service in order to 
squire around guests– the godson and relatives from the Naval graduation. 

“I took out … the graduate and some of his friends along with his aunt and his grandmother, 
the day of the graduation which was the 5th of November. I had intended… I actually 
extended my stay in Chicago, which the Choice Hotels confirmed the extension of my 
reservation there. I had extended my stay by two days.” 
–Jim Sumpter Show 

During an earlier interview on the Jeff Rense Show on January 23, Sinclair stated a different 
version of how many limo drivers he had: 

“I had told the driver about the incident, the incident before, when I had hired the company to 
take me out with my godson that I was going to spend another night out, that I wanted to meet 
people around Chicago. I wanted to know something about Chicago.” 
– Jeff Rense Show - Jan. 23, 2008 

The “Introduction” 

Sinclair continually refined the story of his introduction in various interviews. 

“The limo driver had called him (Obama) and told him to meet us there. Like I said, when we 
got there and the driver opened the door, that’s when the driver had introduced Obama to 
me.” 
–Jeff Rense Show - Jan. 23, 2008 

“The way I understand it from the introduction, and from my conversation with the driver, was 
that he was introducing me to a friend of his. He was not introducing me to someone of 
power, he was introducing me to a personal friend of his.” 
–Jeff Rense Show - Jan 23, 2008  

“I was introduced to Mr. Obama when I got out of the limo.. by the driver. Apparently they 
were friends.” 
–Jeff Rense Show - Jan. 23, 2008 

“As for as what motivated him (limo driver) to introduce me to Barack, that’s something you’re 
going to have to ask him and I assure you that in the very near future, people will be able to 
ask the driver.” 
–KTLK Talk Radio  

“When I get down to Rush Street, the limo stops, the driver opens the rear door on the driver’s 
side and as he opens the door, I notice there’s a gentleman standing next to him and I’m 
introduced to him as Barack Obama.” 
–The Jim Sumpter Show 

Sinclair claimed that he and Obama met at an “upscale lounge” where the two had drinks and 
a casual conversation that led to drugs and sex in the back of Sinclair’s rented limo. Sinclair 
also claimed he couldn’t remember the name of the lounge: 



“I really can’t and I’ll tell you why: I can’t because I’m almost 90% sure I remember the name 
but I can’t be 100% sure and I’m waiting on some credit card statements from Citigroup on my 
credit card that was used in the club so when I do give the club’s name, I give the correct 
name.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair has yet to produce any credit card statements.  

Sinclair also stated that he had been to the same club the previous evening: 

Jim Sumpter: This is a homosexual bar? 

Sinclair: “No, it’s not! It’s just a lounge that we had gone to the night before, that I had actually 
enjoyed… it was quiet… the service was great, it was something the night before that 
everyone had enjoyed. It was something that I felt comfortable drinking in.” 
–Jim Sumpter Show 

Sinclair couldn’t “remember” the name of the lounge, but was able to recall the “bar” in the 
limo and what brands of liquor it was stocked with: 

“I carry Absolut everywhere I go. Anytime I’m in a limo I have to have absolut or Grey Goose. 
There was a bottle of Crown Royal and a bottle of Chevas Regal as well.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

The “casual conversation” that allegedly led to drugs and sex: 

“We went in, we had drinks, it was a casual conversation. I had told why I was in the Chicago 
area, what I was doing there. There was some conversations regarding what I did for a living, 
which were not so legal at the time.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair claimed he had mentioned that he needed something to “wake up”. It was then that 
Obama made a “phone call”: 

“I could use a couple of lines to wakeup. (to Obama) I had been extremely tired. I had only 
flown in after being on the road for 4 days prior to flying in Chicago and he had made the 
comment to me if I was referring to coke. And I told him I was. And when I told him that what I 
was referring to, Senator Obama had stated to me that he could get it for me. At that time he 
made a phone call.”  

–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair also claimed that he had discussed his “waking up” problem with the limo driver 
during a previous conversation:  

“That’s when I made very clear at the time that the driver was in fact a personal friend 
because the driver knew from the previous engagement that I had with him that I wanted to 
get something to “wake up from”.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair claimed he and and Obama left the lounge and got into the limo where Obama 
“instructed” the driver on where to allegedly drive to, to purchase the illegal drugs, crack and 
powder cocaine: 

“After he made the phone call, we left, we got in the limo, Senator Obama was the one who 
instructed the driver where we were going.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 



Sinclair claimed he spoke to the limo driver while Obama was out making a drug “buy”: 

“After he (Obama) made the phone call, we left, we got in the limo, Senator Obama was the 
one who instructed the driver where we were going. I’m going to say maybe at the most, 30 
minutes of driving we stopped. Mr. Obama tells me he’ll be right back, he gets out, in less 
than five minutes he’s back in the car. I was speaking to the driver, the privacy window was 
down at that time.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair claimed the limo driver “drove” around while Sinclair and Obama had an alleged 
sexual encounter and coke party in the back: 

“We were driving around the entire time. We were driving around the entire time because 
when the sex act ended our clothes were back on, I had a drink in my hand, he had a drink in 
his hand.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair claimed he and Obama were “drunk” during the limo ride: 

“We were drunk, we were in the back of a limo where it was dark.” 
–The Right Perspective Interview - Feb 8, 2008 

Sinclair claimed he was “shocked” when Obama allegedly pulled out a crack pipe and 
cocaine: 

“In the course of performing the sex act, Senator Obama actually asks for my lighter. So when 
I get up to give him my lighter, it’s at that time that I see the other packet of crack cocaine and 
the glass cylinder that he’s putting it in. I had no idea that he had it. I didn’t even know that he 
used it.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

Sinclair was “shocked” even though Sinclair had allegedly snorted powder cocaine from a cd 
holder on Obama’s knee and had put a “move” on the Senator: 

“He (Obama) gets back in the car, he hands me the packet, I have a CD case from a CD that 
I had put in the limo with me. I take the CD case, I pour some out on the CD case and make 
three lines on it. I kneel down into the floorboard of the limo and rest the CD case on Senator 
Obama’s left leg and with a rolled up dollar bill I do a line. I make the approach on Senator 
Obama, a sexual gesture, by rubbing up his leg into his crotch area.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

On the Right Perspective, Sinclair goes into graphic detail about the alleged encounter 
between him and Obama: 

“I will be willing to say that I could give you the size of his genitals you know, within a half 
inch. And I can definitely tell you cut, uncut, ummm, I was asked if I noticed any birth marks, I 
told them flat out I’m not gonna lie and tell you he did simply because we were drunk. I was in 
the back of a limo, it was dark, I can (unintelligible) enough that if he drops his pants I’m going 
to be proven right.” 

Sinclair claimed he lost his baseball cap during the drive: 

“I even stood up through the moon roof of the limo and lost my baseball cap that had been 
given to me by a friend that, had I lost it, would have killed me. I had the driver actually pull 
over and I got out of the limo and ran down the freeway to pick up the hat.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 



Sinclair once again claims the driver was a “good friend” of Obama’s: 

“At the end of the evening… the driver told me that it would be easier for him to go ahead and 
drop me off at the hotel and that he could take Barack back to his car. So I said fine, I had no 
problem with it, they were friends, they knew each other.” 
–Jeff Rense Show 

On the Jim Sumpter Show, Sinclair claimed it was both Obama and the limo driver who 
“suggested” Sinclair should be dropped off at his hotel in Gurnee, Illinois:  

“The driver and Barack both had suggested that it was more convenient for them to drop me 
off at the hotel and the driver would take Barack back to his car.” 
–Jim Sumpter Show 

Sinclair claimed he “signed the necessary paperwork”, yet he hasn’t provided any copies of 
the credit card receipt: 

“We go back to the hotel, I sign the necessary paperwork with the driver, I say goodnight.” 
–Jim Sumpter Show 

Sinclair, at first, claimed the limo driver was “willing to come forward” to corroborate Sinclair’s 
allegations: 

“The limo driver is willing to come forward, but only if it [Sinclair's story] “gets out there” 
because he is a personal friend of Obama’s. He is scared to death that if he comes forward 
before it “gets out”, Obama and Axelrod will “shut him up”.” 
–The Right Perspective 

Once again, Sinclair claims the driver is a “personal friend” of Obama’s, yet Sinclair also 
claims the driver fears retribution from his “good friend” Barack Obama once he, the driver, 
“comes forward”. Sinclair claims the limo driver and “his family” fear for their safety from 
“Obama”: 

“The driver will come forward but he’s not going to put him and his family on the line for 
something the media is constantly shoving under the carpet.” 

Sinclair slips up during an interview 

The talk show host on the Right Perspective points out that if the limo driver is a “good” friend 
of Obama’s, Obama would already know how to locate him: 

Host: You said the limo driver is a good friend of Obama, so Obama knows where the limo 
driver is.  

Sinclair: I bet you he’s trying his damnest to remember which friend of his.. I don’t think 
Obama will find him. Not this fast.” 
–The Right Perspective 

Why would Sinclair be so sure that Obama wouldn’t be able to “find” the driver? 

Sinclair’s original allegations were posted on Youtube, January 23, 2008. Two months later, 
Sinclair claimed the “name” of the limo driver was provided to “legal counsel”, and that he, 
Sinclair, refused to “divulge” the name of the driver on the Internet: 

“To make clear, the identity of the limo driver has been provided to legal counsel and will be 
disclosed through the court case. So any further claims that I have never disclosed this 



information even to my Attorney are in fact untrue.” 
–LarrySinclair0926.com - March 20-2008 

Yet, on the comment line of Sinclair’s original Youtube video, Sinclair posted the name, P. 
Multani, as the limo driver in a comment. The comment line has since been removed by 
Sinclair. We were not the only ones who noted the comment and Sinclair’s naming of the limo 
driver.  

On March 26, a long time supporter of Sinclair’s, Citizen Wells, posted a inquiry on his blog, 
Citizen Wells, addressing the “name” of the limo driver: 

One of the encounters was alleged to be in a limousine from 5 Star Limousine Service in 
Chicago. Sinclair states that the limousine driver’s name is P Multani. Sinclair has also stated 
that in the past he has helped illegal aliens. There was a Paramjit Singh Multani, from India, in 
this country illegally and he was in Chicago around the time of the alleged limousine 
encounter. Is Larry Sinclair using information he had about an illegal alien and Barack 
Obama’s schedule to fabricate this story or is this story real.? 
Citizen Wells  

Citizen Wells once again addresses the P. Multani issue on his blog on April 7: 

Sinclair has stated in the past that he helped illegal aliens. He also stated that the name of the 
limo driver is P Multani. An illegal alien by the name of Paramjit Singh Multani was in this 
country illegally and a hearing was set for him in Chicago in 2000. This is near the time of the 
alleged encounter between Larry Sinclair and Barack Obama. Some one commented on this 
blog several days ago and pointed out that a Paramjit Singh Multani is a licensed taxi driver in 
Maryland. They provided a link to the site. Does anyone out there have any more information 
on this? 

Wells posts a response from Sinclair: 

“Thought you should know I did not state the above was the limo drivers name. That is an 
assumption that internet warriors for Obama made and claimed. 

Thank you, 

Larry Sinclair” 

Sinclair posts a further comment: 

“ADDED BY LARRY:I believe I included a comment that this was an example of people 
putting other peoples names out there with no facts to back it up. I can state that no I did not 
help this individual enter the US nor did I ever state he was my limo driver or that he worked 
for five star. I will tell you flat out this is not the driver.” 

Sinclair held a press conference at the National Press Club on June 18 where he “revealed” 
the limo driver’s “name”–five full months after Sinclair’s allegations were first posted on 
Youtube: 

From Sinclair’s press release statement:  

“On November 6, 1999 after picking me up at the Hotel in Gurnee-and this is significant-
Paramjit Multani used his cellphone to make a call. That call was made to then-Illinois State 
Senator Barack Obama to set up an introduction between me and Senator Obama.” 

Sinclair claimed this was the first time he revealed the name of the limo driver: 



On November 6, 1999, I asked the limo driver–whose name I now reveal for the first time–
Paramjit Multani…. 

At the conclusion of his press statement, Sinclair challenges participants to “corroborate” his 
evidence and to find the limo driver: 

“It is for others to find the corroborating evidence of my story by locating the limo driver -
Parajmit Multani.” 

Later, after releasing his press statement, Sinclair claimed on his website, LarrySinclair.org, 
the limo driver’s name released in his press conference, Parajmit Multani, was a “typo” and 
that the actual name was not Parajmit, but Jagir.  

** Typo Correction ** Limo Driver’s name is JAGIR P MULTANI 

Strange, to say the least–as Sinclair had claimed he was in contact with the driver–that he 
couldn’t remember the correct first name. 

To date, the driver–Sinclair’s chief witness, the one person who could supposedly corroborate 
his allegations–has not been “officially” located.  

On his blog, Sinclair has directed supporters to search for info on detractors–Sinclair is 
famous for posting personal info such as names, home addresses, tax records, places of 
employment, children’s names, ect., on his site-yet, there’s not one single instance where 
he’s asked his supporters to help find the limo driver. 
–Hat tip: Glix 

Almost every part of Larry Sinclair’s story about the limo driver has changed: the more 
Sinclair has “refined” his tale, the more confusing it has become for those interested, like 
Larry, in the “truth”. 

* Sinclair claimed the driver was a “personal” and “good friend” of Obama’s, but that if the 
driver “came forward”, Obama would “shut him down”.  

* Sinclair has alluded that the limo driver was scared to come forward, because then, Obama 
would be able find him to harm him or his family. But, if the limo driver were a “personal 
friend” of Obama’s, Obama would already know where to find him, as the host of the Right 
Perspective quickly pointed out back in February. The limo driver was able to locate Obama–
somewhat easily, it would seem–in 1999 to buy some coke for a stranger, Larry Sinclair.  

At least, according to Sinclair’s own words. 

* Larry claimed that he had the same limo driver all three nights. Then, he claimed that he 
didn’t. 

* Sinclair claimed the driver and Obama told him that it would be “more convenient” to drop 
Sinclair off at the hotel in Gurnee first. Earlier, he claimed that this was the limo driver’s idea. 

* Sinclair claimed he was releasing the name of the driver, Parajmit Multani, “for the first time” 
at his press conference in June–even though he posted it on his Youtube comment thread 
back in January. Even though he specifically told Citizen Wells in April that Parajmit Multani 
“was not the name of the driver”. Sinclair then claimed the Parajmit Multani name was a typo, 
that the “correct” name was “Jagir” P. Multani.  

* Finally, after claiming that he was in “contact with the limo driver”, he said it was up to others 
to locate this shifting, mysterious being. 



In a curious fashion note, Sinclair claimed that after visiting the “upscale” lounge with Obama 
for drinks and chit chat, he lost his baseball cap when he stood up through the moon roof of 
the limo. 

To date, Sinclair’s chief witness, the limo driver, has yet to “come forward”. Sinclair now 
claims it’s up to “others” to “find” the driver. Sinclair, who first claimed he was in contact with 
the driver, named Parajmit Multani in his press release–even though he emphatically told 
Citizen Wells that this “was not the name of the driver”. Finally, Sinclair claimed that “Parajmit” 
was a typo: the driver’s real first name now was “Jagir”.  

Lastly, why has Sinclair never once asked his supporters on his website to help “search” for 
the limo driver–even though he’s asked numerous times for help in “exposing” detractors’ IP 
and home addresses, and places of employment? 

To those who might say this is nit-picking, we say: Larry Sinclair can remember minute 
details–such as the liquor in the limo and a street name (Rush) when it suits him. His story is 
a collection of such details–all designed to give the story believability. When these details 
change–once, twice or more–logically, shouldn’t this detract from the story’s believability? 

Some details are important to Sinclair’s story: either he had the same driver for all three 
nights or he didn’t; either he released the limo driver’s name at his press conference for the 
first time or he didn’t; either the limo driver was a “close personal friend of Obama’s” or he 
wasn’t; either Sinclair’s story is true or it isn’t. 

All we have to go on is Larry’s own words–and, as any reader can see, they are contradictory 
and confusing words. 

Sinclair’s sole remaining “proof” is his purported stay at the Choice Hotel in Gurnee, Illinois, 
covered in Part III by DBKP. 

By LBG 
notes by Mondoreb 
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O R D E R 

This petition for review requires us to untangle a snarl of procedural steps that the petitioner, 
Paramjit Singh Multani, has created for us and the immigration authorities. Multani would like 
his removal proceedings stayed or administratively closed while his wife appeals from the 
revocation of the approval of her I-130 petition, which entitled Multani to a visa based on his 
marriage to a U.S. citizen. Relying on Multani's record of "flouting" the immigration laws in 
various ways, the IJ denied this request; indeed, he went further and ordered that Multani be 
deported to India. Multani petitioned for review. We conclude that we have jurisdiction over 
this petition. Notwithstanding the fact that the Board of Immigration Appeals has, since 
argument in this case, vacated the revocation of the I-130 petition and remanded for further 
proceedings on the bona fides of the marriage, we see nothing in the decision of the IJ or the 
BIA before us that would justify granting the petition for review. Multani must therefore seek 
whatever further relief may be available to him from the BIA or the appropriate agency within 
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 

I 

Multani, a citizen of India, first entered the United States illegally in 1987. He was arrested by 
immigration officials in Florida in 1991, at which time the former Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) issued an Order to Show Cause (OSC) charging him with 
deportability for illegally entering the United States. Multani failed to appear at his hearing and 



was ordered deported in absentia . In 1996, he turned up in California, where he applied for 
asylum. In that application (in which Multani used a shortened version of his name, Paramjit 
Singh), he claimed that he was tortured and beaten in India in 1993, and that he first entered 
the United States in 1994. He made no mention of his prior immigration proceedings. The 
application was denied and Multani received another OSC, based on illegal entry. Once 
again, Multani failed to attend his deportation hearing, and once again, he was ordered 
deported in absentia . Then in 1998, Multani was again found in the United States and 
charged with deportability for entering the country illegally. This time, a warrant for his 
deportation was issued, but in February 1999 he sent a letter to the INS, notifying it that he 
had "self-deported" to Canada and that the INS was "not to bother" him at his new address. 

Apparently Canada was not to his liking, because he illegally reentered the United States 
eight months later. The INS caught up with him quickly and charged him with removability for 
the illegal reentry. Multani denied that he was removable and requested an opportunity to 
apply for adjustment of status. His case was transferred to Chicago, and in October 2000, the 
IJ ordered him deported to India. Multani then filed a motion to reopen his case, arguing that 
he was denied an opportunity to apply to have his status adjusted to that of a lawful 
permanent resident, based on an approved I-130 petition filed by his wife, who was a U.S. 
citizen. Multani concurrently applied to adjust his status, but his application falsely claimed 
that he had never previously been deported. At the same time, Multani appealed the IJ's 
October 2000 decision to the BIA, which remanded his case so that the IJ could consider his 
application for adjustment of status. 

At the hearing on Multani's application to adjust his status, the IJ informed him that because 
of his "self-deportation" in 1999, he was ineligible to adjust status and become a permanent 
resident. Multani's attorney, however, then informed the IJ that four days earlier, he had filed 
an I-212 application on Multani's behalf, requesting permission for Multani to reapply for 
admission to the United States after deportation. The IJ decided to continue the hearing. 
Before it resumed, the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (CIS) (a bureau of 
DHS) revoked the I-130 visa petition that Multani's wife had filed. When the status adjustment 
hearing resumed, Multani requested that the IJ continue his case, pending resolution of an 
appeal of the visa revocation. As we noted above, on April 7, 2006, the BIA ruled favorably on 
Multani's appeal, ordering "the District Director to provide the petitioner an additional 
opportunity to submit evidence in support of the bona fides of the marriage." The BIA's order 
does not comment on any other aspect of the case, although it includes a footnote detailing 
the various names that DHS asserts Multani has used. Interestingly, the BIA's order of April 7 
identifies him as "Paramjit Singh," not as Multani. We think it is fair to conclude, from 
counsel's submission of the Board's April 7 order, that he concedes that he has used both 
names. 

Back in 2003, however, the IJ refused Multani's request to continue the case or to adjust his 
status; instead, he issued an order dated June 18, 2004, that concluded with the following 
language: "IT IS ORDERED that respondent's request for a continuance be denied. IT IS 
FURTHER ORDERED that the respondent be deported from the United States to India on the 
charge contained in the Notice to Appear." The IJ explained in the order that Multani's record 
was "replete with misrepresentations, deceptions, and utter disregard for the laws of the 
United States." The IJ recognized that he had discretion whether to grant Multani's request for 
a continuance, but that given Multani's history, this relief was not warranted, nor was any 
further delay in resolving the case as a whole. 

Multani appealed to the BIA, arguing that the IJ had violated his due process rights by not 
acting impartially, and that the IJ abused his discretion by denying a continuance knowing that 
Multani's visa had been "revoked in violation of the law." Unmoved, the BIA affirmed the IJ's 
decision. Foreshadowing its later ruling in the visa appeal, it expressed concern about the 
revocation of Multani's marriage visa, noting that the only apparent basis for that action was 
that Multani was "the kind of person who would enter into a sham marriage." This, it 
concluded, would be an improper reason for such an action. Nevertheless, the BIA found that 
Multani did not merit discretionary relief, because he "flout[ed] immigration laws" by making 
misrepresentations in his application, failing to appear for prior hearings, and twice ignoring 



deportation orders. The BIA's order concludes with the statement "[a]ccordingly, the appeal is 
dismissed." 

II 

The government argues that this court lacks jurisdiction to consider Multani's challenge to the 
IJ's denial of his request for a continuance pending his appeal of the revocation of the 
marriage visa. It argues further that we lack jurisdiction to review the IJ's decision to deny 
Multani's application for adjustment of status. It is true that the governing statute, 8 U.S.C. § 
1252(a)(2)(B)(ii), which is entitled "denials of discretionary relief" says that "[n]otwithstanding 
any other provision of law ... and except as provided in subparagraph (D), ... no court shall 
have jurisdiction to review... (ii) any other decision or action of the Attorney General or the 
Secretary of Homeland Security the authority for which is specified under this subchapter to 
be in the discretion of the Attorney General or the Secretary of Homeland Security...." See 
Subhan v. Ashcroft, 383 F.3d 591, 595 (7th Cir. 2004) (stating in dicta that ordinary denials of 
continuances are covered by the statutory ban on judicial review); Yerkovich v. Ashcroft, 381 
F.3d 990, 995 (10th Cir. 2004); but see Zafar v. U.S. Attorney General, 426 F.3d 1330, 1334-
35 (11th Cir. 2005) (holding that the authority for an IJ to grant a continuance is derived solely 
from regulations promulgated by the INS, and thus the ban on judicial review does not extend 
to rulings on motions for continuances). In some situations, however, the denial of a 
continuance is functionally the final substantive order in the case. See Subhan, 383 F.3d at 
595-96; see also Benslimane v. Gonzales, 430 F.3d 828, 832 (7th Cir. 2005). In those 
situations, we have held that substance should prevail over form, and that we have the power 
to review the ultimate decision in the case. 

In its zeal to protect the Attorney General's discretion, however, the government has 
overlooked the fact that, in the final analysis, this is not a petition for review of the denial of a 
continuance. It is a petition from the final order commanding that Multani be deported to India. 
As is often the case, Multani is complaining that various procedural steps along the way to 
that outcome require reversal. But that does not mean that this court lacks jurisdiction to 
review the deportation order, as we normally do under 8 U.S.C. § 1252(a). See Hamdan v. 
Gonzales, 425 F.3d 1051, 1057 (7th Cir. 2005) (noting that scope of appellate review now 
includes review of constitutional claims and questions of law). Our jurisdiction over this 
petition is secure, even though there may be particular rulings that receive special deference. 

Unfortunately for Multani, however, this procedural victory is of little avail. His protestations 
about his inability to gather together all of his prior records ring hollow, especially since he 
has now conceded the fact that "Paramjit Singh Multani" (whose case was docketed as AXX-
XXX-XXX by DHS) and "Paramjit Singh (whose case was docketed as AXX-XXX-XXX by 
DHS) are one and the same person. The IJ did not abuse his discretion when he found that 
Multani did not merit either a continuance or any other kind of discretionary relief. We have no 
reason to second-guess the IJ's finding that Multani's "record is replete with 
misrepresentations, deceptions, and utter disregard for the laws of the United States." Finally, 
we reject Multani's claim that the proceedings before the IJ infringed his due process rights. 
Among other problems with this argument is the fact that an alien's right to due process does 
not extend to proceedings that provide only discretionary relief. See Cevilla v. Gonzales, 446 
F.3d 658, 662 (7th Cir. 2006); Hamdan , 425 F.3d at 1060-61. In addition, Multani has given 
us no reason to think that the IJ and the BIA were anything but impartial and conscientious. 

The petition for review is DENIED . 

 


